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PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL ABUSE OF* THE ELDERLY

FRIDAY, APB 3, 198).

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,

SUBbOMMITTEE ON RETIREMENT INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT;
San Francisco, Calif.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in the Crystal c'
Ballroom, San Franciscan Hotel, Hon. John L. 'Burton (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members 'present. Representatives John L. Burton, Otticar, and,
Lantos. .

Also present : Assemblymen Felando and Filante of the Stat.N.of
California 'Assembly. .

Staff present : Merrill S. Randol, staff director and counsel, Sub,-
-committee on Retirement Income and Employment. Val lIalamin-,
daris, seni,or counsel, and Kathleen Gardner professional staff, of the-1 kSelect Cofnmittee on Aging.

.
\OPENING STATEMENT OF OliAIRMAN JOHN L. BURTON ,

Chairman BURTON. The Subcommittee on Retirement Income and
Employment '&.f the,House Select Coiniutteeon Aging will come to
order. ,. , 11. t

It is a pleasure to hold this hearing and to wetome you to San
Franciscb. . .

The subject of our hearing today is the physical and financial abuse
of older Americans by their relatives and by their caretakers.

We arts particularly fortunate that our hearing coincides with the
first National Conference on Elder Abuse, a gathering which includes
some of the foremost experts on domestic violence.

We look forward to hearing frorfi our witnesses this morning and
to include some of their recommendations of the National Conference .
in our hearing record. We are also pleased to include in the appendix
of our hearing record an excellent manual on elder abuse, "Elder Abuse
and Neghict: A Guide for Practitioners and Policy Makers." This
manual was prepared for the Oregon Office of Elder Affairs by the
National Paralegal Institute. i.- ,

We have chosen this time and place to release the Comm4tee's re- .
port of the.first national invkstigation onthe issue of elder abuse. This
report, entitled 'Mei. Abuse : An Examination of a Hidden Prob-
lEpi," is. the result of more than a year's work. A summary of this
report will be included in the append* of today's hearing record. The
executive summary follows :, 6
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EXECUTIVE SUI:IAR

The current-roadblock to understanding the nature and incidence of family vio-
lence, in general. and elder abuse, in pailticular, is that the topic is so emotionally

. * charged. Alan& fwould pre es not to acknowledge that such abuse existsit is
alien to theAmerican ideal. Even abused elderly are relit( tant to admit their
children. loved ones, and those entrusted with their care ha,ye assaulted them.
For this reason, the abuse of our elderly at tlfe hands of their children until1.,
recent times has remained a shameful and hidden problem.

.... This repot' was an attempt to eAplore What is known about elder abuse.
How much is there in America? I. it increasing?, What causes children and
caregivers to abuse their parents and wards? And, can we prevent it?

To answer these questions, the Committee undertook the following steps :
Collected, reviewed and tabulated letters and case histories ,received by

the Committee over the past five years as well as ,letters received by Con-
gressional offices.
Revieived all Stare studies including those prepared by experts in academic
settings, and interviewed these experts.

.Interviewed experts with the U.S. General Accounting Office who are in-
volved in an investigation of one aspect of financial abuse of the elderly by'
their relative-it and/or caretakers.
Reviewed indictments, Grand Jury presentments and other puhlIc Court
records in Several States. _

Prepared and sent -a questionnaire to all State Human- Strvice Depart-
ments at the Chairman's request. The response& to these questions were
'tabulated and appear in Section IV, of this report. The/ questionnaire cant _be fotind in Appendix I.
Conducted follow-up telephone interviews with over one-third of the State
Human Service Departments. A Directoly of Offices responsible for.Adnit
Protectivd Services appears in Appendix VII. --...... -

Reviewed all books, periodicals, and newspaper references relating to elder
abuse and family violence in the possession of the Library of Congress.

Reviewed all hearings and reports on abuse of the elderly by Congressional
Committees and administrative'agencies. - , .
Prepared and.csent a questionnaire to police chiefs of major metropolitan
cities across the United States at treChairman's requdst. The responsesto these questions were tabulated and appear in Section II of this report.
The questionnaire can be found in Appendix V.
Prepared and sent a questionnaire to staff of Visiting Nurses Associationt in the District or-Columbia, Mdryland, and New Jersey. The answers to

- these questionnaires were tabulated and appear in Section H of this report.
The questionnaire can be found in Appendix VI. . ,Reviewed and summarized case histories of abuse forwarded to the Corn-' mittee'by the States, the police chiefs, visiting nurses. and abused elderly.
These case histories can be found in Section I of this report:
Prepared-and sent a letter. under the signatuPe of the Chairman; to a mints,her of notable and resPectkl authorities on elder abuse to ascertain4heir

71, views with Fespect to the nature and extent of such abuse.
Communicated with numerous' organizations and service providers repre- ''il.
Renting-the elderly to ascertain thew views on the problem of elder abuse.,

-Contacted the Emergency Nurses Associatibn to determine their experience
with elder abuse. . ...

Held hearings in .1"assachusetts, "'New York, New Jeriey and Washington,
D.O. for the purpose of gathering information on the issue of elder abuse,
inbloding a joint hearing with the Senate Committee on A-ging.

This report, which culminates more than a year of work 'for the 'House Select°
Committee on Aging, is the first full-scale national investigation of the subject
of elder abuse ever imdertaken. As such. it is not rind cannot be the final and
definitive-study in this area. The Committee found that many,Stateshhd no data i .-with which to answer its questionnaires. IiX fair to say that all o( the Statesnow realize that the problem of elder abuse exists in sizeable proportions andthat they need to take steps to deal with it. It is also fair to say that', with the
exception of a few Kates, most local jurisdictions do'not have effective programsunierwa57 at present and that there are tremendous gaps iP State legislation as
it ?elates tope protection of the aged from abuse.,

-
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Notwithstanding the limitations on data !roil the States, the i)ommittee was
able to reach a nuMber of conclusions which were supportable bexond doubt.
They were as follows:

.
. The Committee found that elder abuse is far from an isolated and localized

problem involving a few frail elderly and their pathological offspring. The
problem is a full-scale national problem which exists %%Rh a frequency that
few havedareeto imagine. In fact, abuse of the elderly by their loved ones
and caretakers exists with a frequency and rate only slightly less than
child abuse. There is no question but that the problem is increasing dra-
matically from year to year.

The Committee learned that abuse of the elderly is far less likely to be re-
reported than the abuse of children. While one out of three child abuse cases
is reported, only one out of six cases of adult abuse come to the attention of
authorities.

The Committee concluded that some 4 percent of the nation's elderly may be
victims of some sort of abuse, from moderate to severe, In other words, one
nut of every 2 older Americans. or roughly one million older Americans may
be victims of such abuse each year.'.

Section I of this report provides hundreds of examples of elder abuse fromvirtually every part of the United States. These recent examples range from
what may seem a trivial theft of the social security check of the elderly by their
relatives all the w-, y to murder. mayhem. assault. fraud. kircency and rape. It
should he pointed out that the expropriation of a social security check has almost
the same devastating consequences for the elderly. It deprives them of their liveli-
hood, of their identity and their sense of security. It may put them at the com-
plete mercy of those who nsb to Control their every action. The theft of the in-
come of the elderly along with occasional use of violence are two tools with which A

some family members carry out. a reign of terror against their seniors: -
,Physical violence including negligence is the most common form of abuse,

Committee's files. is

abuse. a i basic constitutionali t i on a l
and psychological abuse However, there are numerous examplei in the Com-
mittee files in which all four of these abuses are perpetrated simultaneously.
In most cases, the abuse was active and involved acts of omissionby children
who are placed in a caretaking role although/there are numerous examplesof passive abuhe or negligerice which have come to the Committee's attention.

Most instances of elder abuse are' ecurring events rather than single inci-
dents. Cases art inclial4d. in Section I which involve the aged who have been
phYsicallYi or financially abused over a 10-year period or more. ,

From the hundreds of cases included in Section I and from similar examples in

o elder abuse and those most likely to perpetra.te it : -
The victims are- likely. to be 'very . old, age 5' or older. Women are more
likely to be abused than men. The victims ale generally in a'position of de-pendencythat is, they are.relying on other's (and generally on those whoabuse them) for care-and protection.

As to why they do not report cases of abuSe it appears that the elderly who
are abused are often ashamed or nay not wanttp.bring trouble to their children

Z.Or they may fear reprisals if they complain. Some seniors do not have thephysical ability or' sciffietithei have bekdeprived of the opportunity to registercomplaints by one means or another 'even If they Wished 'to do so. Even withA the limited resoprees at their disposal, the States have confirmed that at least 50percent of the complaints about _elder abuse are substantiated. while 30 percentwere not and the remainder were inconchisive. This suggests that complaints ofa frivolous nature are not a common phenomenon
The liktly abuser will iffidoubtedly he experiencing great stress. Alcoholism.drug addiction, marital problems and long=tertn financial difficulties all playa part in bringing a person to abuse his or her parents. The Son of the victimis the most likely almseraccounting for about 21 percent of all instances,

followed by' the daughter of the victim in about 17 percent of all cases. Third4 in line was the spouse of the victim when acting in a caregiving role, withthe mgle spouse slightly more likely to be the abuser than the abused.' It isalso interesting to note that those who were abused by their parents aschilifen are more likely to abuse their hged parents. .

i r. ..
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Section II of this report provides the reader with at least 14 different cate-
gories ofjbpport for the Committee's conclusion that elder abuse is a wide-
spread, serious and grdwing problem. The Committee's hearings, of course, are
aPprime source of support for the conclusions %shich are stated in this report.
The hundreds of letters and cases received by Members of Congress and referred
to the Committee on Aging are another source. The Committee's questionnaires
to 30 police chiefs, to home health agencies and to State Protection Service De-
parftments add reinforcement, as do nempaper exposes and numerous studies by
universities. The testimony and hearings before the Statb legislative committees,
Grand Jury investigations and investigations by the U.S. Postal Service,all helpto create the jicture of a desperate problem which can no longer be ignored.

As noted in Section III, no ore theory prolides the entire explanation for the
cause of elder abuse. Any one or a combination of any of the follms. ing factorsmay explain why our elders are abused: the abuser may jack' community re-sources to assist them in their caregiving role; the abuser may haie been abused
as a child and returns to abuse the parent ; the-abuser may be suffering from
psychological; alcoholic or drug-related problems; the abuser may resent caring
for a dependent relative or may be.frustrated in their inability to assume theadditional financial responsibilities which accompany such care: the abuler
may accept violence as a nay of life or lack close family tiesthe love andfriendship accumulated over time which are necessary to counteract the hard-ships in caring for a dependent family member; or the abifser may be experi-encing some major stress-producing event sshichxtriggers abusive belnivior. Onthe other band, the abused may be too demanding or simply ungrateful and thusinitiate abusive situations.

Section IV describes data received from the States and supports the follo.wingconclusions:
Numerically,ther.6 are three timel as ma abuse cases as adult abuse,cases. Therefore, it should seem that on hird of the State's budgets shouldbe devoted to adult protective services. However, the States are spending

the great bulk of their limited funds to combat child abuse. bn the average,they commit only 6.6 percent of their prorective service budgets to theelderly, with 86.7 percent going to children, and the remainder being spenton adults age 18 to 64.
Twenty-six States have what they consider to he adult protective service

laws, which vary widely In scope. Only 16 of the States with adult protectiveservice laws also requiie the mandatory reporting of elderly abuse cases.There is, however, little consistency anfong these States its to whom is re-squired to report and what penalties will apply when there is a failure to doso.-Of the States without adult protective services laws or mandatory re-porting provisions. 20 have sponsored bills in their State legislatures. Only10 States do not have adult protective service laws, mandatory reportingprovisions, or legislation pending consideration.
The majority of states agreed that their statutes relating to. adult protec-tive services are ineffective, and. the needs of the abused elderiy are cur-rently not being met through these existing laws.The overwhelming majority of the States reported that they would favorlegislation to establish model mandatory reporting requirements for elder,,abuse to he adopted by the States.
The overwhelming majority of the States support the passage of legislationwhich nould provide incentives to the States to develop adult protective
. service brograms with' mandatory reporting provisions, as incorporated in' H.R. 769.
Section VIII includes n number of policy Options for consideration of theCongress and States:
The Congress may wish M enact H.R. 769. the Prevention. Identification andTreatmtnt of Elder Abuse Act of 1981. This bill would provide for thefinancial assistance for programs of prevention, identification, and treat-ment of elder abuse, neglect and exploitation. and establish a National Cen-ter for Adult Abuse. The bill would provide Federal funds to States which,had mandatory reporting laws and provided for immunity from prosecutionfor persons reporting incidences of abulfe, neglect and exploitation. Addi-tionally, States should have trained personnel and services available toabused, neglected and exploited elders.

1.
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Congress may wish to amend Title XX, Mediciire, Medicaid and;SSI to pro-vide for more seciarservices to families who are caring for an older person,. such ,as respite cap, home health services, personal services, homemakerservices, home-delifked meals, and adult day care.
The States may wish to consider enacting legislation incorporating the pro-visions included in H.R. 769. the proposed "Prevention, Identification andTreatment of Elder Abuse Act of 1981," as introduced in the U.S. )Congress.Additional'recommendations can be found at the end of this report(See appendix 3. p. 169 for summary of report.]

We haVe found that elder abuse is truly a national tragedy. Up to 1million,. older Americans are being victimized every year. Althoughsuch abuseos often associated with nursing home's and institutions,our report leaves little doubt that there may be much more abusetaking place, in private homes at the hands of the.elderly's relativesthan-in any of the institutions..
It is also cle;ar that little has been done tO address thi serfousprob-lem: Legislatures and Congress have tried to deal wit /the problemof domestic, violence and child abuse, but the hidden problem, as wecall it,'has "Bot seen addressed, partly because it is a hidden problem.We hope that these hearings and the report will make it a problemthat is right up ,front in the matter of concern to all of our colleagues.The fact that' only 1 in 6 cases is reported to authorities is the reason -th it-is a hidden problem. The States spend only 6 percent of their,pro .'ve services money on the elderly. Only 21i States have any formof protec

. the essential
There is legisla

tective services, And
action in the State legisla
the leadership, they- are appr
-selves* and pretty soon they may
years ago.

It seems to me that at the Fede'ral leve e can accomplish adeal by providing small amounts ,af grant, a to get President a-gan's support, we till all them block grants; to elp the States up-grade their protective services programs. .th, The current mood in Washington, and throughout t country, isIlhob to get involved in new programs and save money. And we l agreewith saving money. Many of us feel dug saving the mental Ithand the physical health anal the lives of the elderly should 1349 weighagainst the saving of money.. .
I, for one,. find that the saving of a person's life and dignity dooutweigh the'money if efficiently and prudently spent.We owt; a debt to our forebearers, the eklerq_y of this Nation, whichcan really never be repaid. They suffered through the 'depression.They 'suffered through- World War IL Many of them fought in it.They suffered through problems thit ,those of us who still considerourselves young did not have to face. And it would be an immoral'act on the part of our Government to enjoy the fruits of theirlaborsand deny them their basic rights.

The elderly, in my judgment, have been among the most shOrt-changed...in our society, if you weigh it on equity or if you weigh itjust on what they have done for this Nationtin return for what theyhave received from this Natio; -

e services laws, and only 16 of those State laws include -datory reporting provisions 10 do not.
n pending here in our Siate to upgrade our.pro-

sure that that will get good'reception, good
, having served up there. Also knowing

ching the status of the elderly, them-
interested in the issue more than
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An , it is the test of the society how we treat those less fortunate
than urselvei and how we provide fog, pqople in the ctuttimn of their
lives. We believe this hearing' in bringing out this hidden problem
might be able to lead the way to some legislation this year and, hope-
fully, some money. if not within this fiscal year, within the next year.

I do believe. that we have to get legislation on the bAoks and if the
funding cannot come this year. we will have it come next year, but we
must take this step to do it and do it now. And I think that we will
probably find a little bit of money invested will probably reap not only
a moral return but a financial return to our Nation's Treasury.

At this time, I would like to introduce my distinguished colleague,
Ms. Mary Rose Oakar from Cleveland, Ohio.

Mary Rose.
6

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MARY ROSE OABAR

Ms. OAKATI. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I am very, very pleased to be here today in your beautiful city of

San Francisco, joined by our colleague, Mr. Lantos. I appreciate your
having this hearing. T think -tat it is important that our subcommit-
tee and_ our committee get into areas of the country to see, at the
grassroots level, the dimensions of this problem. .

I have a prepared statement that I wish to submit to you for your
record,.Mr. Chairman.

I just want .0 say I was heartened that our 'repo* recommended,
and the State attencies agreed that we need some Federal mandate in
order to deal with this problem. That is why I introduced a bill related
to elder abuse and prevention. I was joined by yourself and Congress- /
man Pepper as sponsors so .we can provide for a national center on
elder abuse and we can have mandatory reporting and immunity from
prosecution, which I think-is the key area.

We can provide for the kinds of services that those whq do the
abusing need very often in order to remove some offtheir stress.

Finally, I would' like to say that it is interesting that in 1874, the
first public awareness of 'child abuse came in a case of an 8-year-old
abused girl. She, was represented by the American Society for the
Prevent ions of Cruelty to Animals. They 1epresented her in showing
that this child was abused. Finally, there was some protection provided
by the courts in New York City.

'It was not until 100 years later that Congress passed the Child
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act. which is so important to assist
States in dealing with this very traumatic and difficult problem.

In 1979, our committee filially had some hearings on this issue. And
then. ultimately, we introduced the elder, abuse bill. We are hoping

. that it does not take UR 100 years to deal with this problem of eld
abuse tvhich is a phenetmenon that is affecting more than 1 mi on
older Americans each year. And those are just the ones that e can
document.

Lam really very grateful for the witnesses who have.the courage to
be here too, particularly, those who hive been abused..

O



Thank. you very much, Mr.
having us here.

[The prepared statement
follows :]

,PREPARED STATF.MF.NT OF

7-

Chairman, for your leadership and for
,

of Representative Mary. Rose Oakar
o

:

REPRESENTA1YVE MARY ROSE OAKAR

Mr. Chairman, thank you for hol4ing this important hearing today on physicaland financial abuse of the elderly. This is the'sixth hearing of the Select Corn-mittee oh Aging during the past tyro years dealing with abuse of our older Amer-icans and we are sadly aware that we have Only discovered the tip of the icebergwhen we discuss the serious national scandal of elder abuse. I am pleased that.,
our - Subcommittee on Retirement Income and Employment is holding this hear-ing today to hear testimony from unfortunatetvictims df financial and physicalabuse. Additionally, we will hear from the service providers and -legal counselorswhb have helped these victims through their horrendous ordeals and from mem-bers of your California State Assembly who are knowledgeable about the problemof elder abuse:

I think it is most appropriate that our Subcommittee on Retirement Incomeand Employment holds this hearing as part of the two national conferences on.elder abuse which have been funded by the Administration on Aging and jqintlysponsored ilythe National Paralegal Institute and the Legalgiesearch and Serv-ices for the Elderly. Additionally, ram pleased that today our esteemed Chair-
,

man of our Select Committee on Aging. Senator :Ramie Pepper, haN releahedthe results of the year-long staff investigation of the hidden problem of elderabuse. I have read this report and I am deeply saddened and disheartened by ,the harsh realities of elder abuse-uncovered by this investigation. H?wever, atthe sametime,,I am heIrtened by the fact that this report will provide a factualbasis for educating American citizens and lawmakers about the serious extentand.Impact of this national problem which affects an estimated one million olderAmericans each year.
I am also heartened by'the recommendairohs of this report which Include thesuggestion that Congressional action be taken to pass H.R. 769, the Elder AbusePreventiOn and Trhatment Act which I authored and introduced, with ChairmanClaude Pepper. This bill proposes to establish a National Center on Elder Abuseand to provide Federal funds to States for elder abuse prevention and treatmentprograms. In order to qualify for these funds, States must have in effect an.elder abuse, neglect, and explbitation law which provides for mandatory, report-ing and immunity from prosecution for persons who report suspected instancesof elder abuse, neglect, and exploitatiOn. Additionally, States must intestigateksuspected caset of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, and must have trainedpersonnel and services available to help abused older Americans. -) Results of the Committee Report on Elden Abuse released today indicate thatonly 16 States have laws requiring mandatory reporting of elder abuse. Furtherresults show that 63 percent of the States reported that the greatest hinderalceto their ability to help abused older persons ntas lack of appropriate statutoryauthoritythe second most frequent hinderanCe was lack of skilled staff, com-munity resources. and funding. H.R. 769 is aimed at overcoming both of these,major barriers faced by States in dealing with the problem of elder abbse. It isunfortunate that thisntind of legislation is necessary to proiide incentives forStates to enact appropriate legislatibn dealing with the serious problem of elderabuse. jlowever, as*long as child abuse services are mandated by law and therelir no government mandate for elder abuse services, we _will continue to see thevast majority of State protective service monies spent for child abuse services,while on h nationwide average less than 7 percent of State protective servicefunds/are used for elder abuse services.

In the report released totlaron "Elder Abuse: The Ifkleen Probleni:wwehavedocumented literally Inindreds of examples of elder abuse, exploitation and ne-*'41ect. Additionally, we will be hearing todliSt from several older Americans'will be detailing first -hand accounts ofFtheir own examples of financial exploita-thin and physical abuse by their caregivers. In my own Congressional'office in
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Cleveland, Ohio, we have received many reports of older persons who were vie-,
tims a financial and physical abuse. Many times`we have received calls from
social workers who suspecfMiat an older person is being abused or financiaIN
exploited by a caregiver, but there is np legal recourse or established mechanism
for initiating an investigation of suspected cases in Ohio. We have had reports
of an 81 year.old woman who lived with her son and daughter-in-law and wqs
brought to the emergency room ss ith a fractured skull reportedly resulting from a
fall out of bed. In another instance an aide in a nursing home reported to our
office that a 96 year old female patient lad been raped by an employee in the
nursing home. In a third insCance, legal action ss as taken by the Legal Aid Society
and a nursing dome operator was cons icted of stealing 50() from itri80 year old
resident of his nursing honk.

This operator is now serving a jail sentence, but he is only one of the unscru-.
` Z7'nulous nursing !tomb operators sslio. has been discovered and convicted. While

I believe that the vast majority of nursing home operators Are dedicated and
honest people, we cannot ignore the -fact, that a fess are unscrupulous and willuse
any opportunity they have to financially exploit their nursing home residents.
Certainly. these Older Americans, as well as those who are exploited by unscru-
pulous caregivers in their ossn homes, deserve the protection of the law as would
be provided by the Elder Abuse bill which Lliave introduced and hope. to see
Pds.sed.

Again, chairman,Burton, thank you for holding this hearing today to explore
the sad tealities of financial and physical abuse of Our older Americans Nvho
deserve our highest honor and respect. Lastly, I would like to acknowledge the -
Wird and fine ssork,of those who Have helped with this Congressional hearing,
the two National conferences on Elder Abuse, and the excellent report on "Elder
Abuse: The Hidden Probleth." Particularly, I would like to thank Carol Miller
on my own staff and Kathy Gardner, Merrill Randol, and 'Val Halamandaris of
the Aging Committee staff. Additionally. -I antedate the w9rk and planning Of
Carolyn :irren, of the National Paralegal Institute, and Jim Bergman, of the
Boston Legal Repetfrch and Services for the Elderly, who have made the two
conferences so successful. Also, my sincere thanks to Che.Administration on

.. Aging for the financial support,of these conferences.
, Chairman BURTON. Thank you, Mary Rose,

Nex't is the "professor," as T call him, because when I went to San
Francisco State College, he was a professor and the word was out,
don't take Lantos. if you want to.get an easy grade, and I never did.

It is a great pleasure to introduce a long-time friend, a person that
I admired greatly from afar when I vas a student, the Honorable Tom '
Lantos, newly elected Member of Congress from San Mateb County,.
anI a tremendous addition to'the Iiouse of Representatives.

SbiltEMENT REPREgENTATIVE TON CANTOS
L

. Mr. LAN,ros. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . .

Iv
At the outset, I want to commend The chairman of our subcommittee

. for taking the leadership on this critical issue. . .

Congressman Burton has shown a remarkable degree of foresight
and courage and leadership in this field which is only part of his.gen-
eral pattern of compassion. . . . .

iMr. Chairman,.the quality, the caliber, the character of a society s .
d measured by how it treats those of its members who are fit the daVA

of life. its children, how it theats those of its members .who are in.the
shadows.of life, its poor, it sick. its tiandicapped, and by how it treats
thqse of its members who are in the twilight of life, its elderly.

6Today, as we release the report of the first national investigation
- unto the topic of elder abuse, we will be hearing from some highly:,

.
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qualified panels we explore the problem of elder abrso in general
...-.- and the financial base of thi elders, in particular.

Unfortunately, a number of the peOple on the panel,krtow/about this I
abase from first hand experience. They are people to whom we will be .
'long indebted because of their willingness. to share a personal experi-
ence with us in the hope that others might be spared a similar trauma.
And theirimselfishness is deeply appreciated.

The idea of abuse of older persons. is as shlickini as i -is alien to the*i l'
American spirit. Most people would be skeptical that.;' this practice .' exists even on a limited scale.. i 4, .Personally, I am appalled that this problem can exist 11,43ur Nation, ; .
among a people presumably dedicated to respect and pro,teetion of_
human life.

-

The report makes very difficult reading. There are' hundreds of
heart- wrenching illustrative examples which only begin to describe
this hidden problent. Our report is just the tip of thet iceberg, down
to what for me is the most unbelievable evidence; which is that the per-, petrators of the oubrages are most often family members, frequently,
a son dr a daughter 3n the privacy of the home.. .

.As one who was brought up on Ike biblical injunction that thou
shall honor father and thy rnotheo; it arained my imagination as I was
working my way through the horrid examples. . . .

The report includes examples of physical, psyehologfcal, and sexual
. abuse, of neglect, of financial abuse,'and abrogationOf personal rights.

The pattern is one of tepeated abuse, rather than isolated incidents
stemming from a momentary loss of patience. Tile cases 'include beat-
ings,.stabbingst rape, and murder. They include stories ofsevere mal-
nutrition, deprivation pf life sustaining medical care, and incredibly
filthy living conditions. it is a chamber of horrors.

One of the most heartbreaking series of examples involved the
elderly. who lived independently until an injury or an illness neces-
sitated a stay in the hospital. And, upon being discharged, many bider

. . .

Americans, have learned that their families have literally sold. their
- honies out from under them. .

.

xi Equally heartbreaking are those. family members who have their
flOved ones committed to a public institution as f1 means of obtaining
their property. Many family members rationalize-that it is a pity to
waste money even if it belongs to the elderly and old people presum.

-ably near death. --..- _ , s ; ,
'In addition, the elderly are 'often vulnerable to legal trickery and

fraud, occasionally at the hands of unscrupulous attorneys in collusion
5ith family members!

.f''' mOur'report revealsithat elder abuse may occur as frequently as child
. abuse but, fot obvious reasons, it is not as frequently reported. On

the average, there may be a million or several million cases each year.
Perhaps ,3,.n, 10 of our folder citizens may be abuSed. And the abuse
oeciirs niatonwide and it occurs without regard to social; conomie
or racial, characteristics. '..- .,

Although our committee report provides us with vital-information
regarding this problem, we still have much to learn and much to do.

72.

1.3 . <
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The cumulative weight of the evidence is devastathig. The facts
must not he ignored. We. know that we need to question the appro-
priate ,Federal role. What can the Federal Government then do to
prevent or respond to cases of elder 'abuse? How can we do it without
violating individual freedom or interfering with State responsibili-
ties? .

.
I am, personally, interested in learning more about the likely causes

'Of elder abuse and,possiblepreventive action that %ye might take.
Recent studies on this issue seem to indicap that stress in many

forms is a key factor: Life crises, economic uncertainties, limited re-
sources, drugs, alcohol, and personality factors contribute to these
festering sores in our society.

I have some questions, \Mr. Chairman, about the State protective
service that we designed to help abused adults. What are the possible
legal ramifielltions in helping elder abuse victims who either will not
or; because they fear reprisals, cannot ask for help. .

It is clear that we urgently need more social services for families
caring for an older person. We need to consider, and support legisla-
tion such as H.R. 769 which would create a national center on adult'
abuse and provide appropriate assistance to the' States.

In cpnclusion, there are many unanswered Questions about the
preyentibn of elder abuse. Hopefully, these hearngs will begin to
answer some of our questions and help us determine what the appro-
priate role of the Federal Government should be in dealing with elder
abuse.

Arnold Toynbee reminded us that the character of a civilization is
related to the way it treats its elders. I hope tbat our civilization will
pass the test. e

,,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. , .
Chairman BURTON. Thank you very much, Congressman Lantos.

I 'would like to.identify the other people on the dais to will be
testifying later. ,-,

First, to the left, far left, at least he was in the 1964 primary, a long-
time friend of mine, John Delury, who is a -consultant to the State
Senate Committee on Aging, and is here representing Senator Henry
Mello whecould not be present.

Because Mr. Delury will not be testifying, if you want to make
some opening remarks and submit something for the record on behalf

\of tlui senator; we would appreciate it, John.
Mr. DETURY. Thank you, Congressman Burton. As wad's indicated,

'' there now exists a subcommittee on aging in the senate and Senator
Henry Mello is chairing that subcOmmittee. This is the first specifiC
assignment of the field of aging to some entity-within the commitee
structure of the State senate.

\...._ There has been a much longer development in the State assembly
and the Chair, of the assembly committee on aging is here and I

°know will be introduced to you. ,)

1.4
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This is a new developMent in the State senate. I am here to report
back t4 Senator Mello so that he can be part of .the process of
defining what additional creative role can be played by State govern-

,. ment in dealing with the very severe and troublesome problem that
is being described this morning.

Thank you.
. Chairman BURTON. Thank you,.John.

Next, we will be hearing informal testimony from the chairman
of the State assembly committee on aging, the Honorable Gerald ,
Felando.

And we have you appearing with.he State witnesses, or however
you would like to do it. #

Mr. FELANDO. I have a statement that I can read right now and
then produce my witness later:

Chairman BURTON. That would be perfectly fine. Anytime Mr.?
Brown picks a chairman, that is all right with me. .

Mr: FBLANDO. Them has also been a little talk about a Republican .

beingselected as chairman of this committee, however, I think that
as a Republican we can go a little bit further and we are having
great results.

.

STATEMENT OF GERALD N. FEL4/90, 6HAIRMAN, CALIFORNIA.
STATE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON AGING

Mr. FpLANDO. I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me >

the opportunity and giying the State assembly theropportunity to
testify before- this committee.

I am chairman of the California State Assembly Committee, on
Aging. The topic cef this hearing'is of great concern to me, periOn-
ally, and to all of the members of the subcommittee on aging. .

Abuse of older persons has existed for many many years, but has
only recently received public attention, We know that many cases
go unreported, 'but we realty do not know how widespread that
problem is.

Cases are reported to California as an adult protective 6ervic,es
Program, but we do not know the age of the people subjeeted to
abuse. I have introduced registation to require that the aged, abused
persons be reported to the State.

There are two, Major probleits concerning elder abuse. The first
involves the reasons that older persons are abused. The reasons are cir-
cumstances that result in older persons being abused, or, as you are
aware, they are really complex.

It cad be a case of deliberate criminal abuse, or it can be 'a more
subtle type of abuse rezulting froni the pressure or guilt felt by family
or friends. And they are simply incapable emotionally or financially
to care for tie older person.

In America, we are only just beginning to address this problem by
. 2ffering respite tare providers. Adult-day care centers are emerging

1
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and proving to he a great assistance to families who are trying to care,
for their own eldeKly. Other innovative programs are being designed
to help older person's get baCk into the mainstream of the 'community.

These programs are. unfortnhately, few and far between. I believe
that the family support system should be encouraged or assisted in
any way possible,, whether through tax assistance or forms of ,cam-.munity,support. .

The second problem invokes ,reporting and treating abuse. The re-
porting and treating of abuse to older persons is sporadic at best. Most
cases' go mchecked, mainly because people in this society are afraid.

Older persons are afraid to seek help because of the threat of retribu-
tion or the unwillingness to turn in a family member or friend.

Neighbor's are afraid to report suspected or blatant cases of abuse
often because they would rather not get involved, State and federally. tpport care- givers such as Homemaker Chore or in-home supportive

-..se ice workers sometimes do not report evidence of neglect or abuse.
Medical, social, or law enforcement officials do not report suspected

cases of abuse, because they are afraid of being .sued. This is an at-titude which has graduallyemerged in our society today and it iswrong.
.The legislation that I have introduced also contains protection of

and confidentiality for people who step forward to report suspected
cases. I knOw that there is mare work that can be done in that legisla-tive aren and I pledge my efforts to, correct the syqtem in whatever

We al know, however, the laws are only as good as the people who
way tha can.

carry them out or the society that lives by those laws. We cannot legis-late or regulate concern or caring. We cannot legislate' empathy orcompan for our fellow man.
,

'The GMrernment alone cannot put an end to elderly abuse. It must
- be a partnership with individUal citizens, private industry, and civicleaders.

-
. I am encouraged brthis 'hearing today and confidence that precededit. I hope that we do not consiarthis e be an end unto itself, butrather a beginning; now a campaign must begin which reaches down
to'the very cities, neighborhoods, and homes of this Nation.

We must all' be made keenly aware of what is happening to many
. okicr persons today. And we must make everyone aware that abuse

Wi711not-be tolerated any longer: .

Chairthan Birwrox. Thank you. / .

Other people on the dais. to my inunediate right, is Merrill Bandol,
who is the staff director of thiSAubcommittee; to her right, is KathyGardner, professional staff member of the Aging Committee; thenthere is Val Halamandaris, senior counsel of the Aging Committee,
friend of the elderly for years and one of the great exposers of nursing
home and institutional abuse. it_

And Ed Villm- oare, director of IheParalegal Institute, who has afew brief remarks.
Mr. FELANDO. Then we will make a statementbat the end summing

things up. ,
Chairman Buirrox. Mr. Villthoare.

s10
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Mr. VILLMOARE. On behalf of the 'lour organizers of the just com-
pleted' go nferepce on Elderly Abuse and Neglect, Legal Research

_and.Mtrvites for the Elderly in Boston, my organization, the National
Paralegal Institute in San Francisco, the UCLA/USC Long Term
Care Gerontology Center, nd the Harvard Medical School, I want
to thank the, House Subco ittee on Retirement Income and, Em-
ployment for holding this hea 'ng in conjunction with the conference.

We believe that the interact' between the conference and the hear-
ing will help stimulate they spetial attention needed to address the
challenge of elder abuse.

Later. during the testimony, Margaret O'Rourke and I will sum-
marize briefly the recommendations developed during the conference.
Thank you.

Chairman Burro,y. I see the assemblymen -from that great county
of Marin .and papeg of that equally great county, Sonoma, that have
something in common with the very great county in the city of San
Francisco. Dr. Willia' Filante, itis nice to have you here.

Our first panel consists of person§ who hate encountered situations
of abq4e. They will be accompanied by their protective service workers.

Because of the certain concerns of reprisals or for their own per-
sonal reasons, many of them have expressed a desire to not have their
full names made a part of the record, and 44e will honor that request.

I will go down th'e list of the persons that-we will hear from. And
then we will start the testimony that we are allso interested in.

We have Mrs. X. She will be joined by Ms. Leigh Hubert, executive
director of Native Americans Senior Center in San? Francisco, then
Mrs. B of Palo Alto, who will be joined by Lucy Fitzpatrick, a legal

'\worker with the Senior Adult Assistance in Palo Atto.
We yvill, also hear from Mr. C of Hayward, who will be joined by

Chuck Paussa, from Citizens for Better Nuising Home Care.
And, lastly, wr will be hearing from Mr. Ephraim ,Lugo., fromthe

San Jose Department of Social Services
I ad pleased to have you here. I understand that ReverendPete is

here in the audience and he will submit testimony for the record. He
has been one of the great fighters of the injustices of the elderly for
also many many yearst as well as injustice everywhere.

And many of the things that we were able to acco plish State
legislature on behalf of the elderly were due the organizational
'efforts throdghout the State of Reverend Peter, is
Legislative Council of Older Americans, that the put .gether.

If there was ever-a statue built by the elderly blind and disabled
for or of this State for the one individual who has worked hardest and

tf, longest and helped accomplish the most, it is going to be that
gentleman.

We have been through many fights together, lost a few and Won a
few. And ones we -won are important to the standard of living of
the elderly and' the aged. blind and disabled groups in the State of
California,

We will first hear from Mrs. X and ,froni Ms. Hubert. And if I
could ask the TV people, jts far as the witnesses wanting anonomity,
to shoot them from the front would kind of blow that.

79-490 0 - 81 - 2 " ote
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ifs. HUBERT. She does not care as long as they do not know her name.
Chairman Brwrox. Fine.
Proceed, Ms. Hubert.

STATEMENT OF LEIGH HUBERT, PROGRAM DIRECTOR NATIVE
AMERICAN' SENIORS CENTER, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Ms. MTBERT. Mrs. X is 65 years old. As you. can see, she is a fairly
sthall statured Indian lady.

Her problem that caused this disability began when her son came
home to live with her fvo(n the Army. He was discharged under unde-
siredcirciimstance:s' and she took him in.

Everything went along pretty .well until her payday. Then .he
demanded that he have the whole check. He demanded sexual g-ratifica-
`tion.,He had already confiscated all of her medicines that she had had
prior to this time for,pain and arthritis and the usual things that go
along with people whoare elderly.

She lived upstairs so he broke her wrist', beating it over the bathtub.
Then he broke most of the fingers in the other hand. He knocked her,
downstairs and tie fellow` downstairs came to see what had happened.

He heard him coming so he dragged her back upstairs: And when
the fellow finally wept away, then he threw her down again which did
some more damage.

H6 would not take her to the hospital, so finally s he agreed that she
would let him cash the check if he would take her to the hospital, so
he took her and told her that whatever you do, you keep yO-ur mouth' shut. So shewas so frightened she told them at the hospital that a
stranger did it.

Things went along for 2 more weeks, when the other small part of
her check came, and even worse happened- that time. The oral copula-
tion affair began again and all of the abuse, plus he had gotten ahold
of some more dope and things like that between times, somehow, on his
own, and he kept this woman prisoner all ofthistime.

-14e would take the,telephone off when he went out and warned her as
to what would liiippen to her if she said or 41id anything while he was
gone to raise any fuss.

He took all of her furniture. He took her TV, evtsrything that she,
had Ace by piece and sold it. And so when the second altercation came
he absolutely threw her dowriitairs that time and was kicking her rib;
and broleseveral of her ribs.

So the person that lived downstairs this time caught them. And he
still would not take.her to the doctor, but, of course, she was takento the hospital. . ;

This time she was afraid to lie to them,.so she told, them the trA th,
that he had done it. Since then, there has been a really sad court case.She was in the court the day'of the Oial. And he walked up to her
that day and said. keep your mouth shut, you,dere say anything. That
why she is trying to be'so brave as to tell everyone all about this. ,

And since he is the only one that knows her actual name that would
do her harm, we hoped that he can be kept confined unasuch time as
her life is safe. And I realize that you think that this is a drastic thing
and that it just might happen only in the Indian community.

1
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Let me tell you something. I have worked in this work since I was a
young woman. I am snow 60 years old, myself...And I have seen black,
white, pink, purple, and if there were Martians here, they would get
the same thing. I have seen a lot of it. It ha pens every day.

And if you would like to ask her any qUe ions, it is all right if you
ask her noncommittal questions just so you o not get her upset.

-, Does the panel want to ask her any questions? %

Chairman &lam I am sorry, but I fail to understand what a no
committal question would be. In other words, I am sympathetic wit
what you are saying, but I do not know what to ask. -

Ms. HUBERT. Would you like to ask her, for instance, the age of
her son approximately ? I know vaguely abqut it, but I do not know
exactly how old he is and things like that. . .

I do not think that iteis conned to age. I just. think-That it is done
from the time that they are physically large enough to a , this type
of thing, until they are old enough to be getting it, the selves, but
you might have some questions that I would not anticipate.

She wants to try to help yop, if there is something that you.want
to know. v.

, Chairman BURTON. I think that what we will do is hear frOm the
panel first and then ask questions afterwards that might eliminate
some redundancy:

Next, we will hear from Mrs. B.

STATEMENT OF LUCY FITZPATRICK, LEGAL WORKER, SENIOR
. ADULTS LEGAL ASSISTANCE, SAN JOSE, CALIF!'

Ms. FITZPATRICK. My name is Lucy Fitzpatrick. P am with Senior
Legal Assistance in San 'rose.
II am here today with Steve Andasola of the independent and aging

program of Santa Clara County and this is Mrs. B, our client, who is
86 years old. ,

.. '
'Mrs. 13 does nt read. or write 'English, and she asked me to read

a short statement of bat to you.
Byway of background, I would first like to state that Mrs. B had

her possessions converted, was placed under conservativeship and,
rwas admitted to a nursing &me:, all 'against her will; by her relative's `.
and her neighbors. This is her statement. .

STATEMENT QF MRS. B, GIVEN; BY LUCY FITZPATRICK

Ms: FITZPATRICK [reading]. The neighbors and my relative made d
trick on me that made me cry. They said', sleep at our holde, then took
out of my house everything that I Mal', everything, even the nail in
the wall. a-

I went home. They had taken everythingrevep my citizenship paper,
my hugband's picture, all my pictures of all of my family. I got no
clothes, nothing, only what I got on. ,

For maybe 4-or 5 days, I stayed in the Iiiiuse. I cud no p or eat.
I just stated at the clock.

One' nikht-when I went out,,my relative grabbed -me. and shoved
me into the car. He brought me to a place. I did not know the place
before. I spent 11 months over there and it cost a lot of money.
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-.You think,I was sick? Sometimes my head hurt, but I have never
, been sick in all of my life. I spent 6 months there before I: saw him

once.
. He went to the bank and he stole all of the mofigi. that I had. He
and the'neighbors took everything that I have got. .

Now I am home., I have to 136y fuiniture, buy eets, buy clothing,
buy everything: ,,

That is the end:of her statement., if you have a questions.' Chairman BURTON. We are going to have questions; I think, as we
gd thrbugh the panel.

. . Mr: C., I.

STATEMENT OF JAMES C. BRIDGEWATER, NURSING HOME' RESIDENT

Mr. BakEw.)rna. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee and others.

My name is James C. Bridgewater. I reside at the nursing home in
Hayward. I have been there for a few weeks. The only thing that
I can say about the place is that it is very clean.

If there is any other evaluation of the place, I cannot say. My testi-
mony here is about the treatment that I have received at th% nursing
home, for the last 6 years. And that was before I canie to this newone.

It Started back in 1974, December 27, 1974. I was at the VA Hospital
in Martinez. And when they could not do-any more, for me, about myphysical condition, they put me in this here rest home h Oakland.
the name of this rest home in Oakland, is Highview. It is nlocks
from the back of Highland Hogpital, and East Oakland.

I have rheumatoid arthritis and I and almost WW1, disabled. Thisis the shape teat arthritis has left me in. I will just name a few ofthe things that it has done to-me. My right leg is crooked. I have acrooked pelvis. And my knees are Irozen. And I have lost all of mystrength. And'I cannot walk. .
I was given- an artificial. knee in 1974. And I walked about.2and then: it collapsed. 'I have not walked since then.
When I artived,at this nursing home there, I could sit there for`- approximately 20 minutes to eat. Thdy would, conic, the nurses wouldcome, and sit -me up all right. Then I would finish easing. Then Iwould ask to lay back down. And they never would lay me back down.

. I don't know' why, they never did, but the pain got vdry bad.
I had to sit up 1 hour to 90 minutes before,they would day me backdown. I was a new patient there and I could not understand whyI wasbeing treated this way, because I knew nobody there personally, and,as I said, I was new. ,

As time went on there and I bagan to gain a little bit of strength,_ I got up'Und I would Move around in my electric wheelchair. I haveseen two patients having an altercation one day in the hallway. One
knocked the other one down and walked away.

The patient asked the nurse to Ilelp h xn up. Three nurses walkedpast the patient for at least 30 minutes to an h,our, and no one-picked
''ta'm

.
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him up, so I went, over there with my wheelchair'and asked him could
he reach and. grab hold of it and I was going to try to pull him up., .

He did not have enough strength to pull himself up, so I reached
flown and tried to pull him up*. And by trying to help put my-
self back in bed, beca/ise I got hurt in the process of trying to help a.
sickbrother that wds injured in the same place. that I was.

Those people there, at the time that I was in Highview, they have Do
compassion. They did not show no 106 or concern for nobody.' The
only thing that they are concerned about 1 when they got paid. And
the less they could do for the patient, the better off they were.

Now I am a veteran of World War II. And I wassLuthe medics for
a longtime. I went to nursing school at Fort Sam Houston, Tex.

Our first priority in the hospital was the patient. And we were
taught to treat the patient with thp utmost courtesy and do what you
could for them, because they said then,that one day you may be in
thEi same position.

Those people that they have there at Highview and most of. these
nursing homes that I know of, those people are not trained for noth- .
ing. They just pick them up off of the street and give them a white
gown or something and tell them to go to work. They don't know how.
to speak to people. They do not know how to handle you and they do
not care.. It isjust that way. S

There is nothing that you can 'do about it. Most of the other people
that were in there, they were elderly people. They were a lot older.than
I was. They were scared to speak up. I'am not a senior citizen. I have
had arthritis for'17 years .and I am 52 years old, so I am riot a senior °
citizen, but I figured, like this here, I was a young man when 1. went

'thereand I was treated like I was dirt. And they treated them older
people worse than they did me.

And there was nothing that I cortid do to help. The State would come
in and the State would evidentlysee what. they wanted to see. I was
therefor 6 years. 4,

And they walked in, they could see that ace was in a shambles,
bad shape, and tlhey would only write them up maybe if they see cock-
reac-hes running round or some ants4on the floor or something of that

A, sort.
, The food was teyrible. If was not worth eating, butyou did not have

choice. It would fill you up and that is hbout all it did. It did not give_
you any nutrition whatsoever and most of the people there were starv-
ing for nutrition.

They wasn't starving because they were ,hungry. They would eat the
food, but the food was doing you no good. As I said, I believe the
'patients were scared, -

And one night there, around 2 o'clock in the morning, a fellow came
in off the street. His eyes were all glassy and he grabbed one of the
nurses and he put a knife upim'her throat-awl he threaten d to "1,,
her, and that _went on for about an hour. The nurses were jumping
off the ramp, two stories up, trying to gft, out of his way, and things
like that imp there. They said that the man was actually crazy. 117'',

I am talking about the nurses in this here home, I.00n't want people
to think thht all of the nurses were the same, because they had a nurse
there. See she was, her life was threatened that if she tried to straighten

4

11.
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things out and she talked to me about it. I told her that it was best to
quit, because I could not help protect 'her. because I had trouble pro-tecting mygelf as a man and ;knew I could donothing,to help her.'

She then quit her job and site left the *ork, working with patients, tbut she was-threatened by the other personnel there. If she opened her
mouth, they wire going.to get her and it was just that way.

The supervisory personnel there, they showed no interest in no
one. They was only 'concerned about themselves, because in the courseof the 6 years that I was"there, they had about 16 supervisors. And that
is changirt supervision too much for one job. .

Chairman BURTON. Thank you, sir. ., ,s.
Next, there is one witness* who I think at this time it would !Mike)

a great deal of se se to bring her up. ,

Then we will Near from Mr. Lugo and then eve will be able to ask
questions. - . .

Mrs. D.
.:. . f

Mr. FELANDO. Would you bring Mrs. D up;.please. , - ..

Charlotte Humphrey will be speaking for her, while she is coming
forward. Charlotte has been the director of this agency on aging for
4 years. She is here tk tell us abou Mrs. D's experience, abuse, and how°
hilly prepared communities are o help abused older people.

Mrs. f is 93 yelirs of age and e is ft warin and astute person.
Mrs. 711 has asked that Charlotte answer any question for her.

, Charlotte. ' . ., . 4:

STATEMENT OF dIARLOT-TE HEIMPE4Y, DIRECTOR, AREA , -
. AGENCY ON AGING, SACRAMENTO, CALIF, : , - .

r.
Ms. HUMPHREY. Thank you, gentlemen and ladies: .. °
-My friend with me today is Rosie. She is 92 years oldand thernother

Tf.f--ip or 13 children. Six of them.age still living. ,I met Rosie several months ago under a set of strange circumstances.
... ,

Rosie and he dog had been left deserted on the streets of Ti small' town 6,in' the valley, liy her daughter. Rosie had nowhere to o, no mc5ivey.
Even her mem9ry,seemed to fail her. Her slaughter ha left on, a 3-

I-, . week trip with`a friend. , . . , . a ..., ,,,,,,,
I My office Fits called about )2:30 on a rainy Tuesday afternoon. As
the bureaucracy begins to wind down about that time and a's:there-was -na existing plan in our county ,.for deserted 92-year-olds r Picked up ..,I.
Rosie and took her to my home for dinner and to spefri the nightonitil ,
we could find placefnent for her the next day.

During that evening and many times since, Rosie has'ijnraveled 1).
.i'horror story of neglect and abuse.while living with her difughter. .

According to Rosie, R weeks prior to being deserted on the streets
- she had been locked out of her daughter's home overnight in-the rain.

She itaa' walked 2 miles f or'he,lp and then, finding none, as they lived
in the country; she Walked back and begged to get in. ..,.

,.
I Her begging eamsed some_of the neighbors to come up. They wit- .nessed this abuse but did not wish to get involved. This was only the

* beginning to Rosin's comments over tlfelast 2 months.

.
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Abuse has included taking her social security checks and threatening
to kill her if she did not endorse them, or beating her, into submission.

And then, more subtly, therewaS the givilg,her only a thin blanket
duringthe winter 4a.r. her bed. She was always cold and complained

' of being cold.
They told her that there was a water shortage so that she could not

bathe or wash her hair for long periods of time and then they rationed
her food. She was only given a minimum amount to eat and then there
was very painful physical abuse.

Rosie does not always falk about her abuse or the bad times. She
loVes her daughter and her family. She talks about the good times. She

makes excuses for her-daughter's behavidr like many a good mother
has .done. *

Rosie was placed in a retirement home about 2 blocks ftorn my-home.
Her social security proves to be adequate topay for the room and
board, and a few expenses that she has. She is a frequent guest, as I still
have her dog. Theretirement homes does not take dogs._ °

Rosie loves hersdogwery much, says that Snosopy saved he
night that'she was locked out of the 'house in the rain.

As a result of Rosie's unfortunate desertion, the county board of
supervisors set Up an elder abuse council to specifically design a plan
and seek fia4;iding for the many Apsie's that exist.

Unfortunately, like Rosie, the many, many abused elderly continue
to make excuses and trito hide the abuse of, their family and theii
loved ones.

Rosie and I -app?ec. iate very much being invited "here today. Thank
you very much.

Chairman BuirriAt. Tha,nk you.
Mr. Pauma.

.0?,

,;;;STATFidENT OF CHUCK l'AVSU, CITIZENS pm BETTER NURSING
HOME CARE, OAKLAND, "CAW.e

Mr. Pit; My name is Chuck Num. And I work for theCiti-
zens for Be ter Nursing Home Care which is the ombudsman pro-gram for Alamedg. County': I

We are the only people given access to nursing homes by law. And
withodt that law many nursing homes would not let us in to.find out
about abuses like Mr. Bridgewater had told us aboui7

Most of the abuses that are in nursing homes are of `simple neglect.
We find'people laying around with bed sores or very filthy, have not
been washed in weeks. They do not receive, their physical therapy.

a Their buzzers are riot working and there is a severe shortage of staff.
Chairman BURTON. Could that be the result of whae-you said, short

staffing standards wtich have brought about the negledt, as opposed'to intentional' neglect?
Mr. PATissA. Often, yes7but most of our cases are that the staff does

inot pay attention. It is not really intentional. They just walk on by, -pfetencling that it is not in existence. .
Chairman BURTON. Thank you gar-r, to interrupt.
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Mr. PaussAi. 'the real problem is.-not that, e staff is bad or the
nursing home is bad. We find that the problem is that there is no one
around to come in and ask people what is wrong with you, to treat
people with respect, and, to notice when things like this happen, ,

There are only 36 of us in Alanteda County,and we have to cover
60-something nursing homes. we only cover these -Skilled nursing
facilities. We do not cover residential care.

There are, many other groups who would like to do- what weido,
the friendly visitors groups, but they cannot go into many pursing
homes, because the nursing homes do not Want them in there raising
trouble, causing -things to happen. They are net allowed to or they,
pre not backed tip by, law to enter the nursing homes.

It is not because there are not people willing to do. that. There are
.people willing to do it, but it, the problem, isithat the laws are no'
there to back- us up so that we can go in.

Also, when we do report the problem, we do not report most of our
problems, }gut solve them in-house by threaterting.to report or'by just
goingin and sayiyou mush, do this.

When we, cio report, problems, often they are not prosecuted because
of the problems ii prosecution. The regulations are very vague so that
nursing homes can say, this, or they go back and' forth and say, this is
not really a violation and they are given the chance to do something .
about-it before it happens. That is my statement.

Chairman BURTON. Thank you, Mr. Paussai° .
.1/r. Lugo.

*
STATEMENT OP-PHRAYM LUGO, SOCIAL,WORKER, DEPARTMENT

OF SOCIAL SERVICES; SAN JOSE, CALIF.
4

Mr. Lizoo. Mr. Chairman, member,s of the subcommittee, good morn-
ing, and thank you for inviting me to come befoite you to testify on the
problem of physical abuse, and financial exploitation of our elderly.

My name is EltpraimLugo. I am a social worker from San Jose and
I am employed by the Department of Social Services in SQ.nta Claracounty.

I am an adult protective social services worker. I had originally
planned to accompany and to support the testimonyo be given before
you by one of my clients who, unfortunately, at the last moment was
unable to come here,due to ill health.

I would like to present to you today, however, a brief,summar7,of
his problem as well as summarize two other cases to give you, lin idea
of. the. extent of the problem,, that is,'Of, physical-abuse and financial
exploitation of the elderly in our community.

The client 'whom I was to accompany today is a 71,-year-old former
cab driVer from ChiCago, who came to 'the West after the death of hisspouse i 1064 11e lives alone in a mobile home in San Jose. H6 hasa marrl daughter living in Chicago, and a son who was married andlives in San Jose dlso.

bfy c Tent's problem begins several years ago when his son, w'ho.hasa drinking problem, began borrowing money from him. .The borrowing soon became a problem to m client as his only in-come is social security benefits and SSI. When niy,client began refus-
.
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ing the requests for money, .the results were beatings, mid money, as
well as other valuables, were taken from him forcefully By his son.

Th© problem was reported -to us ...by a friend and neighbor of my
client. In discussing the situation with her, she was asked if she had.
actually witnessed the son hitting his father. Her reply was: "Not, I

- have never actually witnessed the son's striking his father, but I liKe
not too far away and I Can say that .I did hear the sound of flesh
striking flesh." '

.When I interviewed my client., I asked him if.the reports of physi-
cal beatings were true. He replied; "No man can hit me and get away

with it, least f all my son." However, after talking for a while longer,
. niy client s Awfully hung his head and tearfully admitt d; "Yes,my son hi me, but it is because he drinks or he needs to rink sobadly." -

The second case that I would like to present to you is a of
79-year-old black man, a veteran who has a 100-percent service-co -
nected disability, a man who. became permanently disabled while seing in the military.

A year and half ago, he became even further disabled by a,,,,stro e. ,The results of the stroke caused,. paralysis of one arm, his left, nd .the Eight leg and left him totally unable'to care for himself.
A brother and his wife offered to help him. They agree

care of my client-and to meet all of his needs, handle his m
'him, and to help in whatever way was necessary. / ' .

To. do this, they required or they asked my_client to agree to
up a joint savuts account into- which my client's veterans pens'
checks and tis social security checks were deposited. They were to
withdraw money fiom the savings account to pay my client's expenses, ,

After n rly 1 year of having thiS' responsibility, my client's brother,
all of his 1 s and other financiarobligations2

4

with the exception of some utilities bills and groceries, had paid. fort
nothing,, although withdrawing large sums otmoney from the savings
account, ,My client's brother also, through ale assistance of it private
sattorney,.had himself named Conservator for my client

When we became involved, we found that the .mortgage payinents
on the house of my client were 6 montj?s in arrears, ,and that he had
noimowledge of what he owed or who he owed money to, srice the
bills were being sent to his brother's home for payment, or so hethought. e

4 -

involved,Since we have become nvolved, w have been able to have the
brother removed as the conservator an we ye been Able to get
the-colirt W name the Santa Clara ,County Public Guardian's Office
as conservator for my client.

The third and last case that I wish to summarizeis a case of 76-
year-old Mexican -widow who until 1975 had her 45-year-old. emo-
tionally disturbed daughter living at home with her. .

This case' was referred to us by a physician from one of the local
hospitals as he suspected that my- client had been physically abused
by her daughter.

.The physician noted that he found numerous bruises and contusions
) on her face, head, and upper body, when my client was taken, to the

emergency roam by another one of her other daughters.
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Since my client speaks no English, the physician, using-the davgh-
ter to interpret kg him, asked it she had been beaten by the daughter.

' As the daughter \vas translating the question to my client, the physi-
cian stated that the look of fear that came over my client's face when

. she uhdersthod the question was an immediate confirmation of, what
he suspected even though my client vehemently denied the obvious.

She did later 'admit to her daughter in the privacy of the automo-
bile on the way home from the hospital that, yes, she had been kept
up all of the prey ious 'night by her daughter who had her backed into
a corner, and slapped her continuously, pushed her repeatedly up 1
against a _wall and at the Same time demanded that her mother sign
a paper giving the ham in which they were both, living to ker.

As I think I have illusteated the abusive behavior and financial ez-`
ploitation of our elderly, appears to occur over, All racial and ethnic
groupS and is a problem which many of us who work in that field
believe isonly beginning. to surface..Many feel that we are barely

'scratching :the surface and that beneath lies a° problem of gross
..:.,/ dimensions. . .

t . ,
No pnis willing to admit that our eldeily are treated cruelly. Most

feel ilia-ids happens only in institutions bxrunrelated, uncaring hire-
lings end are least of all treated cruelly by their own kin.

It is thought to happen only in a few cases like the old senile mother
who continuously met And soiled herself, while standing beside the
toilet. She would bring her son, with whoM she lived with tears of
frustratiegi which later became blows of frustration and-of shame' `
and of guilt. As the problem of child abuse, abuse of the elderly is a
phenomenon_ whieh requires careful study. We need to knoW more
of the abusive behavior toward our elderly. I spoke of some very ob-
vious behavior on the part of relatives who exhibited in two cases
sonikvery.

t o
vious and common problem Behavior.

But 'wha
doming,, in vhich elders are, abused by seemingly kind, loving

ct
the cases mainly unreported as we have heard this

relatives? _.,./ . ,
If all of our elderly and'their families are to realize the pleasures

of their golden years, we must find the answers to some of the ques--
tions that have been raised in this hearing in this conference, and I' ,,. ,,,am confident that we will. . \ .

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Lugp.
I am going to begin by asking a few questions. Let me ask MrsPX,,

for the moment, does she have any .otherchildren?
Mrs. X. Pardon
Md. OAKAR. Do you have any other children'? ..
Mi." X.1-Yes I have.'

.

Ms. OAKAR. What wits their response to the abuse?
. Mrs. X. Theydid.not believe it. c;

Ms. 0 R. They did not believe it?
' rs-. X. No.

Ms. thrAn. So you really could not go to them?
Mrs. X. No. ,

Ms. OAKAR. For help. °' .. ....

Mrs. X. No. .

Ms. OAKAR. How did you finally get help?

26
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Mrs. X. IInilly asked the nurse-at the hospital and thec er. Andhe -said, that was your son, that was the second time, and I said yes.And I startedto cry. . i

It allstarted up with him drinking'and taking drugs. And he tookmy money. And I had to satisfy his sexual needs. He spoke obscene
language to me.

s. OAKAU. Mrs. X, we really want to thank you for being here{-Weknow this is hard for you.
Ai I think Ms*. Hubert mentioned, your being here is very importantto the other thousands If people who are in the same boat that you

are, io thank you very much. . --.
I want to ask Mrs. B, then, a question. Has,she received her posses-sionS back that were taken'away from her or was there any legalrecourse that she could turn to:
Ms. FrrzpArator. She received back most of the money that wastaken, because it was placed into a Conservatorship account after herrelative became the conservator. And most of that was then returnedthat waenot used. ,

.As far as her possessions, they cannot be recovereg. There may bean action Itgainst the relative who took them, but we have not deter-
minbdrils yet, whefher tb pursue that action for her.

Ms. /DAKAR. How did she come in contact with some help then?
11s. FrrzrAraicx. The ombudsman of the nursing home contactedouroffice. We helped arrange to have the public defender terminate the ,conservatorship and we then .represented her at the conservatorship'S. final accounting and were able to have several thousands of dollarsof proposed conservatorship fees,aisallowed. ..-
The Independent Aging people helped stttle her back into her home. ,We also helped her regain possession of her home. .Ms. OAKAlt So the kinds of services that you provide are very eryinvortantaren't they ? We hope there is no crush in the budget,' or-Ility woUldot have any recourse, would they?
.Ms. FirzeArracx. Thankyou for that
Ms. OAKAR. That is for sure. ...

, I was interested in your mentioning the ombudsman program and, .- .
.,of course, Mr. Paussa wro is obviously involved, btcause we have avery fine prograrn in Cleveland. They are always walking on a tight-- rope trying- to get funded, btit in my own City 'we had the ca.se of anindividual nursing lime, operator who was confiscating the checks ofthe elderly. Re is now serving time in;prison, thanksto the ombudsmanprogram.

.
. . 'It is a great program. ...

.I was interested in the fact that both Mr: Lugo and Mrs*. B have ..mentioned. cases with language handicaps and we have a bill related toheelising the elderly with respect to language handicaps. It is a very'r problem, isn't it?
.

., .
commentMs. FrizgATnius. May I comMent on that? *, ., Ms. OAKAR. Sure.

.

Ms. FriZPATRICK.'11rs. B does not read or write English. And webelieve that she gave her relative a power of attorney without realiz-ing..- it, a voluntary conservatorship, and she also Signed her admission
papers intote nursing home without realizing what they really were, .because they" were printql in English.
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Ms. OAKAR. Very interesting.
Would you like to comment on a language handicap, Mr. Lugo? Is

that a proven problem with the additional difficulty of people with
handicaps?

Mr. Luso. Yes; it is, 'because so many of .my clients are Spanish
speaking we often find that in Many cases a client will have to take
the word of a son, daughter, or some other relative that a document
that has been presented to him or her for signature really states what
they say it does, without really knowing what effect this document
is going to have, once they sign.

My wife works with an agency that Provides assistance to persons
whose homes are going into foreclosure. She was telling me about an
elderly Mexican Woman who could not read or write, who knows abso-
lutely no English, but who has signed all of the documents necessary
turning her property over to a son, who is now in the proceSs of
losing the home through foreclosure.

This is one example. There are manSrthat we come across routinely.
Ms. OAKAR. Mr. C, obviously you have had some training with re-

spect to patient care ?
Mr. BRIDGEWATER. Yes. I have 6 years.
Ms. OARAR. You, yourself have been victimized by poor nursing

care?
BRIDGEWATER. Yes:.

Ms. OAK AR. What kind of advice would you give? Whit would you
like to see happen to the patient's rights, so the patient's rights ,are

to, protected? What changes would you like to make so that this will
not be happening?

Mr. BRIDGEWATER. One of the changes is that they ought to give those

people a course in human relationship, learn them how to get along
with others.

'In those homes, you have people from all walks of life in there
and when they do come in, _they are bringing these new people. And

these new people turn up Leir nose at those people because they are
down fiat on their back. And they feel they have never been nothing
in their life.

You find some other influential people in theSe rest homes that
were very successful in their younger lives and something has hap-
pened to them mentally or physically, but that don't make them

no old rag that you can kick around. They have feelings and they
would like to. be treated like humans. And they are .stilloliiiman.

Ms. OAKAR. But you had no one to go teat this nursing home

thtwas in a position of authority? Were. you afraid to tell the

s.dnunistratori .

Mr:BIUDGEWATER. They would call and tell them but they would

not do anything about it..That is what surprised me. And the super-
visory personnel was turning over- faster than the people that came
in to wait on the patients sometimes around there.

Every time'we looked up, we htid a new supervisory staff in the
office. Aneit got so bad therecthat they were coming in the rooms
and pulling the rings off the.women's fingers at night, stealing TV's,
And everything.
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I lost a brand new TV in the place. I stepped out of the room.
I wasn't gonk more :than 10 minutes. And I Lame back in my wheel- .chair, I seen the door closing and my TV was gone. I could not do'nothing about it..

Ms. DAKAR. That is a form of financial abuse,-isn't
Mr. Baniuswivisn. That -is right.
Ms. DAKAR. Thenk you;
Iave just one last question for Mrs. D. Does she-Land it is prob-ably one of the more heartless stories, suppose, as much as youthink that you have heard them alldoes she have any other children$

or grandchildren or great grandchildren who would have been awareof this difficulty .

MS. HUMPHREY. She ha's other children. Rosie has other children.
They, themselves, are elderly, like60 or 70. The grandchildren, shehas many, but they are all scattered.

And she really does not 'have recall about where they are...
.. Ms. OAKAR. How old was the daughter who deserted her?.

. Ms. HUMPHREY. Fifty-three.
Mi. OAICAR. She was 53, and the others are not able or not interested to care for her? .

Ms. HUMPHREY. She has one in Yuma that would like-to take care.of her, but Rosie said that she would get the same treatment fromthat daughter as the other one.
She has another daughter that is up north who.just underwent, .

cancer surgery and, herself:is not well. They are older as 'well. ,..Ms. OAKAR. So your problem is that when you do not have a crisis-center or anything, when you were confronted with the problem andhad nowhere to place he that evening, you, yourself, had to take onthe. responsibility. . . . ...-0 , 'a
You know, there were some legal raniifications in whaf you'did. You

-o-: .3,

really took a gamble, didn't you? , - )Ms. HUMPHREY. Yes'.'
Ms. OAKAR. Because you are not Protected4under. the law, are you?..Ms. HuntelIREL No. . .
-Ms. DAKAR. For that sort of thing.

r:Ms. HUMPHREY. No. ,
.

Ms. OM:CAR. Which is really very courageous, I must say. Have you .--had a chance now to finally place her in a better situation ? _.
Ms. HIP1PHREYIE Yes; she is placed in a retirement home severalblocks from my home. The problem is with the dog. She really lovesthat dpg..And, of course, the retirement.home does not allow dogs andthat is very much a part of- Rosie's life. And so as a result, her beingwithin 2 blocks;she comes over and visits with the dog. ,
MS. OAKAR. Thank f ou.Mr. Lantos. .Mr. I/ANTOS. Thank you. I do not have any specific questions to askany of our witnesses, but I would lig to make an observation.
In the first place, I think that we all owe all of you a deep debt ofgratitude for being willing to go through this experience which is ave 'difficult one for each of you. ...I want to particularly cotnment on the extent of compasSion

and.professionalism which I see diSplayed by blie women and men.who
. have accompanied our witnesses..

..

2j
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I must say, Ms. Humphrey, you made my day, because at a time
when public officials and so-called bureaucrats are belittled day in and

passion is a beautifulday out, your story of human warmth and compassion.
one.

And, finally, I would like to make a suggestion to the Chair, if I may.
I suggest that both the written copy of these hearings and selected
highlights of the tape be sent to our new budget director, Mr. David
Stockman, of the Office of Management and Budget.

Ms. OnitAn. If you will,
rnyield

for a second, you know that Mr. Stock-
man is going to appear before our Aging'Comittee on Monday, so

wmaybe we can talk to him then.
Mr. LANTOS. Yes, I know that, Madam Chair, 7and I would very much

hope that my colleague, Mr. Burton, will request his most able staff,
if at all possible, to mpiire selected highlights of the tape which we
can then present to Mr. Stockman. I think that it would be singularly
educational and get- involved with some,humari problems. Thank you.

Chairman BURTON. I think the staff will db.that. My own subcom-
mittee has a hearing that day on an aviation safety matter. And so I
guess.we will leave Mary,Rose to meet and deaPwith.David.

Actually, iris very toish to educate a kid who knows everything and
Dave does, but I nonsider him a friend and do have great inspect for
him. -

I think it is our duty to help educate Dave, really, that things are
not solved with a magic wand, be-they economic problems or other
things and there are some real human needs that must be met. And I
worked on the welfare reform program in this State with 'Goirer-
nor, not President Reagan, and we are talking about the truly-needy.

And Governor Reagan has always supported help for the truly
needy. I think that it is easy to see that this representative group of

MN.
people appearing before the subcommittee are not the greedy, but the
truly needy.

Dave has even said that he wants to help them.
Mr. LANTos. Thank you, . Chairman.
Ms. OAKAR. We do have request from our assemblymen for some

questions. We are running overtime and I will wield the gavel a little
more strongly. .

I am going to limit your questions to one question, if I may, because
we are running almost to 11:30, and we have a whole series of other
people. And we also have a time problem with.respect to this room.

I will be happy to yield to whomever would like to ask the question.
Mr. FELANDO. Do I understand that between the two of us we have

one question ? .
_

Ms. OAKAR. No ;,just one question each.
I canget away with it. :

..,: -

Miii,FELANno. You were talking about Stockman moving that ax,
but you are pretty good with it, yourself, Mfidam Chairman.

Chairman ritTirrox. I would say that it is.a rare privilege for a
member of the State leWjation to sit with the House subcommittee, so
I think that it is fair. I would not worry about:being able to ask one or

,, two questions. And that `goes-for my good friend, Bill Filante.
I would not really try to come down too hard on Mary Rosenecause

you talk about an ax. She comes from a pretty tough area of Cleveland.
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Nobody wants really to mess with her and I would just advise my .friends of that.
Mr. FF.,,LANDO. I just would' have one comment, or one question forMrs. X. Would Mrs. X support society placing her son imprison forlife?

tiMrs. X. Yes, I would.
Mr. FELANDO. Thank you,
Mr. Fn.,ANTE. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, andthank you, Con- 4gressman. I appreciate the invitation that was .given to all members ofthe assembly committee on aging to participate in this conference. Itis very valuable.
I felt that it was absolutely necessary for me to come here eventhough I could not stay for the whole meeting, because I am the onlyphysician in this legislature in California. ,
Because I have faced this problem as a physician for over 30 years,it is my opinion, frankly, that people are not worse people today thanthey used to be. I think that the same peopleare in our society todayas were here before, but I think that things have changed in the last30 years.

. I Have a problem in trying to take care.of the elderly. I. very muchIikethe comment that was just made. And I would simply liketo'referto the comment that was made on the budget, because the nursinghomesthat in many cases are abusing their patients, or elderly, and.what have you, in some cases haveo.
They are caught between a rock and a hard place, because of ratesthey are allowed to charge and wages that they are allowed to pay.I really appreciate the elderly' coming in and telling us What the' situation is. There was a case where a nursing home made an effort to Aupgrade their help and train them inori So they can take care of the'people and then, as soon as they were trained, since they could not andwere not allowed to pay them any more, people left to go to work foran acute hospital. That is a case where they simply are not paid enough.I have one nursing homa---that I have been trying to helprun byindividual. It_is not a chain or a big corporation, and he has to goto the bank'everr month to borrow money to meet his payroll. He can -not'take in enough money to do it.
So there is a mixture of things 'going on out there. The Medi-Calproblem, in terms. of biidget, is thal our budget, although in this Stateit is 5 billionhalf of it corning from the Federal Government, thank-fully, and half from our Statecould be eut b.y 20 percent and not cutone wit of care if wesweie to change, we are ablatto change, and get rid Lieof some of the bureaucracy there.

It has now been propoied in the. State of Massachusetts. I proposed,ithere a couple of years ago.
would like, to increase the care and not save quite so much money,. but we are at air impasse right now, because people do not understandthat you n4ecl an incentive not only for people to come in and tell uswhat the trourle is, but for providers to upgrade their care.And I would hope that those of you who repee,selit not only individ-uals but groups today can work with us either at the State or at theFederahlevel. Dr. Felando and I are both on the Aging Co %teeand on the Health Comniittee, and working desperately to change t is
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situation, but I would just like to close, after I have asked for your
help on the budget problems and the administration problems on the
care of the elderly.

I would like to_clost with one note that I hope will not go unnoticed,
and that is ,these horrible and sickening reminders of what has hap-
pened to Many of our people in society is just a small portion of what I

41 call abuse of the elderly by society at large.
Within the last 30 years, we have created an entire generation of the

elderly who are now destitute who, in former generations, could take
care of themselves.

We have thrown them out of their jobs, because they have reached a
certain age. We have thrown them out of housing areas. They can live
in same special place.

And we have actually encouraged people:to get along and not learn
English and to vote or whatever it is without learning English, and
then be placed in this horrible situation of being manipulated by fami-
lies or people or government.

. And it is a crime against the elderly, but in this case, it is perpetrated/
by the entire society. All of us in this room are part of that. And I
wouldithope that we can kind of chafige our attitude and say that the
elderly have to be taken care of which meanfto give them a chance.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Madame Chairman.
Ms. OARAR. Thank yglat doctor.
I must say thatit lft great to see people of a variety of professions

in the a.ssembly, rthink that it is very "healthy", if you will excuse
the pun.

Mr. DELURY. It is a smalharifice... - " .11\,

I have ohe brief question. I noticed that in the example of Mrs. B
,and in the examplithat Mr. Lugo presented that there was the-appar-
ent abuse of conservatorship.

Do you have any recommendations with respect to how prior invest
tigation or whatever could occur in respect to conservatorship to pre-

, vent this kind of thing fkc,,th happening?
, Mrs. FrrzpAnuck. I would just suggest that the investigators who
go out even on voluntary conservatorships do-a better job, be required
to do a better job, to really discuss witlr the person and find out what

, then' situation is and if they really require such a conservatorship. I
do not think that wasdone in this case.

.
If they.had spent much time with ars. B,iihey would have discov-

eyed that she .did not need a conservatorship nd that she would have
rather been at home.

Mr. ,Lugo. In my client's case, the court interviewer di go out. She
Apoke with my client and noted that my client did not want his brother
named as his conservator. The judge went ahead and acted against my
client's wishes. And we were on that basis, and because his brother was
not handling anything, able to have him removed.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much. ,

An on behalf of the subcommittee, we certainly want to thank all
of ycti for adding to our testimony and that, hopefully, will lead to
some type of solution at a Federal level and will compliment what the
gentlemen are trying to do in the assembly here in California.

That is the intention of our bill, to compliment what the State does*
I am happy to see that you have introduced an elderly prevention of

111*
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abuse' bill also on a State level which ig .very important. Thank you
very

S.

mucht,
DAKAR. Our last panel before' 'receiving the summary of the

conference recomthendations consists of legal service experts:
We will hear from George Alexander, the dean 0( Santa Clara Law

School. Dean Alexander will discuss with us a number of practices
which are employed for people who are judged no,longer able to care
for themselves.

He will be joined for, the panel by Alfred Chip lin of the National
Senior Citizens Law Center.

And also on. th© pane] will be Mike 'Gilfix, flip director of the Palo
Alto Senior Adults Ledal.Assistance v

Bruce Feder, an attorney with the Legal Assistance for the Elderly,
San Francisco;

h will describe to the subcominittie experiences that they have
encountered in attempting to provide legal assistance for the abused
elder persons.

So if you gentlemen will come up, we would like to hear your
testimony.

Some of you are coming up and notice that some of you will be
leaving the conference and I, certainly would like to say how much we
have appreciated the fine conference that was held here and also in

'Boston. And we really certainly need your help-, thoseof you who are
in the audience, I know tliarsome of you will be leaving to catch planes
and so on, but you are the prOviders and we certainly welcome the
direction you give us.

We will be happy to take your testimony. If you have written testi-
mony and want to summarize it, we would put your entire testimony
in the record, but you can proceed in any way that you would like. -

We-will begin with Mr. Alexander.'

STATElaNT.OF GEORGE ALEXANDER, DEAN, SANTA.CLABA LAW
SCHOOL, SANTA CLARA, CALIF.,

Mr. ALEXANDER. Good mornin.
I want tothank you and the committee for having this time made

s available to me to express my point of view. I will try to 13e fairly
brief and would be, more than happy to respond to any questions that
'You might, have.

The principal concern that I would like to share with you really
takes of on the last question asked ; mainly; 'what is to beslone about
conservatorship ?

Conservatorship has been a device that has paf .cularly been used in
; all of the States of the United at has greatly disadvantaged

the elderly in the management of t
Through conservatorship the e erly a been robbed of their

property and wrested of control of t other care nee,ds.
And very often the -very act of cOnse ()Olio, itself, has caused
tremendous damage. '10

I would likh to tradesvery quickly how we got. olirselve4 into that
position and stigg_est a small. path that might lead us out.'

The biggest prOblem, of course, tomes from the fact that we con-
ceive of the institution of conservatorship as beneficial, rather like we

.0A.
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conceive of a number of so-called services for the elderly as beneficial
bdore we have the opportunity better to examine them.

Conceiving of the services as beneficial, we then broaden it to the
_extent possibly legally in order to make it available. It it made avail-
able to a large range of people who can bring a petition for conserva-
torship and it applies to & tremendous range of Amtential wards that
may be put under conservatorship for a variety of reasons and in many ... .
States, simply because they are old.

They are incompetent, that statute says, because of old age,'Conser-
vators in some States Make such basic decisions as to whether to insti-
tutionalize their elderly wards, rather than having decisions made by
the wards themselves. . .

The kinds of activity for which we normally require a person's
consent are consented to by othersoften others, as you have heard, .
who have interests that fundamentally adverse to the interest of their
wards.

There is, of course, in many cases, a financial conflict between the
conservators and the conservatees, the conservators often being the
beneficiaries of whatever wealth will..be left over, that is, after the

. ward has passed away.
We would normally look to those who stand to benefit to -direcp

the lives of those whose funds that they-hope to acquire, but in this
area we do. .

Similarly, with respect to health care, we allow conservators in
many States, I am pleased to say not in California, involuntarily to
hospitalize their wards asa means of taking care of their 'problem.

Whet they may succeed in doing in-many cases simply is removing
the elderly from homes in 'which they are a-bother. The elderly peo-
ple can then be put somewhere else, without their consent at all, some-
where else where they can languish without treatmentthere is no
treatment for being oldand very often suffer great deprivation. .

ifNbw, lawyers have begun to -see the problems in co.nserxittorship
lately, I am pleased to say, and I with I could say that they, have
ound a good solution. I think they have not, but in the main what

lawyers have done is to look to due procesS as a way-of saving people
from conservatorship.

Can't we have better investigations? Can't we have more hearings?
Can't we involve more lawyers?

Of course we can. The problem is -that in this area, what we are
involving outsiders in, is an issue`So fundamentally imprecise and so ,
fundamentally difficult to deal with that due process simply does not
help much. .

Now itetrtainly is better to exclude from conservatorship zroceed-
ings people who obviously are totally competent, but those cafes are
not the ones of which we normally hear.

And in other cases, such questions as whether a person is "or is not.,.
competent" is not either a medical question or a legal question that
anyone can answer with any skill.

, -
4 physician knows how to treat a person, but a physician cannot

make a, professional judgment about how that person is able, to live
*. in society, able to faact to financial stress and the like.

"-A lawyer, on the other hand, ''can probably Help illuminate any °
precisely put legal issue. Butcoinpetency is not one of them. The
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'tesnit is that while we have improved the procedure, the procesi
simply will not benefit from legal help.

.What is needed is a reintrochiction of individual autonomy which
is somehow theast thing that people think about in this area. People
need to be given back the management of their lives.

And the way that you give peoplt back the managemenegf theirIivps is to provide, at every opportunity, a method for people to .
express their self-determination. - -

I have suggested inan article which I have left with the committee
Rs my testimony a single device that might lead in that direction. I ..,do not come to promote that idea. I come to promote2 instead, the
nation that we need to think again about making devices available
by -which people can tell us what they want and especially so at a
time when nobody had or has any doubt about their.clarity of mind.

The more tee, look to them and tolheir decisions to guide us at a
time when we haveVdeome confused-about their competence the better
it seems to me treatment for 'the elderly will lie. 4 ' .

Thank you very much. ,:. _, .--,--

Ms. OAIKAR. Thank you, Mr.'Alsxander. You hild veryinteresting
_ etE(..timony. , .

Mr. FELANDO. May I add just one comment to.what the Dean hassaid?, -
Ms. 041CAR. Just, so that v(e'have, a sense of °Unction hen, we wi3/41hear from all of the panel and then we will be-happy to respect your

-.-, question.
...r;FELANDO. This was just a short statement in response 'to what

he ad said. -

Ms. OATCAR. I would rather proceed in this other matter because
tliere might be related ions or a point that, is raised.

Mr. Alexander, we wi insert your booklet that you brought with
you at this point into th record,

. [The material subnifittedly Mr. Alexander, "Premature Probate: A
. - Different. Perspective on Guardianship for the Elderly," which was

reprinted from the Stanford LA Review, Volunie 31,No. 6, July 1979,
has been retained in committee files.] ° .

, . .
, STATEMENT OF BD. CHIPLI2i, JR., NATIONAL =pit, cm.

- ,ZENS LA , LOS -ANGELES, CALIF.
. '

Mr. CHTPLar. My name is Alfred Phiplin.
I am an attorney with the National Senior Citizens Law Centerin

Los Angeles, Calif. .* . -,
T would like to say that I have preprired testimony that I have sub-

rnitted to your staff to .136 included in'the record onbelialf,of myself
and Neal Dudovitz. .

Ms. OA .
ICAR, Withbut objection. ,

Mr. Climax. I havesome general concerns that folio* in the same
o ..'vein as the Dean who just spoke, ,

It is our feeling that conservatorship, guardianships, the represent-
ative payee process, and the use of various power of attorney provisions
are often mimed and abused by people in their efforts to provide
solutions in elder abuse cases.

/
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It is oitr feeling that legislative proposals designed to remedy elder
abuse be mindful of due process issues such as the elder's right in
notice and an opportunity to. contest the imposition of any incursion
on their liberty, inatiding their ability to manage their affairs.

It is very important that the people who are responsible for investi-
gating and reporting elder abuse cases &irefully evaluate the situation,
and that the iniestigator% do not make presumptions about the compe-
tency or ificomptency ofthe elders involved` .

Often, we equate being elderly with bein a child. This is just not
the case. ' 4

There seems to be very much 'in play the feeli*Aliat being obi..
really is tantamount to being incompetent. . ,

I am also concerned that when we talk about Mandatory reporting
laws,and begin to move in that direction of enacting ther$, that we are
carefu.1 to make sure that oar society hasrput in place efficient and effec-
tive service so that when you go into someone's home with the sugges-
tion or promise of help that we can actually deliver that service. .

The cost of putting those services lic place represents a- significant °
financial commitment. This too should be considered.

In closing, I would like to say that I think it is important that we
approach any notion of reporting laws, prOtective service devices, and
the like, with extreme caution. We should evaluate the-services and-

. procedures that-we already have in order to see if perhapsiwe already,
have the basic rudiments of the protections that we need.

Thank you veiy much. .1

[The prepaied staterrient of Mr. Chiplin follows:3 :

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NEAL S, DLIDOVITZ AND ALFRED CHIPLIN, JR., OF THE
NATIONAL SENIOR CITIZE1ASZAW CENTER. Los ANGELES, CALIF.

, We are NealeS. Dudovitz and Alfrel J. Chiplim,. Jr., attorneys, with the Los
Angeles office of the National Senior Citizens9Lmv Ceriter. - .

As this committee well knows, the National Senior Citizens Ltv Center is
a national support center. with offices in Los -Angeles and' Washington, D.C:,
which specializes in legal problems of elderly poor peoille. We are primarily
funded by the Lekal Services Conporation in order to provide support and assist-
'ince to legal serviceAattorneys. throughotit the country on legal problems' of
/their elderly clients.ln this connection, we work directly with legs' serficesattor-
ney.s on behalf of their clients on litigiatim, legislation, andkAdministrative
advocacy. . .,

We are aLso 'currently funileff by' the Administration on AO* as a national
. support center for legal problems of the elderly. in that cdpacity, we work di-

, rectly with legal programs fundpd* under the Older Americans Act, as well as
many state -and area agepcies in aging; legal services developers and nursing
home ombildsmen wit regar'd, to legal miles affeetingtte elderly throughout.
the United States. ......

The' wprk of thew orneys at the Ntional Senior Citizens IAA: Center, as our
many,'experiances with this committee have demonsirated,-covers a myriad of
areas of Me law that affect eiderfy people. We have, however, since the beginning
of our program placed special emphasis on the mental health problems facing
the elder'', particularly with regard tosguardianshipiconservatorship programs,
firotective services issues. and [Addle guardianship isles. One of our former
attorneys who has. specialized in this issue, Peter Horstman, has written one of

" the sewinal law review articles on this subject fillil both of us have had a long
historyKof working with elderly people who h ve been the subject of numerws
guardianship and protective services mcchani s in various parts of theUilired
States. .

We believe that our office, has a u.nique perspective on the issues of physical
and economic abuse which are the skiLlects of to44,es hearings before the com-
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mittee. We not only are in a position to have discussed these issues with attor-
neys, state officials, aging organizations, and legislators, but more importantly,
we have viewed these problems from the perspective of the elderly person whois the subject of the alleged abuse. Our office, and our constituent legal servicesand Older Americans Act attorneys, have represented people who have been
dragged through the vanous:guardianship and protective services prograins that
are being advocated as solutions to the abuse problem. We believe, therefore,
tharbur experience will aiNhis committee in its deliberations and offer someinsight into the limitations of government programs to combat abuse problems.

Thaftissues surrounding physical and economic abuse of the elderly involve
social, moral and legal issues 'of the highest order. It is, of course, impossible
in a-Short period of time to extensively cover all of the aspects of this problem.

`Today, we would like to concentrate our testimony on two issues.
First, we will provide the committee some of our general views on the civil

rights and civil liberties issues which are raised by the various solutions tothe elderly abuse problem that have been proposed. Unfortunately, in our expe-rienetlu discussing and woi-kiug on these issues, many people with the best of
intentions have neglected to consider the constitutional and civil rights viola-
tions resulting from their actions. We must not lose sight of the fact that the
persons about whom we are talking today are adult citizens of the United States°possessing all of therights of citizenship and you and. I. They have the -sameright to be free of unwanted government intrusion as do any other citizens.

Second, our testimony will focus on one particular aspect cff economic abuse
of the elderlyeconomic abuse by ,thi" federal government. We raise this issue
today 'for two reasons. Owitarve believe that it has been an area long overduefor analysis and review by Congress. Second, as opposed to many of the other
abuse issues which largely fall within the province of state and lockl ggovern-
ments, economic abuse by the federal government is totally within the control
of Congress. Consequently, this is an area which .you can affect directly andimmediately.

.
I: PROTECTING THE CIVIL RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES OF THE ELDERLY

A fundamental principle of our 'form of government, which is, of coarse,enlicted in our Bill of Rights, is the fact that every citizen is entitled to pro-tection from unwarranted and unwanted government ,intrusion in their lives.We have been loath to sanction forceful goVernment actibn and intact, outsideof
the criminal law context, it occurs rarely, if at all, in opr legal system. There
is, if you will, 'a fundamental constitutional right of people to in left alone, aslong as they do not violate'our criminal laws.

These issues are raised in the physical and financial abuse area by the solu-tions that are 'proposed t6 the proleem. Certainly, we do not condone in anyway physical Or financial abuse of, any persons, including the elderly. On theother hod, even if that abuse occurs, we must remember in proposing solutions
tbht the answer cannot merely 1?e involuntarilrliffhosing government upon thealleged abused person. The consequances of that government intrusion can indeedbe great.

As an example, whieh is drawn from our experience, will help illustrate ourpoint. A neighbor may report that Ms. A appears to be incoherent, has some
bruises, is heard !moaning, and Ms. A's daughter has been heard screaming
and yelling at Ms. A. That report is made to appropriate localofficialk who sendout a proteitive services worker to investigate, The protective services workerfeices him or herself' into ?4s. A's home, talks to her,,and decides that indeed
Ms. A has been abused and that it is not in her interest (according to the worker)to remain in her home as that Swill have detrimental physical and emotional
effects. The worker asks Ms. A if she is win) eave the home and Ms. A re-fuses, noting that she really does love her ugh r and would under all cir-cumstances prefer to live in her presen e. N ertheless, the worker feelseMs. A canno make a rational judgment and and r the authority of state pro-tective ser4 ce nd reporting leiwg determines that Ms. A must be immediately
removed from her home and proceeds to take the necessary,actions to,producethat result, Ms. A very quickly agpinst her Will ends up in a nursing home,
becomes very depressed and tvithdmwn as a result of her involuntary incarcera-
tion in the nursing home, quickly goes downhill and dies w_ ihin a short periodof time.
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We wish that we could say that this example is unusual. Our experience
shows itfls not. It illustrates.for this committee how, under the guiSe of helping
someone, government intervention can produce disastrous results. It further
illustrates that the rights of the elderly person are in ninny, if not most, cases
ignored in the proces6 of determining that is best for that person. Elderly people
are not children. They maintain, in the 'eyes ofr-Jthe law, the civil rights and
liberties of any other adult citizens of this country, and they must be treated
accordingly.

In studying and proposing possible solutions to aid and help with problems
of physical and financial abuse of the elderly, we urge this committee to be
extremely wary of programs and statutes which do not provide inherent pro-
tections of the rights of the elderly person. We believe no services ought to be
provided on an involuntary basis, unless the elderly person has been found in-
compftent under the appropriate guardianship or conservatorship statutes, to
make decisions for him or herself. Further, only a guardianship statute which
fully and adequately protects the constitutional due process rights of the per-
son is sufficient for p determination of incompetency. In foot, the President's
Commission on Mentki Health_ specifically made such recommendation a few
years ago.

We do not support protective services laws or abuse reporting laws which
provide. for involuntary services outside of the guardianship/conservatorship
mechanism. We believe an adequate, welt drafted, and constitutional guardian -'
ship/conservatorship statute provides a suffleient.mechanism under our con-
stitutional system to provide necessary services. We must recognize that those
people who are service provideri cannot always substitute their judgment of
what is in the best fnterest of a person for that person's own judgment. Our
Constitution' protects the right of our. adult citizens, including our elderly, to
make their own judgments, except prissibly when they are found to be incom-
petent to make those jiiWgments. We cannot have protective services laws or
reporting laws which try to evade guardianship programs which ignore_due
process of law protections under the guise of helping people. One recent protec-
tive services and reporting statute which we believe, comes very close to our
views is that adopted in the State of Missouri last year. That law calls for report-
ing-but does not allow for involving protective services unless the person has been
brought to court through the guardiapshir procedures.

Similarly, we believe this committed ought to be extremely wary of support -.
of any public guardianship program. We in California, as Representative Bur-

r ton is well aware, have had a fairly lengthy experience with the public guardian
system. We wish we could tell you that the system works ; unfortunately, our
view is thafit does not.

In our judgment, the public guardian systeth as it has been used in most areas
of California results in extreme over and unnecessary institutionalization of
other persons.'We have, in fact, filed suit on various occasions against the Los
Angeles County Public Guardian's office on this very point It is our view that
if you have a public guardian, you can be sure within an extremely'short period
of time that you will be in a nursing home and that, ih our view, is the begin-,
ning of the end for the elderly.

Public guardians are not a panacea. They may in fact do significantly more
harm than, good and need to be extensively analyzed and ,evaluated before they
are supported as an answer to the abuse problem. Questions need to be asked,not just about how the public guardian handles an extremely incoherent and
incompetent person with medical problems, but also about how the public
guardian handles someone who merely wants to be left alone and does not live
in an environment that some people think is in their best interest. Are those lat-ter. people going to be harmed or helped by a public guardian putting them in
a nursing home? Each of us may have different views of the answer t8 that ques-
tion but none of us knows for sure, as public guardians are a recent phenomenh
whose impact has not as yet been adequately measured:

Thus, for us, the recent issues that have been discussed in the newspapers in
San Francisco concerning the fact that the public guardian does not accept as
wards persons with' incomes 'below a specific amount is'not an issue of whetheror not income guidelines are appropriate. Instead, tlie)Tal i &sue is whether those
pbor people are better off without public guardians than with them, We believeit is encumbent upon the aging community, this committee, and -those people
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who are proponents of public guardians to demonstrate the benefits before they..impose that system upon the elderly.
This conunitteesmust remember that legally what happens when a p e rson re-ceives a public guardian is that a person's civil rights and liberties Wave beengranted to the state for the state to exercise on their behalf. We can thinkof no other law in our constitutional system that gives over a perSon's civilliberties and rights to the government. If we are going to let that happen, wemust be extremely vigilant in viewing that kind of system and must assurethat constitutional rights are protected in the exercise of that system.,

IL FINANCIAL ABUSE OF THE i.U.DERLY BY THE FEDERAL GOVERAIENT

We believe that one important aspect of financial abuse of the elderly hasbeen ignored by most of the various studies and commentators on this subject.That Issue is the abuse perpetrated on the elderly by the Federal Government's
representative payee systems. ..

Most of the Federal benefit programs and in particular Social Security and
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) statutorily provide that the agency. mayunilaterally determine that a person is not capable of alindling their own funds.As a result, the agency will apohnaFepresentative payee who is another per-.son, organization, or agency alio is to receive the government benefit and spendit on liehalf of the recipient. )Mete are, of course, serious constitutional issues about the mechaniSm bywhich representative payees are appointed. There are also serious statutoryand constitutional issues about the ability of various organizations and'agencies,such as a nursing home wlitre the recipient resides, becoming representative
payees. We will not digcuss those problem's today but by glossing over them, wedo not mean to suggest they are not Serious and ought to be of great qoncernto this committee. -

What we wpuld like to -concentrate on today, however, is the Federal Gov-ernment And in particular the Social Security Administration's failure to con-trol and police the representative payee system. Frankly; what our experienceand our clients have shown is that the Federal Government hands out mil-lions, indeed perhaps billions, of dollars to representative payees and has (1)no idea what hapNens to that money, and (2) even when tidy do find out, triesto wash their hands of it and not to protbet the elderly reelpiefft.
., We hage firsthand knowledge and information about this subject, as we rep-resent a nationwide class of recipients who have had represen tive payees ina suit now pending in Oklahoma. That case is Jordan v. Ha 8, Np. 79-994T(W.D.Okla). The suit raises serious and important questions bout the factthat the Social Security Administration has in the past unilaterally decidedto halt all accountkig of representative payees. By that action, the governmentdirectly condones, in our view, financial abuse of the elderly, SSI and SocialSecurity recipients who are on,theJtepreseptative payee system. How are thoserecipients going to protect themselves against abuse by payees when the agencythat gives out the money closes its eyes as soon' as it signs the checks? -The payee gystem allows for enormous fraud and abuse. For example, there

were many reports tha/ the Rev. Jim Jones received thousands of dollars monthlydirectly to him as representative payee for persons In his camp in Guyana.How was Rev. Jones able to become payee for so many people? Why did the
government never, as far as we know, audit Rev. Jones'/expenditures of theSocial Security rnd SSI dollars he received? tIn addition, even if SSA were to audit and take some control 'over how the
payee spends dollars, there is another question that must be answered. The sec-ond question is, if an abuSe occu , how can it be remedied?

SSA take' the position, which fact they have clarified in recent proposed
regulations, that when an 'abuse is IscOvered, there is no government liability orno government involvement. In other_words, the elderly person whom SSA hasalready determined is unable to care for his or her own financial meansIs left tohis or her own devices for a remedy.We are then left with an older person haSingto discover on their own that their payee is-misspending dollars and then to finda mechanism on their own to remedy the situation. They receive no help, noassistance, no advice, no responsibility from the Social Security Administrationwho administers the benefit programs... ,

O
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. We believe that this representative payee system, as run by th4 Social Recurity
Administration and as apparently authorized by Congress. encourages financial
abuse of the elderly. We believe that if Congress cannot assure that its basic bene-c .

et prograins for the elderly are not used to financially abuse Wein. then Congress , ,

cannotapert itself in private relationships that may result in financial abuse. We
urge this committee to begin a full and complete investigation of the representa-
tive payee system of the Social Security Administration. Such a study should
attempt to clarify the fraud,and abuse which we believe Is rampant in that sys-
tem and to propose clear and distinct protections for the benefit recipients that
will make the Social Security Administration accountable fai its errors and will
allow the elderly to in fact receive the benefits for which they are entitled.

Of course, our office would be more than happy to work with the committee on,
such a study and to aid them in drafting legislation that will prhhibit this finan-
cial abuse of the elderly by the federal government in the future We will con-
tinue our fight through the Lourts to remedy this enormous problem, but it would
be far better, we believe, if Congress would. attempt to tackle this prhblem and
resolve it aMematively by approdriate legislation.

'We hope that this testimony will prove useful to the committee in its considerd-
tion of the issues of physical and financial abuse of the elderly. In closing, we
would like to remind the committee of the comments of U.S. Supreme Court

The
Louis Brandeis more Jpan 50 years ago : "ExR Hence should teach us to

flcient. . - . The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in th iilsidiou,s encroachment
The mosron our guard to protect.liberty when the Bove ent's purposes are bene-

by men of zeal, well meaning, but witjiout understariding." Olmstead v. United
Statei, 277.U.S. 479 (1928) (Brandeis,0 distenting) . .

Ms. OAKAR. Thaokyou,Mr. Chiplin.
111r. Gila. 00, 4.

STATEMENT OF MIKE GILFIX, DIRECTOR,/ SENIOR ADULTS
,,LEGAL ASSISTANCE, PALO ALTO, CALIF.

Mr. GICFIX. Thiiik you. I would also like to thank you for the op-
portunity to present my views; both here and in written testimony.

I would also like to present some brief pm.sonal background. I have
been directorof a legal services program serving elders fop over.?
years. In this capacity,1 have had the good fortune to have been in-
volved
ment and pursuance of legislation an regulations at, the national
volved both in. individual cases in-the aionmUnity and in the defelop-

. : level. ' ' * . el, ,

I'would like to addreSs the problem of elder abuse from two per-
spectives. The first is the broadoeof the -two and,,I believe, the most
important. It is my grave, concern when I see our society respond to
problems like this by fOcusing on the crisis. Our response in.such cir-

o cumstances tends fo be visceral, emotional, and myopic.,
I am concerned when we foctMon gross physical abuse cases and

want, above all, to pimi,511 the perpetrator. Such a response is after
the fact and does not help individuals who have been abused.

. I must say that I strongly disagree with the implicit suggestion by
California Assemblyman Felando that life imprisonmeift as a puni-
tive approach is the solittionlo this kind of problent

. We have to realize that over 70 percent ofAle abusers are_family
members. This ruttikes The problem much more compiic4tted and raises
_serious questions about a punitiyetgpe of.appr.oach. we Illtve, instead,

. to rook at the causes of elder abAe: economic stress; the fact that so
many of the abusers have mental, psychologichl,, alcohol, drug prob-
lems. These factorsthe real eause of abuse can be addressed only"

4.t
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by looking to more basic societal factors that are unavoidably included
in the equation. .

We have to think about 'spousal abuse. We have to think aboutchild abuse. We must acknowledge the close relationship of thesephenomena tocelder abuse and address them at the same time.If we are, m other words, to productively address the problem wemust adopt a preventive- strategy and look at the roof causes.The eonclusidii, I suppose, is obvious at this point. I am callingupon each of you to increase your vigilance in Washington. I am call-ing. upon each of you to realize that the Oakar7Pepper 14111, as goodas it is, is not a solution if it mast stand alone as other relevant pro-
grams are slashed to nonexistence. .

For example, we see radical cuts in funding that would result in theelimin#ion of many of the staff members that you saw here with
victims today. Consider Mrs. B,Who testified earlier. The legal worker
from our office, Ms. Lucy 'Fitzpatrick, who brought her here today and
who is helping Mrs. B is. a VISTA volunteer being paid the out-
rageous salary of $3,500 a year. That program is scheduled by the
Reagan'administration for expiration in 1983.

A Minimal amotnt of Federal money is doing an incredible amount
of gobd.

.

My second, more specific comment relates to the Oakar-Pepper bill,
which I strongly support. It focuses on financial, rather than physical
abuse, and raises ethicitl questions for key service pi.oviders who are .

asked or told4to4eflort cases, of abuse to an outside authorityI am
worried that this legislation presumes a*ay some of the most serious
problems in this context.

In presenting my recommend'ition, I would like to focus on lawyers,
because I am a lawyerand that isAlie professipn that I know best.

Congressman Lantos earlier suggested that some attorneys will join,
their client's in unscrupulous acts td take, advantage of older persons.
I suggest that it is not always an unscrupulous lawyer. I think it is
often a typical lawyer, somewhat amoral, looking exclusively at his or
her clients needs in instances where the conservator or guardian is the
client. In most sugh case.Sptbe attorney is not looking at the impact of a
conservatorship, or of actions :of the, conservator, on the real party in
interestthe conservatee.

The lawyer's canons of allies a 'rele
are designed to protect the lawe
ship. Of the most time honor

nt to this discuision. They
as the lawyen:clierit relation-

: proscription against revealing'
Any information obtained, in the confidential lawyer-client relation
shiO. Its implicatibns for mandatory.reporting are obvious.

The question I raise, then, is : Where is the critical link in financial'
abuse cases of which we are aware? In Many cases, that critical link is
made by the attorney. Analogously, refer ybu to legislation now re,
guiring physifiandto teport cases of venereal disense to health.officials.
The,, gasoninpi is cleaf;: physicians are uniquely in a position to dis-,
'covertireliitbbleVand, therefore, muss be compelled to report it if it is
to be controlled. When it comes to child abuse, we also look at those
Who will discover it. As indicated. attorneys are often the only ones
who are going to discover financial abuse.

b
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In the context of conservatorships, it is obvious that an attorney
representing the conservator must be involsved in or become aware of
manipulation of the conservatee's assets.

In nonconservatorship cases, attorneys may advise the use of and
prepare powers of attorney that can be as complete as a conservatorship
in conveying control of an elder's assets to a friend or relative. In our
work, we have, also seen living trusts, deeds of conveyance, and other
legal documentsall prepared by attorneysthat convey an elder's
property, or control of such property, to another. Please see case his-
tories in my written testimony.

Is a particular elder being financially exploited by another? In a
great many cases, only your lawyer knows for sure.

What I
that

like to recommend in support of the Oakar-Pepper
bill is that we liberalize the confidentiality rules. Attorneys in some
cases might be compelled to reveal confidences or at least allowed ,to do
so in cases where they feel they must do so.

Right now they are actually prohibited frorri doing so. If they ob-
ject to what a client wants tOdo, they-can withdraw from the case, and
say no more. I think that is wiong.

There is precedent for my recommendation. The American Bar As-
sociation has appointed the Kutak commission which has recom-
mended many changes in the canons of ethics of the ABA. The canons
of ABA are adopted wholesale in over 40 States, so you see their
significance.

In proposed WV 1.7, they address precisely this point of confiden-
tiality.' They are r irecommending that in some cases a lawyer shall dis-
close information when it appears necessary to prevent the client from
committing an act that would result in death or serious bodily harm to
another person, or in some other limited circumstances.

Subpart C (2) says that a lawyer may disclose information about a
clienfto the extent that it appears necessary to prevent or rectify the
consequences of a deliberately wrongful act by the client.: This repre-
sents a radical departure from tradition.

It is most significant that an Ainerican Bar Association commission
has recommended thig deRarture. There is, then precedent for my rec-
ommendition. The commission is relying on a development that argues
tor a change. It is in-the form of two cases. The first, Tarraeoff v. Re-
gent8 of California, involvelta-psychiatrist whose patient revealed an
intefition to kill someone. The patient did so, and the psychiatrist was
successfully sued by, the victim's relatives.

In In Re Four Seasoni Litigation, a law firm was held'liable in a
Stock fraud case, because they knew what was going on and they did
not do anything to prevent it. Four Seasons is, in my view, precisely
on point and arguers compellingly for my recommendation.

We must acknowledge, in other words, that some values must thin-°
scend that holy of holies, the inviolability of the attorney-client
relationship.: 1."`

Tn conclusion, I again stress the need fbr approaching the problem
of elder abuse sms a systemic, societal problem with multiple causes de-
manding multiVe responses. We must not respond only after it has

--happened. .

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gilfix follows :]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL d'ILPIX, DIRECTOR, SENIOR ADULTS LEGAL
ASSISTANCE, PALO ALTO, CALIF.

. I am pleased to ;love this opportunity to present testimony on the subjectof eldei abuse. Unfortunately, I have encountered examples of such abuse on
numerous occasions in the delivery of direct services in Santa Clara County,California. I havealso encountered it as a statewide and nationwide problem in
addressing both legislation and regulations pertaining to long-term cafe.

Indeed, Senior Adults Legal Assistance (SALA), which maintains offices inSan Jose, Gilroy, and Palo Alto, California, has grown increasingly concerned
,about this problem over the past year. We have been involvedoften in cooper-ation with other service agenciesin preventing financial abuse, by an elder'sclosest relative. In too many cases, we were contacted after the damage was ir-
revocably done. To illustrate cases of financial abuse of elders, I will now present
brief summaries of cases we recently encountered in our office.
The case of Mrs. B

B is an 'eighty year old woman who was victimized by her only relative,
her nephew. Her health is quite good and she is competent. Her primary language
is Italian, although she can communicate in English.

After a short absence from her home in Sah ,Jose, California, fOr medicalreasons, she returned to find an empty house. Her household possessions were^N literally sold out from underneath her. Her immediate reaction to this discovery
was depression, shock, and resignation. For the next two days she sat in herhome, 'neither eating nor communicating with anyone.

She was in the habit of eating lunch at the Sears store across the street.
Sears' employees became concerned about her failure to come in and-contactedthe police. The police found her at home and contacted her only known relative,
her nephew.agy did not know that the nephew was responsible for the sale ofher possessionif:

When discovered, she was suffering from malnutrition and needed medicalattention.
At the urging of her nephew, she signed a voluntary consent to a conservator-ship and signed an admission contract to a hursing home. There remains seriousdbubt about whether she understood what she was signing. Parenthetically,Mrs. B now refuses to sign any dobument unless it is.offered to,her by a SALAworker or another service worker in Santa Clara County whom she has cometo trust.
Fortunately, a housekeeper in the riming home spoke Italian and becamefriendly with Mrs. B. The housekeeper contacted the nursing home ombudsmanvolunteer who, in turn, contacted our office. After assessing the facts, our stafftook the following actions :

-1. brought the Public Defender's office into the case to haVe the con.:seriatorship terminated;'
2. evicted the tenants who were placed in the home by, and making allthe payments to,the nephew;
3. obtained the early release of some conservatorship' funds so that herhome could'be prepared for'her return ;
4. represented Mrs. B in court at a final accounting of the conservatorship

and'convinced the court to disallow thousands of dollars of costs-that wereclaimed by the conservator, the nephew ;
5, drafted a Will to insure that the nephew willreceive no funds as thesole heir to Mrs. B's estate ;

.B. worked with the Independent Aging Program of San Jose to remove the
nephew's name as representative payee for her Social Security checks.

The .case of Mrs. 0 .
Mrs. 0 Is haler seventies and was victimizedta her daughter.Several months ago, she suffered 'a heart attack. While recuperatingIn anapparent "state of confusion"she was convinced by ,her daughter to sign adocument which was a power-of attorney. Mrs. 0 does not remember signing thisdocument.
Soon thereafter, her daughter withdrew almost all of her life sarisserfromher bank accountsalmost $4,000and took' possession of her car. Tile daughtegilater sold or otherwise misappropriated all of Mrs. O's possessions, includinr-furniture, clothing and (of greatest value to Mrs. 0), heirloom jewelry andfan:41Yphotographs.

9
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Mrs. 0 has asked SALA to help her regain her car, her money, and all posses-
sions that have not yet been sold by the daughter. Litigation based on fraud and
conversion are clearly available, as are actions in equity to have' possessions .
returned to Mrs. 0. SALA. is contacting the ;department of Motor VehickalotO.,-
insure that any accidents caused by Mrs. O's daughter do not become the responsi-
bility of Mrs. O,.the owner of the car.

The difficulties irdierent in a mother suing a daughter are obvious. There are
very real fears of physicql retaliation since the daughter has hit Mrs. 0 on one
or two occasions in. the past. There is some evidence that the daughter has
mental' and alcohol problems, which further complicate the situation. Another
very practical point is that the daughter is financially irresponsible and has likely
dissipated all funds,
The case of Mrs. M

Mrs. M is eighty years old and is apparently being victimized by a ';friend" she
Met at church. .

She contacted SALA because she became confused when her "friend" told her
that she could live in her hbuse until she died, but that he would get it at that
time. Upon investigation, we discovered that Mrs. M- convey ed the house to her
"friend"apparently without compensation and- thict_the..2,Lriend" then con-
veyed back to her a life estate? Mrs. M does not recall this transaction. Unfor-
turtately:,her memory is very poor and she is often' confused. She 'is clearly
'susceptible to trickery and fraud.

The "friend" has also induced Mrs. M to place his name on all bank accounts
and her car registration. He rioNt has complete control'of her funds and limited
stocks.

Mrs. M's questionable legal competency substantiallrcoaiplicateS the case. For
example, she may not be able to represent herself in litigation and a conservator-
ship action may have to precede litigation. The "friend" will undoubtedly learn
of such developments and, we fear, will seek toliqUidate or otherwise abscond
with all asses. While the filing of a48 pendens would. be_a likely course, It is a
further complicating factor-when there can be no cetritinty that the "friend"
has, in fact, taken advantage.

While many conclusions can be drawn from these case histories, I at this point
emphasize the utilization of legal documents and the legal system by those who
financially abused their elders.

ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I would first like to express my support for H.R. 769, The Prevention, Identifi-
cation, and Treatment of Elder Abuse Act that was recenefly introduced by
RepresentatiVes Oakar and Pepper. As in all legislation, there fire some problems,
but the conceat and approach are Moth timely and sound. tinter in this testimony,
I will address myself in depth to one aspect of this legislntioR.

In the balance of my testimony, I would like to address the problem first from
the broadest possible perspective and then in very specific terms.

SYSTEM-WIDE RESPONSE ;

The subject of "elder abuse" is receiving increased attention in the media and
the legislature. It is described as a new "national crisis" which demands im-
mediate attention. My concern is that, in reacting to a crisis, we will focus mix'
on the most physical aspect and react viscerally, such as by demanding serious
punishment for abusers. Aside from the fact that the overwhelming majority .

abusers are close family members and the psychological irnplication of punitive ,

measures taken against them, research data and logic compel the t onclusion that
the causes are complicated. multi- faceted, and in need of comprehensive attack.
In other words, causative factors must be addressed. going so is less politically
popular, less visible, and far more costly. We must ask, however, how serious
we are about eliminating elder abuse and what price has to be placed on the
security and dignity of our older citizens.

Data presented at these hearings and in the report of this Committee on _

the 'issue of elder abuse identify the causes of abuse. They include economic t
stress on a family that, is supporting an older person, the myriad psy0ological
and physical needs of elders that must be addressed by,3ntrained family mem-
bers who may or may not have time and energy, abuSers with histories 14
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mental, alcohol, and drug problems, families with a consistent history of abusetoward children and spouses.
All of us, and members of Congress in particular, must increase our vigilanceand realize that impending cuts in social -and human services can only exacterlbate this problem and insure its growth. We must ask what impact theemaciation or elimination of in-home support services, nursing home regulatorycontrols, legal services, senior day care services, and others -will have on theproblem.

''On ano*er level, I am concerned that the increasing exposure of the problemwill heighten expectation on the part of abused Welt and the communityat large, We must ask : what good are we doing if we expose the problem anddo not have community resources that can address them? The proposed ElderAbuse Act would -reqttire specialized facilities and procedures to address theseproblems. This might be the most significant provision of this legislation.
ETIIICAL'ISSUES IN MANDATORY (0It VOLUNTARY) REPORTING

H.R. 769,provides for the mandatory reporting of both known and suspectedcases of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation. Without question, this require-ment is a cornerstone of the Act. It is also a requirement that raises man. serious questions without answering them.Not the leas these questions involves the ethical and, in some cases,legal implications of cortipellin4 a professional to reveal confidential informa-tion. This can be particularly problematic in cases of financial abuse, which isthe focus of this testimony.
Parenthetically, note that physical abuse is a) more visible, and, therefore,easier to detect, and b) most often revealed to the medical profession, whichhas faced mtuidatory reporting issues in the contexts of child abuse antivenereal disease. The reporting requirement in n.R. 769 opens an entirely newprofessional and ethical frontier as it relates to financial abuse. This fact mayhave been overlooked or, at least, nnder-emphasized in drafting-this legisla-tion because cases of physical abuse most readily come to mind and are moreclearly documented.
My concern, then, is with the ;liability of the mandatory reporting require-., ment, particularly as it pertains to attorneys and other professionals whomay encounter incidents of financial exploitation.

FOCUS ON ATTORNEYS

In fact, current state legislation is entirely, inconsistent with the mandatoryreporting provision as it pertains to attorneys. California's approach is typicalof virtually every state. Section 6068(e) of the California Business and Pro-fessions Code requires an. attorney "to maintain inviolate the confidence, and

has
at,every peril to himself to preserve the secrets oft'

adopted the Code of
clients."California is typical in that almost every state;Ethics of the American Bar Association by incorporating it into state law.Before suggesting how to resolve this conflict, I again emphasize the need- to include attorneys in the mandatory reporting provision. Without doing so,most cases of financial abuse will not be discovered.The critical point gears emphasis: attorney are often the critical, vital linkin these cases. They prepare thelegal documents or give the legal advice thatenables the abuserwho is also the attorney's clientto engage in conductthat takes advantage of--an older relative, or friend.Consider the three examples presented at the beginning of this testimony. Inthe case Of Mrs. B, an attorney prepared all documents pertaining to flib sup-posedly "voluntary" conservatorship. That same attorney also prepared a leasefor -the rental of Mrs. B's home and helped the nephew, his client, prepare thefinal accounting of the conservatorship.

Arf attorney prepared the power of attorney that enabled Mrs. B's daughter toabscond with all of her funds. An-attOrney prepared the deed and life estatedocument that resulted in the loss of Mrs. B's home to a "friend." ,In each case, the attorney's client was trbuser. It is highly unlikely that anyof these attorneys considered the itnplicat ns' of their work for the older personsnvolved. Thus the importance of educating the private bar about the problem andtheA eliminating any barriers to their involvement is a preventive force.

xJ
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RUTAR COMMISSION

Fortunately, my recommendation has already been incorporated in Model Rules
of Professiodal Conduct, which were prepared by the Commission on Evaluation
of Professional Standards (best known as the "Kutak Commission"). Published
on January 30, 1980, these proposed Rules are not 30et adopted, They propose
many major changes in the Code' of Professional Responsibility, which is also
referred to as the Code of Ethics. Ole

Proposed Rule 1.7 provides, in pertinent part : .
Of A lawyer shalt disclose information about a client to the extent it appears

necessary to prevent the client from committing an act that would result in
death or serious bodily harm to another perstm, and to the extent required by
law or the rules of professional conduct.

(c) A lawyer may disclose information about a client only,:
(2) To the extent it appears necessary to prevent or rectify the conse-

quences of a deliberately wrongful act by the client,- except when the
lawyer has been employeafter the commission of such an act to represent
the client concerning the-act or its consequences ;

Thes0 recommendations represent a radical and;-1 believe, needed change in
rules pertaining to the confidentiality of attorney - Client' communications. In
Instances where, for example, an attorney' learns that her client desires legal
assistance in gaining control of a frail' elder's estate for personal reasons, it is
not enough to simply withdraw from the case. That client will either find a
willing attorney (perhaps by veiling motives in the next interview) or another
means of achieving exploitation. Unless that attorney informs an appropriate
authority of the threat to an elder's assets (and Independence), no one will.

The reason : no one else will know.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATION

My specifiC recommendation is that-the Committee and its staff :
1. research and assess the conflictory implication of reporting require-

ments in 769 and of state law, which prohibits such reporting by
attorneys; \.

2. express its support-for and work with the AB 4 Kutak Cord-mission to
have ABA Rules of Professional Conduct modifies byldopting proposed Rule
1.7; and

3. communicate and work with state iegislAures and state bar associa-
tions to ensure adoption of proposed Rule 1.7 into state law. .

Ms. OAKAR. You are talking about prevdptive tY'pesof things. And I
think that is an incredibly broad statement.

Mr. GILFIX. It is indeed, andnecessnily so. In closing, I would also
like to reiterate that you must give real consideration to modifying an
unnecessary absolute constraint current y placed on ,attorneys, social
workers, and other professionals *hu-, re dealing with this problem
on a day-to-day basis.

Thank you.
Ms. atititrfiliank you very much. That was very thoughtful

testimony.
Mr. Feder.

STATEMENT OP BRUCE A. FEDER, MANAGING ATTORNEY, LEGAL
ASSISTANCE TO THE ELDERLY, INC., SAN PRANCISCO,,CALIF.,

Mr...gEDER. My name is Bruce Feder.
I an the managing attorney of Legal Assistance for the Elderly

here in San Francisco.
We are in a law office for senior citizens in San Francisco. We cur-

rently have 7 attorneys" in our office but we do stand to lose about 75
percent of our-service in the next year.

i><
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I would like to review my comments which will only take a few min-
utes. And then I would welcome any questions that' the committeemight have.

During the past 2 years, our office has received an increasing number .
of !requests for assistance with regard to physical or financial abuse of
elderly persons. These requests come primarily from friends, relatives,
social workers, or sometimes the abused victims, themselves.

The abusor might be anybody's soli, daughter, spouse, just a friend,brother, sister, nurse, or government employee. Molt often than not,
the victim is a: woman and tot, often the victim is either too confused,
too intimated, or too isolated to seek appropriate assistance.

Mrs. Smith, whose real name I cannot reveal, is a 60-year-old womanwho has been married for 10 years. Although she owns the house in
which they live, the Smith's only income is Mr. Smith's pension of over$1,200 per month. ,

Mrs. Smith is a few yearsolder than Mr. Smith and he drinks away
a significant portion of his monthly check. And he drinks heavily and
routinely abuses -Mrs. Smith both verbally and emotionally and oc-casionally he physically beats her. Even when he does not actually

"strike her, the constant threat of being battered at any time is terrify-
Occasional intervention by police has, proven to be short-term,

temporary relief, at best.
When-the police leave, the source of the prOblem still exists and Mr.

Smith is angrier: Mrs. Smith would have left her husband years ago ifshe had either income of her own or some other source of support
which NvMuld have helped her topay the mortgage on her home and
Purchase the daily necessaries of life.

Mrs. Smith's story is, indeed. an unfortunate one. And she would
be here today, herself, to tell-her story were she not fearal of retalia-tion by her husband.

Mrs. Smith's story demonstrates only one aspect of that which canoccur in a variety of circumstances and which can manifest itselfin numerous ways.
We have worked with older persons who are literally held captive" ,in their own bedrooms by theieown adult children. We have assistedolder persons who are being financially abused,by their conservators. s.We have represented older- bedridden persons who are left. withoutassistance by their younger spodses.
We have encininteed several cases where elderly people, have hadtheir life savings or their homes taken away from them by dishonestor older reaching children, their adult. children.
There-are various legal remedies which`are of some assistance whendealing with the problem of elderly abuse. Most of those legal optionsprovide some relief for a problem, then, rather than solving or gettinga solution to the.problem, itself, or a method by which the source ofsuch prdblems can be altogether avoided or eradicated.there are other people here ,who have had or spent substantialamounts of time studying .possible solutions to elderly abuse, andthey would, be more qualified to describe to you theirspecific- ideas for potential solutions.

, I do have some general suggestions, bawd on our experiences inworking with the elderly, which are perlffps appropriate for con-gressional consideration.

47
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It is important for people such as Mrs. Smith, who I previously
mentioned, to have access to appropriate temporary shelters to so
escape the physical and emotional abuse which threatens them at
home.

Such shelters should provide the public assistance and counseling
that may help to lead to a resolution of the problem.

It is clso important for local law enforcement agencies to -have
the funding to icqiiire Ad train special staff who can effectively
deal with problems involving elderly abuse. , .

Further, I believe that some elderly people are generally in need
of solneoik to handle their affairs, but conservatorships and guardian-
ships are overused and often imposed or impose unnecessary restric-
tions on an elderly person's Rower to make his or her own decisions.

Agencies, both public and private, nonprofit, w provide finan-
cial and personal management services*. for, erly persons ,should
emphasize a need to assist people in a manne .hich is least restrictive
of their, personal liberty and which maximizes tsheir ability to live
independently.

An additional manner in which elderly persons ca be encouraged
continue living in an independent setting is the addquate proyasion

of comprehensive day care centers where older people can receive their
various health, recreational and social services that are needed.

TOo often an adult child that shares a home with an elderly person
cannot provide the many hours of daily care that the parent may re-
quire. Frequently, the unfortunate result is that the child, out of
frustrittion, either physically abuses or inappropriately institutiton,
alizes the parent due to an unwillingness to continue providing the '

necessary care.
It seems likely that the availability of day. care centers and respite

clue which would enable the caretaker to temporarilyiget away'from
the caretaking responsibilities will help avoid many instances of
elderly .abuse. , ,

Serious consideration -should also be given' to the,establishment of
reporting laws which are required and a person is likely to encounter
to report any such instances to the a propriate agency.

Perhaps this would assist those victfrns who are afrai r are too con-.
fused to knOw When,to go for help or those wh have not sought as-. isstance because of the emotional upset which acc mpanies the process
of reporting,to a stranger that a member of one' own' family is guilty
of abuse.

Finally, I would urge the Congress to conti e to gr-apple with the
physical and emotional abuse that too often urs in the nursing
homes, keeping in mind that-the profit motive inherent in the private
nursing some industry and its effect on the relatiibly helpless patients
who are f-ten institutionalized against their own *ishes.

Abuse f elderly persons is an tell too common occurrence, the pre-
vention. o Nithichlvill require comprehensive planning. Xis imperative
that the enure problem be brought before the public eye and that the
public be edu'cated as to its widespread existence and the need to co-

t ordinate our efforts.
oThank you for the opportunity to.present the testimony.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you, Mr. Feder.



I want to thank the panel. I do not have questions, but I would
like to make a very brief statement.

I notice that both Mr. Chip lin and Mr. Gilfix centered around an
isolated piece of legislation in terms of it being the end-all to end-this
terrible -problem" I can assure you thit on 'behalf of Congressman
Pepper and myself, who are the major sponsors of our elder abuse

ill, that we really agree with you that we need emergency shelters,'
r>Vspite care, day cfre, home health care, tax incentives for the families,
which would perhaps relieve some of their financial stress, sorne'kind
of, home rehabilitation, maybe-a low:interest-loan program to provide
for their having an area in thehome to help them stay, certainly 'coun-
seling which is provided for in the bill for those who did the abusing.
They obveusly need some help.

We are very disturbed by some of the proposed cutsat-tkis point that
are being Made, as is my good friend and tolleague,' Congressman
Lantos, also.

Now we respect your helpful suggestions also about the legislation.
Congressman, do you have a point to make?
MT. LAYros. Just -a couple of minutes.
I would like to recognize Ms. Janet Levy who has headed up our

11

iState program for years with-great distinction in this area.
I have one. question which relates to the impact that the elimina-

tiOn of legal aid to the poor would do to these kinds of efforts. May I
have a very brief response from each of you, gentlemen?

. Mr. Alexander. ./
Mr. ALEXANDER. have really been concentrating this morning on

aspects of help for the elderly that do not require Federal funding.
That is obviously unaffected.

I certainly believe that some of the cuts that I prop&ed are going
to have a very 'serious effect, but the brunt of my concern at the mo-
ment is to find way's of doing the sorts of things that are necessary
without financial lelp.

MeLANros. Right.
Ciiirm2v. As I said earlier, I am with the National Senior Citi-1,

zens Law Center in Los Angeles. It is a. federally funded legal serv-
ices pl'ogram that provides legal assistance to the legal services com-
munity and also to senior ,citizens' advocacy groups funded through
the Administration on Aging of the Department of Health and Hu-
man Services.

Iii general, legal services to the elderly will cease to exist. This is
particularly alarming in regard to people who are in situations of con-
finement. They will lose an importanemeans of protecting their rights.

There is little likelihood of help from the private bar. It will not
be interested in these cases unlegs there is possibility of a meaningful

. fee.
1.; If there is a ell ack in legal services funding, it is very likely that
the backup centers will be one of the first groups of services to be
deleted.

That will have a tremendous and detrimental impact on the entire
" legal services community. We distribute a wealth of information to

program attorneys and to groups like the Gray Panthers, to degis,-
latures around the country and the like.

79-490 0 - 81 - 4
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We _also do significant impact litigation on all typespf mutters:
,

We have been involved in the whole area of °looking at protective
.services laws and the problem of representative payee or many
years. I think if our services are cut out that there will b a tremen-
dous shortfall in the ability of the individuals to obtain t kinds a.
services that they need, as often; we are in situations wher you need

.41,unadversarial relationship in terms of attorneys on eve side of
an issue so that people can be heard.

'Mare often than not, the kinds of abuse issues that CORP up are not

that the abused elderly as well as other significant groups in a com-
nunity

attractive cases to,the private bar. so you will often find

munity just will not be able to engage in this adversarial process.
i Mr. LAN:Pos: I thank you very much. `

Mr. Gilfix. - , .
Mr. GILFIX. My first response is Lp asewlip else? In the context of

elder abuse, for example, 99 percent of the legal workers representing
abused elders are funded either by the Legal Services Cqrporation or by
the Older Americans Act. Sionificantly, title III of the Older Amer- 0
icans Act does not mandate legal services. At this time, our 'Program
and many others are fuided by title III. .

Moreover, private attorneys liave neither the caliacity nor desire to
i, do outreach in the elder community, as our programs do. /f we do not

go into the nursing homes and if we do not go into senior day care
programs and tell them what we are doing, and tell them what alterna:
tives there are, they are simply not goin to knoiv what their legal
.recourse is in various situations. .

.

And, being very realistic, there are rar y fees in-these cases that are "c°
commensurate with the work involv uch oases take an enormous'
amount of time and necessitate Q. thorOugh knowledge of the entire

,social,servien network. Private attorneys almost always laCk such
expertise. ,.

.

To suggest that legal services needs pf -disadvabtaged persans will
somehow be adilressed even if public funds are eliminated:is naive, at
best. At worst, it is unconscionable. , " _

. ° .

tr,.. .. . &Mr. LANitS. Mr, Fedr ,J R

Mr. FEDER. I don't want td repeat what Mike said. Thatsis pretty
much a summary, but I think that it takes office such as outs to help
provide the needs and be most. sensike to the needs- of elderly_clients:
The public bar has, now in my'expglence, not showri.that sensitivity,
or the responsiveness. , , 6 e) . '

Perhaps-an4-ither point thk showed be made is that our obligation is
to the elderly community and not specifically or only toc individual',,-
clients, I think that it is important that the elderly ?give that available.

The bottom line really for the elderly people it may be best sum-
mari-4ed.by an adI saw in a magazine for the Legal Aid Society asking
for contributions and it simply said, due to a lack of fundin thiss year,

*there will be a shortage of justice. And that is what it is going,to mean ,
to elderly and poor people this country, if those eats are .made.

Mr. LANTOS. It is the judgment of this member of Congress that
equal justice undef the law is not feasible for tle abused'elderly if these
programs fire eliininate4 , -

,
I want to apologize, Madam Chair, but I have another meeting that

I have to gotoP l;, 01,
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MS. bAKAR. Thank you and I want to thank you for your hospitality
in this area df the country. Both you and Congressman Burton, thank
yQ.u. ../ . \_Did you hahave.a question, doctor ?

Mr. FILANTE: Madam Chairman, I do have a couple of comments
-'and I really appreciate Congressman Lantos bringing up this point, 4,

becau e I would say that if wt.were to see some drastic cuts in Federal
fundingg that it could well result in some sort of a disastei, whatever
your definition is, unless it was also accompanied by a decrease in in-
flation so that we were not taking away people's wealth and mpney,
unless it was also aceoinpanied by an increase in personal respofisibility

Ito Individuals and families. And we have not seen that in the last 10
or 20 ears; that is, with the various Government programs.

Unl we had an increase in funding of -local programs with the taxdollars t t might be left over from Federal tax cuts. I hat at it isthink
that people get the Federal and local and State lev and the

private sector to understand their interrelationship, so that o matter
which policy direction we take we are prepared. k.

Along this same line, Mr. Feder mentioned I thought a very impor-
tant F cent and that is that, one, we are thinking about the elderly,
esp 1137, and -the financial cost that we need to fake care of .and

Ainclude he ideas stic)i as day care and respite. \
We have found in our studies here at the State level which, as I said,

involves usually half Federal funded money, that that type of alte,rna-
tive is often less expensive than another one,ssuch as hds itals and 4 is
crucial that we get that through someof.the heads e bure.aucrat13,

s.-.or whdriievier, making and imposing these decisions.
....We-have had to also 'make many changes in the profession lately

and I do kot know what the right answer is, but al least it is beyond
what I am tai about.

...4> . .Dean, I apologize for interruptingyou before, bayou have brought
up a good point. I think in your comments you were only looking atthe disease trained in a narrow Sense. I think that is partly the fault ofthe medical profession and the teaching ,professions. It is aslo pcxtly,the< fault of the Federal Gov,ernment.thatkihas put the empras% onFederal funding for research. '',z -

I am glad that Nye aa beginnhig to undeistand. I would take excep-tion to your statement that a physician cannot interpret and evaluaDa
the factors about how a person can cope or can-relate to the ygious
factors in his life environment.

I : .
Because of my own personal experience, my wife and I have been \. family doctors for 30 years, and we remember that. I am an ophthal-mologist and she is a specialist in what is called physical medicine andrehabilitation. Her primary job is to-do what you say physicians can-not do, and that is to interpret the physical and mental state and eval-uate that in relation, NS the job, horne, and ftimily, government, and

whatever else is there acid to the extent that the services of such phy-sicians are not known or used, you are absolutely correct ,but to the--,
extent thatwe saysphysicians cannot be loing this, I strongly disagree.k._

.
Ms. OAKAR..no you want to respOnd, Dean?
Mr. ALEOCANRER. Yes.

Thank you.
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Thank you very much for the comment. I certainly agree with you
that the general training of physicians is in treatment -rather than in
prognosis of social behavior. f

The problem- is- that much of our legislation, including all of our
legislation dealing with involuntary hospitalization and dealing with
conservatorship has assumed that there were physicians able to do the
sort of thing that you have described adequately for all of those
programs. .,

.

And the few studies that exist ,demonstrate that that simply is not
true at the moment. Now you belie*that it is not true because people
have been mistrained because of Federal funding.

I believe it may be untrue because it may be beyond the skills of .
human .beings to predict how other humans are going to behave.

But whithevbr is true, I think we would agree that it is true at the
moment that we don't have the kinds of people on whom we can de-
pend to make the decisions about how others will act in the future.
On the assumption that we haVe such people, we have put ray people
who were diagnosed suicidal and who, when released }save not com-
mitted suicide as dangerous, who when released visere harmless and
conServatees who, when released have managed their 'properties/very
well - despite the fact that they were still diagnosed as harmful or
incompetent. ,

` There is extensive literature now that seems to suggest, for what-
ever reason, that the predictors that we thought we had, simply don't
work very well. What we have gotten out of our procedures is tre-
mendous overprediction of dangerousness and incompetence.

When we wanted conservatorships we have found physicians who
'have testified that it was needed. When weliavo wanted to institution-
alize we have found physicians willing to do that..

And I think that is not because physicians are bad people, but be-
cause the standards are so mushy and,me4ical training so inappro--
priate that the systemmill not work. 4-- ,

1.1Ms. OAN.An. Dean, you do know we Ili% an Ohio la that says cot-
servatorship can be granted on the basis of old age. Y say that that
ought not be a factor or that somehow we better make sure that we
protect the rights of the individual who may be placed under that.

Mr. ALK,2cANDER. I think thitt it is really terribly offensive fora law
to say, as the California conservatorship law said, until it was changed
just a few pars ago, that one ground for conservatorship is old age.

tThere isftbsolutely no basis fort hat. .

Grounds for conservatorship, if therepare any would be inability to
function. That- may come with- old age and it may come wia-young

.age or it may not come at all so that langbage went out in Ciptornia:
',think it should be out-everywhere.

Mr. OAKAR. We are trying to do that. I know that some of our peo-
ple in Ohio feel that the age aspect of.the law is really very very preju-
dicial.

Mr. FILAwrg: May I just finish a comment.
MS.PAKAR. One more comment.
Mr. Fir,ANTE: In answer, I thirlk the dean and I tend to agree on

many things. I have never said anyone can predict, but we certainly can
dvaluato and from the standpoint of experience do maw. corrective
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and preventive' things. And.4 think physicians represent only part of
the tean-; I never said that they would be the entire team:To say sim-,
ply that people are not available is not true.

The fact is that with the misorientation we have had, not layin gle
blame on anyone or any one place, as you tried to say that'I did, I did
not lay, it only at the fed of the Federal Government.

The point is, that th 'ereis, to my knowledge as a physician and some-
body in the field, an underutilization of this type of.persOn; namely,
an under5tanding tritlried person. There are also not enough of them
but those who are\hifre could be much better used and they are not
being used and that is the kind of orientation I am trying to do, rather
than to say "they cannot predict." Nobody can accurately predict, but
they can use their skills to correct and/or prevent things so let us go
out and find them: That is my only point, Madam Chairman. Thank
you.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The problem is not the problem of pepple in the
sense of training. The problem is that our society does not trust itself
to predict future behavior in criminal law. People walk the streets, be-
cause we cannot.prove beyond a reasonable doubt tliat they are guilty.

- But people are in institutions when we haA. only the slightest idea
as to what they are going.to do in the future'. And all I am saying is
that the gap between what we are doing and criminal law and what we
do in conservatorship is far too great.

Ms. 0Axna, Mr. Chiplin, did you want to make a statement?
Mr. rrirrux. Yes. Just on Commenton Kilo deterrnines competency

or incompetency. It is my feeling that t e question of competency
should always be a legal one. The courts should determine who is com-
petent and who is not. The role of all of the persons who participate in
that decision process, both lawyers,vdoctors, scicial workers, and so
forth, bring their, expertise to bear' on the decision but the determina-
tion is finally one for the court, either by jury or by the judge. Thank

.you.
Ms. OAKAR. Thallk'yOU.
We know there are some recommendations from the conference and

we would like to get them on the record for the benefit of the Members
of Congress and so we are going td hear from Ed Villmoare who is the
executive director of the National Paralegal Institute,, San Francisco.

AndXargaret O'Rourke, who is the director of planning, Legal Re-
search and Services for the Elderly, in Boston, Mass.

I would like to thank' the methbers the ,legislature for being here
also a..4 part of our panel anchthank the assemblymen for staying.

Ed, we will hear from you first.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN VILLMOARE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL PARATY,GAII INSTITITTI; SAN FROCISCO, CALIF.-

- Mr. VriLlvroAur. The. conference here in San Frandisco that pre-
ceded this hearing is a companion tolhe Conference on Elder Abuse
and Neglect that was held in Boston last week. The congrences were
funded by the Administration on Aging. Their purposes. were to ex-
plore the current knowledge of elder abuse and neglect and to produce
a series of policy recommendations.

is
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What Margaret O'Rourke and, I will do is summarize briefly the
policy recommendations produced by the San Francisco conference.

One of the major recommendations advaikeed with near unanimity
by the 170 participants, approximately 70 percent of whom have han-
dled elder abuse cases,.calls for the training of jirofessipnals in, the
identification and treatment of elder abuse and neglect cases.

In the study by Marilyn Block, over 90 percent of tir.victinis sought
help of some form that was not provided by professionals., This data
strongly suggests that the professionals failed to recognize the true
nature of the problems faced by their clients.

If the needed training is to become a reality, the cOnferenee partic-
ipants believe that funds must bespecifically earmarked. The proposed
Prevention, Identification, and Treatment of Elder Abuse-Act would
provide funds for such, traininil.a. This is one of the reasonswhy the
bill deserves support.

A seand major recommendation developed by the paricipants of
this conference calls for a sensitive, concerted effort to build commu-
nity, awareness through public education about the nature °fielder
abuse.

The,confefence, this Ilitiing and the media coverage are important
.

first steps; however, each community needs its own educatioliTri)gram.
.The sense of the participants is that such education must be ip conjunc-
tion with an effort to provide treatment servicesTo those who would be
encouraged to come forward and seek help. Otherwise victims may be
exposed togreater risk without any real possibility of assistance..

The National enter on Elder Abuse to be_created by theproposed
legislation could play a major foTMin such a public_education effort.

ow,let me turn to more complex totem. The conference addreised
two 'major issues on which no consensus was reached: Mandatory
reportipg laws and abuse intervention statutes. .

For the benefit of the 5000MMittee, I will outline the principal
arguments.advanced for and against these two types of statutes.

Those in favor of mandatory reporting laws argue that such laws
are mow necessary to help determine the nature and extent' of the
problem: They also argue that many victims, because they are,'cle:
pendent, mentally and physically handicapped, incompetent, or. in---
timidated, Cannot or will not seek assistance on their own. They be-
lieve _such laws will encourage others to seek assistance"on behalf of
such *tims. Evidence shows that the victims frequently do not come
forth and the professionals are not reporting the cases., .

Thoseopposed to mandatory 4epOrtinglaws argue that mandatow
reporting must be linked with responsive, coordinatedcor4rehen-
sive services tO avoid stirring false hopes and.greater vulnerability.
They see little likelihood of such services and, therefore, have reserva-
tions about mandatory reporting.

Otheis.are opposed,on'the grounds that such laws, modeled' on child
abuse reporting raws, assume that older persons are dependent and
helpless as children andin fact violate the basic con itutional rights
to privacy and self defermination. They further a ha that such laws ,
negate th© presumption of competence and alter e traditionally con- '.
fidential relationship between client and profe 'until. The pbysician-
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. . -
. .., patient relationship_was cited as an example. Under mandatory re-

porting laws, a physician,' whostiipects abuse would be obligated to
repo*his or her suspicions, regardless f thy patient's' wishes or even
knoldlefige. , . .

. ,I havronly outlined the Conflicting arguments. They deserve sub-
,:stantiallY more consideration than we can give them here today.°. With regard to Offer atiuse interventitei, laws, similar issues were

raised on both sides. Special eoneern-ims expressed over the laws of ,
,several States on the group, that they allow intervention in the lives
of nonconsenting persons Athout adequate procedural safeguards.

.

or' appropriate standards of mental incompetence. Again the issues
require much greater attention than time permits today.

1 would like to close by offering intollie record a manual entitled
'"Elder Abuse and Neglect :' A Guide for Practitioners and Policy
Makers," *prepared by Legal Research and Services for the Elderly
and the National Paralegal Institute. This manual summarizes much

depth.
of what is kn9wn about elder abuse and neglect ( nd explores a num-
ber of the issues I have referred to in greater de

[See app. 1, p. 57 for material submitted by Mr..Villmoare.]
I now final the microphone over to Margaret O'Rourke to continue

the summary of conference recommendations. -, ,
Ms. atiiSn..Thankyou, Ed.

o STATEMENT OF MARGARET O'ROURKE, DIRECTOR OF PLANNING,
LSGAL RESEARCR AND SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY, BOSTON,
MASS

Ms. O'RoURXE. There is 'something very challenging aboit being
the last person on an agenda. I feel a little bit like the little w,d
caboose and feel like saying, "I think I can, I think t1 can," summarize
and wrap up without being too ,repOtitive of everything that has al-
ready been said. 4, .

For the past 2 idays, a group of over 120 concerned a nd sometimes
frustrated people have been sharing their knowledge and ideas about
the disturbing problem of elder abuse.
` The cross section of paiticip'ants at this conference represents many

professions: researchers, doctors, rawyers, nurses, and protective
service workers from many ofoift Western States.

Last week, as you.AngiVs a similar group, of over 150 persons met
in Massachusetts, also-to discuss the problem of elder abuse and de-
veloD .recommendations to deal with it.

is two-site First National Conference on Eldep Abuse is sig-
nificant and impbiat in drawing national attention to a tragic prob-

.: rem. On behalf of the sponsor of this 'conference, Legal Research
and Services for the Elderly, I want to commend this subcommittee for
its conZern with and commitment to dealing with problems of elder
abuse and 'for holding congressilmal hearings here in San Francisco
today and in Cambridge last week, Ntrith Congressmen Biaggi and
Frank presidingein conjunction with thiS conference. -

It has beeri'rpleastire for the' staff of legal research to work with
your staff, qt particular with Kathy Gardner, in.setting up this co-
operative venture.'

7.
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A decade ago when the first protests were heard about abuse in
nursing homes, some said that these were isolated cases and that the
problem was greatly exaggerated. This committee took the leadership
to pursue and investigate the problem and can 4.0coreclit for bringing
the awareness and knowledge of the magnitude of abuse in nursing
homes into public consciousness and taking steps to correct some of
the more flagrant abuses.

There are those who now say that reports of elder abLe or neglect
of elder persons. by their caretakers in the community are also isw
lated and greally exaggerated events. The experience of the practi-
tioners attending the conference both here and in Cambridge would
seem to provide convincing and overwhelming evidence that this is
not so and that, to the contrary, elder abuse, neglect, and exploitItion
is a (rational tragedy that,requires national attention.

ce again, this committee is providing that national attention to
f us on the problem. For that, you have our appreciation.

Along with Ed Villmoarezho represents National Paralegal In-
- stitute, a cosponsor of this conference, I would like to share with you

a few major themes of this conference. I will be brief; because the_full
report of the cogaraice, including recommendations, will be forward-
ed-tes.mh in writing for entry into the recor.l of'this hearing.

The first has to do with the paucity of research about elder- abuse.
There have really been only four exploratory studies conducted, and I
would still submit. to you that the data are very scanty. Anytime one
approaches hn agency or the Federal Government to request funding to
deal with the problem, what happens is a numbers game"give, us a
percentage, give us some figures' Quite frankly, pone of us can re-
sponsibly provide such data. Any numbers or percentages that we use
are strictly guestimates.

I note that H.R. 769.i the Oakar-Pepper Bill, would creatd a national
center on elder abuse which would conduct extensive research %bout
the dimensions of elder abuse. We strongly support that provision.
. A second theme of this conference concerned the need for a coordi-
nated system of protective services. There was considerable>mount of
debate on whether that should be an age segregated protective servicek
system, or whether it should build on What we already have in our
States and localities to deal with other kinds of domestic yidlence.

At the present, there is no "system" and a modellprotective services
system needs to cut across many professions, medical, legal, mental
health, and social service.

Currently, there is a great dehl of disorganizatiOri and confusion
among these ,fields as to whom is the lead agency in this sort of an
effort, and whOse responsibility is what. We hear case after case of an
elderly person who got bounced around like a hot potato to six or seven
agencies before anyone dealt with the problem, if indeed, he or she
was lucky enough to have that happen. Role clarification of eaCh.com-
vonent in a coordinated .response system is essential to prevent this
sorry state of affairs.

I had intended to read off some of the general characteristics and
specific services that need to be included in a protective service system.
but ,

frankly, I think from comments you have already received, narti-
,cularly from Mr. Chiplin and Mr. Gilfix, I would just be repeating.
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things that you already know, and well include in your proceedings.
In any case, they are available from LRSE studies.

. I would like to share with you one final concern that was expressed
both here and in Cambridge, and also has been alluded to by other
speaker's. That is the serious reservations we all have about setting up
any protective service system that would expose the victim to worse
consequences than he or shealreadrfaces in their immediate situation.
Much of the resistance of the victims to acknowledge and deal with
the situation can be attributed- to fear that the alternatives to their
situation are even worse than the abuse they endure in their homes.

Placement in nursing homes is often dreaded by the elderly and to
many it is a cure that is worse than the illness. The Oaker-Pepper
bill calls for the use of a least restrictive alternative and we support
that, but I think that we must make sure that the resources are avail-
able to make that philosophy and commitment feaSible before we
expose the elderly to even greater dangerbY mandatory reporting of
suspected abuse without an array of supportive services to resolve the
problem without always resorting to removal of the .victim to Im
institution.

... We all must proceed responsibLy and thoughtfully in developing
our responses to alatise so that we do not end up, figuratively speaking,
finding that the operation was a success, but the patient died.

In an era of anticipated cutbacks in the financial support of health
and social services

...

particularly through titles XIX and XX and
AOlder Americans ct, title III, that are essential to alleviate abuse,

we must be careful that we do not identify abuse and abusers with-
out being itble to provide the kinds of services that would resolve the
problem. Thank you.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much. Sinceyou did bring up the bill,
I feel compelled to respond somewhat for the record. Without respect
to the point, Margaret, that you made about isolating the elder abuse
problem as an issue or services, `one of the things, that tie committee

that only 6.6 percent of tlid services availltble do
is

or the elderly
study does provide 'that is really a very interesting nt to me is

in this particular case, And we believe that there is 25 to percent
need.

And while w;' would like to see a comprehensive apgcoach to drv-
ices for all Americans, the fact is that it is not ng place now.
That is why we felt that it might be this need at t is moment.

We do not feel, I want to say also, that the dpfnestic violence ap-
proach whickcenters, I think you will agree, on the battered woman,
which I, of course, ,have been a major sponsor/Of in the past and hope
to support in the future and child ahuse pr blems, should be in com-
petition for funds and so on. We would n er want to see that happen
and would certainly support a compreh nsive view. , .

With respect to the view concerning immunity from the law and
the idea-of mandatory reporting,'one of tke problems, as you know,that so many providers are faced with, along,w,ith perhaps neighbors
and so on, is that_they are subject to criminal penalties should they
not be able to prove every little detail of what they are reporting.

I can think d'f cases in my-own city whereby elderly people anelderly woman, for example, Was*brought in with a fractured skull,
. 1.
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and the social worker and the doctor had served the individual in the
emergency room and were. almost positive that the family members
were responsible. What were they to do in, a situation like that, just
let it go unreported, or faceothe reality that they may be penalized,
as the courageous woman who testified on behalf of one-of our abused
elderly who took the person in her home beolinse of the pioblem ?
Under law, she was not really protected. And so that is why we felt
that that was important. -

Another situation that I can think of is the case of a 96-year-old
woman who was raped in a nursing home and one of the aides who
needed that $3 an hour job knew that there was another aide victimiz-
ing patients or people living in the nursing home in that way, and
she was very, very fearful of the consequences. And that is why we felt
that the immunity provision was 'very, very important.

Another thing that I would call your attention to, with respect to
the bill, is that we do not want one provision, but not the other, passed.
One of the points about it, is that it does provide for services to deal
effectively with.the special problem of elder abuse.

It also provides for training for personnel, administrative proce-
dures and institutions and other facilities related to the problem, so
we are keenly aware of the problem with respect to having some provi-
sion for reporting and then what do you do with the individual. And
we do feel that that 18 a facet of the bill, along witheither recommen-
dations beyond this bill that are in the report that Kathy and others

, did such a fine job in helping prepare.
The laspoint that I would like to make is that th0 bill dois provide

that the abused, neglected, or exploited elderly piison participate in
decisions. And I think we saw today from the two or three witnesses
that we heard from who were abused that they were able to know
what their problem was, and I think that Mr. Alexander was suggest-
ing the same type of idea.

We think that is an important point, that they ought to be part of
the participation and at the same time not be held out there to be,
further abused, if this situation does surface. But what is the alter-
native, if no one knows about the abused ? They will just keep being
abused and without any potential for being helped. And that is our
fear tind that is the gist of the reaction with respect to.our iniroduc-
ing this bill. .

,
We do not feel that elderly people should be treated as children.

And while there are parallels in both bills, what we are saying is,
like children, they are, when they are abused, very vulnerable to not
being able to help themselves. It is with our respect for their age
and 'wisdom that we did introduce the bill, So I would hope that that
rather simplisa-e-nOtion,- if I may say say-so, is eradicated becausi3
that is not our intention, but yire certainly welcome your reconunenda-
tion siftye know thift the people who participated are in the best posi-
tion to Offer solutions.

We hope that for those, who do support this bill or other ideas in
terms of finding solutions' hat-you will please let your voices be
heard, because if we do notAf Congress, or those who are in a posi-
tion to do something about the situation,-whether it is service pro-

.

. yiders or legislators, et cetera, under the State or Federal oil local
ti
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level, don't, hear from th' people in this country, then some of theprograms that you hold very dear to you that already exist and'som'eof the future programs that could help alleviate this problem wouldbe eradicated.
And it is very very important. that we. have a sincere lobbying

effort in finding some solutions and offering solutions, particularly,
from those of you who are in a position to really be primary sourcesconcerning*this.

I really want to`than.k you both very much. And I want to thankthe people who participated in this area, and all oPthe people who- were part of the conference.
The subcommittee stands adjourned..
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the hearing.was adjourned.]

I .
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ELDER AIIIVBE AND NEGLECT : GUIDE FOR PRACTITio AND POLICE MAXER8

(Designed and edited by Edwin Villmoare a James Bergman)
. PREFACE

This manual attempts to provide an overview of, lder abuse that is useful to
both practitioneis :mil policy makers. It reviews, e current research ; presents

; and Is for practitioner training and
interventit strategies and protocols ; discUs model delivery systems andlegislatio nd provides information and
public iducation.

Knowledge of the nature and causes of elder a e is limited. Still less is known
about treatment and prevention. This manual ould be read not as a definitive
statement but rather as a guide to the exploraOry steps that have been taken inthe field.

This manual is general in nature, except fdr the review of Oregon laws and
resources in Part V. Any person or agency working with elder abuse in a state
other than Oregon should have a comparable review prepared for that state.

.
PART I: ELDER ABUSE AND FAMILY VIOLENCE IN THE HOME: A

REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH .

Old age is no guardian against the forces that breed violence in the home.
Child abuse and spouse beating are now common knowledge, if their causes andcurs are less well understood. Since the jute 1970's a third4orm of family
violence, no lessishocking or socially. damaging, has emerged into public con-
sciousness: elder abuse. In, its most flagrant and disturbing form, it consists of
a dependent elderly parent "cared for' and battered in the home by a relative,often an adult child. Elder abuse is not a 'a* phenomenon any more than child
abuse or spouse beating. All three can be traced throughout history. What is newIn America is the growing determination, to examine 'these problems, even at, the
expense of lost illusions about our own innocence. Child abuse and spouse abusehave been documented, political action galvanized, and legislative reforms initi-ated. These are beginnings.

Now is the time to take similar steps to investigate and address elder abusein its various forms. The victims and potential victims of elder abuse are an
extremely vulnerable group, physically, psychologically and financially. They are
comparatively powerless in our political system. Without improved understandingof their situation and a commitment by society to a wide range of assistance and
reform, their vulnerability and suffering will continue.

. .

CHAPTER 1THE CURRENT EERIIBVZH ON ELDER AROSEIca'
Most of the information on elder abuse and neglect is contained in four research

studies, all completed in the last two years. The following is a review and analysisof their findings.
.1. Eider 4buse in Massachusetts: Summary of Professionals and Parapro-

fessionals by Legal Research.and Services ion the Elderly.
The purpose of this survey conducted in ..Ma,rch and April, 1979, was to gain

descriptive information on the extent of the al3use,of elders residing at home bytheir families, friends and other caretakers. Specifically, information was sou htto answer the following questions.:
Which professionals encounter abuse?
What are the characteristics of the abused and the abusers?
What kinds of incidents occur?
What responses are made by the helping professions?

(57)
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For the purposes of the survey, abuse was defined as "the willful Infliction
of physical min, injury, or debilitating mental anguish, unreasonable confinement
or deprivation by a caretaker of services which are necessary to maintain mental
and physical health'

Results are based on 332 responses to a survey of 1044 professionals and para-
professionals. This is a response rate of 32%. Fifty-five percent,(55) of those
responding cited an incident of elder abase within the prior eighteeirniediths,

, The majority of citings were reported by visiting nurses, hospital social service-
directors, and private social services agencies.

Physical trauma constituted over 41% of the reported injuries and included
bruises, welts, cuts, punctures, bone fractures. dislocations, and burning. Other
types of abuse less frequently reported includgd vdbal harrassment, malnutri-
tion, financial mismanagement, unreasonable' confinement, over-sedation and
sexual abuse.

The profile of the victim that emerged was that of a very old person (36%'
were over 80 ; 54% were over 75) with a significant physical or jnental impair-
ment (75%), female (80%) and living with the abuser (75%) who was usually
a family member (84%) and who abused the victimon a recurring basis (78%).

The 4buser was most often a- relative (86 %) living with the victim (75%).
Song, hdebands, and daughters were the largest categories of abusing relatives,
accounting for 24%, 20%, and 15% of all abusers reported. The abuser was re-
ported to be suffering some form of stress (74%), with*alcobol and drug abuse
cited most frequently (28%). The elder wag-judged to be a sotirce of stress to
the abuser (63%) due to the high level of physical and'emotional care required
of the abuser (48%).

Questions designed to yield information about income level and incidence of
other types of abuse in the family yielded unusable data. '

Among the number of responses made by agencies, encountering abuse, place-
ment or attempts at placement of the victim ranked high. Where direct action
was taken by an agency, placement was the single step mostsoften taken or re-
commended (36 %). When emergency action was taken, removal or recommended ,
removal of the victim from the home was the course of action in over half the
Cases (56%)' When. referrals were made, they were most often to social service
agencies (48%), includinQQpg mental health clinics, home care corporations, hospital
social services, fatally se fc , visfang nurses, and public v;elfareagencies. Legal,
services represented 20% f al referrals.

Barriers to service provision were cited in 70% of the responsis. Particularly
the refusal of the victim to acknowledge the problem or allow correctiie action
to be taken. In 45% of the citings, respondents indicated that the problem was
resolved, although the responses tell little about the actual status of the abuse
situation.

Main limitations of the survey
The sample was not 'random, and therefore the results cannot be

generalized.
The 183 citings do not necessarily represent 183 separate cases since

respondents- could have been reporting on the same case.
Certain "opinion" inforination was requested.
Responses based on memory as opposed to written cases were acceptable.

2. Maryland: The Battered Elder Syndrome: An Exploratory Study by Marilyn
Block and Jan D. Sinnott

The purposes of this study, conducted at the University of Maryland, were to
make preliminary estimates of the prevalence of physical and psychological
abuse of elders by their adult relatives. to develop a model describing different
types of maltreatment and to test different research methods for feasibility,
cost, adequacy and usefulness. -

Four types of maltreatment are defined, which taken together, describe what
the authors call the ',battered elder syndrome". The four are:

Physical abuse: malnutrition; injuries such is bruises, welts, sprains,
dislocations, abrasions or lacerations.

1 "Removal" refers to emergency intervention to take the elder out of the home/abuse
situation temporarily. 'Placement" refers to finding a long-term alternative living situation
for the client.

s
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- Psychological abusp: verbal assault, threat, far and isolation.4aterial abuse: theft or misuse of money or property.
Medical abuse: withholding of medications or aids required (Le., falseteeth, -glasses, hearing aid).

The reported findings are based on a final sample of 26 cases : 4 from agencyrecords, 3 from responses by a random sample of community-dwelling eldersto a mail survey, and 19 from responses by individual professionals to a mailsurvey.
The Profile of the abused that emerges from the data suggests that the abusedelder is older than average (mean age: 84; range 60-992), female. (81%),'Protestant (61%c), lower or middle class (15% and 58% respectiVely), andliving with relatives (70%). Nearly half manifest a moderate or severe mentalimpairment and only 4% are free from physcal impairments.Nearly 80% of the abusers are relatives, primarily children of the victim(42%), who tend to be in their forties and fifties (-53%). The majority arefemale (58%). white (88%), and middle class (65%). The abuse incidentswere often repeatftd (58%) and were done more for psychological reasons(58%) than ecottionfic reasons -(31%), according to respondents.Results indicated that psychological abuse was more common thaii physicalabuse. (The four separate behaviors &dentified under psychological abuse hadfrequent rates of 46%-58%). The most frequent types of physical abuse, lackof personal care and lack of supervision, both occurred-in 379% of the oases.Beatings were cited in 15% of the cases.
Extrapolating from the data, Block 'estimates a national incidence of 4%of the elder population (or approximately one million victims), a figure com-parable to the incidence of child abuse. Bloc If concludes that elder abuse issimilar to other forms of dependent abuse in that it is repetitive and committedby family members suffering from stress, especially economic stress. She con-trasts it with other forms, however, by stating that the abused efders usuallysought some form of help but were unable to'fhad it This would seem to suggestthat learned helplessness is not a primary cause of elder abuse.Response rates to survey questionnaires were lownegligible from agencyrecords, slightly over 1.(S% from community-dwelling elders and about 31% fromindividual professionals. Although the advantage of each method is explained,none is specifically recommended:

galior limitations of this study:
The sample was very small and non-random, and therefore the resultscannot be generalized.
It is not clear That duplicate reporting of cases was eliminated,The survey asked, for some information based on opiction, not fact. Itis often difficult to judge the victim's financial status, reason for attack,and the extent to Which action -was taken. This also raises questions withrespect to the middle class nature of abuse, the suffering of economic andpsychological stress by the abuser, and the apparent refutation of learnedhelplessness as a factor in abuse.3. Michigan: A Study of kaltreptment of the Elderly and Other Vulherable°Adults by Richard Douglass, Tom Eickey, and CatherineNoelTire purposes of this study, condticted at the Inhtitute of Gerontology and theSchool of Public Health at the University of Michigan, were to ascertain the ex-tent of abuse and neglect of elders and other vulnerable adults, identify its char-acteristics, identify potential case finding procedures, and relate the findings ofsocial etiology or these problems to the psycho-social literature on domestic vio-lence. The fear-long project was completed in November, 1979.,PerSonai interviews with 228 pr8fessionals in five comrauhity Bites constitutedthe primary method of investigation for the domestic portion o the survey. Anadditional 36 interviews-with staff of 12 nursing homes were conducted to forman institutional survey. Secondary data analyses were performed on nursinghome intake forms for publicly supported clients 'In 'Michigan and on DetroitPolice Department records of-crimes against the elderly in 1978. The purpose of,the former was to ascertain the extent of impairment and the potential for alter-native care at home by' families. The pUrpose of the latter was tf determine theextent of criminal charges involving violence by family members toward elders.A typology of maltreatinent was developed with four categories:Passive Neglect: includes being ignored, left alone, isolated or forgotten.
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Active Neglect :. includes having needed things withheld, such as compan-
ionship, medicine, food, exercise, or assistance to tl,e bathroom.

Verbal br Emotional Abuse : includes name calling, and being insulted,
treated as a child. frightened, humiliated, Intimated, or threatened.

Physical Abuse: includes being hit, slatted, bruised, sexually molested,
cut, burned, or physically restrained.

pased on their interviews, the authors conclude that abuse and neglect of elders
an4.other dependent adults by their caretakers does exist although it is not per-
vasive. Most prevalent, according to the sample, was passive neglect, followed by
verbal and emotional abuse. Active neglect and physical abuse exist to a far lesser'
extent in the experience of community practitioners, although respondents in
virtually every profession had some experience with explicit evidence of physical
abuse, .

Direct experience with particular types of abuse and neglect varies widely by
profeAsion. Fur example, familiarity with financial abuse was cited particularly
by lawyers and judges Mille physical abuse was more likely to be encountered
by caseworkers and mental health workers. Geographically. it appeared that re-
ports of maltreatment were higher in urban; metropolitan areas, although it may
be that the higher level of services available and the greater anonymity in an
urban setting may lead to more adequate case recognition.

To elicit information about casuality, practitioners were asked to select the
most and least important casual factor from a list of four hypotheses previously
developed by the authors based on their review of the domestic violence literature.
.Briefly, the four hypotheses are:

Dependencies incurred in old age increase the risk of abuse or negl
A child who is abused or who witnesses abuse grows up to l e,-an abusive

adult (i.e., transgenerational family pattern).
Life crises; in either the abused or abuser, trigge lye behavior.,
Environmental factors play a major part i ging about neglectful or

abusive behavior.
No pattern emerged that indicated one cause more important than another.

Respondents did, however, raise other reasons for maltreatment, most commonly
economic factors, alcohol abuse by either perpetrator or victim, and the general
lability of some caretaker families to meet the needs Of d dependent adult. Be-
havioi.. of the victim, such as aggression, belligerence, or disorientation,were also
cited as possibly provoking neglect and hostility toward dependent adults.

The authors noted as most significant the fact that so many respondents
reported little or no regular, direct experience with any of the categories except
passive neglect. Self-referral or referral by friends was consistently mentioned
among all provider categories. Lawyers, caseworkers, adult service workers,'and
nurses also indicated high rates of referral from agencies.

Few professions had established reporting or intervention procedures specifi-
cally designed for domestic maltreatment of vulnerable adults. While several sys-
tems were equipped to intervene in obviously criminal behavior or on behalf of
persons with no home or no personal resources, sucji protective services. were far
less common for adults in the care of relatives and friends.

In the institutional study, nursing home adrainistrators, nurses and aides did
hot conside abuse or neglect to be Et major problem in their homes. This conflicts
with resultsor investigations of some of those homes by private and public
agencies in Michigan.

The analysis of nursing home intake forms for 360 Medicaid patients indicated
for the rhajority a multitude of severe physical problems requiring extensive
medical and personal care If dependency is associated with a higher probability
of maltreatment, then this group is at an elevated risk. However, if this group
were to become dependent on their families, a very great demand would be placed
on the,lamiry members. Given existing resources and procedures, nursing home
placement appears to offer the most appropriate care to meet the needs of the
majority of such persons, according to the authors.

The analysis of reported crimes against the elderly in Detroit in 1978 indicated
that a relatively small Proportion involved family member and acquaintances.
Relatives were implicated in only 1.5 percent of assault crimes and 0.2 percent of
non-assault climes; acquaintances account for 5.ff percent and 1.7 percent
respectively.

C3
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The limitations of this study :
The sample is not a probability sample and cannot be generalized to larger

PoPulations. .
The kinds of data collected and the methods of tabular presentation /hake

quantification extremely difficult.
The survey called foE subjective "judgments of practitioners without

.
gPrreferral to specific case records.

.-Data included opinions of those with no direct experience with .maltreatment.
4. Ohio: "Abuse of the Elderly by Informal Care Prot;iders" in Aging, Septem. .

ber/October 1979,_bikElizabeth E. Lau and Jordan I. Kosberg
The pttnipofie-ortlia'audy, conducted at the Chronic Illness Center in Cleveland,

46describe the types and extent of abuse of elders living in the community
and dependent upon family or others for services necessary to enable the eldersto remain in the community.

Lau and Kosberg classified abuse into four types : ,
Physical Abuse: includes direct beatings ; withhlo ding personal care, food

and medical care ; lack of supervision.
Psychological Abuse: includes verbal assaults and threats; provqkingfear ; Isola tion. L'
Material Abuse: incliidesmonetary or material theft or misuse.
Violation of Rights: hfclfales being either forced out of one's dwellint or

forced into another setting (most often a nursing home).
A fifth category, self-abuse, is discussed in the report, but not used in thetabulations.
The methodblogy used in this descriptive research was a retrbspective review .of all case records of clients over 60 being served through the Chronic Illness

Center. Workers received '404 cafes, initiated in a twelve month period endingMay 1978.
Based.on the study's definition of abuse, a total of, 9.6 percent (39 individuals).of all elders seen by the agency were determined to have experiented some formof abuse during the year.
The profile of the abused elder.which emerged from the 39 eases is that ofa severely Impaired person (over 75 percent had at least one major physical ormental impairment), female (77 percent), widowed (58 percent), white (75 per-cent), and living with relatifres (66 percent).
Physical abuse occurred most frequently, existing in nearly 75 percent of allcases. Within this category, the most common incident was lack of personal care(49 percent) althOugh direct beatings occurred in 28 percent of the cases.Psycholdgical abuse characterized 51 percent of the cases, with verbal assaultoccurring frequently (33 percent of all cases). Material abuse (31 percent) andviolation of rights (18 percent) were less common phenomena.
In a single case, the r&was likely to be more than one fqrm of abuse occurring.Researchers fdund a re of one to eight forms per client with most experienc-ing two to five forms of abuse.
The most common reactions of the abused person were denial or resignation.In only four instances did the abused person seek protection. This supports in-take data which indicated that the presenting problems ?or referral to the Cen-ter were health pf-oblems. Abuse was uncovered only after staff investigation.Of a total of 46 different abusers, over 90 percent (allbutfonr) were relatives.Abusers were daughters twice as Often as any other relative (31 percent), fol-lowed by sons, granddaughters, husbands and siblings (usually sister8).In analyzing outcomes, researchers found institutionalization, occurring in46 percent of the cases, to be most common. Assistance was provided in 28 per-cent of the cases, including nutrition, homemaker, recreation and guardianshipservices. In 26 percent of the cases the problem continued due to denial both byabused and abilsec and the refusal to accept intervention.The major limitation of this Study is its narrow focus. It concentrated on agroup of elders already identified as chronically impaired, and already involvedas clients of one agency in a single metropolitan area. For these reasons, its find-ings cannot be generalized to a larger population, nor can estimates of incidence.of elder abuse be extrapolated from its findings.

79-490 0 - 81- 5 6.1
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DISCUSSION OF' THE FOUR STUDIES

What conclusions, if any, can be drawn about the nature of elder abuse from
the four studies? To what extent are the studies consistent with each other?
How db they add to our knowledge about the phenomena of elder abuse rind what
future directions do they inditate for research?

Severe pi lical or mental impairment as a characteristic of the abused elder
is consiste tly and strongly supported by the three studies which developed
profiles of he $used (Massachusetts, Maryland and Ohio). The Massachusetts
study foun that significant disability cut across all subcategories of age and
appeared to e present in a much higher percentage of the abused survey popula-
tion than iu t elder population as a whole. Further investigation is warranted,
however, to deter e coliclusiely whether disability is imlependently correlated -
with abuse ur simply a function of the sampling done (i.e., agency caseltds have
a higher percentage of disabled clients).

The profile of the abused hs beiug very old is supported by the Massachusetts
and Maryland research vvhicTi are tilt only two that investigated age. Females as
the predominant class of victim was also affirmed (Massachusetts, Maryland and
Ohio). Even when analyzed according to the male - female ratio in the national
elder population, the Massachusetts study found a disproportionately high per-
centage of women as victims hi each subcategory of age.

All three studies which profiled abused persons supported the contention that
the abused rends to be victimized by relatives, lives with those relatives, and
experiences repeated incidents of abuse.

pharacterization of.the abuser as a relative, living with the victim, is also
confirmed as the converse of these characteristics of the.abilsed. ,

NO reliable estimates of incidence are available from the research because
of the_non-representative nature of the sample groups. Within the studies, inci-
dence ranged from 4% to 55% of the sample population. The 4% (Maryland)
estimate is most reasonable given the sum ey sample of community elders, but
the sample size makes it suspect.. 0.41.

Major problems occur in attempting to compare findings on types and fre-
quency of abuse. These problems are due to the lack of consistency in defining
types of abuse. For example, what one researcher (Maryland) includes as
physical abuse (lack of personal care and supervision) another (Michigan)
will label as active neglect ; and yet another (Massachusetts) will exclude alto-
gether. Even when the definitions are somewhat comparable, as in the Mary-
land and Ohio definitions of physical abuse, the presentation of the data and
the bagic differerfees in the types of samples makes it inadvisable to draw con-.. elusions with any degree of confidence. Conflicting results as to whether psy-
chological.or physical abuse is more prevalent may relate to these differing
definitions and to sampling differences.

I'erhaps the only general statement that can safely be made is that three of
the four studies found a significant level of both physical and psychological
abuse among the populations they surveyed. The exception is Michigan, where
the definition was extremely narrow and where responses were not case-specific
and not quantified.

The response to abuse by agencies indicates a trend toward removal or at-
tempted removal of the abused from the home and placement in an institution
(Massachusetts, Ohto). Data on resolution of the problem are unclear because
they tell very little above the actual status of the abuse situation and the ap-
propriateness or the effectiveness of the intervention. Information contained in
all four studies does not Indicate the existence of barriers to intervention and
resolution of abuse cask. These barriers consist mainly of ethical dilemmas
concerning the client's right to refuse service, lack of legal authority,and pro-
tection for workers, and lack of clear agency polity and procedures far handling
cases of elder abuse.

The research findings clearly give strong suppprt to the impairment/depend-,
enc.), theory of the etiology of.. elder abuse, Theories involving individual pathol-
ogy, demographic and social changes, and attitudes toward elders and disabilities
were not specifically addressed in atryof the research designs, nor was original
data presented which would confirm or refute these theories. (For a review of
elder abuse causation theories, see Chapter 2.)

Research did include questions geared toward testing whether theories about
familyo dynamics were factors in elder abuse. Specifically, the Massachusetts
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study attempted to elicit data abeut other types of abuse occurring in the family.
Because the majority of respondents did not know whether other fomis of vio-
lence existed, researchers felt the data did not lend itself to interpretation. The
issue of whether patterns of family %iolence are transgelierational must await
further research.

Attempts were made to investigate a number of external sources of stress
to determine their correlation with elder abuse. The Massachusetts survey
found in almost 75% of the cases the abuser was experiencing some form of
stresssubstance abuse (usually alcohol), a long-term medical problem, or
financial difficulties. Alcohol abuse by meter the perpetrator or the victim was
also cited in the Michigan study as a season for maltreatment.

that milk be viewed with caution. The Massachusetts survey yielded a ItQuestions designed to-ascertain income level of abusing families yielded

le, el of low income families. However, there was also a very high no-response
rate by professionals. It is likely that professiotials do not know the total family
income in many cases. It is also possible that respondents serve mainly low-
income families. If that is the case, results should not be construed to mean that

ppor elders are more likely to be abused.
In contrast, the Maryland study states that abusing families are predomi-

nantly middle class. Since respondents were asked to judge only theeconomic
status of the abuser, rather than supply income figures, this statement cannot
be accepted with any degree of confidence.

One final comment should be made about efforts to relate factors drawn from
the research on family violence to elder abuse. A recent unpublished study ex-
amined five factors drawn from the literature on family violence based on the
assumption that factors involved in child and spouse,abuge are similar to these
in elder abuse Westcott). Specifically, the study examined whether families who
abused their elder relatives differed from those, who institutionalized them (on
the assumption that institutionalization is an alternative behavior pattern to
abuse). The five factors were:

Previous history of abuse in the family.
A family member experiencing a problem with alcohol.
The physical capabilities of the elder.
Social isolation of the family.
Financial resources of the family.

The study found no significant difference between families who institutional-
ized an those who abused. Both groups had very similar profiles on all Ave fac-
tors. ough these findings may indicate Methodological or conceptual problems

.w e research ratheis thaUlle factual situation, it serves to caution us about
the importance ilf control groprs. We must be certain that variables identified as
prominent factors in elder abuse do not in fact exist inAimilar proportions in the
rest of the population.

The research dope in the past two years has contrauted to our knowledge
about elder abuse in substantive ways. More importantly, it has served to raise
public and.professignal awareness of the existence of problems of abuse and neg-
lect. The information generated is provocative and challenges us to assess critic-
ally the strengths and' weaknesses of research to date. Our goal should be to
move beyond exploratory and descriptive studies by refining our research so that
we can betters understand the true extent, types, and etiology ot elder abuse.-This
is essential if we are to develop strategies for intervention, treatment, and
prevention. -

Two major problems exist with the currently available research : lack of a
common definitional fra,mework and methodology.

As long as the definitions of the phenomena of abuse are inconsistent from
study to study, comparability and collaboration will be limited. It would be most
advantageous to the advancement of the state of the art if collaboration could
result in the use of a common classification system. Only in this way can we be
sure that several pieces of research which claim to be measuring abuse are indeed
measuring the same thing. Given the fact that so little is being done to measure
elder abuse, the field of adult protective services would benefit greatly from such
professional collaboration.

With respect to methodology, a basic problem is the use of small and/or non-
representative samples. Each of' the studies reviewed cautions against generaliz-
ing beyond the particular and unique data set. This casts doubt on the validity of
their own specific findings: Lack of control groups also hinders our ability to un-
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deratand domestic violence against elders. By not using a control group, we can-. not know to +Oat extent the characteristics attributed to individuals in the abu-sive situation apply to the population in general. The findings by Wescottillustrate this point.
In discussing approaches to research on child abuse, Gel les makes point thatis equally valid to elder abuse. To paraphrase, *bider abuse" tit preseht is a polit-tear term, not a specific behavior which can be measured and tested. Research on

elder albs% in the future must examine clearly defined, discrete behaviors whichare measurable.
Sydtematic, broad-based data collection related. to elder abuse is also needed.There is currently a weaithbf empirical data potentially available in states

whichhave mandatory abuse reporting laws. Development and adoption of a,carefully designed ifniform data collection -system would allow aggregation andcomparison of this largelt ilntpped source of information.

I-

CHAPTER THEORIES OF CAUSATION

.Them is very little Itheory in the field of elder abuse and neglect which is
unique to elder abuse. Theories in this field draw heavily on family violenceresearch. Each of the studies discussed earlier rerers to the major theories whichhave emerged hi the study of child and spouse abuse. A common and logicalapproach has been to test selectively those theories which seem to be most-plausible as explanlitions of elder abuse.

The following summarizes the major theories on the causes of elderly abuse.

'IMPAIRMENT , .
Eldds most likely to be abused are those

ao

with severe physical and/or mentalimpairments. Impairments are thought to lead to dependency which results ina high level of vulnerability to abuse. Indeed. some researchers use the genericterm dependent abuse to describe conditions of domestic violence. Furthermore,dependency has long been a condition associated -with child and spouse abuse.Lau and Kosbgrg take the view that impairments increase vulnerability to abuseas the basic assumption underlying their research. One of the four hypothesesin the Michigan research is that the withal dependencies incurred by old peopleincrease their vulnerability to abuse or neglect by peoplein their domestic,situ-ation. Based on a prior literature search on family violence, researchers at LegalResearch and Services for the Elderly designed their survey of elder abuse withthe theory fn mind that the abused elder was likely to be very old and/ordependent on theabuser for care. The presence of severe impairment was alsoa basic hypothesis of the Maryland study.
A corollary to the impairment theory is the concept of learned helplessness. As

dependency increases due to impairment, a person may come to feel Ithat s /beis powerless to control life,, that no efforts s/he can make will affect thebutcomeof a situation, This perceived lack of control, whether realistic -or not, mayaccelerate dependency and Contribute to abuse. Learned helplessUess is similarto the learned role model theory formulated for spouse abuse.

j'6IVIDUAL PATHOLOGIES OF THE ABUSER ,

The basic premise of this theory is that the abuser hail personality traits or, diameter-disorders which cause him/her to be abarve. Research-on elder abusehas benefited train the advances in theory on other types of abuse to the extent , .that it is now generally recognized that individual pathology, as a sole cause of,abuse, too simplistic an explanation. Nevertheless, individual predisposition to -committing abuse remains one factor to be considered.. The Michigan study observes that one underlying cause of abuse is the flaweddevelopment of the abuser, although it is more useful to view- it as a learning
-, disorder rather than a disease. One of the hypotheses in this study was -that, maltreatment behavior, whether of a child, a spouse, or gn older person, may Welloriginate with developmental deficiencies arising earlier in life. This, combinedwith farail structural factors, may produce abusive behavior in some people.A secon concept related to Individual causality is that of the "non-normals'caregiver, term used in the Ohio study. This would Include, for example, situa-tions in which parents have cared for a mentally ill, retarded, or alcoholic child.As the aged parents weaken and require care themselves, the adult child becomes`
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an abusing and/or neglecting caretaker because of an inability to make appro-
priate judgments. This concept is also useful to describe cases where the care-
taker is elderly and has experienced such organic brain deterioration that s/he
is not aware either of his/her own behavior or of the effects of that behavior.

INTERNAL FAMILY DYNAMICS

A major premise in the theory of causality of domestic violence holds that
violenee is a normative behavioi pattern learned 1,y,ithin the context of the family..
According to this theory, the child learns,, from observation and participation
within the family that violence Is an acceptable 'response to stress, and even
learns a variety of scripts for future violent behavior. This establishes a cyclical
pattern in which eaeh generation learns violent adaptive behavior from the
preceeding generation, practices it, and, in turn, passes it on to succeeding
generations.

Behind Closed Doors: Violence in the American Family byGelles, Steinmetz
and Strauss (1980) appears to confirm that "violelice begets violence" in the
American family. This study of a representative random sample of over 2000
families indicated high correlations bet een the personal observation of family
violence or victimization childhood and later experienc4 oith family violence
in adulthood. Unfortunately, this study' did not examine abuse of the elderly.
Researchers in family studies, however, have raised the logical questions of why
we should assume that family violence stops at middle age. (Chapter 3 examines I
Behind Closed Doors in greater detail).

Failure to resolve the-filial crisis is another,;"family dynamic" concepteAuppli-
cable to elder abuse. According to this theory, the healthy development requires
the adult child to go, beyond a state of adolescent rebellion to one of emancipal
tion from parents. Eventually, the mature child sees the parent as an adult with
an identity beyond the parental role and establishes a relationship on this basis.
Failure to move beyond adolescent rebellion can Wan per "war" on theparent and hence abuse.?

The, internal stress that can be placed on a family by the burden Of care,fOr
an older relative is also cited as a potential cause of abuse. O'Malley describes
a number of studies indicative of high levels Or anxiety, headaches, insomnia,
and depression among family caregivers. A New Zealand study found that on
an averate, chief caretakers spent 28 hours per weekthe equivalent of a part-
time jobproviding physical and psychological assistance to frail older family
members. Two-thirds of these caretakers reported negative effects on their
health, including fatigue, anxiety, and general deterioration4Coopman-Boyden

diand Wells) Block describes et adult children, looking fora to a freer, more
relaxed lifestyle after their childrearing years, may not welcome the caretaking
role. Responsibility often falls on only one adult child in the family who may
regard it as a burden, without relief. Where children still reside in the home,
q middle-aged caregiver, usually a yoman, may be caught between the needs, of
her husband and children and the needs of her parents and/or in-laws.

When a pare& moves.in with adult children, it can disrupt the family routine.
Power conflicts can develop between the elder and other members of the family
over freedom of activity, household procedures, and discipline. All these factors
can lead to unrelenting stress on someone ill-equipped to cope with it.

EXTERNAL STRESS

Research on family violenee in the 1970's increasingly recognized the impor-tance of exter al stress:Jo) the family as a major factor contributing to violence. .1
whatHow much stre and atiispes of stress are most likely to lie found in abusive-

- families is a maj r theme or -Behind Closed Doors. The authors found that cer4
Min social factors appear to be important correlates to -domestic violencein
particular, age, income, and employment status. Of leaser imgortance were reli-
pion, urban/rural residence, region, and race.

DVICKIRAPIII6 AND SoCi NOES

The literature on aging repeatedly cites demographic trends which may ex-
acerbate the potential for elder abuse. The elder population is increasing in size. relative to younger age groups: the popqlation 60 years of age or over has
grown from 8.4% in 1900 to alnlost 15% in 1975; and the segment of the aged'''whidh is growing most rapidly is the "old old," i.e., persons over 75.
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This means that today's middle-aged adult is more likely to have a living

parent than counterparts in prefious generations: Additionally , since family size
has decreased steadily over the past hundred years, there are now fewer adult
children to share the responsibilities of 'caring for a frail parent.

Care of the frail parent has customarily been the responsibility of married
daughters or daughters-in law who are at home caring for their children. The
fact that 50% of all married women are not in the labor force by droice Or by
economic necessity means the pool of able and willing caretakers has shrunk at
a time when the number of old people especially the very oldhas increased.
These trends may well place excessive physical, emotionall% and financial de-
mands on families. These in turn may be factors associated with elder abuse.

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE ELDERLY AND DthBLED
,

Biotic, in The Battered Elder Syndrome, theorizes that patterns of abuse and
neglect. may be reinforced by ageism. Ageism involves stereotypes that are
negative in their appraisal of older people and their roles in society. Block cites
a Harris Poll in which the image of elder persons in 4inerica is that of "senile,
lonely, us d-up bodies rotting away and nailing to die." She notes that our ex-
pectationpectation n distort our perceptions and that the resulting misperceptions may
Flay a Ma Dole in creating situations conducive to abuse. ..-

Since abused elders are thought to,be characterized by se5ere disabilities, it is
also useful to consider society's attitude toward the disabled. Nearly half
of the non-disabled Popu anon has primarily negative attitudes ,toward the dis-
abled, according to studies by English. Further studies indicate that the media,
espetially telesision and comic books, tend to portray evil characters as having
physical disabilities or ,abnormalities, and that overallattitudes toward the
physically and mentally ill are similar to attitudes tow ilthe elderly. Black
insists that the effect of negative attitudes toward aging be closely examined for
the potential for creating abuse of older family members. For example, an adult
child might justify uoreasonable confinement of an aged parent on the grounds
that "mother's too,old and senile to knowthe difference:X,

CHAPTER 3 ELDER ABUSE AB AN ELEMENT OF FAMILY VIOLENCE; A SUMMARY OF
BEHIND CLOSED DOOliii -_,.

,. ,
Behind Closed, Doors is the first comprehensive national Atudy of American

family violence. This book is imporiltnt to the understanding of elder abuse for
three reasons: '

It is,thefirst comprehensive study 2.f family violence using a large random
sample broadly represedtative of American families as opposed to prior
studies which were docile on groups already identified as abusers. This

, strengthens the case f r applyinethe findings to American familie6 as a
whole -...,,t. . , , ,

It tested measurement devices to score incidence and types of violent 'be-
havior and, more importantly. to predict Inmily\ violeiace. I.

It encompasses and interrelates ilevgpal dirrete types of domestic violenc
i.e., spousal, child,,s1.01Ing and pareig abuse. - :-> .

Behind Closed Doors toes not investigate enter abuse specifically, but its
conclusions can generate dypotheses concerning eider abuse.

This chapter outlines the key themes of Behind Closed Doors. For more spe-
cific information; the original work should be consulted. '

Before .describing the findings, thehries and recommendations of the study, its, ,

limitations ihoilld be reviewed. .)
The sample included intact familips,only; i.e.. ,no. singleiparent families

were included. This procedure reflects, the stated in_ tentiOn of studying
ilpousal violence. _

The'saMple exoluded interactions d parents with children under three
. years of age.' - ..

The response rate of ;65%, is lower than hoped 0r, phough the authors,
'feel that in light of the sensitive nature of the ones ons. it represents a
significant, accomplishment. The final size of the sample wair`2,143 completed
interviows. The sample population closely resembles the characteristics of
the approximately 40 million American familieh, in the United States in

-31976 (with the exceptions noted above). t ' -
. ..

-:-'
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The study is confined to the social causes of violence. In part, this reflects
the antliors' conviction that,,u,cial rather than personal variables represent
moat causes of family .violence.

The findings may understate the extent of violence in the American family,
given the first two 'Imitations mentioned above.

The authors definition of family ...violence is "any act carried out with the
intention or perceived intention of causing pain or injury to another person."
This definition covers everything from a slap to murder: The authors term this
full range of violence "normal violence" becauseof the apparent frequency se
all forms of violence in the family. The aifthors also selected,the term "norufal
violence'. and its inclusive definition to raise questions about all types of hitting
ssithin the family. including spanking. Roth the term and its definition are con -
troversial since many people regard slap and spankings as legitimate and neces-
sary teaching and disciplinary tools that should be free from association with
the concept of violence.

Within the broad range of "normal violence," the authors identify a sub-
category they call "abusive violence." This they define as "an act which has the
high potential ror injuring the person being hit." e.g., punching. kicking, biting,
hitting with. i hard object. heating up, shooting. trying,to shoot, stabbing, or
trying to stab.

Family vivIence is measured by responses to the Conflict Tactics Scale which
enumerates 18 discrete behavioral responses, ranging from rational discussion
to physical force, used to resolvi conflict among family metkbers. The Conflict
Tactics Scale is as follows:

a. Discussed the issue calmly.
b. Got information to back up (your/her) side of things.
c. Brought in or tried to bring in someone to help settle things.
a. Idsulted or swore at the other one.
e. Sulked and/or refused to talk about it.
f. SeomPedfolit of the room or house (or yard).
g. Cried.
h. Did or said something to spite the other onb. /
i. Threatened to hit or throw something at the other one.
j. Threw or smashed or hit or kicked something..
k. Threw something at the other one.
I. Pushed, grabbed, or shoves' the other one.
m. Slapped the other one.
n. Kicked, bit, or hit with a fist.
o. Hit or tried to hit with something.
p. Beat lip the other one.
q. Threatened, with a knife or a: gun.
r. Used a knife or a gun. (p. 256)

Responses to the last eight items provide the basis for statistics on the extent
of general family,violence. This includes the entire range of physical behavior
from pushifirrnd shoving to the most severe, such as shooting or stabbing. -

Additionally, statIstica were analyzed for severe violence only, i.e.( those
ac)lons enninerated under the definition "abusive violence" (the last five items
on the Conflict Tactics Scale). It is these-more severe forms that are described
under the general labels of wife - beating, husband- beating, and child abuse.

kINDIFLOS
Spousal Violence.

In a one-year period. 16'perAnt of husbands and wives commit at least one
violent act against each other. During the entire length of the marriage, 28
pereen.t engage In at least one act of violence. This represents the percentage
of persona admitting to such assaults.

The incidence of wife-beating, i.e., actions confined to the more severe forms
of violence, was 3.8 percent for the year immediately preceding the study (one
out of every 26 wives), Extrapolated to the population of American families,
this means 1.8 million wives each year are beaten. by their husbands.,

The incidence of husband-beating is even higher, at 4.6 percent (one out of
every, 22 husbands per year). It is not clear, however, how much husband-beat-
fag is part of mutual violence or involves self-defense. Other studies indicate
that husbands engage in more violent actions and do more physical damage.

/
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Alm Ost one out of egery eight couples admitted to engaging in spouse abtise
at sofne point in the marriage. Spouse abuse is a tattern for about half of the
couples involved in it over a one-year period;_for these couples, abuse is not
an isolated event occurring- only once or twice.

Responses to questions on the prevailing norms or attitudes about marital
violence tend to confirin that for many a marriage license is a hitting license.
A full 25 percent of the.wives and 33 percent of the husbands felt that slapping
is necessary,,good, or normal.
Violence4Toward Children

Interviewers randomly selected one child per family for study. Of parents with
children, between the ages of 3 and 17, 73% reported using violence at some time
during thexhild's life. Useof milder forms was most common . 41% pushed or
shoved therilld in the study year, and 46% sometime during the life of the child.
Spanking oslapping of the child was reported by 58% of the respondents for the
year and 71% at some time during the child's life.

Extrapolating the findings of bore severe forms of violence, the autbors esti-
mate that between 3.1 and 4 million children between the ages of 3 and 17 living
with both parents in 1975 had been kicked, bitten, or punched by a Parent at some
time in their lives. Betveep 't and 1.9 million experienced these actions in '1975.
Between 1.4 and 2.3 million children are beaten at some point while growing up,
and getween 275.000 and 750,0Q9 were beaten in 1975. Between 900,000 and 1.8
million have had a parentuse a knifeor gun on them in Some fashion.

As with spousal abuse there is a pattern Of Violence, with spankings/slappings
occurring 9.6 times per year; kicking/punching/biting, 8.9 times; and beatings
about 6 times. .4

Mothers are more likely than fathers to use violence, including ."abusive vio-
lence," on their children. Possible explanations include : mothers spend more
time wit% their children; they are held more responsible for the children's de-
velopment; and children interfere with their plans and self-concepts more than
the fathers.

Sons are mare frequently the victims of violence than daughters. Younger chil-
dren (aged 3-4) appear more vulnerable, suffering violence during childhood
86% of the time. This figure drops steadily to about 33.5% for teenagers aged
15-17. It should be recalled that children under three were excluded from the
sample although other studies indicate tffey are the most vulnerable to abuse of
all age groups.

.Again, prevailing cultural norms support parents in their use of violence
against their children for discipline and socialization. When asked whether .
slapping and spanking of a twelve:war-old child was necessary, normal, or Tod.
70% said it was normal and 71% said it was good.
Sibling Violence

Sibling viorence is virtually universal. In 82 percent of the families, some trio-
lent act had occurred' within the year ; 53 pertent of it was severe, i.e., kicking,
biting, punohing,,or hitting with an object. Indications are that parents often
view fights between their children as practice

only
skills that are required to

deal with friends and schoolmates. Girls are only slightly less violent than bays.

CAUSES OF ABUSE

The theories of causation of family violence described in Behind Closed Doors
can be summarized as follows:

The norms ofAzherican 'Society as a whole support and legitimize thp use
of violence in the. family to solve disputes, to train, to punish, and to
control.

Violent behavior is learned within the family context and becomes trans-
generational. A significant percentage of persons who grew up in homes
characterized by spousal-or-child violenceln turn practices these forms of
violence in their adult lives and passes them on to their own children.
'Social factors such as income, age, employment status, and education are

related to domestic violence.
Stress is a majOr contributor to family violence.

The authors cite answers to attitudinal questions in their own study as well as
results of other attitudinal polls to support'the first and underlying cause. They
also point to the mediato television shows in particularas presenting vio-
lence or threats of violence in situations intended to be comical or heroic.
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To substantiate the second theory, the authors present statistics from theirown study which indicate, among other things, that men who have seen theirparents attack each other are three times as likely to hit their own wives. Roughlythe same statistic held for women. IseOle whose parents *ere never violent had ,the lowest rate of hfisband-, and wife-beating (2 percent). The one-third of, therespondents with teenagers who reported hitting their teenagers during the yearhad an almost identical rate of being hit by their own parents when they wereteeignars (37.3 percent). Those who experienced the most punishment as teenshave a rate of spouse beating four times greater,than those whose parents did notehit them.
In addition to their own research, the authors cite other studies which indicate that murderers, presidential assassins or would-be as:assuis; violent prisoninmates, and violent juvenile sleliaquents seem to haye experienced frequent and. severe violence Its children.
Specific sOcial factors were examined by t4ing the endings on .violent fam-Hies and analyzing them according to the f011owing Variables: region, city/' county, race, religion, age, education, income, occupation, and unemployment.The analysis indicates that some of these factors do have strong bearing on in-clination toward family violence. Most strongly related are :

Age. Younger families, those where the vespontlent was uader 30 years ofage,overe more active statistically in every form of domestic violence.Itaome. The lowest income faniilkes had the highest rates of,fanitly vio-lence. This relationship is the strongest for spousal violence.
Employment Status. Families where the father was., unemployed oremployed only part-time had high rates of violence.To a leser extent,religion, urban /rural residence, region of.the couYitry, andrace were related to violence in the home.

Under factors of stress, the following characteristics were analyzed: num-ber of children in the family, a "stress' score" (based on responses to a list of '.eighteen common stressful situations such as the death of a family member, orloss of a job), the authoritarian exercise of power, and degree of shared decision-maithig in the.holiae. A

For those scoring above average in the stress test, the higher the score, 'thegreater the association With Qlild abuse. The correlation with spouse abuse waseven higher. -
The safest homes were found to be those with fewer an two children wheretht husband and wife experience little stress and where dem9cra-tic system isused to make decisions.
The Authors point out that the standard treatment for violent families usuallyconsists of pers9nal counseling for the violent family member (s). This form oftreatment is based on the assumption that something is"wrone with such aperson. Although the authors indicate that personality factors cannot be ruledout as a cause of family violence, they conclude that personal counseling will beinadequate to end or prev,ent violence that has as its primary causes socialfactors. In short, psychological help cannot effectivelA treat-or prevent familyviolence caused by poverty, poor health care, or social norms that legitimizephysical force.;

razoicrioN or Atittsz
In order to see if all the separate characteristics associated with spouse abusemakeup A constellation which can be used to predict sponge abuse, the authorsdevelopeit a list of the tweaty-five most common characteristics called theSpouse tbuse Prediction Checklist. One point was assigned to each character-istic. An individual family's score could range from 0 to 25, depending on howmany of the characteristics it exhibited. The Spouse Abuse Prediction Checklist,reads:
Important for both wife-beating and husband-beating:

Husband employed part-time or unemployed
Family income under $6,060
Husband a manual worker
Husband very worried about economic security
Wife very dissatisfied with standard of livingTwo or more children
Disagreement over children
Grew up in family in which father hit mother,
Married 14ss thap ten years
Age thirty or under

A
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Non-white racial group
Above average score on Marital Conflict Index
Very high score on Stress Index,
Wife. dominant in familf-decisins
Husbandvery verbally aggressive to Alto
Wile very verbally aggressive.to husband
Gets drunkbut is not alcoholic
Lived in neighborhood less than two years
No participation in organized religion

Characteristics that are important for wife-beating :
Husband dominant in family decisions -
Wife,is full-time housewife,
Wife very worried about economic security

Characteristics thatare importankfor husband-beating :
Wife was physically punish6dIt age thirteen plus by father

,-

" Wife is a manualmorker. (ii:203) - - .
Results indicate that the checklist is a useful predictive tooL Couples with

only three,of,the characteristics have violence rates under 2 percent. The rates
thenitilaterise" 'sharply. Of couples will; twelve or more characteristics, about
two- irdslre violent, This tally referred to the total range of normal violence.
A higher checklist score-produced comparable .results with regard to abusive
violence. . ..'

The authors also developed a Child Abuse Prevention Checklist. The checklist
predicted child abusers only about one-third of the time. This means it was

1 wrong about two thirds of the time. The authors caution against the use of the
checklists, particularly the Child Abuse Checklist, for predictive purposes. Check-
lists raise .serious ethical and legal issues about the possibility of intrusive
family suryeillance and false labeling. . -

.
k

...

SEDUCING FAMILY VIOLENCE ,., .
' The authors describe severia short-term solutions to protect victims and/or

;educe stress: _

The Child welfare services must have adequate numbers of well trained
staff with the capacity for immediate intervention, and for providing serv-
ices. which reduce stress, edhcate families in parenting, and offer con-

., tinuity of care.
More emergency shelters and day care programs should -be established.
Police should be given better training in handling domestic disturbances.

I Murts need to streamline mechanisms for handling domestic violence .
cases. . , , ,

Both police and courts must, eliminate sexist attitudes and hands-off poli-
cies in dealing with abuse eases. . -

--
More family ,planning and individual and marital counseling .. should be

vogifemtk4-,... vi . .

.
.

. .

a MIA long -range solutions presented in Behind Closed Doors require reeonsid-
triltion :awl alteration of some of our society's fundamental attitudes, values, and
behaviorst They are: , -

$tep71Bliminate the norms which legitimize luid glorify violence 'in Society
anci,in the famiry. This includes corporal punishment in any form.

4tep 5. Reduce -violence- provoking stress cleated by society; This includes
unemployment, poverty, and poor:health care. . .

Step 5. Integrate familiekintd a network of kin and conimuuity. Since social
isolation is.so frequently characteristic of child ,abuse, membership in groups
in needed to reduCe isolation and alienation.

Step A.Change the sexist character of society and the family. Sexual in-
equality in the home and in society is at, the heart of the .battle of the sexes. It
is prime contributor to violence among family members. . . ,-

Step 5.Break the cycle of violence in the family_ liedpee and gradually'
. . eliminate,the use of physical sOunishment and develop alternative technologies

for child raring and education for parenthood Programs,
-By the author's own admission, these long-range solutions are monumental.

They 'challenge our basic notions about the privacy of the family and are seem-
ingly unworkable. The authors contend hoWever, that the alternative is the

. , contitutation and perhaps the escalation., of a deadly tradition of domestic
violenee.

- .
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PAR% II : HANDLING CASES OF ELDER ABUSE : FACETS -OF
INTERVENTION

o GENEEAL PRINCIPLES

Efforts 'it) assistin cases of elder abuse and neglect should be governed by thefollowing six ptialples:
1. The Client's right to self determination

Competent adults are entitled to-decide where and how they live and whetheror*-not they receive social Cervices and other forms of assistance. This conceptembodies a number of basic civil rights.
2. The use of the least restrictive alternative in treatment and placement .

This principle has emerged as a legal doctrine from the mental health area. Itembodies the concept that society should intervene to assist people only to the
minimum extent necessary ; that an individual should retain maximum independ-
ent decisiOn.making.

3. Maintenance of the family unit wherever poleible,
The evidence available strongly suggests that most victims of abuse and neglectwill receive better care if the abuse or neglect is dealt with as a faintly problemandif the family is given the necessary resources and assistance to overcome Ike'problem.

4. The use of community-based services rather than institutionalization whereverpossible
fusti tions such as nursing homes are no substitute for family life. Theydepr a older people of freedom and familiar surroundings. In most instances the-older person is much happier if kept in the home and supported with servicesfrom the outside.

S. The avoidance of blame
place blame is generally dysfunctional. It may antagonize the abuser, mak-ing that person more difficult to 'deal with, and reduce the chances for terminat-ing the abuse or neglect.

6. Inadequate or inappropriate intervention may be worse than none at all
Intervention and assistance that promise a great deal and deliver little, orcome at the abuser and victim from all sides, may cause them to reject assistancenow and in the future. In some instances, such unbalanced intervention may.greatly increase the risk to the victim.

CRAFT= 4IDENTIFICATION, ASSESSMENT, AND MANAGEMENT

BARRIERS TO ACCESS

The Massachusetts report found that 70% of all the professionals responding
to the survey indicated that some barrier to service provision existed. Of thoserespondents who reported barriers, the greatest percentage (36%)". indicatedthat the refusal of the victim to acknowledge the problem constituted the barrier.This refusarwaS variously attributed to "fear of retaliation" fivm the abuser,feelings of kinship and love for the abuser, Or siniply as a -refusal to acceptservices.

Fourteen percent of the surveys indicated that a legal problem constituted thebarrier to care. Legal problems included :
Lack 'of legal protection for workers who intervene in the family situation.
Lack of eye witnesses to the abusive act (lack of proof) when the abusedperson- refuses to ffie a complaint.
Lack of an appropriate person to accept guardianship for the elder.Requirement of a formai complaint from the abused individual beforepolice can, act.

jrUnwillingness of witnesses to testify.
Lack of statutes protecting elders from manipulation/exploitation.Thirteen percent of the surveys indicated that lack of cooperation of theabuser and/or family with.whom the elder was residing was the principal barrierto services provision. An additional 11% stated that lack of services was the bar-rier. Needed service which were unavailable included protective services foradults, respite care facilities, temporary shelters able to care for persons requiring
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assistant* in activities of daily living, emergency foster care for elders, and
nu/sing home placements. Lack of coordination among service providers was

...eso cited in this category.
Ili 9% of the surveys,,access to the elder was cited as the barrier to services

provision, i.e., the worker was barred from entering the home by the abuser or
family. An additional 3% (If the surveys stated that agency attitudes sere a bar-
riet to service. Examples include. a worker deciding that the abuser was "nut
reachable by counseling, an agency dropping the client because of an obstructive
family ; a doctor refusing to acknowledge the problem and take some form of
action ; and time demands of the case forcing a worker to reconsider his, her
involvement with the case.

Perhaps the most difficult and dramatic barrier to access occurs when the
worker finds that a relatis e discourages or eN en prohibits a meeting with the
alleged victim. The worker may be forbidden to enter the house. the victim
reported as too ill to see any one, telephone calls intercepted by family members,
or legal and physiCal threats directed at. the worker.

Some workers, frustrated by such barriers, have resorted to using housing
inspectors or landlords to investigate for them. Such approaches are usually il-
legal. Some workers call in the police to investigate, This approach has the un-
fortunate effect of criminalizing what is fundamentally, a disturbed family rela-
tionshiPland of polarizing the relationship between the worker and the family.
The-presence of the police often precludes further serious efforts at improving
conditions in the home. Institutional placement is then the only alternative re-
Inaining. In general, the police should be used only when the victim is believed
to be in serious and imminent danger.

Better approaches to family and victim resistance to assistance include :
Offering services that can help both- abuser and victim.
Checking eligibility for social, health, and income programs.
Avoiding reference to "neglect" or "abuse."
Sympathizing with family members who bear the burden of caring for the

victim.
Focusing on thie-future by pointing out that conditions can be made better

for the family.
Coming back when the resistant family member is out. -
Approaching other family members.
Being patient.
Offering alternatives to abusive intetaction.
Remaining friendly and concerned with both abusing/neglecting persob

and the victim.
Coming back a second and third time if necessary.

In the process of seeking access to a client/victim, the worker must evaluate
his or her own personal nifty, particularly in cases of violent abuse and where
drugs or alcohol are involved. If the worker is apprehensive, he or she should
consider taking a second worker or visiting the home with a neighbor. If all else
fails. it may lib necessary to call the police Dr, where the victim is incompetent,'
have a legal guardian appointed who can provide access or remove the victim
from the'home.

SIGNS OF ABUSE Arrp NEGLECT

Absent confirmation by the client, the worker must make an initial determina-
tion based on all the available evidence. The following are signs that should be
regarded as suspicious or at least grounds for further investigation of physical
abuse or neglect .

bruises
welti
lacerations
puncipres
fractures
evidence of excess drugging
burns
physical constraints (tying to beds, etc.)
malnutritioh and/or dehydration
lack of persOnal care

I See Chapter 5 of this manual for information on legal issues and remedies for further
discussion of intervention problems and theories.
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inadeqtate heating'
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lack of food and.water
unclean clothes and bedding
lack of needed medication . .
lack of eyeglasses, hearing aids, or falteeth,

None of these conditions automatically indica s abuse or neglect. 01aSr people,
especially those with impairments or under medication, may fall down or other-
wise accidentally injure themselves. Any caretaker'may fail to provide needed
services on any given day. In general, a cluster of these conditions or the recur-
rence of one or more raises the probability and should result in further investiga-
tion. . .

Othei forms of abuse and neglect (those that are not physical) are --much
more prevalent and also more difficult to' identify. Psychological abuse is a
particularly difficult area. There is no general consensus on what fits into this
category, and there may never be. Shouting, the display of strong.ettiotions and
the use of harsh language may be a social or 'cultural norm in a particular
ethnic group. Words and emotions that may be harmful in one family are not
necessarily so in another family. In this area the worker must take great care
not to project his/her own attitudes and valuek. With this warning in mind, the
worker should know that the following may signify the presence of psychological
abuse:

threats .
insults
harassment
withholding security and affection .
harsh orders
refusal to allow travel, visits by4friends, attendance at church

Before arriving at any codertisiona, based on the presence of these -"psycho-
logical" actions the worker should attempt to evaluate their impact on the older
person. The fo owing responses. may indicate psychological abuse:

resignat n
sear
depress n
went onfusion
anger
ambivalence
isomnia

Any of these attitudes or mental conditions may result from a wide range of
factors and may not be primarily caused by hostility or indifference by the
caretaker or other member of the family. Remember, the victim, unless she/he is
mentally disturbed, is ultimately the best source of information on whether lir not
there is abuse or neglect.

It should be noted that physical neglect or abupe is-frequently accompanied
by some form of psychological abuse and attendant psychological problems.

Financial abuse, or the misuse of the victim's income and expenses, is often
lextremely difficult to determine. Many people are by nature private about their
financial affairs, and outside evidence is difficult to obtain. Again the victim is the
best source of information about thrs subject, although in most cases of sus-
pected financial ,abuse, the potential victim has turned management of hjs
or her financial affairs over to another person. As a result, there may be some
confusion about finances.

If financial abuse Is suspected, the worker should seek information about in-
come that Covers: ,

interestpn bank accounts
stock dividends
social security
supplemental security income
veterans benefits

1114.."

disability benefits
, With regard to resources, the worker should inquire about :

savings
real estate
stocks
jewelry
life insurance

'7u
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The worker should4ittempt to determine if there is a power of attorney (written
or oral) that gives someone authority to act in financial matters on the client's
behalf. The worker s,hfuld als6 ask whether or not a conservator has been ap-
pointed by a court to manage the finances of the client. The conservator will often
be a member of the family in a position to mikuse the client's property. However,
if there is a court ordered conservator, reporting to the court .( usually probate
court) is required regarding expenditures. In many cases the whole situation
will be extremely informal with a family member handling the financial affairs
without making regular or clear reports to the client.

A second stage of inquiry concerning financial abuse should involve estimating
whether the conditions surrounding the older person reflect the available finfrees.
Check housing, level of personal care, nutrition, medical care; clothes, trans-
portation, and social opporthntties. ' -..

Are these ailequate? Do they satisfy the older person? If there appears to be a
discrepancy between the assets and the adequacy of these items or the satisfaction
of the older person, there may well be financial abuse. Overdue client hills may
also indicat financial abuse. In a number of reported cases, a family member qr.
caretaker h s misused client funds that should have been used to pay client rent
and utility ills. .

In addition to the spe4fic signs and factors discussed above, the worker should
be aware of the generalrofiles of both the abused and/onneglected victim and
of the abusing or neglecting family member that have emerged' from the avail-
fibre data. These two profiles may help to put isolated bits of evidence into con-
text and increase the probability that the worker can determine whether or not
abuse or neglect exists.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ABUSED-AND NEGLECTED PERSONS

The four major studies undertdken in the field of elder arouse point out the ten-
tativeness of their findings. In general, these studies are not adequate to provide
acomprehensive set of characteristics of'the abuser and his/her victim.

Yet, the completed studies provide an approach to the problem, and a victim
profile does emerge. The Massachusetts study, The 'Battered Elder Syndrome,
and the Lau and Kosberg studies all point out that the victim tends to be an
"older" elderly person ; with 55% of the citings in the Massachusetts survey
found in persons above the age of 75. All thife-studies agree that abuse is ob-
served to an overwheInfing degree in elderly women (77% in Lan and Kosberg,
80% in Massachusetts and 81v/o in The attered Elder Syndrome).

The victims of- abuse usually live in th family environment with an adult child
or other family member who abuses the

The overwhelming majority of abuse ctims suffer from one or more disabili-
ties which place them in a vulnerable and service-demanding position. 75% of
the Massachusetts survey respondents stated thatothe abused person had a mental
or physical disability which prevented him or her from meeting basic daily
needs. Block found that 02% suffered some form of,mental impairment. Lau and
Kosberg report that 41% suffered either partial or total mental confusion.

Although more research needs to be done, it is easy to Imagine that a victim of
abuse is usually a person in some discomfort who may need constant attention
And in-depth care. In some cases the older person may act cantankerously,_fle_
mand care, and use guilt as a motivating - force.

The older person may need a *Special diet. special hygiene care and shows of
affection and caring. In some cases there may he a history of family violence,
alcoholism. drug abuse or other stress that may prevent the neglecter/abuser from
caring for tile elderly person. The vulnerable elder may have been an abusive
parent. , -

In order to understand the psyclicklynamics at,work in an abusiie situation it
may be hielpful to put yourself in the role of a dependent and ailing older adult.
The following exercise should assist you in understanding the victim's point of
view. . .

Imfigine yourielf as an.older person who is now incapable of caring for your
va basic needs. You move into your child's home and away from the home you
Tiltve known for many years.

Moving has brought up old memories of the familymemories with Which you
may not he entirely comfortable. Your relations with your children were never
Ideal and you may feel it's too late toJ establish good ties,

* Tfor a complete analysts of the liters

establish

In the field of elder abuse,
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Now yoU are a burden on your childrenpeople you never redly knew as theywere growing up. You may have even abused them at one time in a period ofgreat stress. , -
Your promise of golden retirement is shattered by inflation, a small fixedincome and, perhaps, the loss ofa spouse. Yon may feel yourself deteriorating

physically and mentally and there are times when pains assault you. Now you areforced to compete with your grandchildren for attention, affection and care.You may feel trapped in this home in which your personal cleanliness, privacy,nutrition and medical needs are low on the list of family priorities. -Passivity,
boredom, resignation to filth and withdrawal become your means of escaping.At this point it seems hopeless'to reach out for aid.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ABUSER

The Massachusetts Survey found that in 75% of the abuse-Citings, the,sbuser
lived with the victim, with 86% of the abusers being relativeetof the victim. TheBattered Elder Syndrome found close' correlation, with ;4,19(i or abusers beingrelatives of the victimThey also found that females (8 cfc) ,more often thanMales are the abusers while the Massachusetts Survey found-that sons (24%),husbands (20%), and daughters (15%) made up the largest categories of abusingrelatives. LRU and Kosberg came up with results citing 30% of abusers asdaughters, 14% as sons, 14% as grandaughters, 12% as husband/spouse and12% as siblingi (usually a sister) as victimizers'

According to the Massachusetts Survey, the abuser was usually experiencingsome form of stress when the abuse occurred. 28% suffered from alcoholism ordrug addiction while 18% complained of a long-term medical complaint, long-term financial stress (16%) and lack of needed services (9%). The BatteredElder Syndrome points to psychological (58%) and economic (31%) factorsleading to abuse. 63% of the respondents to the Massachusetts survey, indicatedthat the vulnerable elder requiring a high level of emotional and financial supportwas a source of stress. Abusers tend to repeat their abuse according to TheBattered Elder Syndrome in 58% of the cases studies.One of the most interesting statistics to comp out of the studies undertakenrelates to the attempt to get some form of help, The Battered Elder Syndromeindicates that in 95% of the cases studied an atterapt by abuser or victim wasmade to obtain some sort of service. Social service agencies were most often con-tacted. This fact may point to the poor Communication skills of the abuserand/or the victim. After a failed attempt at reaching other family members ora service provider, the abuser or victim may give upurther attempts.
Tivo scenarios describing abuqive situations follow. They are offeled in orderto help workerk understand,the dynamics which may lead to instances of psy-chological and physical abuse and neglett. .....---i-A
Scenario 1; Imagine you are a middle-aged woman who has.built u her meagerreserves of self confidence to find a job. The kids are grown and g ,-leaving anemptiness in your life. You look forward to office work and the riendship and

communication associated with the nOn-Itoine environment.After your mother has an operation, it becomes apparent that she can no longercare for herself...1311e comes to stay with/fon and all plaits for work are scrapped.Your self-Confidence slowly ebbs. You reach out to the`community form -homeservices. You find they are only for low-income persons. Your mother is ineligible.because she is living in your home.
You feel betrayed, seeing your, work plans Crumble. You begin to spend,moretime away from homein order tO avoid your mother. You know -she -needs -manytypes of care, but you cannot face life as a caretaker. At times you let her go fordays without a bath. You serve her poorly prepared meals and abruptly leave theroom without offer r conversation. You know this is cruel punishment for yourmother but you can' ,help yourself.
Scenario 2: Suppose you are a middle-aged bachelor son. Mother, an 84-year-oldWoman in failing health, comes to stay. She has a small pension which providesfor In-home care services such as washing, feeding, etc.
After losing your job, you resolve to live on the pension with Mom. All outsideservices are dropped as you feel you can care adequately for her. At the sametime, you blame her for your -failure to marry and to make a separate life foryourself. Now her presence disrupts your social life. Her attempts to communi-cate her needs to you seem like whining, and you gritictze your mother for herungratefulness.

a
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Abuse somehow occurs. Firsts a slap on the cheek when Mom won't eat fast
enough. You continue the slapping at.mealtimes, saying to yourself that Mother
needs discipline for her childishness. As the abuse continues, you build up a
justification for continuing the abuse.

Asking a social service agency for help is unthinkable. It would be embarrass-
ing and humiliating to have a social worker type of person in your home.

You are also frightened by legal intervention which might cause your mother
to be moved, along With her pension. You mighteven go to jail

HOW CASES COME TO LIGHT

There is evidence that victims and perpetrators of abuse rarely seek outside
help or support specifically for abuse. In fact, the Massachusetts study found
that in at least 70 percent of the abuse cases cited, the active involvement of a
third person. (someone other than the victim and his/her family) was required
before tfie case was brought to the attention of,concerned,professionals and para-
professionals. This suggests the need for some form of outside, third-party ob-
servation as a means of ideatifying.abuse cases.

On the other hand, as pointed out earlie'r. The Battered and Elder Syndrome
indicated that, in 95% of the cases studies, either the victim or abuser requested
assistance from an agency. Often the assistance was not provided. This finding
suggests that mpst professionals and, paraprofessionals are not attuned to the
possibility of elder abuse, regard ibtra-family violence as a private family
matter, or believe (rightly or wrongly) that reporting the problem is a breach
of professiobal confidentiality. A great deal more education and training is
needed to prepare workers to recognize 'and respond to what are apparently
indirect cries for help.
. Case of abuse come to light in various ways. An alert neighbor or friend

may call adult protectlie services or the police. Visiting nurses, homecare
providers, court investigators and others who go directly into the hothe to
care for or monitor the elderly client are in the best position to identify possible
forms of abuse and neglect.

A few states have established elder abuse mandatory reporting laws (MRL)
whiCh provide for immediate investigation upon receipt of an abuse report.
In effect, these laws charge professidnals who come into contact with older
persons to become more aware of possible abuse and to guarantee that reported
cases are dealt withi In a responsible way by an established authoiity.

WHO GENERALLY REPORTS ABUSE?

Frequently, professionals are called into situations of alleged or real abuse.
Health caw professionals provide the most expertise in evaluating physical
signs of abuse and neglect. Often the only time to detect abuse will be during
a visit to the victim's home.

The studies on elderly abuse point out that visiting nurses, borne services
staff. medical social workers, probation officers, hospital social services direc-
tors, -and home/health aide staff report relatively high rates of elderly abuse.

The Massachusetts Study indicates that emergency room supervisors, police,
and regional welfare protective services managers produce the lowest rates
of citings. All three groups, especially emergency room supervisors, are pre-
sumably in a position to identify more cases.

INTERVIEWING THE VICT/If

The victim may range front someone only tdo willing .to discuss the abuse
and seek an end to it .to someone who denies anything is, wrong. In addition
to outright denial, problems the worker may enoounter from the victim dulling
an .initialaor subsequent interview include:

uncertainty over the worker's _role,_purpose,-or-attitude `.1
unwillingnyss to .anthorize 'affirmative stabs
reluctance to be specific
indecision
ambivalence about the problem and/or the abuser
'fear of retaliation
double messages or frequent changes in basic decisions.
c;)lifusion -(from f drugs, psychological withdrawal, etc.)
irritability
non-responsiveness nswers
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The worker should try to locate the source of the problem. Is a family member
listening in? Has the worker adequately explained his or her purpose? Is tye
client ;n pain, under sedation, embarrassed about lack, of cleanliness? Cag,theproblem be solved or minimized?

In evaluating the victim's, circumstafices, the worker , should be aware that I.
sustained aous'e, sigdificant phySical disability, or repeated failures to Succeed
in obtaining help can lead up learned helplessness. The victim may-have been
conditioned into believing that she/he is more helpless or vulnerable than in fact
is the case The Aorker,;,may have 'to provide a great deal of support and encour-
agement to counter this problem. The worker should also be aware of the tole
his/her own emotions and attitudes may play in Atte interview and throughout
the case:handling process. The worker should avoid, castinff blame or making
harsh nmral judgments.Even if these are not articulated,'they may be com-
munimted non-verbally.

) The worker should also avoid the rescue syndrome.,Most solutions to abuseVt. neglect will only be partially adequate and wilt take take time to achieve.
The dependency deeds of a victim and/or family cannot all be met by the
worker The worker must have the patience and strength to deal thoughtfully

. and catefully with what may be a repulsive, depressing, or frightening situa-tion. The worker should attempt some sort -of realistic self evShirttion before
handling such /cAses. Not everyone is equipped to manage a case with the

_nece;ssitry detachment, and most cannot handle,many cases over a sustainedperiod of time.
The following are some general guidelines on interviewing techniques that

have been fOund successful in abuse and neglegt cases.

GENERAL INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES

Most of what a worker learns about client problems comes through interviewswith that client, or with others who ma's have significant information. Inter-viewing them is one of the most important skills for any h,elping professionaL
One social work theorist noted that it is as important for a caseworker to prac-tice interviewing as it is for a musician to practice

interviewer must try to remain aware not,only of the work content of a
view means quite literally learning communication, not just verbal interactions.

re )settles. Learning to inter- ,

client's comments but the accompanying emotional and physical trontent aswell. Eye contact, body language and vocal pitch all play a role in developingthe interview as a data gathering/data synthesizing situation. While excel-lence only comes with experience, there are some points which may be help-ful.
c -

Privacy: Every client has a right to privacy in the interview. This may beespecially true for victimized elders since tliere is a tendency to infantilize de-
pendent people who are under stress. Try to avoid interviews with audiences, even (trusted friends or homemakers. There are obviously exceptions, but theseshould occur at the client's urging and they should be accompanied by some dis-cussion about what it means to "open" an interview to others. Every client wantsto believe that s/he is being taken seriously and privacy is a hallmark of "seri-ousness" in our society. If you can offer your client nothing else, you can at leastoffer total privacy and strict confidentiality.Pacing: Athletes pace themselves for the total probable length of an event ;interviewers should do likewise. Once you've determined approximately howlong an interview should take, try to develop a schedule that not only accom-plishes your goal, but which recognizes your client's needs as well. In cases ofchronic abuse or neglect it is essential that the client feel that s/he has theright to react, ventilate etc. For example, if you must tell a client that his/herdaughter has threatened you and has refused you access on two occasions, do so inthe first or second third of the interview. The remaining time should be allottedto the client's needs and feelings, even if they are likely to be highly emotional.Piallninfi:Illst as the worker develops an overall caseplan, s/he should givesome thought to the individual interview plan. What is it that you want toaccomplish with your client How should the interview proceed in .order toachieve this goal? Is this a 'goal which your 'client shares and miderstands?What if your client has his/her own agenda? It pays to be flexible, but not soflexible that interviews are haphazard and aimless.

Pitch: Virtually'everyone responds to the pitch and tone of another persttes.--voice. People react to this, sometimes without knowing it. Clients under the,

r
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stress of an abusive, or exploitive situation may be sufficiently regressed that
how you say things is(as important as what you say. Try to keep your voice
well modulated and lob. Try not to Sound excited or shocked. Your feelings
should not get in the Way of your client's time for free expression.

Punctuality: Many clients already have negative feelings bout interaction
with social service staff. There is no need to risk engendering or ncreasing resent-
ment because of delay. Always be on time for appointment . Keep to agreed
upon schedules for service delivery.

SOME SPECIFIC INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES

Questioning: In order to get answers, questions must be asked; howev'er,
interview 'questions can be rained in at least two very different ways. For
example, family informatio can be elicited in each of the following:

Directly : How many bro ors and sisters do you have?
,ion-, irectly : Could yo tell me something about your family?
The direct question, 's true, will elicit the simple piece of data you want.

The pon-directive q stion. though, will not only give you the 0"facts", it
may well gilts you some "feelings" as well. The ncm-directive question can be
especially useful with clients who are reticent about talking.

Many workers routinely open all interviews with a non - directive question of
limited relevance Such as, "How have things been going since the last time we

.got together?" Presumably the worker already has some agenda for the inter-
view and a non-directive opening may allow the client to raise his/her concerns.
The best approach is one which balances directive and non-directive questions.

Another method of questioning a client is the "one word lead". If a client
makes a statement that is unclear, unfinished or ambiguous, this techhique may
be useful. For example, if your client says, i'Yes, a children turned out
fine except for Dottie....;' you might simply respond, ttie?" Such a response
asks for more information about the relationship witho offering ansrparticular
boundaries. This technique can be very useful with __der persons who are
able to reminisce. Even 4th clients who tend to wander, the one word lead
can be a tool to help focus.

Silence : Whether it's golden or not, silence can work to the interviewer's ad-
vantage. Most people are made sufficiently uneasy by silence that they will plunge
ahead verbally to bridge the pause. If the `interview has begun at all and seems
to be moving in the desired direction, then silence from the interviewer can be
quite valuable. As a general rule, no silence should run Beyond five minutes. If
the silence seems destined to continue, the worker might say, "Perhaps this
isn't a good time to talk ... would you like to set up another appointment?"

/Leave the decision to terminate a silence in your client's hands.
Finishing a client's sentence is one of the most common worker responses

to short silence after an incomplete statement. Regardless of how difficult it is
to avoid doin(so. do not eomblete your client's sentence. Even if the client hag
a serious speech or motor neural disability, s/he deserves the time it will take
to listen and to listen carefully. If the incomplete statement is that important.
cOnsjder a one-word lead or simply ask your client to complete the comment.

Emotion Modeling: For those clients who are especially passive or who seem
ambivalent about emotion. "modeling" may be both a useful sort -ternf tech-
nique as well as a productive long-term strategy. Emotion model' g allows the
worker to suggest-an appropriate emotional response to his er c ent. For ex-
ample, if a client says with little'or no apparent emotion, "3 h band left me
. . . with tbree.kids and it was the middle of the Depressio -.", the worker
might reply, "That must have made you very angry." In gene , choose emotions

'which are active and assertive, partiCularly for those clients who may need
support in expressing something other than a passive response, Emotion model-
ing_clp be aluable, too, in situations where the client itdinits abuseor exploita-
tion`Ifit is ambivalent about taking action. For example, the worker might em-
ploy this.gambit, "Look, Mrs. Emerson, you've been a fighter all your life, this
is certainly no time to give up." Emotion modeling must be used in the context
of an on going relationship, othbrivise it can degenerate into a pep-talk attitude
of questionable professionalism. ;

There are some cautions about modeling. Clients who are psychiatrically dis-
abled and experiencing "flattened affect" (e.g.. schizophrenics and depressiveS) .
probably won't respond. Similarly, organie brain damage clients will retplire
other, longer term methods. If you have questions, seek a consultation. Try to
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find a mental health professional with geriatric/diagnostic skills. A good dif-
ferential diagnosis Can save you lots of.time and-energy.

iThetifollowing list'of rights and principles is excerpted from Contomporari
'Sbeial '(York, Donald Brie land, et al, authors.) .

Client's Needs and Rights Principres for de 'Worker
"(11) TO be treated as an individual Individualization
(2) -To express feelings Purposeful expression of feelings

4; (3) To get sympathetic. response to Controlled emotional environment
..

,:,,,., 10. 4
- problems. '

(41)- To be. recognized as a person Aceeptance
(5) Not to be judged ,Non-judgmental attitude
(6) fro make pversonal choice and deci- Client self-determination

sions. .

CO -TO-keep secrets abofit her/himself ConfidentialityntConfidentiality

Closing the Interview: Always close your interview with a clear and explicitindication of what happths uext. Another appointment? More inforhuttion?
Particularly in abuse cases, your client natty, be so anxiety-ridden that sholt-term memory has begtrnto fail. Remember that you are more familiar withN. ageng,routine than' s/141111. Relief and resettlement workers in disasters must
listen. to essentially the same story oven, sad over again. Despite that, though,
it's a new "story and a new rq,ufine for each of the clients. Part of a well-planned
interview will be a thoughtful and orderly termination' 0 ,.i.

, '
., CASE AS8E88111' cROCEDIIHES

4 .

Followong the 'initial investigation, it is necessary to make an assessment ofwhether or not abuse or neglect exists in,the"ease.1.".i. -.
raeRtiggestions lot:. Assessment Techniques " ' f% .

Assessment, not unlike interviewing, depends upon striking a balance between
directive and non-directive approaches? Some of the most yaluable material amybe elicited simply by looking and listenipg., For example, some issues about gait,
dress and hearing acuity can be resolded simply by Observing the client in the
home. Similarly, cigarette burns ih clothing or furniture may be italications of
potentially hazardous behaviors. Sometimes merely watching a client try to.
locate a Medicare card will give useful problem-solving ability.
Assessment Cautioha .

Certainly all social service interactions should be free of personal judgments;
however, protective services assessments in the area of abuse and neglect inparticular should be non-judgmental and problem-focused. Remember, the firstconcern of protective services is whether harm, is imminent or occurring. Itmay be useful to know that a client sleeps on a mattress without bedding orlives in a house which has unmistakable odors; howe'ver, the major questionis whether or not those things are likely to harm the client. .

Intervention strategies are hard enough 'to implement; use them Oily whennecessary. If uncertainty exists, maintain confidentiality but consult anotherworker. This is especially true when actively considering more restrictivealter-nativeS such as guavlianship.or civil commitment. Assessment teams are mostuseful with these "restrictive" cases because the Seam approach adds other per-.ceptions to the evaluation process. If formal team, structure exceeds.the resources. of an area, consider assembling an informal "consultation" team by telephone.This approach was adopted by one social worker involved In a dozen guardian-. ship cases because she wanted outside opinions about her assessments.Finally, assessing a client, particularly a potentially abused neglected client,requires patience and practice.. The assessment is only as grad as the personusing it. Whatever evaluation form is used. lye. familiar with if."Practiceassess-ing client co-workers. Rely on descriptions of behavior ("clientraises herself from c air using right arm for support") rather than comments("client is paranoid"), unlesh you give specific description supporting the:diag-
nostic term ("client says family hates her . , . sister has phone tapped :'.".").In general, be wary of any I elpsychiatric or otherwise. Never trust yourmemory. Write pour assessment notes as soon after the interview As pigssible.

Some of the°material in this section was drawn from Contempordry Social Work. cf.supra and from 4. Primer of Social Casework, Elizabeth Nicholds.

V
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If the evaluation sums uneven or leaves areas untouched, make a list of points
requiring clarilliation.' Develop a strategy for.eliciting that information and
return to the client for another appointment. ,

Because of their compelling situations, potentially abused or neglected clients
sometimes will not give a worker or an agency a "second.chance ". If the client
does not feei'that the case plan really addresses his or her needs, the client may
well discharge the worker. A good assessment can begin establishing the kind

of relationship which will diminish the likelihood of such occurrences. The
kisieSstnent instrument at the end of this chapter is used by the State of Cob-
neetictit and Is offered as ab example others may wish tq adapt for use in their
owl communities. 4 4001110 . I

Remember, tilts-case assessment is the culmination of the initial investigative
stage of an abuse'br neglect case. At the end of the assessment the worker should
know whetheror not abuse or neglect is occurring and, if so, whether or not the
risk is serious 4nougbn, warrant immediate intervention. General situations call-
ing for immediate action include: .

maltreatment that could resplt in permanent damage to the victim.
the client is in an immediate need of medical and,'or psychological care.gilte;Istin mage to the client is so,extensive that he or she needs an imme-

diate chard in environment to itecuperate.
the abusing Or neglecting party is so incapacitated that he or she is unable

to care for the client's basic reeds.

CASE REFERRAL

. nit* .those unable to handle abuse 411.knegleet cases themselves, referral' to
social service agencies In frequent form of intervention. Agencies to which cases
are most often referred include :

mental health clinics
in:home care providers
hospital social service departments
family service agencies
visiting nurses associations
public welfare departments
legal services programs

Referral-may or may not result in a serious effort to address a problem, depend-
ing on the focus of the agency and its resources. In general ,abuse and neglect
cases require a case' manager and a case plan. The referring party should be
aware of this lac:. Too often the referral is just another form of neglect. The
Battered Elder Syndlonie indicated that in 95 percent of the abuse and neglect
cases reported the victim qr the abuser requested some formiof help that was not
provided. Follow-up.by the referring party is a procddure owed a client, partic-
ularly one as vulnerable as a peglected or abused oldekperson.

-
TIPS' ON CASE MANAGEMENT .AND CASE'PLANNING '

theassessment reveals abuse or neglect, it is necessary to developer case Plan
for the client and a procedure for managing that plan unless the client rejects all
forms of assistance. The plan and the implementation of the plan will yarn
greatly depending on the client's situation, the.worket's role, and the, resources
available Homemaker or a meals program may be enough to reduce the
burden on the caretaker and olve the problem. At the other end of the spectrum,

s

placement in an institutiontuch as a nursing home maybe the only realistic
Alution.

In general the case manager's role falls into four areas of activity :
1. Problem identffication and review of the client's assessment
2. Case planning and referral
3. Service facilitation
4. Follow-up tif

The case manager mast review the client assessment or makethe initial clien t
assessment depending upon when he or she 'receives the case. After assessment,
-thecased-manager -must- 4erelo2 it cosnpreherrsive ease plan with necessary refer-
rals. As part' of this process tffe manager should identify the tent's problems;
inventory the community's resources, and <Match community resources with
client needs. This is easier thamit sounds in abuse and neglect r ases. As Q.Oule,
they deman'd innovativesolutionls. And as with any kind of case planning, knowl-
edge of community resources Is most valuable. For example, a worker confronted
by a retired, disabled serviceman who is almost certainlY being exploited .by a

84.
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\family member will not have any particular community resource as a referral.
Sheltie fnight, however, try to introduce the client. to an assertive, alert retired
serviceman 'whited for "friendly visiting" from the local Disabled American
Veterans post. The more assertive man might be able to assist,the exploited client
better than t assigned case worker, at least initially. Unless a client fs willingr
to admit t she/he has been victimized, case planning which directly deals,
with tihe abt se or exploitation is probably less useful. Finally, case planning is
rarely' a "one shot deal". It is an ongoing process which should involve the client

..in key decisions. -

The case manager's role as service facilitator is largely one of coordination.
Referrals most often go away . (especially in compelling abuse cases) because
roles and responsibilities of various service providers are not clear. Few cases
can assume such tragic proportions as those that end with an angiy and con-
fused client dismissing every one because he or she feels lost in a field of com- ,
peting "helpers" Make certain the client understands what services are being
brought in and why. Try to involve the family to the extent possible. For clients
with less ability to understand, the case manager must depend on the quality
of his or her ongoing relationship with the client.

s%
Fallow -up may well be one of the most iinportanttnles a case manager can fill.

Without follow-up, the clients can amtdo fall through the cracks or the best
intentioned system. Set followinp 'goals for each refer.r.al and let both the client
and the service provider know what thpse goals are. A follow-up of this sort not
only insures service for the client, it shapes the response capacity- of service
proyiderS. Follow up is a cruc I element in abuse cases because it is an excellent
way of \demonstrating unfailing i st in the client's problem. It is essential
to remember that case management ollow-up will almost always have twodistinct goals:

. 1. Service follow-up \ ,
2. Relationship folloWstip \

Because case management tend o focus thoStly on securing and monitoring
services, it is worthwhile to consider two increasingly accepted concepts about
,domestic sbuse : '

,a. Perssons abused, regardless of age, gender, race or economic status, tend to
be "other excluding." They are not just isolated and alienated, but in some
instancesthey work at being iscaated.

b, The Intervention:, strategy' which Seems most effective over time is one
will& userta relationship rather than intensive counseling.

" The irpplicatiohs of this for case managers is clear. In cases of victimized
elders, an ongoing semi-therapeutic relationship may have greater long -term.
benefits than any specific service. This relationship neednot be the full responsi-
bility of the ease manager and it is possible that such relationships might follow°
from case management referrals to other providers.

',,, ., k,

PLACEMENT OUTSIDE THE HOME

In The Massachusetts Survey, the single remedial action most often taken or
recommended was placement in a nursing- home, hospital, temporary housing
situation, or mental-he'alth.facility. In cases of emergency, removal of the victim*
(run the home Was recommended 50% of the time.,Howeverothere is no clear
evidence that less restrictive alternatives were carefully explored. Flaceinent
may end the abuse or neglect but run counter to the victim's wishes and best
'interests The victim may prefer to stay with family mipers rather than live
in the usually restrictive and sterile environment of an Institution. Barring
immineht threat of serious harm or the clear preference by the client to move,
the worker should explorewhat'a carefully de§igned package of services delivered
to this home could do to ameliorate the problem before recommending removal

L and institutionalization. In many. cases such a package can reduce the care-
taker's stress below the level that is causing the abuse or neglect. ,,. .9s0.,fhe worker should also be awake of a number of alternatives to traditional
in titutionalization that are being (*yapped. These include :

(lay care to relieve the stress on both the victim and the caretaker.
respite care (temporary overnight shelters) to provide pi cessation of

abyee or neglect and to allow for a corning -off period and safe evaluation.
foster eare'fo provide a '''neW family" context comparable to that available

to abused childrtn. ' .

Unfortunately
in

services are usually unavailable. Those considering effec-Jive prfgrami in the urea of elder abuse and neglect should give careful conesideratfon to
.
establishing and proidding such services.

. .. .
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT Of SOCIAL SERVICES
Protective Services for the Elderly

CLIENT EVALUATION AND FUNCTIONING

Client's Name Age

Client's Address

-Neighborhood:

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Sex

Race

Shelter: Sound Deteriorating Dilapidated Water t

.. . ,Electricity Heal Toilet V Aood
.a

Stove

Housekeeping: .

Hazards!

Other 'Observations: .

A

t- ° SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

Isolated Known and visited by neighbors

Household composition:' ,

Relatives

Dress:

=

Posture:

PERSONAL APPEARANCE---
b 0

Facial Expressions:

.,Gestures:

Speech: '

.1

Client-dcfined problems:

PHYSICAL HEALTH

-+S

[Inditate dZiration'of problems,:

Malhourishment *. ,

Lumps.
Persistent Cculgti

Severe Headaches
Vomiting
.dChange in bowel habits,
Blood in urine .

°Vaginpl bleeding

Open sores 41
Sildden'weight. loss
Severe chest pain
ortness of breath

61Zziness A"
Visiod impairment .

Wearing:impairment

6
dither "

..

.

-

**

.1 a

Ok
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'Most recent 41st to doctor - Next medicalIppoiltment:

Recent medical problems:,

Medications

Comments:

Client-defined problems:

MENTAL HEALTH

6

,(IndicIte duration of each problem:)

Loss of appetite
Insomnia
Feelings of worthlessness
Loss pf interest
Hypochondria
Suspiciousness,
Hallucinations

e,
Delusions

-Thought distortion
Confusion
ampaired judgment
Membey lapses/loss
Orientation
tither

Hazardous behaviors

Alcohol or other drug use

Re6ent losses of family or close friends

Pasta mental health problems

C4acity to consent

Other comments: 1Z5

1 P

CLIENT MOBILITY

Bedridden
Partially bedridden
Wheelchair
Housebound
Able to.get to yard
Neighborhood ,

Public transportation
Drives car
Other
Cdmments:

PHYSICAL COMPETENCE-
,

Feeds self
Bathes self

Dresses self
Uses toilet
Gets out of ,bed

Light housework
Climbs stairs
Goes outdoors /

Cooks
Shops
heavy housework

11.01JJ AW,JJJOJ r ...Yu...7 J Or

0
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A:

Income.

O
84

--A,:-- - -- ECONOMIC SITUATION-

Resources

Expenses 9

. .

Affairs4panaged

11
Comments

OTHERIEIPING PERSONS OA AGENCIES INVOLVED [ipeoify involvement]:

4

-

CLIENT'S PERCEPTION OF PROBLEMS:

wirME'S PERCEPTION OF PROBLEMS [specify nature of protective pro'blem']:

b RECOK4ENDED ACTION:

OBSTACLES: Does client consent?
.. Is client's ability so consent'questioned?
Other:

. '

EMERGENCY: a

Worker's Name

.Date completed

, aahorize the Departmept of
Social Services to provide the services they may deem necetkary_to insure
my safety. LsSgree to reimburse the Department if it is later determinei

, that I am to payor the services provided.

Witness's name

Ti

Applicant's name Date.

40.
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ONAZI701 5-LEGAL ISSUES AND REMEDIES

44

Cases of family violence raise fundamental and complex issue of privacy, con-
fidentiality, access to the victim, protection of the victim from farther harm;
restraint, punishment or rehabilitation of the assailment ; and possibly issues of
the mental competency of both the victim and the abuser.

Most victims fair to report their plight or are unwilling recipients of assistance
to prevent further harm. These client characteristics pose immediate and difficult
legal and ethical issues for workers investigating and assessing cases of elder
abuse. Two issues confronted initially are the client's right to p acy in the home
and the client's right to have information about him/herself hel confidential.

ACCESS TO THE ABUSE ,VICTIlt

The question of access to persona living in private residences is a key issue for
workers with clients who are suspected abuse victims. Under the laws of most
states, there is no legal authority for a worker to gain access without the'consent
of the elderly person or the caretaker. Traditional trespass laws govern.

There have been many reports of elder abuse cases which raise the issue of
access. Because this legal constraint at times causes difficulty in outreach andservice provision, some social workers have come to rely on gaining access
through homemakers, housing inspectors, or meal providers. Such intervention
relies do deception and a betrayal of confidentiality and is inappropriate. It vio-
lates the individual's right to privacy and creates the potential of civil liability
fOr the social service worker ,and his/her agency. In addition, it may destroy or
prevent the development of any trust between the client and the workers.

There is ofteeit conflict between the humane impulse to provide services and
"4- the individual's right to refuse services or even access. This conflict raises ques-

tiousinich as: .
'DOeita person ha'e a rig t to remain in a dangerous environment if s/he

Must s/he be left exploited or neglected, even to the point of starvation,
;If Iiihe chooses?

The following is a brief analysis of issue raised.by this conflict.
First: Basic to our legal system are the individual's right of self-determination

and right to privacy. These constitutional rights are an expression of the sanctity
of individual free choice as a fundamental constituent of life.

The individual's civil rights are not absolute or without limit. The state (and'
its agencies) can anddoes intervene, regulate, and prohibit. State intervention
occurs pursuant to two legal doctrines :

Police power, which gives the'state author1t/'to regulate' activities that
involve the health and safety of sOciety. "

Parma patriae, which gives the state authority to ttet in a parental capac-
ity for persons who cannot care for themselves or who are dangerous to them-
selves.

Intervention by the state is regulated by balancing the state's interests (under,
the police power or parena patriae doctrines) against the interests of the individ-
uato be left alone. In child abuse reporting statutes, the states can intervene in
the life of a family because it has an overriding interest in the health and welfare
of the child.

The parameters-of state intervention are often unelgar, reflecting historicalsnd
social trends. When the state does have the right to intervene in individual lives
(under health regulations, social welfare laws, etc.), that right is defined spec-
ifitally by statute and regulations. The state does not have the right to intervene
in a person's life without either the person's consent or statutory authority. Such
limitations on state intervention serve to protect those individual righs we value.

Second: The competent person has the right to refusetocial and. medical
... services:

The highest court of Massachusetts held in Lane v. Cgndura (1978).that,
if an elderly woman was competent, she could make her own decision con-

"needM" IneditaLtreatmen4..w.hPthror..notthat---
decision might seem irrational to others. The court found that Mrs. Can-
dura was competent. The evidence showed that she tended to be.stubborn,
that she was lucid on some matters and confused on others, that her train
of thought wandered, that her conception of time was distorted, that' she
was sometimes hostile, occasionally defensive, and sometimes gmbative
tb questioning, but that she had a high degree of awareness a acuity.
The court said that irrational did net mean incompetent.

,
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The right
,
torefused services can be limited it the individual is found to be. ,

legally incompetent. Under ;newt state laws. limitations on the individual's
right to self determination require thestate to present sufficient evidence ty meet
tile statutory criteria for appointment of a guardian (i.e.. the individual is
unable to care for his,'her basic needs or to make responsible decisions concern-
ing him/herself) or for civil coinmitment to a mental health SYech de-
terminations are only allowable with full due process protections, including the
right to counsel.

In a judicial determination of the individual's :competence, the court relies
On eyldence, testimony. tile persuasiveness of argument by the attorneys and
other, often intangible, factbrs such as the inability tot ink or act for oneself
as to personal health, safety. and general welfare, or to make informed decisjons
as to property, finances, etc.

While state guardianship statutory standards may be similar tmany states
use the Uniform Probate Code), case law interpreting the standards varies from
state to state. and in some instances from eommunity,to cyrnmunity. Recent
cases have addressed whether one who is "insane" but able to care for basic
needs such as food, clothing, and shelter can be foreetlqd have a guardian. At
least one state Supreme Court has denied guardianship in such a case. Whether
the same reasoning would apply in other states or Nate case where someone
chooses to remain in an abusive environment is unknMt. It is clear that the
"competent" (i.e., non insane, able to care for onself) individual can make an
irrational decision to remain in an abusive enviroment. '

Third. The authority to intervene when services are refused is limited..
If services are refused. a social sen-ices agency has no legal right to

intervene without a showing of incompetepce. e

Even if the individual can, be proved incompetent underthe often vague
standards of state law, a person 'willing to be a guardian must becloctited.
Finding such a person is often difficult. Some states do have an Office of
Public Guardian to deal with such cases. IA% -

If access to the home is denied, access cannot be gained unless there' is.
an emergency (a fire. someone Calling for help. etc.) In sonde eases (e.g..
a health inspection), a warrant or other court order is necessary.

I suspected abuse case where the apparent sictim has not complained
tin cc s is denied, no legal action can be taken 1,;,-fthout evidence and/or
a witness. If there is substantial evidence and/or a witne4, a criminal com-
plaint is a po,sibl but not necessarilyodalternatIve.

Fourth. Many states have recently enaellgadult protective services statutes
that make reporting adult abuse mandatory.

Despite these laws, intervention is still prohibited if the elderly person
refuses services. In some states, broad powers to provide services to. invol-
untary clients are set out. The standards and procedures of these laws.vary
from state to state and. In some cilse;e., pose significant threats to the civil,
liberties of the elderly.

CONFIDI.:NTIALITY OF CLIENT INFORMATION
, \

A second fundamental aspect of the right of privacy is the client's right to
confidentiality concerning anything the ssorker learns about the client's situ-
ation, , - l ' ..°

Federai law and man'y state laws now prohibit the divulging of inter nia..11on
obtained from a client which would s n e to identify that client. These statutes
and regulations require that a soil service agency seek and Wain the eon-
se0 of the individual before utak' g a refergal, discussinga case with other
agency stilly. or instituting'aease p n.

The client's right to privacy cif Iformatonl concerning htsiher case is now de- ...,
fined by statutes and regulatiot . which yary from state to state. Protected in-
formation,Renerallv ikcludes any data 4 ordained in case files or computer files,
including information concerning the, client's medical, social, psychological,
financial. and voCational situation. . /6
./., Most states require that before this information may be released by the client's
worker tt) anyone,other than the worker's supervisor, the-client must give in-

A

s consent for its release. Such consent, to he informed. requires that the
client be informed as to what information is to be released. to whom, fop what.
purposes Theand with what possible consequences. T client must receive this.

. . T ' %,.
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information in a form comprehensible to him/her and must indicate clear under-standing and agreement. Sikh consent must be overt, i.e., a clear statement givenverbally or, preferably, in writingit cannot simply be implied.
Most states now provide fines and/or jail penalties Jor unauthorized release,of confidential information. In addition, a client in most states has a right ,to site for damages for unauthorized release of confidential information.
Privacy rights are easy for workers to adhere to in the abstract. In practice,

workers must exercise real restraint in ondncting case assessments and doingfact-gathering-if they are not to violate5the client's rights to privacy and con-
fidentiality The laws clearly mean that a client has a right to determine with
whom a worker discusses the ease. While such a requirement may seem inhibiting to some workers, most workers agree that good casework requires trust
between client and worker, and that privacy and confidentiality laws are sup-portive of developing inn(' maintaining such trust. 'Disregard of client rightsshould mot he rutioualized by any notion of working in the "best interests"° of the client.

CRISHNAL COURT REMEDIF:S

Abuse of an elderly person constitutes a triine. Depending on the facts, anelderly person who has been physically abused or exploited can file 6-complaint.eharging assault, assault and battery, assault and ,battery .with a dangerous
weapon, blackmail, extortion, etce must ask whether reliance ou the crim--- .inal justia-e process is an effective approach in most cases of elder abuse. 'The criminal justice system `req'ulres that the elderly victim be willing notonly to file a contRlaint with the district attorney, but also to testify in court.
One of the clear-I-hidings in the research done on elder abuse is that victims
are most often harmed by family members. There is further evidence that vic-tims often do'not want to get the family member in trouble and therefore are
unwilling to use tjve criminal justice process.

The disposition- or a criminal cOmplaint involving domestic violence dependsupon the facts of the case. The variables examined include the extent of theinjuries. whether this is a first offense..who the parties are.f who the judge is,
the tegimony of the victim, the objectives of the district attorney, mitigatingcircumstances, etc.

Experience in spouse' abuse cases indicates that -many criminal trial court
judges. 'relatively less experienced and less sympathetic to domestic matters

-,, traditionally handled by domestic and probate Courts, prefer to rely on recon-ciliation as a solution to abuse, rather than to,use the power of a criminal court
to "protect" Ow victim by imposing criminal sanctions. The judges often b6lievethat veil sanctions will destroy a family that otherwise might be saved. [Even in
eases where criminal sanctions area appropriate, some judges may consider the
expenses society will have to bear to sustain a dependent adult outside the homeand pMili reeoneiliatiiin instead, leerily tile.victim more at risk than ever.

In general, judges d'llopt a lenient attitude toward the defendant in a criminalease where the injury is not extreme er Is a first offense. Tints, quite soon after
filing a complaint. the abuser will probably be' releasedeither outright or 'onprobation. One can spetculatethat tbe abuser will then return home to theelderly person. The increa,sed antagonism. may well cause another incident of
abuse Because a protectiv:d-orat' ick-Atot -issued in conjunction with the Criminal
Malice 'process, the elderly, person hasipo form of immediate protection upon.which td,tely otime than The 19adaquateZhoice of reporting a probation violation-of tilling:, anotIkr omplaint wroth the dbitrict attorney. The probation process

,,cannot serve to assure the 'elder's physical safety because it does not call forpolice, enforcement or protection . Let it not he misunderstood that protective
Orders' issued from civil courts are necessarily effective or even enforced. The
incidence of police non-response is well-known. But in order for this tokhange.
utilization of 4114 h orders and thsistence on their enforcement is needed.

In cases of extreme violence and injury, so criminal complaint may result in
a long prison sentence Clearly, titis removes the abuser from the household.
-But, again, this remedy is not linked to providing a substitute for the caretaker/
abuser Nor is there linkage with service provision'necessary to assure the wel.

'fare and potential self sufficiency of the individual. Thus. the criminal justice
system. functioning In IsbliWon from service provision, inevitably fails to correct
the underlying causes or to provide protection and snppo5t services.tuest-essen-Hal to the person in need.

4
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la most states until the 1970s, restraining orders were not aNailable for cases
of domestic N iolehee unless a diorLe or separation petition had been filed. This
remains true in some states today.

Where this is tire situatioii,,ciN il relief for victims of elder abuse is virtually
non-existent, Since mopt t ictiate of elder abuse are not 'abused by spouses..
restraining order cannot be obtained because no diNurce petition can be filed
Even if the spouse is the abuser, the victim may desire protection but not divorce

As of July 19b0, thirty-four states had enacted laws providing for the issuance
of restraining orders against domestictabpsers. The laws are usually referred,to
as Domestic V.,iotence Ads or Adults buAe Prevention Acts Most ul thesstait-
utes create new mil and sometimes riminal remedies for persons abused by
family or household members. some la s specify the peivers-and duties of police
who answer domestic disturbance cal . Soule require agencietroffering services
to violent families to keep records,or Trite reports oh family violence Most im-
portantly, nanny state legislatures have appropriated funds for shelters and
other services,to victims of violent families

While the statutes vary, the following are characteristics of some of the
currently operating domOtic violence state laws

The law applies to abtfse. not normally to neglect or exploitation.,
Abuse is generally defined as attempting to cause or 'causing Musical

harm, ulacing another in 'fear of imminent physical harm, or causing :m-
other to engage involuntarily in sexual relations by force, threat of force.
or duress. i Definitions of abuse vary acording to the state statutes )

Any child or adult may bring a court action against a,household member,
a spouse. a former spouse, or blood relative. Thus, an eldefly person living
Wfil a familymember or friend can use such a law, but the victim is the
only i:erson who can filenot a friend or agency worker

The action is initiated by a civil, not a criminal, complaint. k.
The elief NNhi'i-h. may be obtained is a° prOtective or restraining order

against the abuser fequiring that person to stop further abuse,
In some states a vacate order may also be obtained which requires the

abuser to move out of the house, regardless of who owns it or pays the rent
Violation of an order is contempt of court and therefore a,criminal act.

This subjects the abuser to arrest and a title or jail term.
Somq states also require the abuser to pay for losses suffered by the victim'

as a result Of the abuse. This may cover medical bills, moving expenses, loss
of earnings, tent or'mortgage pAyments, and attorneys' fees.

Court filing fees, use Ofit lawyer. and complicated petitions have been
eliminated in some stares for persons filing actions fqr protective orders.

In all but emergency cases, the victim/petitioner must give notice to the
4 alleged abuser/defendant before .court hearing will be held on the Atter.

If there is immediate danger of aluise, or if notice will endanget the
safety of the victim, the victim can seek an emergency temporary court order
without giving prior notice to the abuser. - '

Emergency petitions in some states will be heard by the - courts within
hours of being filed. 3G5 days a year, day or night.

If an emergency order is issued, the defendant has an opportunity for a
hearing to contest it %it'd!t a few (lays.

Many laws require police to take specific actions to prevent further abuse
if,,,the officer has reason to believe that the person has been abused or such
abuse Is imminent. This includes remaining on the scene until the, danger
has been eliminated, assisting the person to necessary medicaj care, giving
notice of rights to the victitn, and arresting the abuser in certalli cases.

Lawyers and courts are intimidating and confusing. Often the eldeily person,.
,

will not agree to seek a legal remedy,. If rile victim is.willing.to go to court, the
remedies available through the judicial process are often inadequate. Removing
the caretaker from the borne does not necessarily make the social service system
able and willing tocompensate for the lost support and assistance. Shelters which

have been established to.provide alternative housing for abuse victirqs often

cannot net the needs of the disabled or more dependent elder.
The difficulty with the statates, then, usually lies with the lack of a man-

dated in-home supportive services system necessary to supplement or replace

the caretaker for elderly abuse victims. State tegislirfures should be made to

realize that dependent. vulnerable elders may be seeking remedies under these
laws and that they have special service needs.

Those thirty-four States that already have domestic violence statutes shotild

evaluate their resources and consider mandating prokrains that speafleally

9
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provide the need services. State& without domestic violence statute; should
consider enactin statutes that include provisions establishing the necessary. in-home and other supportive services.
,Even with their limitations, domestic violence laws have opened up new

possibilities for an elderly person who is able to make the necessary decisionto seek protective orders.

PROTECTIVE OR SURROGATE REMEDIES

A frequent mistake hi the handling of eider abuse or exploitation cases occurs
when workers encounter a competent victim who will not consent to take action
to prevent further harm to him/herself. Workers frequently conclude that refusalto accept assistance is a sign of irrational behavior which reiuires appointmentof a. guardian or other surrogate,to care for that person. Adhering to the prin-
ciple of the least restrictive alternative, workers should analyze the clienttSincapacity by first asking 'the following questions:

1s the incapacity something that could be alleviated by medical attention?
Can the incapacity Ike compensated for by support, advice, assistance from

supportive services available in the community?
What is the least restrictive alternative? Each person has the right of-

self-determination. ,Any limitation of that right should be the minimum
necessary. Guardianship reduces the eider to a legalstatus comparable tothat of a child.

The following alternatives to guardianship may be appropriate, depending onthe fit s of the situation. The alternatives are listed in order of increasing
formaliry and loss of control by the person subjected to them.

- Direct Deposit. Federal benefits (Social Security, SST. VA, etc.) can b% de-posited into the clieKs bank account direelly. This simple mechanism mayprevent theft of checks. This arrangement is set up by the client and -bank.
;Mint Bank Aecoun,to court order or other proceeding is required. Both

parties shakily sign authorization cards for the bank. Either party has thelegal right to the entire contents of the account.
Jtestrictrd Bank Ateounti These include co-signatory accounts requiringtwo signatures for withdrawal and accounts with permanent withdrawalorder?, l i.e , the bank issues a monthly allowance to the individual).
Power of Attorney. No court proceeding is required. Written authority is

generally necessary. This device confers power to another to sign documentsand act on behalf of the elderly person, a power teiarainated whenever theclient wishes. It. is best to include accounting provisions. termination date,and specific description of powers conferred: A pcFer of attorney is usually
automatically revoked by incompetency, mental illness, of death, exceptwhere "attorney". did not have actualknotkiedge and acted in good faith.One need not be a lawyer to receLie power of attorney.

Representative (Substitute) Payee for Social Security. Social' Securityregulations (20 C.F.R. 404 §§ 1601 et seq.j provide a mechanism for another
person to receive a,beneficiary's check The standards are very loose ( "inthe best interests of the beneficiary. ,..') for such an appointment. Thebeneficiary can request that a representative be,appointed. The representa-tive payee must use the money solely in the Intereaft of the beneficiary and
must take periodic Recounting to the Social Security Administration. Similarprovisions,exisefor handling federal Veterans benefits and for SupplementalSecurity bicome.

Each, of thesr options has disadvantages as well as advantages. Each can help' mice a problem, or, when'the wrong person Is involved, creSte an opportunity forfinancial exploitation. Legal assistance should generally be sought in petting upone of -the money-manageMent devices, and always in any case of suspectedexploitation.
When none of these options will remedy the problem, then coaservatorship,

guardianship, and civil comniitment must be considered.
ronserratorship. A conservator is by a probate court judge aRtra hearing, Most, state conservatorship laws state that a conservator can be -appointed if a person is unable to properly care for his/her property due toadvanced age, mental weakness, or other disability. This is an appropriateremedy in a case of exploitation if the victim lacks the capacity to manage'his/her property. Note that the financial management services discussed abovecan be utilized only when the victim possesses the capacity to manage prop-.erty. A conservator generally receivestontral over the person's property andfinances. not over other areas of the person's life. f

,
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In. many cases of abuse, financial difficulties and conflict may be a major
source orstress. Removing this stress by placing financial control in the hands
of uninvolved persons may result,in dissipating the potential for abuse. There
are a number of repqrted cases in which a relative was appointed conserve-
tor and proceeded to divert funds to his/her own use.

Guardianship. A guardianship is also appointed after a hearing in probate
coat. At the hearing, it generally must be established that the,proposed
"ward" is apable of taking care of his/her basic needs due to mental ill-

"ness or er disability. If this is established, usually through medical or
psychiat lc` testimony, the court declares the person to be legally incom-
petent a d the guardian assumes control of his/her personal affairs. Iu many
cases the guardian ern also be appointed as conservator that is, controller
of the via 's financial affairs. Where theA.ard has a small estate, guardian-.
ship itself implies some contrul'over the ward's finances to the extent nee-

,. essary_to meet his/her basic needs.
. ,Guarditinship is a drastic- remedy ill that it almost completely removesr

4 the ward's ,right to selfcleterntijaithui and itiitolmIny. In most states, a
guardian l'an place the ward in a nursing home against the ward's wishes.

Guardianship is appropriate only if the individual is totally unable to
Care for him/herself or cannot make responsible decisiOns concerning his/
her life and welfare. As a remedy for abuse, it allows another person

- with surrogate authority to remove the ward from an abusive environment
or to file an abuse prevention petition on the ward's behalf.

Appointment of a Rtardian rarely constitutes the least restrictive legal
device for most persons in need of protective services. Social Service agen-
cies often encourage guardianships as a means of "giving" services that
the elderly .person refuses to accept. Thus, it can be a tool to enforce the
social sea ice agency's notions of the "best interests" of the client. In such
a- ease, competency and ability to care- for oneself are not thereal issues.

. Ofteil the courts rubberstamp a physician's opinion without a full and
impartial hearing rigorously applying due proqess and other legal
standards. ,

Civil Commitment. Tliiv is the judiciari process by which a person is
involuntarily 'placed in a mental institutton. civil commitment statutes
generally require a finding that :

° The individual is mentally ill ;
The individual is dangerouVto a degree such that failure to confine

would create the likelihood hf serious harti to the individual and/or
to others; and

Commitment is the least restrictive alternative.
Civil commitment is the ,most drastic alternative and should only be

used as a remedy in an abuse case where these three factors are proved
- °beyond a reasonable doubt and where there is an indication that the

person will receive treatment once s/he is committed.
The preceding sections of this chapter have discussed various legal issues

and remedies in handling cases of elder abuse. TwO points should be
remembered :

Legaremedies by themselves are rarely sqfficient.
They can make matters worse:

The law is a rough tool. legal remedies ere often not appropriate remedies
in cases of elder abuse. Sensitive social case work is more likely to succeed in
most cases than is use of the law.

Finally, it should be noted that most of the laws discussed above vary from,
state to state. Anyone workitig in elder abuse should take the responsibility
for finding out exactly what the relevant state statutes say Usually, this means
consulting a- lawyer familiar with these areas of law.

CHAPTER 6PROTOCOLS FOR HANDLING CASES

Two basic roadblocks which impede effective treatment of victims of elder
abuse are:

The. inability to gain access to 'and cooperation from victims.
A lack of medieal, social service, mental health, and legal personnel

. trained to treat cases of elder abbse. -
The first problem involves the victims rights to privacy and self-determina-

tion. as well as the victim's 1N sgible ignorapce about available remedies: The

9,3
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, , second involves the-intk of prep dness bathe yexamunity to help victims of,elder abuse.
The first problem may or may ot be solved, depending upon the victim'swillingns, to be helped. The second problem definitely, can be solved. Solvingthe second problem is often essential to solving the first

PURPOSES OP THE PROTOCOLS

4The protocols introduced in this chapar have four purposes:To serve as a pathway for workers to follow in handling individual casesof elder abuse,
To highlight the interagency and interdisciplinary cooperation which. isneeded in an effective community response system for handling elder abusecases. /
To provide a Case management process toir follo'Wed in assessing, evaluat-ing and developing a case plan for elder abuse cases.
To-scrve as models for other agencies to use in developing their own caseprotoco ls, e.g., hospital emergency rooms, visiting nurse assOciations, policedepartiaents, etc.

vt

FOUR CATEGORIES OP' ELDER ABUSE CASES

Individual victims of elder abuse are not susceptible to easy classification. Theuniqueness and variety of the cases do not mean that there are no common char-acteristics. Legal Research and Services for the Elderly created four categoriesof elder abuses crises that have proved useful in understanding, assessing andplanning for victims of elder abuse. These four client categories then served asthe basis for developing case protocols.
.These four basic client categories of elder abuse are1. Competent, consenting client: the - client- -who- appears cii-he mentally-- competent and who consents to assessment and assistance.2. Competent, non-consenting client:the client who appears to be mentallycompetent and who may refuse assessment and does refuse assistance.3. Incompetent client: the client who (regardless of hWher ,degree of 4,. cooperation) appears to lack sufficient mental capacity to make informgd&elisions concerning his/her own care.

4. Emergency client: the client who is in immediate danger of death or-serious physical or mental harm, and who ratiy or may not consent to helpand may or may not be mentallycompetent.
. These four categ es have as their goint of reference the client's right andability to determin t e system'f# response to his/her problems. The elfent:frrightsand wishes will in the protective services system to a halt, time and timeagain, unless pre- lannedjesponses are available for each client typo,Workers who have attended training sessions held by LRSE staff-have oftenspoken of their feelings of helplessness when confronted with suspected victims .of abuse who refused assessment and services. Concerns over. .protecting clients'rights in potential guardianship situations. And questions about the proper use,of. legal representation for agency staff and clients in such situations Were oftenexpressed by workers. These problems can be lessened and in many cases solvedif agencies have a list of steps and time frames which should be followed,Whenworkers are confronted with such situations. e

CASE PROTOCOL FORMAT
IThe protocols follow the same bast format, as outlined below:Type of ellent.

Characteristics of such a client-
Outline of case plan.
Initial case contact.
Initial case assessment?
Case evaluation and case pion development : general 'considerations.Case evaluation-and case plan development: specific, considerations.- The protocols discuss social work techniques for assessing and handling cases..Legal dames concerning the particular type of Victim are reviewed. Financial,housing and support services issues are also examined: ,For purposes of this manuai, the protocols 'do not refer to the laws of anyspecific state. Therefore, when dealing with a particular legal issue, a workershould seek iegal counsel in his/her state.

84
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CASE PROTOCOL No. 1

Type of Client: Competent, consenting client. -

Citaracteristics of client:
The person is an alleged or actual ictim of abuse, neglect, exploitation', or

abandonment. (These four are hereafter referred to generally as "victimi-
zation" and the term "abuser" will generally refer to persons responsible for
any of the. four types of victimization.)

The person is legally competent, and has not been adjudged incompetent,
by a court of law and/or has not had a full guardian appointed to oversee
his, her life or assets. Nur has the client been committed to an institution by
a court of,law.

The person untter.ktaloirw-filit has happened to him/her and desires to take
action to halt further victimization.

OUTLINE OF A CASE PLAN

Initial Case Contact: A worker in a community agency receives a report of,
or uncovers a case of snspected abase, neglect, exploitation, or abandonment. This
report will, in. all likelihood, be from a third party and not from the victim.

Initial Case Assessment: The worker contacts the victim/client to diseliss the
#aublera, verify .tile reported ,lictimization, gather further inforniation and 'dis-
cuss methods far resolving the problem.

The worker Should remember that the client has the right to reject any -un-
wanted intrusions into his/her life and that this initial case assessment visit may
be considered such an intrusion. The worker should use all of his/her skills to
make the client feel that the initial assessment is a Rositiv,e interaction.

if the client refuses to have anything to do with the worker and expresses a
desire to be left alone, the worker must respect this right to privacy. The worker
should.. receive atlear indication from the client that he/she wishes to proceed
with the ease before proceeding further.

The worker should also remember that-the client has a right to privacy and
confidentiality concerning anything discussed with the worker. Before proceeding
with further investigations and interviews with other parties, the worker should
request and receive permission to do so from the client (in Writing, if possible).

If the worker has already determined that he/she will not be the primary
worker on this case, then he /she should discuss this with the client and clearly
indicate that another person .A11. be contacting tin; client in the near future
on this matter. This transfer of worker responsibility iscritical and should be
handled withtreat sensitivity to the clienCs4beeds. The initial worker shoilld
.thoroughly brief the nev worker on the facts of the caseand accofnpany the new
worker on the first visit.

Information which the wor4ier should attempt to elicit from the client at the
initial meeting includes the following

Health condition and name of client's doctor or primary healthcare
facility. .

Sources of income.
Family members.
The nature of the lit ila arrangements,..g.g., who owns lime or who pays

the rent,.
Whether ,,the person has friends nearby whq might be available to pro-

vide assistance,or support.

CASE EVALUATION AND CASE PLAN DEVELOPMENT: (YENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Case kaluation anti case plan, detelopnieht follow a determination by the
worker that the client is a victim sense, negle'ct, exploitation, or abandon-

'meld. This step may begin at le time of the initial case assessment described
above, depending upon whether the worker Initially involved in the case will
handle it throughout or will lie transferring the case to another (specialized)
worker.

Case evaluation consists of a complete investlgatiolf anal analysts. The de-
velopment of a case plan is based upon this evaluation and lefty actually include
the development of two or three potential plans which will be discussed with
the client. These plans slitdd be based upon the premise. that there are likely to
be a number of possibie're'sponses to actions taken by the client and worker and
that contingency plans -need to be available.
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The case evaluation should, of course, be conducted. by the primary worker -
on the case, probahly the protective services worker if one is available. With
the client's agreement, the worker should seek additional information concern-
ing the client's problem from other persons who know, the client. These persons
might imitate other Lase workers, the client's physician. visiting nurse or mental
health worker, senior center or nutrition site staff. and neighbors or friends. In
addition. the worker may at this point.wish to consult with a formal protective
services committee which may have been established in the area in order to
complete a thorough assessment of the client's status, This fact gathering and
analysis process should provide the information needed+ to develop the case
plan (s ). . ...

trhe development&of a case plan. as indicated above, consists of a number of

Vy want to draw upon
alternative courses action

worker w ill probanay

be pursued with and un behalf of the
client. In developing the case plan.
the knowledge of the local protective services committee, if it exists, or, alter-
natively, may wish to consult with a physician, nurse or mental health worker,
a lawyer, or another protective services worker.

, If, legal advice is sought, the worker should be certain to consult with an.at-
turney who is not.likely to be call upon to provide legal advice or representa-
tion to the client on the.same prob ni at a later date. This is important because
a' lawyer may only represent one person in a given case, and the worker and
client du not necessarily- sharetbe same interests at a4 U times. Legal advice
Which the wOrker may require includes:

The definition of competency upder the guttedia14ip lawk and whether
, .the.client appears to be competent /hider that definitiomN

How to petition for a guardianship or conservatorship.
Whether criminal acts have been committed.
'Possible alternative legal methods of handling cases of financial exploita-

tion. .
AThe implications Of using a domestie violence statute.

What the worker's liability nifty be in investigating the cast!
Once case plan alternatives have been; der eloped, the Waiter should again meet

with the client ( or talk un the telephone, if,a meeting simply is not possible) to
discuss the alternatives. This is obviously a critical point in the worker/client
relationship. The worker needs.to be especially supportive, setulitive, patient, and-' lucid in presenting aiternath es and likely outcomest The client's right to ,self:
determination should be the primary consideration at this point. A clear egret ,
ment should be reached as to the next Steps to be taken.

a

CASE EVALUATION AND frASE PLAN DEVEV LOPMENT; SPECIFIC CONSIDER4TIONS

In condbcting the case evaluation and developing case- plan(s) for a com-
petent, consenting client the toljencitig specific cpniiderations need to be
'examined: . . ,

'4.. Ezisfence ofyictimi, zation
. .

The incident (s) of victimizAtion needs io be verified and additional information
obtained. Witnesses Ifeip but are not absolutely necessary if the client is com-
petent and willing to act on hiS or her own behalf.. .''.Competency of the Individual ,

If the client does not have a guardian or has not been lbgally committed to an
Institution and clearly cati function In daily life without threat to him/herself,
then the 'client is aljnost certainly competent. Therefore, use of guardianship or
commitment procetihres need not be considered by the Worker as possible remedies
forfke victimizatil

Sinene workers fget this-in difficult cases and return to guardianship as a
possible rethedy,because all other alternatives appearimpossibie. This is a rather
self-defeating behavior on the worker's part.

.The questions for the worker, then, are : -'
Is the victimization which has occurred the type of action for which civil

or criminal relief may be sought with expectation of success?
it so, does the client/victiul wish to make use of this remedy now?
If the -answer is yes to; the two previous yptestions, what precautions

_ should be taken with the client befOre actually seeking theourt's helpe.g.,
to make sure'the client is not alone with the abuser when notification of the
court action is given to the abuser? ,

.4079-490 0 81 - 7
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What support services will the client neeonce the co rt order is obtained
and the abuser is restrained and/or removed from the ho se?

Some clients will be ready to use legal action and may pr ceed with a lawyer.
In most states4here are elderly law pro3ects,,anti the client in y obtain free legal
assistance from Those. programs.

If the client is not prepared to utilize legal remedies ini s Ily, two points
shdhld be remembered-First, only the victim can file complaints ith the court ;the worker or a friend cannot file the'complaint on behalf of t e victim.

Second, while the client may be unwilling to use this remedy itiaklys s/hemay be willing to do so later. The worker may therefore wish t. 'raise thispossibility again at a later date.
If the client does wish to make use of a legtil remedy, the worker, lent, and

the client's lawyer., if onels obtained, should develop a complete-strategy. 4,deol-
sion should be made as to what relief to seek. Based upon that decisiettsplaiir
should be made to assure the safety of the client prior to and/immediately afterthe complaint Is filed and the abuser receives notice.

These plans may, include:
Arranging for temporary housing for the client.
Arranging for the worker or another person to stay with the client fora.period of time.
Arranging for the client's lawyer or a police officer to be present to

persuade the abuser that the court action 'sin serious matter.
Before seeking a court order. the worker, client, and client's lawyer should

ite confident Mt they can get the court to agree to Issue the order and that they .can arrange whatever services will be needed. This, again, may involve:
Locating temporary housing for the client.
A conversation between the client'slawyerr and the abuser concerningthe complaint.
Id4ntification of additional emergency financial resources for the client.

FINANCIAL 18817E8 \

Money is a critical concern in most cases of elder tirctimization. eP oAsible
, remedies for the problem may also include arranging for some financial protec-tion for the client/victim.

Many eases of abuse appear to result from pres;ures and/or arguments overmbney. Some cases involve the abuder's financial problems which are exacer-
bated by having to stfpport the. older person for whom the abuser is the principal
caretaker. Other cases involve an elder victim who is subjected to abuse because

's/he refuses to turn-over funds to the abuser.
Typical cases involve so-called "friends" or family members why steal or extortfunds from the older person. These cases sometimes involve physical abuse aswell as exploitation.
The facts ofthe specIfic case will determine what alternative financial plans

are developed. Certain steps should be taken by workers in most cases of abuseand/or exploitatibn and i some cats of negIcct.and abandonment.
-Investigation and Analysis lient's Income and Assets

Askingoersons about their incomes and assets is a touchy subject and a clearintrusion intotrthe person's private affairs. Such inquiries must be handledsensitively, discreetly and with proper explanation to the client as to why theworker wants the Information.
Ip cases where there Is financial exploitation, the worker and client shouldattempt to make aconiplete listing of all current income sources (SSI,,Social

Security, pensions, interest or dividends, etc.).
The,worker *should find out ;.

When the income is delivered to the client.
To whom it is sent, e.g., is the SST sent to the Client or a representativepayee? - - -

,What the current practice is for bundling this Income when it arrives._ -i.e., who cashes the Checks.
Whether the monet,is- deposited in a bank or not,

account is in the client's name.
Whether' t is a joint bank accouht, and if so, with whom.
If someone handles the funds for tfie,client, how the client obtains ca8h.and how the client gets an accounting of his/her assets..

9:7
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Whether a cofseriator or guardian handles all money matters.
Who pays household bills normally and how.

It also makes sense for the worker to obtain information on the client's other
assets. This might include-the determination of :

Who owns the house in which the client resides..
What real estate the client owns and whether the real estate is solely or

jointly owned.
Whether there are stocks or bonds and, if so, in whose name. '

- If there is a car, who is the listed owner.
Whether the client has other real property.
Whether the client has a safe deposit box and, if so, who has access to. the

box.
The above information may also be needed in cert in cases of abuse and

neglect in which a physical relocation of the client is ely. Financial informer
tion, if available, is also useful in Solving cases of aban onment.

Most of the above ihformation will be available f m the client, but it may
take a long time to develop a complete picture of th client's assets. A combina-
tion of direct questioning and careful notetaking du ng leas directed conversa-
tfoneshould produce much of the nbcessarydata. Th t's permission should
be sought before others are contacted to filLin gaps, in the client's financial e
history.;
Pose Plattning Involving inancial Matters; When a Physical Move Is Necessary.

Financhil planning is critical in cases where the client may have to more to a
new location. Planning should be designed $o assure that the client does riot lose
income or assets as a result of the move, and that the client has suffiCient rands
to survive in the new location...The workerituld client should take measures to
assure that the following will occur;

Regular income, such as SSI, 'Social Security, pensiOn checks, etc., is
sent to the new residence of the client or is directly deposited in the client's.
bank account (this may take a number of weeks prior notice in some cases).

The client's portion .of any bank account (s) is withdrawn and safely
deposited Asewhere.

The client discusses with a lawyer or bank the steps that should be taken
to prOtect any jointly held assets.

If the abuser/exploiter happens to he a representative or substitute payee,
thib designation is 'changed.

A fist of valuable persotia/ property belonging to the client is compiled
prior to the move and that property is removed from, the home with the client.

If the client has virtually -no income 6 fluid financial assets, the worker should
make ,certain- that temporary and/or long-term financial assistance is available
at the time of the move. This may mean seeking emergency aid, from churches,
the Salvation_Army;- private agencies such as Family Service Associations, Cath-
olic charities, Jewish philanthropic agencieS, or the welfare department.

Financials aid may be needed for temporary or long-term housing, groceries,
clothing, and medicine. If the client is eligible for SSI, Medicaid, and/or food
stamps and doei not earrently receive these benefits, applications should' be filed
(with the client's consent)..Federally-funded public houshig- for eligible clients
may also be explored for emergency shelter. [ See section on Aternative Hottsing,
below.]
.When Financial Exploitation Exists

When financial exploitation has occurred, a criminal act has probably been .

committed. If the client agrees,_a:criminal complaint may be filed by the client
with the_District Attprney's office. If the evidence warrants it, the D.A. will file
criminal charges against the exploiter and will attempt to recover the funds.

In certain situations the client may file a civil complaint against the exploiter
and attempt to recover damages equivalent to the funds taken. If the exploitation

client must, once again, agree to file the complaint wit e
involves consumer fraud, the Consumer Protection Act may be used to
damages, but the
court.

A competent, consenting client may agree to utilize the legal remedies described
above and ffiew-O\rker should assist the client in contacting a District Attorndy,
legal' services office. or pi yfrte attorney.

A competent, consenting client may not wish to take legal action of the type
described above, but may wish to simply prevent further losses. In that case,
the worliet should conatiddr the following.
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Financial Remedies Not Requiring Legal Action
If the exploitation act involved the exploited forcing thelvictim to sign over

benefit checks, it may be possible to prey nt a recurrence by having future checks
sent directly to the bank for deposit or by having checks sent to a representative
payee 'who will cash them and manage the funds. SSI, Social Security, and
Veterans benefits may be handled this way.

r -6While these measures. will not ensure that cash held by the client is not takernr_sirby the exploiting person. these steps ake it more difficult for the exploiter to
obtain such funds and put the exploi er on notice that l'ilie is being observed.
The worker should discuss with the cl ent whether this type of action is likely
to prompt the exploiter to retaliate in a vitient or other manner. Strategies for
protection should be discussed with the client.

If the exploiter is forobg the client to turn over cash from checks or bank
accounts, then a variation might be tried. Funds could lie deposited in a "co-
signatory account" which requires two signatures in order to withdraw funds".
This will place another roadblock in the path hf the exploiter.
. A conservatorship can be created even in cases in which the client is competent.

This applies particularly to cases in which the client is physically incapacitated.
tinder this procedure, the person appointed conservator has responsibility for .
handling the ward's financial affairs in the best interests of the ward. ihce this
takes awa,.v a substantial portion of the)client's liberty, it should only be used
when other. less restrictive remedies fail and with the clear consent of the client.

If a conservatorship is sought, serious considerationlhould be given to petition-
ing the court far a tempdary conservatorship for only such time as appeais
necessary to protect the client. from the Specific problem presented by the case
and/or for a limited conservatorship which only alloWs control over specific
financial affairs. N.

t.). useful course of action may be for the worker to discuss the situation,.either
directly or indirectly, with the exploiter in an attempt to convince him/her to
cease. If the client agrees, the worker may request an attorney to attend the
meeting as well, to further emphasize theserious nature of the matter.
'When Abuse and Exploitation Arallo,th-Inviirva

If the client lilteing abused and fithoudally exploited, as is often the case, the
remedies discussed above are appropriate, In addition. with a consenting client.
a restraining order may provide a vehicle for`obtaining relief. An order may be
sought requiring the abuser;'exploiter to vacate the home. to stop the abuse, and
to stop cashing cheCks or taking funds frOm a joint bank account.
When the Conservatat:Is the Paplgiter .-....If the exploiting person is a legally appointed rvator for the client. the
above remedies may be appropriate In most states, the worker may petition the
probate court on behalf of the ward. assumipg.the ward consents, to remove the
conservator. Legal counsel will be necessary to take this action, and the abuse
or exploitation will have to be carefully documented. 14

. ,' .
IIOUBINa ANi)\ SUPPbre ISEWES

,---. -. .
Housing and support services need to be coordinated for the client in most

eases of abu%e, neglect and abandonment and in sdfne cases of exploitation. If the,
abuse, neglect or abandorffnent 4ppeaii, to be related to family stress which is
at least partly attributable to th physical and emotional burdens of caring for ,

the elder, then alternative she ter- and/or support services may provi a
means for relleving some of that tress If the only effective preventive ni .'ure
appears to be arranging for a separation of the parties, then alternatis e ousing
and support service Planning is required. ',

When Only SupportServicesare Needed ... * '
..If the client and the abler live in the.same household or if they live apart

but the client is dependent upon the abuser for assistance with tasks of 'daily
living, and there appears little to be gained by physically separating the two
parties, then the worker and the client should determine what supportive
services the client needs which might lessen the chances of further abuse or
neglect. In order to do-this, the worker should determine what support the client
currently needs and what support the client currently receives from the abuser
and from other persons or agencies To make these determinations. the worker

.1,
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should attempt to talk with the abuser and with the service providers, if the
client agrees to such further discussions,

The communication' with the abuser may be a major step toward' preventing
further abuse or neglect. It may indicate to the abuser that s, he is not alone and
thatossistance is available.

Following these discussions, the worker should evaluate the supportive serv-
ices wM,ch are available in the client's geographic area and are needed, by the cli-
ent. After discussing this with the client and reaching agreement on which serv-
ices should be arranged, the *worker and/or client should seek to obtain-those
services To the greateSt. extent possible, the worker should have the client,
arrange fo'r these services him/herself. Substituting dependence on the worker
for dependence on the abuser is not a healthy turnabout.

Supportive services which the client may,need include :
. Homemaker or home health aid

Chore service
Visiting nurseservices
Transportation
Meals in the home or in a group setting
Assistance with shopping
Mental health counseling or therapy
Recreational or groull activities, and
Church,activities .

In addition. the-worker should attempt to communicate with the abuset
'especially if the victim and abuser are in the same household, about a services
provision plan for the abuser. If it appears that counseling, therapy, alcoholism
or drug treatment, or other such services are needed for the abuser, the worker
should attempt to work with the abuser to arrange for such-serviees.

ousing is Needed
An alternative living situation may be requirea for the client in cases of abuse,

neglect, abandonment and in some cases of exploitation. Physical moves for
clients should be viewed as the least desirable alternative since such moves
usually require the client to sever long-standing personal rtgationships as well as
emotional ties with home and possessions. Some research suggests that such
moves increase risks'of mortality.

Short-term alternative housing may be necessary if the victim obtains a re-*
straining order and/or vacate order against the abuser. Temporary removal of
the client will ensure that s/he does not have to be in the home when the order is
served on the abuSei and will provide some short -term client protection against

'possible retaliation. Temporary housing might be found in the home of a rela-
tive or friend of the client,.in a motel or hotel, or in a temporary shelter for men
or wonien who are victims of s1 t1 abuse. .

While public housing authorities do not currently treat elder victimization
cases as "emergencies" wbjch allow for immediate entry of the client into public
housing, workers should consider discussing this possibility with their local hous-
ing authority and should before an actual case arises. Public-AR-liming mfghf `!
become an alas* resource

If it appeals that the client and the abuser need to he separated because of
° abuse, wit opposed to neglect, the worker should encourage the client to file a peti-

tion to require the abuser to vacate the current home. This will require the abuser
and not erly victim to make the physical move. This can normally be done
if the victim o s the home or pays the rent on the housing, but is less likely- if
the abuser owns the home or pays the rent.

If there Is no alternative available which will allow, the client to remain in the
home, the worker should assist the client in finding permanent alternative hous-
ing. If the current Hying situation is dangerous to the client, it may require the
worker tp seek short-term and Jong -term housing options at the same time.

The difficulty of finding alternative housing and the poor health of many vic-
o.timized elders freqnently lead workers to the conclusion that hospitals or nursing

homes are the best placements for their clients. Before recommending such a
placement to the client, the worker should be certain that this move is in the best"
interests of the clipnt.

Before any alternative housing move is made, the worker and client should'
complete the financial and supportive service plinning assessment discussed
above to assure that the,client has his /het financial well-being protected and that '

' the necessary support services will beavailable as soon as the move is made. Even ,
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when the client la the person who moves, it may be wise to obtain a restraining
Order againSt an abuser if retaliatibn 0 continued abuse appear likely.

Since some clients may be on medication or under regular medical care, the'
worker and client should be certain that any physical move does out interfere
with such treatment. The cltent's nurse or physician shon1;1,13t. consulate(' about
the possible effects of such a move and appropriate protective measures taken.

All of the measures described above need to be accompanied by a close nd
caring relationship between the worker ind client Weeks or months may pass
before a successful resolution is achieved.

CASE gROTOCOL No.

Type of Client: Competent, non-consenting client.
Characteristics of Clithit:

Theperson is an allaed or actual victim of abuse, neglect, exploitation,
or abandonment these four hereafter referred to as victimization.

The person is legally competent and has no! been adjudged incompetent
by a court of lav and therefore has not had a full guardian appointed to
oversee his/her life or assets. Nor has the client been connpitted to an.in-
stitiftittlx by a Court of law.

The person tulderstands what lia:4 happened to him/her and does not at
present desire to taRe action to halt further victimization, and may dot be

, prepared tolamit that victimization has occurred., , . ..OUTLISE OE CASE PLAN ---7\

Initial Cage rantact: A (porker in a community agency receivds a report of or.
uncovers a citSC,Of suspected abuse, neglect, exploitation, or, abandonment. This
report will Irvidtlikelihood be from a thifd party and not Xrom the client/victim.At this poit, (worker may or may not have an indieation that the client
does not dew4 <take action td halt.furthervictimization.

Initial goia segment: The worker contacts the victlpi/client to discuss'
the problein; b fy the reported Victimization. gather further information, and
discuss me for resolving the problem.

If the Work suspects that the client is not prepared to admit vicatnization
And/or to til ction to halt further incidents, the workbr should bes,conscious
that thik lid contact may either open xi.dialogue with the chebt or end it.
If the workeMiloes not linow how receptive the client will be to this initial
contact, theri,he worker should ,proceed on the assumption that the client,
will, at:Mintikitz' a, be hesitant to take action.Thwor ,ohould try to establish rapport with the client u hile gathering

tilizing non-direettve questions, The corker should not press the
e'client appears hesitant to give information abourthe alleged _vic-

e goals of the initial case assessment are:
ialegue ti

'titer information and attempt to verify- whether victimization exists.
n whether pie client desires assistance to prevent further vie-

-IA on.
fl+determine 'I If other supportive services are needed.

cat has the Bight to reject any iniwanted intrusions into his or her life.
Is fnitial case assessment visit may be considered such an intrusion. The
/airAbuld use all of his/her skills to make the clibut feet that this.is a posi-

-tlyekhtki,getion. If tilt client refuses to have anyllftg to do with the worker
-o4 OxPres.W.s-la desire to be left alone, the uorkef must respect this right to

cfc*:"The worker should 'receive a clear indication from the client,that s/he;ivi0 proceed with the case before proceeding further him/herself.
i e client's right to refuse sty assistance of any kind: including further

vf.stits& in the worker. The worker-shoat:I accept the client's decishin and ter-
InifutitAhe relatiopship. ,..*,

,To' I certain that the client defInItely, .not wish to have any. further
pont,10. Oho worker shonlif ask they client w er s/he, is sure that s/he dries
not X lit any of thetservices which are available. This should be done by de-
serthi eachserviceindiiziduallv.

drker shOuld record these events fully in elte client file for future refer-
. &We and for hiS/lier own self-protection.

'`,,ThICeelationship between the client and worker should continue if the client
OitusOg to ,either admit that victimization has occurred or desires to take no

- 7
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action 'to prevent further incidents, but does desire either continued contact
with the worker or other supportive services. With many competent, non- consent-
ing victims, this contact may be the most to be achieved at the conclusion of
the initial assessment. '

The clie4t has a right to privacy and confidentiality concerning anything dis-
cussed with: the worker. Before proceeding with further investigations' and
interviews with other parties, the worker should request and receive permission
to dc1S-6-front the client (in writing, if possible): .

G. CASE EVALUATION AND CASE PLAN DEVELOPMENT: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
/

. The worker and his/her supervisOr should begin the process of conducting
a case evaluation and-developing a case plan if the worker is reasonably certain
that the client has in fact been sictimized and the client has not terminated the
worker/client relationship. The client will control this process.

The worker and his/her supervisor should determine whether the worker
will continue to be the primary worker or whether' it should be transferred to
a protective service worker or someone else with more time to devote. If it is
decidtd that the worker will change, the worker should discuss this with
the client and clearly indicate that another person will be cont
intithe near matter.Thi r o worker responsibility is
cr tical and should be ,handled with great sensitivity to the client's needs. TM,
initial worker should accompany the new 'worker on his /her' first visit to the
client and should thoroughly' brief the.new starker on the facts of the case.

The case evaluation will have to proceed slowiy, possibly extending over weeks_
or months. It should be ,controlled by the client's willingness to allow it to
proceed. Until the 'client agrees to allow the worker to discuss the case with other
persos,, the worker _has'a responSibility to protect the client's privacy by not
contacting others (family, friends, other, service workers, etc.) to learn more

*about the client.
With "a competent, non-consenting client, the case plan should be

To carry out the client's wishes for further contact and services, to the
extent that those desires are possible and apprOpriate.

TO build 9. trusting relatio4ship, with the client which will result,in the
cclient's calling u' on the worker for assistance With the victimization or with

other Woblems.
The worker should continue to piece together the true facts of -the case and

provide such support as the client needs and wants.
While the client may never admit that victimization is occurriag, s/he may

agree to accept assistance which will alleviate 4ome.of,the causes of the problem.
To the extent that the client Agrees to accept Assistance for other problems.

s/he will also be ,broadening the access the worker has to other workers who
ave-had tontaet with-the-clientWith tile-ritent's per mtsaimi; thework may

discuss the case with these other Workers.
When the worker _has developed alairly complete profile of the client and his/

her problems, s /he may present thelacts of the ease to,a local protective services
'cocamittee, a physician, nurse, mental health worker, law eri,prIther protectlyd
services worker. The client's identity should be concealtdut sufficient facts
should be presented to alio* for a discussion of the case. In this waylthe worker
may elicit ideas on hOPZ, best to proceed with the case without violating the
client's right to privacy.

As soon as the worker has a fairly complete set of facts concerning the case,
the worker should develop a case plan consisting of a number a alternative
courses of action Nfticla focus on providing support services and/or nrotectilin
of ale cilent and his/her prope4y. Fhe case plan should have as its goal the
prevdntion of further victimization even if the client never admits that it exists.

.

CASE EV,ALNATION AND C ASE PLAN' DEVELOPMENTS SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS

In conducting thekcase evaluation and developing.case plans for a Competent,
non-consenting client, the procedures described in the protocol for the competent,
consenting client may be followed (and therefore Wilt not be repeated in this
protocol 5, with the following differences :

'Existence of Victimiztion o
The instances) of victimization will have to be discoVered.and verified with-

out the client admitting its existence in most cases, Therefore, the worker will
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frequently need to use indirect questioning, to obtain this iiiformatiOn. Fre-, .
4uently, the worker will need to intuit what the problem is, which means that

.1 the workers needs to be very careful not to jump To the wrong conclusioni.
Competency of the Individual

If tape client does not have a guardian or has not been legally committed to an
institution and clearly cart function in his/her daily life without threat to him,
Herself, then the client is almost certainly competent. Therefore, use of guardian-
ship or commitment procedures need not be considered by the worker as possible
remedies.

U.so of an Abuse Prevention or Domestic Violence Act
In the case of a competent, non-consenting client, /victim of abuse, the use of an

AbOse Prevention or Domestic Violence Act (if the state has one) will not be
Possible as the victim is the only one who can file a petition with the court under
such an Act. Until- the client admits that the abuse is occurring and agrees to
take action under the Act, this remedy will not be availablq At a later date the
worker may want to again-raise the possibility of Using the Act,

r
FINANCIAL; HOUSING, AND/OR SUPPORT SERVICES ISSUES

Bas' ally, the same alternatives available te the worker who has a competent,
'consm ing client are available for a competent, non-consenting client. The dif-
terehc is that the'client will probably not admit that the 3, ictimization is actually

-occurring, but may admit that certain specific actions "might help" him/her
function more effectivelye.g., changing the representative payee for tile Social
,Security check might help him/her have eitsier access to funds ; having a home-
maket or transportation to the doctor might help the family care for the client ;
OFgettifig out to a Senior Center or to a meals siee might be enjoyable.

TheinahLgoal of cases involving competent. non-consepting clfents who appear
to be victims of abuse, neglect, exploitation, orabandonment is to prevent further
victimization by providing support which they will allow, If cessation of abuse
or neglect can be achieved without the client admitting' that there is such a
problem, so be it. Certainly acknowledgement of ;lie problem helps the worker,
but such an acknowledgement is not crucial to successful resolution of the case.

CASE PROTOCOL No. 3

Type of Client: Einergen0 case client.
Characteristics of Client: ,

The person is the actual victim of abuse, neglect, exploitation or abandon-
ment. (These four are hereafter generally referred to as.41ctimization.)

° The result(s) of the victimization place the_perSoiLin jrnmediate_danger
of irreparable harm to self and/or property.

.
The person may or may not be legally competent, may or may -loot. have

been judged incompetent by a court of law, and therefore may or may not
have had a full guardian. appointed to oversee his/her life or assets. The
client is not currently committed to an institution by a count of law.

The,,person may or may not understand what has happened to him /her
and may or may not desire to take action to treat the results of the
victimization'. .

ouTUNE OF CASE PLAN
1 e,

Initial Case Contact: A worker in a community agency receives a report of or
uncovers a.case of suspected abuse, neglect, exploitation or abandonment which
places the person in immediate danger of irreparable harm to self and/or ptop-
erty. This encounter, with the person may be the result of a chance meeting or a
report from someone elSe.

Initial Case Assessment, Et aluation and Case Plan Development: Unitjie other
cases of elder victimization, energency cases are unique in that the assessment,
evaluation, case plan development ant implementation must be done in a very
short period of timesometimes hours or maybe one or two days. As a result, the
effectiveness of the assessment, evaltuition and case planning take on 41eighteneil
importance.

The client has the right-to reje6t any unwanted intrusions info his or('her lifer,
This Initial case assessment visit may be considered such an intrusion.
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The right is inherent and may be infringed upon offly if the person has beep
3. judged incompetent by a court of law or if the public health and safety demandsdr allows this infringement. The worker should use all of his or her -persuasive

powers to get the client/victim to agree to act in guch a way as to protect
him /herself from further liarm.

Typical emergency cases involve clients who are or appear to be in severeheed of medical attention due to-neglect or abuse. Sometimes the emergency
is not a health emergency, but instead is a financial emergency in *which the
victim dv being exploited by another party and is in imminent danger of losingall or a substantial part of his/her funds or property. In any of these cases,
the client may be competent, incompetent or apparently so, unconscious or semi-conscious.

Cliciits in a IfediCal or Financial Emergency
In cases in which the client is or appears to be in a medicgency, tnew i tea, w o as been severely physically

I I to t

abused or has peen the victim of severe neglect either imposed by others orself-inflieted In cases of financial emewncy, the worker may encounter a client
who is in the process of being severely exploited by some person or is mis-managing his/her finances.

The worker's first encounter with this type of client will normally be eitherthrough it referral from another worker or through a home visit to one of theworker's own clients. In these cases, access to the client is usually* no Mat
problem since the worker either already has a good relationship with the clientor can gain access by being accompanied by the worker or. person making thereferral.

If, however, the worker gets a report from someone who will not accompanythe worker or (oes not know the client personally, then access may be a problem.If, the client is unconscious, access is certainly a problem, but normally the
police can be prevailed upon to let a worker into the person's.-home.If the client is conscious, the worker must receive_Rermission from the client -to take any action. It this consent is not received, the.worker may not proceedwithout additional police or court-gfanted authority.

The worker should be especially careful not to over-react to cases of suspectedvictimization: The mere fact that the person is living in sordid conditions doesnot mean that an emergency exists. The worker needs to assess whether tlesituation is actually life-threateningor will cause irreparable harm to the person.Most of the Information the Worker will receive will come directly from theclient. If the client is in a:severe health condition, the worker should ask theclient the name of his/her physician or health facility for a quick consultation.

POBBIBLE LEGAL RETAZDIES

Abus,c--P14vention or Dotriestie-Violence Acts
--If the vietim*Is competent but non-consenting, the civil remedies will not beavailable to halt further abuse. If the client consents, itatutesin some.statesallow the courts to act within hours to order the abuser to halt the abuse andpossibly to vacate. The client must simply demonstrate that the abusive sit-uation is immediate and dangerous to his/her safety. Orders issued in thisemergency situation are normally valid until the end of the next regular courtworking day, at which time additional protective orders must be sought.Some states require the police to use all reasonable means to prevent furtherabuse if there is reason to believe that a family or housetfold member 44 been ,abused and,if the abuseis immineqt and seeking a court order would take toolong. This may include; .

Staying on the scene as long as there is danger to the physical safety ofthe person.
Assisting the person In obtaining medical treathient, including drivingthe person to the emergency room a the nearest hospital.
.Giving the client immediate notice of his/her rights.
Arresting the abuser if there is probable cause to believe a felony has .been committed, or if a misdeameanor has been committed in the officer'spresence. Informing the abused peison that s /lie can file criminal complaintsfor threats, assault and battery, etc. .

0
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Once the .abused person has-obtained a protective order-from the court, any
. violation of the order is a crime. Violation ,of the order makes the violator_

subject to immediate arrest if the police has probablb cause to believe that the
order has been violated. '., r
Temporary Guardianship or Conservatora p I

If the client appears to be incompetent and is in nn emergency situation, such
as acute illness, a Qetition for a tem rary guardianship or conserutorship
may be filed. 4n attorney is usually nee ed to file the petition. Depending upon
the facts of the case, the court may y duce or eliminate notice requirements
'to the proposed ward and his/her nearest relatives. The cage.-may be 'heard

/... Because this Iemedy is so great an evasion of the person's`rights and because
audideeided within a matter of hou or days, depending upon the emergency.

notice requirements may have beep severely reduced, the court will require
rang ev=idence ot the person's incompetence and the emergency nature of the

'case. , I.,,, /
/

If the temporary guardianshilfor conservatorship is granted, it is time-limited
and usually renewable onl, once, The guardianship or conservatorship may be
either' broad or limited to may certain types of decisions and actions. Normally,
the courts grant broad orders/ unless specifically requested to grant limited
orders. . 4 .

Emergency Commitment
TIte mdst restrictive reme y for.finy,gase, emergency ors not, is civil commit-

ment. It should be resorted to only in extreme cases. Civil Commitment is the
process by which a court 6 ders a person to be invoruntarily confinki for treat -
ment-in a mental hospital.

CivIrcomulitment may, e ordered only if strict criteria are met such as:
The person is mentally ill, Ile., has a substantial disorder of thought, mood,

perception, orientation or memory which grossly Impairs judgment, behavior,
capacity to reCogniXe reality, or ability to meet tht ordinary denlands of life;

The person is s own torbe dangerous to a degree that failure to confine
wouldwould create a li elihood of serious harm toself or others; and

Commitment i the least restrictive alternative. -.
A person may be committed involunthrily for a short period (usually a matter

of days) upon application to a mental hospital by certain persons, such as:
A physician designated by the facility;
.A police dicer acting in an emergency where no designated physician is

available ; / .

A trial co in judge, after notice and hearing. -
1

"Specifics of ebergency civil commitment vary from, state to state.
,If , application. is made by_a_physician or police officer, the person may be held

during this time period without judicial intervention. However, the person must
be given an immediate psychiatric examination, if none wag' undertaken prior to
admission, a.nd &Int be advised of his/her right to be admitted voluntarily.
Additionally., a determination Must be made at admission that confinement is the

-least restrietive alternative,
y What hAppens after the Semporary tonfinement? Thy person must be released
'unless the superintendent of the facility, or other authorized person, petitions
the court for an extended involuntary commitment prior to The expiration of the
temporary period. The person may remain hospitalized on a voluntary basis. '
Once the petition is filed, the person/fail be detained until a court hearing andl;
the case is decided. Thus, an individual libspitalized on an emergency basis May be
confined beyond the initial ,temporary peilod, .often for several weeks or more,
by the filing of a petition. " , , . .

After the petition is filed, the court must notify the person and legal guardian
of the Court's receiptf the petition and of the date on which the hearing on the
petition will be held. Unless the hearing is waived in writing, the Court must
then notify the person, his /her lawyenand, nearest relative or guardian of the
time and place of the hearing.

As noted earlier, the person has the right to be represented by counsel and to
have counsel appointed if she/he cannot afford to ,hire a lawyer. At the hearing,

, the lawyer may call witnesses qn behalf of the patient, cros§-examine the hos-
pital's witnesses (ittchlding the psychiatrist), and demand pro action of medickt1
records and other documents. `the patient also has the right to an independent
psychiatric examination. If thd judge finds that criteria for commitment are met
and that the facility offers the least restrictive alternative for treatment, &a-
tinned confinement will be ordered. -
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FINANCIAL, HOUSING AND/OR SUPPORT SERVICK. ISSUES

The same actions available to.the worker who has a competent, consenting
client are available to emergency eases. (See competent, consenting client pro-
tocol for detailed description of activities the worker should consider and/or
undertake). However, the worker must conduct Tany of these activities under
severe time constraints.

It is in emergency cases that the value 8f prtitocols, pre-planned community
responses, local protective senlces' confimittees and formal and informal inter-
agency connections pay the greatest dividends.

Privacy and confidentiality have a way of Wing liolated in cases of perceived
emergencies The worker should, if possible, obtain the client's consent to talk
about the ease with other persons as necessary t_ harm_to-the-
client. If the consent cannot De obtained because of the client's incapacity, the
worker should discuss the case with others only to the extent absolutely neces-
sary to meet the,client's needs.

If the client' refuses t6 allow the worker to discuss the case with others, the
worker should proceed only if he /she is certain that the client would suffer
irreparable harm due to the emergency-nature of the situation.

In emergency cases, there is likely to be a need for extensive support services,
financial aid, and housing assistance. The worker may have to devote many
hours to these tasks in a short period of time.

The client in most situations has a right.to refuse assistance, These refusals
snobin be documents in-the -case -record with- the -date, tip, -and worker's
signature.

. CASE PROTOCOL No. 4

Type of Client: Incompetent client. '
Charatteristie8 of Client: -

The person is'an alleged or actual victim of abuse, Aeglect, exploitation,
or abandonment (generally referred to as victimization).
, The pers(in Is legally incolnpetent,.,vvhichans
s S/he has been judged incompetent by a court of law and/or has a

full guardian appointed to oversee his/her life and/or assets,;-----
Of the persou has been committed to an institution by a_colfrt of law ;
Or the person has a severely limited understanding *hat has hap-

pened tO hitn/her and may or may not admit to v mization or care
to take action to halt further episodes.

OUTLINg OF CASE P Pf
t

Initial Cam Coittaet: A worker in a co unity agency receives a r e port of
or uncoters. a case o1 snspectediictinlizatioii. At this point, the worker may
or may not have an indication that the'client is incompetent.

Initial Caw Management: The worker contacts the victim /client to discuss
the problem, verify the reported victimization, gather further information, and
discuss methods for resolving the problem.

If the worker knows that the ictim/client has a guardian or conservator,
that should not deter or prevent tile worker from meeting with the client. The
worker should be especially attentive to the clieht's ability to understand-infor-
mation which is provided and the ability to make basic decisions. The worker
should rethember that the client has only very limited authority to make his/her
owti decisions about tasks of daily living. The worker should use this visit to
try 16 gather infoimation about the client's problem, not necessarily to make
decisions wit!), the client about tasks to be undertaken in the future. .

,If the worker does not already know that the client is incompetent or might
be Judged so,by a court of law, this possibility probably- becorad apparent
to the woeiter--as the interview progresses. The worker should attempt to dis-cern whether the client has real problems understanding the-basic 'facts and,
concepts, and whether die client, can care for his/her basic needs or recognize
and cope with potentially harmful situations.

The primary ptyrpoge of t4is visit should be to gather information about theclient's perceived needs and' his/her situation ; secondly, to begin to evaluate
the client's competence; and thirdly, to determine what further assistance isneeded.

After the visit to the client, the worker should record in the case tilt' his/her
observations concerning the client's needs, Hying situation, ability to under
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Stand bjiSie facts, make basic decisions, and pro% ide for basic needs-. This is
impoythnt so comparisons can be made. in the future concerning the client's
abilities to function at different times. The case record over a period of time

ould show whether the client is Inure lu.c.id and capable at one time than
Z. another.'

The client has the right to reject any umlauted intrusiceis into his or her
life. The initial assessment tviSit may be considered such au int-rusion.. The
worker should use all of his her skills to make the client feel that this isra
positive interaction. If the client refuses to hale an thing to do with the worker
and expresses a desire to be leftr,ftione. the corker must respect this right to
privacy. The worker should receive a clear indication from the Client that he/
she Wishes to proceed with the case before proceeding.

If the client clearly states that he does not need or want assistance in-
cluding further visits from the woi7kers that is the client's right. The worker-
should terminate the relationship. I; the worker believes the client is inconi-

1 petent and without a guardian then s/he shuuld discuss this With the agency
.supervisor to determine %% hether the agene3 on its ol%n behalf, ur through family
or friends of the client. should pursue the appointment of a guardian or con-
servator for the client.

The worker should ask the client whether s/he is sure that s/he does not want
any of the aVailable services. This should be done by describing each service
individually. Amor

The worker should record these ev,ents, krecisely in the .client file for future
reference and for self-protection. '

If the-client refuses to 'either ostnit that victimization-has_occorred or desires__
to take no action to prevent fuefhei'episudes, but does desire continued contact
with the worker or other supportive services, the relationship between the client

4

and worker should continue. Continuing contact may be the.most that can be
achieved at the confusion of the initial case assessment.

If the 'worker knows that the client has a guardian or conservator and the
client agrees to some further contact. the worker should ask the client for per-
mission to talk with the guardian or conservator, Wthat appears necessary. If
the client says no, the +Porker should. accept that. However, if the worker feels
very strongly that such a contact is necessary, she might tell the client that

's/he will only proceed with the case if allowed to talk with the guardian or
conservator. If the'client says no, the worker has the choice of. withdrawing
from the case.

The client has a right to privacy and confidentiality concerning 'anything dis- .
cussed with the worker. Before proceeding with further investigations and in-
terviews with others, the worker should request and receive permission to do so
from the client (in -Writing. if possible.).

CASE EVALUATION AND CASE PLAN DEVELOPMENT i GENERAL toNEIDERATIONS

If the worker is certain or reasonably certain that the client has been victim- Sized and that client wants to continue the NI, orker/cHent relationship, the worker
and his/her supervisor shoiild conduct a case evaluation and develop a caseplan.

The worker and the supervisor should determine %% hether the worker will
continue to be the primary worker on the case or whether it should he transferred
to,a protective service"worker or to someone eise,rith more time. If it is decided
that the worker,will not be the primary worker on thig case, then the worker
should discuss this with the client and clearly indicate that another person will he
contacting the client in the near future. The transfer of worker responsibilityis critical and should h 11 ndied,with great sensitivity to the client's needs.
The initial worker shoulc ief the new\ worker on the facts of thf case and
accompany him/her on the st visit. .

In cases invoking incom tent or appantlY incompetent clients, there are
three client types:

-kclient who indicates .that His/her guardian or Conservator is thevictimizer..
A,client who belieVes that his/her *mrdian, or conservator is the
A client who,Napp6ars to be incompetent thit has not yet been legally judged

incompetent. .

The three types of cases will need different treatment. In the, first two cases,he client alreadrhas a guardian or conservator'. The primary role of the Worker
,
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will be to work closely with the client to attempt ie determine if thZ guardian orconservator is in fact victimizing the client or otherwise neglecting his/herduties If so, 'the worker should attempt to have the surrogate emoved by thecourt and Ita"ozneone else appointedif thitt is still necessary. f the alleged ,neglect of duties is not verified, the worker 'should attempt to make this clear tothe client and ask perdission to discuss the matter with the guardian or ,conservator.
t . -In cases in which the client /victim apparently is incompetent nut has no , 4.guardian or conservator, theprimary role of tIlb worker will be to work withthe chent to attempt to cream a situation in which the pr;.blein is alleviated, and , .the client receives the least restrictive prOtectivecaretrequired. This may require .that a petition be tiled to appoint a guardian or conservator for the client.In cases involving incompetent or apparently incompetent clients, the workershould seek tt' advice of an attorney and a local protective services committee. 0These eases miyolve legal, medical, and mental health issues, and usually require

.,.interagency cooperation- ....1 ..

The central issue in cases involving an incompetent client without a guardia40.or conservator is the client's ability to rive consent. The worker may reach 11W 'point where s/he must decide whether the client has the ability to consent. If .44the worker decides the client lacks this capaeity, the. worker mutt decide whetherandhOw to proceed. 0 . - v .'If the decision is to proceed, the ivorker should seek to lia4 a guariliado con-seevatr appointed. At this point, the worker no longet represents the cftent'sinterests, necessarily, and should therefore help the client sbtain a lawyer torepresent his/her interests at the court hearing.The worker leas a responsibility to protect the click's privacy'. Once theNN orker -MVPs-, for-ii- guardianship; conservittershlp, or comtultraeur,J11-are ,
is still a responsibility to' maintain the client's privacy and, to reveal only the ,- ' .facts concerning the anent as are necessary and legally permissible fa- the .limited obJective(s) lising'sotight.

sit 'to . . .. .
,cAsE EVALTIATI01:7 AND CASE PLAN DEVELOPMENT : SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS t

In conducting the case evaluation and developing case plans for anincompetentclient, the procedus described in the protocol for the competent, consentingclient may be followed to a great extent (and therefore will not be'repeated inthis protocol), with the following difference: t

- Existence of victimization . 111,

The incidence of victimization must be discovered and verified with the per-tIttssion of a client. who may lack mental competence and may have limited pe-riods of -coherence: The workermay be hesitant to accept the-assertien of the' client concerning the alleged 'victimization. In some cases, this Will make the,veri-ficatiqn process difficult.
-The worker should'seek the, consent of the client to; discuss the case with otherxpersons who may have information regarding verification. The worker shouldustftvery-means available to enable the client to understand what s/he is beingasked to content to and the conseqUences of gifing this consent. Once the consentIs or Is not given, the worker should careflillPdescrille In the case file what theClient Was-told and- the client's response. , ..

. \Use of an 21buse Prevention or Domeetio Violence Act,and other remedies itrateesof elder abuse , _
Usually-only the Victim of abuse can file a petition with 3 court under an AbusePrevention or Domestic Violence Acts There remains a major issue of whether acourt will consider the petition of a person whp has already been Judged incom-petent or who quite clearly does not understand basic facts and the implicatiotfrtof his/her decisions. At this point the _client should be,represented by legalcounsel. , , 'If the client has a non-abusive guardian or conservator, then s/he should prob-ably be the petitioner on behalf of the client. If the current guardian or conserva-tor is the abuser, then a petition should be,filed to remove the guardian,on con-servator. It may or ma'y not be necessary 'to also file a petition under tlie Abuse

Prevention or Domestic Violence Act. In the latter situation, there Must be strongevidence Jo support the removal of the guardianship, ankthe court will probablyrequire more than the.client/warit's word, ..The worker should discuss witithit/her supervisor whether the agency shouldpetition for the removal of the guardian or conservator if the .current guardian or
.- .
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conser vator is the abuser and the client/ward does not consent to the removal of
the guardian .or conservator, or, simply dues not comprehend the NN orker's .ex-
planation of what this means or will du. Generally, anyone may petition for the
removal of tlig guardian or _conservator. At the same time, a petition for a tem
porarx restraining order against the abuser might be sought to protect the client.
When neglect or exploitation existe

If abuse has not occurred but either neglect or exploitation exist, and the,client
has a guardian or conservator oris in need of one, then the follow ing actions
might be taken. .If the client has a guardian or conservator and the worker verifies that s/he
is the person responsible for the neglect or exploitation, then the worker should
informally approach the person and suggest that s, he improve his or her per-.

formance. If that should fail, the worker should,be prepared to have a petition-
filed for removal of the person as guardian ur conservator, or to arrange for a
Lawsuit against the guardian or conservator for breach of duty.

If it appears that harm might be inflicted upon the client as ft result of these
petitions, they might be filed as emergency petitions along with a request for such
restraining order or injunction as necessary,Ao prevent harm. .

The worker, cljent, and legal counsel should work together to petition for a
guardian or conservator if the neglected or exploited client dues noti have a.
guardidn or conservator put Appears to meet the standards required for creating
a guardianship or conservatorship and this would be the least restrictive
alternative.

Seeking a guardianship or conservatorship infringes ,on the client's libejty. Be-
fore seeking either remedy, the, worker should develop a number of case plans for
resolving the client's problems. Various remedies which are less restr,ictive.but
may provide 4a. means for alleviating the neglect or exploitation include the
following:

Representative payee
Trusts
Dirlset bank deposits
Joint bank accounts
Powers of attorney

Each of these remedies has limitations and, or drawbacks and therefore each
should be discussed with an attorney before recommendation to the client. If the
client is clearly incompetent, these remedies will not be appropriate.

FINANCI4L, HOUSING AND/OR SUPPORT SERVICES ISSUES

The same actions that are available, to the worker for a competent, Consenting
client are available for an incompetent client. The difference is that if the client
is incompetent, the case planning will need to be done in conjunction with the
guardian 'or conservator. If the guardian or conservator is the source of the
problem(s), then the worker may have to ask him /her to improve performance
or seek his/her replacement. The worker will then need to develop and implement
the casePlan in conjunction with the new guardian or conservator.

A responsible guardian or conservator may be all that is.aeeded to protect
the client from further victimization. But it may also be necessary to locate
alternative housing 4r provide other support services. In these cases, the goal is
to Assure that the client has a responsible surrogate and that,-through that, ,

surrogate's help, the client receives necessary services.

( PART III: DEVELOPING STATE AND COMMUNITY
. RESPONSE SYSTEMS

,' CRAFTER 7-gROTECTIVE SERVICES 'SYSTEMS

Elderly abuse-is rooted in a diyersity of factRrs, including the expectations
of family members in caring for elderly parents, family 'relationships, and the'
external and internal stresses on the family. There is no simple answer as to why'
abuse occurs. There is, likewise, no simple solution. The complexity of the problem
demands a comprehensive approach to its solution.

It. is necessary to organize the full ragefpfeKen,Mit h amassment, treat-
ment, and prevention service available to victInis an otti.sion, sometimes
with disastrous results. Emergency cases in patticular me a prompt and coin-
prehensive response. 4,

,
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Current research indicates that well- organized protective service systems gen-
erally do not exist to cope with the problem of elder abuse. In most communities,
a wide variety of health, social, and legal services are available to assist elders
who are in need, but they havp not been molded into a single, cohesive deliverysystem for abuse victims.

This chapter discusses what is needed to create such a protective service system
is; a community or state.

The model consists of :
General systems characteristics which any community should keep in mind

when setting up an adult protective services system serving abused and
neglected elders. ,

A listing of core services which are essential to any such p rotective services
system.

A listing of additional (and important) support services which are largely
unavailable in most -communities.

A delineation of those tasks which could be most efficiently undertaken ona statewideas opposed to communi4leveL

'GENERAL SYSTEMS ClaRACTERISTICS

Any effective protective services system must have two essential ingredients :
Pre-planned individual case responses or protocols which enable the system

(and its individual workers) to respond quickly and properly to the type ofcase being confroUted.
The capacity for a coordinated, interdisciplinary response,on the part of

the service system to both emergency and chronic situations.
Interdiaciplinary Respowe Nr.

Abuse is a multi-dimensional problem that requires assistance from many
service agencies. Servides which are available in a given community mdst be co-
ordinated for individual cases. An efficient means If developing this coordinated
response is the formation of a formal protective services committee composed of
representatives of agencies who agree to provide services to abused elders.

The inter - agency committee's role is two-fold :

To establish linkages between agencies that witkleaOto protocol develop-
ment and the timely coordinated delivery of services.

To provide an qn-going review mechanism for individual cases..9
CORE SERVICES IN A PROTECTIVE SERVICES SYSTEM. 4..

While the services required by individual clients will differ, a protective serv-ices network for abused elders shouldrbe_able to provide a basic group of core
'services, many of which are currently available in most communities.

These core' services can be provided through one umbrella agency or rouh---,thgformal agreements between providers. The formal agreements can be ebntracts
to purchase services, btit need not involvvt transfer of dollars. Instead of ex-
changing dollars for services, a quid p'ro quo arrangement can be made through
which units of on service are matched or exchanged for units of another service.
The Proteclive Service8 Worker

Because of the many disciplines and services whiff must be brought togetherin an abuse case, it is essential that one person be he accountable for managing
a given case. This person, the protective services worker, plays a crucial role in
linking community resources to the victim and his/her family and in assuring
the system's response to change in the victim's environment. The protective serv-
ices worker should also be the means for linking the victim's family and, ifpossible, the abuser to supportive and counseling services.

A protective services worker may be ,a worker who handles only abuser-nee-at
exploitation, or abandonment cases or a worker who handles-a- rffilge of cases.
Opinions differ as to which approacif is bests Often; iilable funding is the

must have :
determining factor. Whichever the appro , tole effective the protective services
worker'

A flexible case load. .
Authorization andiability, at any time, to devote 5 to 40 hours a week. to one case if necessary.
AuthOrization and ability to assist workers in other community agencieson their, cases so the/ Informal, mutually supportive arrangements can be

developed.
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7 A suppoRive and knowledgeable supervisor.
Adequate training prior to handling abuse cases.
A knowledge of virtually id] financial. housing, health, mental health,

legal, religious, and social services in the community.
Designating specific persons as protective services workers for abuse victith s is

an important means of assuring the system's accountability to the client. Recent
Literature also shows the importance of a stable and on-going client-worker rela-
tionship in successfully dealing with abusive situations.
A Case Assessment TRarll ti

Once a sitspected case of abuse is reported, the system must be able to valuate.
the need for services and provide the most appropriate response. In the most
complete syst6n, this assessment would be made by a team composed of.

A. physician with geriatric experience (ur a nurse clinician under the direct
supervision of a doctor) .

A trained human services professional with gerontological andcasework
experience.*

A lawyer.
A psychiatric case worker.

Not every case of suvected abuse will require a complete evaluation by every
member of the team. In some communities, resources might not be available to
haVe such a team meet regularly. In such instances. a trained worker could
perform an initial assessment, using certain pre-determined protocols for calling
in other experts to fissure access to a full range of assessnient skills.

The assessment teAm or assessment worker will need to work closely with legal
counsel. The role of the counsel at this point' is to assist the assessment team or
worker with a legal evaluation of the case and to provide legal advice as to the
proper steps to be taken by the team or worker in the case.

.
Primary Health Care Sertices

These services may be dell ered at Nome or on an Inpatient or outpatient batis.
They ipclude:

Nursing care.
Physician services.
Hospitalization.
Mental health services.
Emergency Room services. _

Athbulance service.
Legal Services

Legal services needed in elder abuse cases art of two distinct types services
!Or clients and services for workers. In cases of mentally competent clients in
which Ile client and worker agree on the case plan, the same lawyer may serve
both the client and the worker. HOwever, when the client and worker disagree on
the case plan or when the client is mentally incomp4tent and the worker wants
to petition for a guardian. conservator, or civil commitment, separate leg#.1 coun-
sel should be available to the client and the worker.

Legal services for the client may include: ,
Advice and possible representation in criminal or_eiyilectiotfOigainst the

abuser.
Acivice_on__potiintial eviction, utility shut-off, SSI or Medicaid termination,

heilltha re or social service denial. and similar matters. .

Advice and possible repre,sentation in a guardianship, conserviitorship or
civil commitment proceeding.

Advice and possible representation in a right .to treatment or a right to
ref use treatment.situation.

In cases where guaplianship or other means which woulil restrict the client's
rights are being contemplated by the protective services worker. legal counsel
for the client should be arranged as soon as such action is considered. At that
point, the system and the individual are in an adversary position, and the client
should have legal counsel to protect his/her rights.

Legal services for the client may be obtained from local legal services offices.
legal programs for the elderly funded by Area Agencies on Aging Janer the Older
Americans Act. bar association referral programs. and.private attorneys. ,

Legal counsel for workers is frequently non-existent. Agencies often view it as
an expensive frill Yet it is essential in many elder abuse cases. Specifically,
workers may need advice on matters such as :
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Worker liability for possible slander, alientation of affection, invasion of
privacy, or trespass.

Right to information under the Freedom of Information laws. ,
Issues involving responsibilities to act ur not ant in certain circumstances-

e.g., to report or not to report a crime committed by the client's family
against the client. ,

Standards for imposing a guardianship or conservatorship. .
Finally, in some cases, the worker and agency may need legal representation

to petition for a guardianship, conservatorship, or civil commitment. .

PruNiding legal counsel for both clients and w orkers Is essential in protective
services _cases. ft !kips assure that workers can best serve their clients and that
clients' rights are protected.

Legal cumisel should also be utilized for staff and community training and
education sessions on protective services issues.

These services include meals-on-wheels,^congregate meals, shopping, and cook-
ing services, and are available,thruugh local Older Americans Act nutrition pro-
grams, church groups, and other private charitable organizations.
Fidancial Assistance

In some rase of elder abuse, tire victim may lie dependent upon the abuser for
support. It is important therefore for the protective services system to have
either some cash on hand or other means for assisting the Iient through an im-
mediate financial crisis. The protective services systeni Must also he able to
handle long-term financial needs. This means the protective lezvices workers must
have a working knowledge of all income other public benefits programs.

/

Police Services
Police should be contacted when the client le in imminent danger of bodily

harm in order to assure the worker access to the premises and, if necessary, to
assist in rianovitig the client from harm. Police can ilso arrange ambulance
services.

ender sume_stste Domestic Violende -statutes, police p ay an important rolf in
protecting the victim from continuing harm, enforci g restraining or va
orders, and arranging services for the victim.

A' role fur which police presence is not appropriate s to assure access whet_
imminent danger to the, client is not a factor. Rrappropriate use of the police
by the prutectise services worker may create hostilities in the victim and faffitlY
which will be difficult taovercome. .

Homemaker/ Home Health Aide Services
Public and private homemaker, home health aide.agencies in most communities

pros ide housekeeping services, meals preparatiun, shopping assistance, and other
similar services.
Transportation

These services may be asailabld through social and health service agencies,
Area Agencies on Aging, religious groups, private charitable organizations, and
public and prix ate transportation systems. Friends and neigh!) rs may also be
helpful in providing this service.
Nutrition

'Emergency Services
The protective services system must be able to p4ovide immediate services

to diminish or prevent the threat of gri,evous bodily harm or death to a client. This
emergency capacity should include a 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week response
capacity and the following services:

Emergency housing (0 least tiyo nights duratio ).
Emergency medical care (in the home or by ambulance to service site).
Emergency funds.
Legal service ( r dvice to or representation of the client).

Emergency services should not be limited to crisi intervention. Clients re-
eels ing ekriergency services should be mainstreamed into the client pool as sptrn
as the emergency has been resolved. Reliance on crisis intervention alone results
at times in inappropriate case diagnosis or repetitive buse.e

Follow-up
All cases, regardless of disposition, should be revi wed on a regular basis.

An initial review might be conducted by the protective ervices committee within
thirty days of the opening of a case and- each ninety ays thereafter.

79..490 0 - 81 - 8
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° ,\SUPPLEMENTS TO CORE SERVICES

More of the core services listed above, while not evenly distributed or tle-. quately funded in all or even many geographic areas, do exist thrctughout most
states. The major gaps in core services are normally the lack of protective services-
workers, case management teams, and legal counsel for workers. The main need, is to organize the services into protective services systems and to assure theiravailability to victims bf abuse.

°Wel* important services listed below are often unavailable, however, and
unavailability seriously weakens the system's capability to deal with cases ofelder abuse. While individual communities may be able to establish these services
for their client, a national or state-wide effort is needed to assure their avail-ability in all areas.
Emergency Shelter/Housing

This peed constitutes perhaps the single greatest gap in services to victims ofelder abuse. Workers are frequently forced to rely on hospital and nursing
home beds for placement of abuse victims. Experience indicates that 'the lackof emergency housing ofteti results in temporary hospitalization followed byinappropriate placement in a nursing home.
In some instances, removal of the victim from the abusive situation is theonly way in which s/he can be protected. While hospitals and nursing homes

may he' suitable placements for certain individuals, alternative, _short-termoptions are needed for many others.
State or federally funded projects are required in this service area. Untilsuch programs are established, existing community facilities should be coor-dinated to help provide emergency housing. Convents, dormitories on collegecalm/Uses' guest houses, and public housing should be considered. Often spe-cial facilities and services must be, added to accommodate the needs of frailor handicapped elders.

Counseling Groups for ictints and Abusers
As indicated, one of the most difficult problems in dealing with cases of elderabuse is the unwillingness of the victim to talk about it. For various reasons,

many battered elders refuse to confront the fact of their victimization. Indi-
vidualized counseling for abuse victims is often needed throughout the investi-.
gatioll, assessment, and service delivery phases of the case. *,Group counseling may also be an effective means for helping the elder copewith %-ictimization. Models for this type of service are provided by _existing
self -help groups such as organizations

Thought_should-be-given-feCtIW formation of self-help groups for abusers.Parents Anonymous, an organization of parents ss ho have abused their children,
provides a successful model in this area.
Foster Carefor Elders

Foster care for elders is a new serviceconcept being piloted in a small numberof areas in the country. This and other long-range placement options (such ascongregate housing) are necessary for victims of abuse who can no longer livealone or who must be removed from their family's care.
Day Care or Recreation /Activity Centers for Elderst,

Respite care for elders (both on ,a regular ilfftline basis and for weekendsor longer periods of time) gives families It break from their sometimes over-yhelnling responsibilities. Respite care may. serve both as a safety -valve inpreventing abuse and as a heti-Ivey step, once abuse has occurred, whin per-mits families to readjust gradually to caring for the elder.
In Instances where the abused eld'Pr has led au isolated existence, day care andrecreation programs can help provide a necessary. social and support structure.

. Statewide or Uniform Serrice System Charactyristics.
The model protective services approach described in this chapter does notassume the passage of a- statute mandating elder abuse reixwting or the desig-nation of ksingle state agency responsible for handling abuse cases. While theseare important, and should be actively encouraged, it is possible for eommlinitiesto begin framing their own responses to elder abuse within existing-legal andadministrative structures.
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Standard Record Keeping
The protective services system can be improved by standard zed record keep-ing which permits audits for service, and client characteristics Records shouldrefleet service goals as w ell as case-work process and should be kept by plient

number so that confidentiality can he maintain&I during case reviews.
Uniform record keeping creates both data for planning purpOses and a casereview capat-ity u rich promotes timely handling of cases, systematic reviews of

individuoi-client progress, and adequate fair hearing and grievance proceduresfor clients and their families. An annual report based upon this Informationshould be prepared by a designated state agency.
Uniform Eligibility Guidelines

Adult protective services are usually funded under Title XX of the SocialSecurity Act. They must be provided without regard to income. The questionof whether-to Include disabled persons over eighteen years of age in anystatute Well mandates adult protective services, or to confine legislation to thesixty-plus population is obviously an important one, since this decision willhave an impact on the design of, the services delivery system and the cost of theprogram.

Uniform System of gam-Finding, Reporting, and Referral
While it is not essential that a single agency be designated in each area forreceiving reports of elder abuse, or thItt the agency be identidal across all areasof the state, it is important that this responsibility be clearly pinpointed in eachservice- area. A network of agencies, such as visiting nurse associations or hos-pitals, ,could be designated to perform this function and be responsible for sub-sequent referral to, other community organizations. Social service or familyservice agencies could also be designated.
Regardless or which agency/agencies are designated in each area or community,it should :

Receive abuse reports.
Assign an assessment worker olva team to investigate each report .Refer the case to a protective services teautor,worker for case planningand services delivery.

This agency sliould, receive regular status reports on all referred cases.
Confidentially Guidelines

A great deal of uncertainty and confusion exists around issues of confidential
ity as they-telly-el° elder abuse cases. Because of the need for coordinated serviceresponses, it is necessary- to share client information across a number ofagencies when dealing with cases of elder abuse. In instances .where abuse ismerely suspected, assessment of the problem may °gen involve client release
forms and procedures for protecting client information would be useful. Such
uniformity would help lisSure that the-client's right, to confidential treatment is
respected equally in all agencies and areas of the state.
Training

Protective services workers, counselors; assessment team members, informa-tion and referral workers: and emergency telephone personnelindeed. most
persons who participate in a protective services system.for abused elders.
need training. Traditional skills in case management, record keeping, commas
city oFganization, and case work are also essential in the successful handling of-
ciises. For training suggestions in the field of elder abuse, see Chapter 10 of this
Manual. -
Funding

Although communities can begin the systems development wok outlined above.
certain vital services (such as emergency shelters) do not currently exist and
require state or federal fundifig. Specialized skills and positions (such as the
protective services worker) may not ¢e available in many communities, and
existing service providers may be unable to guarantee slots or units of service
for abuse victims because of existing case loads or waiting lists. Priority setting
at the state level (both programmatic and fiscal) is crucial if a uniform and ,
serious effort is to he made to address the problem of-elder abuse. Federal funds
should also be specifically .directed to this problem area.

alb
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CHAPTER 8 MODEL ABUSE REPORTING AND HANDLING LEGISLATION

In the past quar*r of a century, family violence in America has become- a
major but unsolsed societal problem. The "solutions" to the problem of child
and spousal abuse lies e, more often than not, failed. Society must look at and
learn from its past mistakes in dealing with child and spousal abuse in order
to institute an effective, work-able response to the problems of elder abuse.

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELDER ABUSE PROBLEM

While similar to child and spouse abuse cases, elder abuse cases present cer-,
tain unique characteristics NS hick indicate that the child ur spouse abuse re-
spurse systems cannot beapplied unchanged to create elder abuse response
systems.

Ai.uung the characteristics which make elder abuse cases different from spouse
abuse cases are the following

w The elderly sictim is much more likely than the spouse abuse ictint to
be physically frail and thefefore dependent upon the abuser for physical
care.

The elderly victim may be .mentally incompetent or deteriorating men-
tally/ for medical reasons associated with advanced age.
, The abuser of the-elderly person is likely to be a blood relative and the
elderly person often feels some responsibility for his/her character and
therefore some personal guilt for any character defect.

In- addition to the differences between child, spouse,' and elder abuse, tlftre*-
are of course many parallels, tile basic parallel bding that virtually all of the
cases involve violence within the family. This single common factor should be
central to'any planning that is done to create a response system.

A second, also obvious jet critical, factor, is that all these casesqnvoke two
persons whip need helpftlie victim and the abuser. Rarely will future abuse
be prevented unless the needs of both parties are adequately addressed. Even
legally enforced separation of the parties may be only a partial solution.

Some states, have begun to address the issue of elder abuse by enacting man-
datory adult or elder abuse reporting and handling laws. Other states hose re-
sponded to adult abuse by enacting new cis it and criminal remedies for persons
abused by familkor household meMbers.

Chapter 5 ptos ides a brief analysis of the criminal and civil remedies ava5r
able in abuse cases, while this chapter contains analysis, the pills isions
whieb. should be included in a mandatory abuse reporting Qnd handling statute.

Most experts agree that mandatory reporting legislation unsupported by
available and mandatory social and health sers ices can resdlt in serious harm
to the elder person which can include displacement from the. home, premature
and unnecessary institutionalization, and wholesale "dumping" of our elders
onto an inadequate state system. The key to effective mandatory reporting laws
then is the availability of an array, of supportive services,

In addition, legislation, drafted to include a means for providing social and
health services to tie ,abused, must set forth the frameWork, for procedures
which can establish surrogate 'authority in cases where the abused elderly per-
son lacks the capacity,,to consent to sers ices. or manage tis,'hen own life and
property. Concurrent, with these procedures there must be protection of ttiEt
due process rights Of the. elderk individual.

CABRENT ABUSE REPORTING AND HANDLING LAWS

By the end of 1£1891,approiimateIl.15 states had adopted some fo m of an
abuse reporting and protective services law. [1] This type of legis n varies
from state to state but generally it'includes some or all of tfif5 follow ng:

Access by social service workers to .investigate Anse, neglect or
exploitation;

The mandatory reporting by certain categories of people of abuse, neg-
\ lect or exploitation With immunity an' confidentiality assured and penal-

tits provided for failure. to report:
The voluntary and involuntary provisi i i if protective services;
The safeguarding of hulls ideal rights against inappropriate inters ention.

The issues raised by this body of legislation are controversial as yorelL as com-
plicated. Any discussion regarding the best and most ,effective legislation hi-
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volves, complex questions
'9
of a legal, medical, and psychological nature. An-

-swerS must preServe the intricate and delicate balance between the principle
that society has the duty to protect thUse unable to protect or provide for them-
seises, and the constitutionally assured rights of Personal choice and individual
freedoms. -
Key Issues

The critical provisions of an abuse reporting and protective services law ar.o.,
tlioe which determine how the conflict between individual rights and state ill-
terverition is resolved ; wbether 'there are sufficient service _provisions to meet
the needs of,persons under the purview of the law ; and how to estfilThsh pay-
meat procedures for services rendered. In short, essential provisions which
shotild be considered,are:.

The definition of perimns covered by the law.
The standards for reporting andinvestigating as they affect the rights of

privacy and confidentiality.
The right of access into private homes to investigate tInd to provide

services.
Due process safeguards in the determination and provision of servicesttot

involuntary cilents.
The establishment of -adequate services to meet the needi of those under

purview of law.
Sufficient funding for services so that everyone in need Scan use them.

Persons Covered
The premise of protective services legislation is that persons exist in society

who are unable to care for and/or protect themselves. Society, in the form of the
state as parens patriae, assumes the responsibility of this care and protection. c

The criteria for state intervention should be one linked to the existence of abuse;
neglect, exploitation, and/or abandonment and to a functional, mental, or phys-
ical inability to care for or protect oneself. The scope of the law and determine- .
tion of need on the part of the person covered should be deflried to assure that
vulnerable persons who are abusd victims are protected and reached by services. t

Of the state with legislation, A majority of the laws apply to persons "in need
of protection services" or those "incapacitated" and abed, _neglected, or ex-
ploited,[2] Whereas the latter is linked to a physical dete-rmratIotei the former
criteria, unless clearly defined in the legislatiog, fails to define an actual stand- i
apt This could res@t in potential confusion in mandatory reporting and in the
inerease of inappropriate intervention.

Other legislation relies upon the meilmal model of developmentally disabled
infirmities of age and senility in the determination of the coverage of the law.[3]
This determination must be questioned. These standards, as aTo)tied to,the elder-
ly, mean the diagnosis of acute or chronic brain syndrome, a ndition typically
thought to,be an organic brain dysfunction. Evidence indicates that such a catch-
alniagnosis may in fact be a self-fulfilling prophecy which masks conditions such
as vitamin deficiency, depression, dehydration, over-medication, or injuries. The

failure totreat these conditions results in further deterioration until organic
dysfunction may actually exist. The physician often relies on information about
the elderly perso,n's condition provided by a caretaker. The opportunity for bias
is obvious. Criteria discussed in this paragraph fail to take into consideration
that some infirm elderly are in need of protective services but are not Senile or
suffering from .the "infirmities of age" (organic brain syndrome). By either .

diagnosing thft as such or denying them services by applying_the standard
more strictly, the elderly'person suffers.
-.A standard linked to functional ability to care Mr and/or prqtect him/herself
and existence of abuse. neglect. exploitation, or abandonment [I] best defines the r.
class in the manner most likely to include the largest number of persons jn need,
without increasing theilkelihood,of inappropriate intervention.

All but one state, namely Virginia, define need for services to be a question
of behavioral or functional capacity. Virginia's standard refers to, the in-
diVidual in need who lacks sufficient understanding of capacity to make or cora-
mlnicate responsible deeisions.This standard is clearly inadequate. Not only
tales ii fail to address the central issue of the individual's ability to provide for
his/her basic needs. but it bases the determinatibn on the cognitive ability to,,
make "responsible" decisions. This vague-laden standard opens the door for in-
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appropriate intervention in cases where some 'surrogate authority decides that
a particular decision is not "responsible," irrespective of the individual's
to function and provide for his/her own needs.
Reporting and Investigation

Eleten states have explicit reporting provisions. Six of these states make re-
portitig mandatory for anyone who has reasonable cause to suspect or believe
that am individual is a victim 4 abuse, neglect, or exploitation. The remain'ng
flue states restrict reports to either practitioners of the healing arts solely or to
a broad category of professionals including physicians, mtrSes, and sox al
workers. ' 0

None of the legislation revibwed addresses the question of confidentiality- is
it applies to medical practitioners or the clergy. The assumption is that the
law requires reporting even where confidentiality sill' he betrayed. This is in
keeping with the notion of the importance of the societal interest in the preserva-
tion of life.

several reporting provisions include a sanction of jail or fine for failure to re-
port.'The use and effect of such sanctions in adult protective service,. laws is
still unknOwn. Similar sanctions contained in child abuse reporting lass have'
not served to 'increase the social responsibility for repot4g thp persons in-
volved, nor have these provisions been seriously enforced.15]

AV of the reporting lasss require that, following die filing of a report to the
designated agency, the agency, investigate. evaluate the circumstances,, and
make a -determination of need promptly or within a specified peridd. of time,
such as 7 hours. The investigation must include a visit with ,the person believed
to be abused and consultation with persons knowledgeable about the facts, of
the case. The ability of the' agency tro respond adequately to. reportt is key
issue which is linktd to fiscal con,,iderations. Some statutes include i`ovisions
limiting agency responsibility depending on ocaitibility of funding. This raises
the uestion of whether these laws are backed by sufficient _appropriations.
review of service provision sygtems in the states with protective services laws,

-- is necessary to shed light on the !sane.
-If an investigation indicates that the elderly person As or has been abused,

neglected, or exploited and is incapacitated or in need of protective services, the-
agency will either develop a service plan or refer and contract out to ailother
agency to develop such a plan. Voluntary serxices provision can begin if the
Individual consents., .

Statutory reporting provisions must be coupled With procedures to assure the
investiigator or service provider access To the person believed to be abused. The
agency can petition the court for in tiverclIgf to gain;acinss upon proof-of-----
"reasonable cause to suspec or to Xnjoirethe caretaker-from interfering
n the provision of services. The burden of proof placed on the agency seeking
njunctive relief is intended to prevent inappropriate intervention.
If services are refused or consent is withdrawn by the individual, the case'

must be closed except when the department/agency establishes that jthe individ-
ual lacks the capacity to consent. This standard is vague and the determine"

7

tibn of capacity is rightfully left to the courts where the individual has some
assurance that 'imitations on his/her rights. Ivill not be imposed without due
process of lam 1 c..

. ." .
, .

PROVISIONS FOR SERVICES 3ro INVOLUNTARY CLIENTS t
. -..

At times an agency will find an eldbrly person who Is in need immediate
assistance. If consent is securea,,no.legal action is needed. If conse7ft is refused,
The department Must make ail initial determination of the individuals mental
capacity to consent as well as decide whether an emergency exists. If .there is
no doubt about thq client's lack of captivity to cons nt, involuntary services may
tie provided only with court. authorization sec ed pur t the state's
guardianship statute or protective servicosrovisio s. )..

The Ives of intervention, raises the conflict, between state inter-
ests and individual, rights and many states lack well-defined procedures to regu-
late emergency intervention. Sortie states, such as kentizaty and Cqnnecticut,
do not provide for emergency intervention within the adult protective services
statute. In thpse states, reliance is on voluntary service provision and ihjunc-
tive relief if access is denied. Involuntary seivices tnhy' only be provided pur-

0
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`scant to established guardianship and comniitnient procedures even when Um-
,

ited intervention would suffice. This approach is contrary to the doctrinetofi the least restrictive alternative.
I c

ing are provisions of statutes in states such- as Alabama and
, nbtice of a hearing on the merits of protective placement i
i 10 days and, if read in conjunction with the tirovisions on

a hearing must be held within 30 days of filing of the peti:
tute pertaining to emergency placement states
apable of giving consent or does not consent, the depart-
count for an order authorizing the,departnient to arrange
on immediately. Upon a determination by the court that

mid immediately necessary ., . ., an appropriate order
. to arrange for the placement of such. person in an .

iccnsed nursing home, or other similar facility immpdi-
(I.) - , ..Lions of Alabama's statute are glaring e statute,as -

an emergency services provision, bu muses solely
placement for persons unable or unwilling to consent.
nipetency here. Thus, the hidglidual who is coMpetent
till be the subject of involuntary protective,placement.

rovides for representakiontithe right to, be present

c

- Even more onset
Plorida. In Alabam
must he givenwithi
protective placemen
tin*, The Ala bania st

'If the person is, in
meat shall petition th
far care for such per,
such care is urgently

k . . . shall be issued .

approved foster home,
ately.[6] (Emphasis ad(

The -due process viol
adopted does 'hot incl
nn intbluntary protectiv
There is no (whoa of
and ref usesIservices may
The statute inadequately

-at a hearing, and notice 'f the hearing. In.othex words, in Alabama, anyque
who is deemed to be urgently in need of ,care, whether competent or "not, may
be- placed in a nursing horde or other facility, exclpding a mental institution,
for anywhere from 10 to 30-days with6ut an opportunity tA3 be heard and wi hno assuritice that any earin Id will adhere to the notion of due profess. [

According to Florida s Adult Er Uwe Services Aet, [8] involuntary removal
and placement can tak place when authorized by court order. Although a pre-
liminary hearing mus be held within forty-five hours to establish probable
cause for protective placement, custody elm be continued3for'four days pending
a hearing on the need for continuing services., These provisions do rtaf include
the right of representation, the iiidAktual's right to be present,:or notice require-ments. The statute also fails pr e for a determination of the.indkviduars'
lack of capacity to consent, a prerequisite to involmitary,placeMent. The onlyt
criteria spelled out in the statute is that an hulividual suffering from the
infirmities of age who is being abused, maltreated, oroiegle'Cted.a.ay tie subject
to this ,procedure. These standards are blailfficientf when held up, agaipst the,
constitutional guarantees of due process.

In addition, both the Alabama and Florida statutes -fail to artieltlate the ,
standard to be met in -the course of a protective placement hearing. The poten-
tial for serious deprivation of personal liberty should require that the petitioner
prove the facts alleged by clear and convincing evidrnce. A there, "KepOuderance

'Sfandard- is inadequate when involuntary institutionalizationtis a likely result.
Yet neither,statute provides for this. ,

Other statefi, such as Tennessee, Virginia, North Caiolipa, Oklahsma, and
MarYland,,tave adopted statutes which provide, in varyinedggree: due process
standards, notice, limited intervention 'prior to a full hearing, and simplified
petition upon sufficient facts bf an emergency and Inability to consent. Spelt
provisions are more consiStent with the notions of.ionStitutionally'protected
rights of privacy anddue process.
_Yet this is insufficient. Despite such safeguards, there exists ran inherpfit

weaknesla add potential for abuse in statutes that rely on vague, undefinedt,
terms 'such as "lacks' tile capacity to consent." M'edical ana legal labels of
incompetency and e,apaefty are unusable because, ig many cases, they includejudgments on the part of thp evaluator. Alapropriate intervention can
only be detefmined if functional disability.can be identified and defined. By
failing to address this isklie, the statutes leave the door open toinappropriate

--
Intervention. [P

, *]

. '
.

t.,s . . t.
. .

Leila restrictive alternative ; - _

Most states' protective services Iftws require that services provided should be
the least restrictive of the alternatives available. This indicates an acknowledge-
ment by the state of its obligation to provide care and protection with the least !"
necessary restrictions on the person's liberty-and civil rights. [10]

AlthOugh infringement of basic rights has been acceptal by the courts when
there is a "compelling state inte$sts," the degree of Infringemeilt ought to be

;".
....1 '' les j "6

14.
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rdiated to the degree of legitimate state interest in the protectidn of the individ-
ual, pursuant to parens patriae.and the protection of society, pursuant to the
police power. If this principle is accepyd, the specific sers ices pros ided and the
incliner hi which they are psyided, such as protective placement, should be ap-
propriNte to the ihdividual case and allow for the freatestt possible exercise of
the person's liberties. Acceptance of this principle, unfortunately, does not guar-
antee that a genuine search for less restrictive alternatia es urn, in.fact, occur.;
nor does it guarantee the availability of these services.

There are two major considerations that cone into play iii determining.the
most appropriate andleast restrictive services :

The determination of the need for services and their availability. Only one
state makes use of a geriatric evaluation team at.the point of involuntary

'placement to assure a suitable case plan and placement.
The development and funding of community-based alternatives, such as

Congregate housing, foster homes, and extensive in-hothe services. If these
alternatives are not pursued as options or are inadequately funded, the only
placement available will be a nursing home facility or a hospital% Lack
such less restrictive alternatives makes the inclusion of least restrictive al-

. ternative requirements in any legislation almost worthless.[11]
In summary, existing statutes and remedies are, bz nd large, inadequate. Al- .

- though predicated on the importance of utilizing the le st restrictive alternative
in tgeatment and placement, there is insufficient and development of such
programs and alternatives, to make this promis a r ality.'Legal remedies and
intervention procedures do not always include service provisions that provide
protection of the physical welfare of of the constitutional rights of the individual.
There is too often reliance on inappropriate intervention procedures in violation

-04 of constitutional standards, because of the system's desire to'do what is "best"
- for the client.

Even the best of laws cannot obscure the need fp develop extensive social serv-
ice netwqrks to resolve the untleflying probleinS which give rise to elder abuse
cases. Nor'can the issues be addressed without giving attention to the rights qt
the elderly in our society to chdage for themselves how to live and, perhaps, how
to die.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROVISIONS IN ABUSE RrPOBTING AND HANDLING LEGISLATION

The following are recommendations for an abuse reporting law'that mandates
adult protective services. Whine accepting the basic principle that society has an
obligation .and duty to ptovide protection and care for particular perSons, the
recoMmendations reflect concern for the rights of the individual to self-detergoi-
nation and to .due process.,of law. It must again be noted that any mandatory
reporting law without appropriate supportive seryices may do more harm t4n

. good in that it could result in inappropriate action being taken such as unneces-
sary institutionalization.

The law should apply to persons 60 or older who are allused, neglected, ex-
ploited, or abandoned, and possibly to persons 26 and older whojack the physical
or mental capacity to care To' r their basic needhind/or protect themselves.

All important terms, such as abuse, ,Neglect, exploitation, and abandonment, '
'should be clearly defined in the statute.,

One state agency should be responsible for developing an adult protectie$
services program for all citizens, and for providing these seryicesseither,directly
or through contr %ctual arrangenients.

Within a short, prescribed period of time after noticing signs of abuse, a report
should be required from certain categories of persons, --including physicians,
wines, social workers, coroners. medical-examigers, dentists, hospital staff, nurs-
ing home staff, homemaker and home health agency staff, clergy, adult foster
care facility staff, and police officers. Anyone else who has "reasonable cause to
believe or suspect" abuse may repdrt tins information to the designated agency.

The identity of the reporting person should be kept confidential and be dis-
closed only with the consent of that person' or by judicial pirocess. A person acting /
in good falth who makes a report should be immune from civil and criminal
liability.

A person regti to repoi but who fails to do so should be liable for a fine.
One state agency should be Pksponsible for receivingoand investigating all

reports. Each report received should be regtstored by the agency with all available
information, from the reporter... vs.
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The agency designated to receive and Jnvestigate reports qhoulfd have a systemand personnel to : Receive reports around the clod.; keep fecbrds; have knowl-edge of services available; have access to services; have a state-wide mandate;and have the ability and trained staff to respond quickly.
A centralized intake system should be geared into a regional Yesponse system ifpossible.' .
The investigating agency should either provide services itself or coordinate`service provision by subcontracting and referrals. This shoal be determinedaccording to existing state service systems. .

.The initial investigation. should be conducted by persons (rained in humansbry ices.
._Upon receiving a report made in accord with 'the law, heagency should investi-gate. This investigation should include a home visit and onsultation with serviceagencies as well as contact with persons knowledgeable about the case (inchiding. the person making the initial report). The initial investigation for verificationand assessment should be completed within a prescribed period of time such as 72hours. The investigator should have access to a Inultidisciplinary -geriatric teamfor consultation.\ . "If the_ report is not veined, the case is closed. Safeguards should be.. instituted. to protect the accused. A

.If the report is verified, an assessment of the individual's functionalcapacity, situation, and thb resources drallable to the person should be made.byXimiltidiscipilnary team wPai expertise in the particular area of disability.In conducting the investigation, the agency may seek the assistance of clawenforceinent officials and the courts. If` access is denied to the investigator, either,by the elderly°or incapacitated person or by a caretaker, the agency may petitionfor a -court order to enjoin interferehce with access to investigate. Such an ordershiill be issued upon specifie facts showing that : (1) there is reasonable cause tosuspect that the person irquestion is or has been abused, neglected, exploited, or .abandoned; and (2) access has been denied to the representatives ot the agencyrequired to investigate such reports.
Regulations should, be prothulgated which assure continuity of case manage-Or ment for investigation, assessment, case plan development, and service.movision.: Voluntary services should be provided upon consent to the elderly or incakeci--tated.individual. ,. .
The'serVice plan developed should provide for the least restrictive alternative,clieneseLf-determination. and continuity of cafe." The services should be those which are necessary to, prevent abuse, neglect,exploitation, or abandonment and should include Medical care, mental healthservices. legal serviced, food;clothing, shelter, social services; and transportation.A fair bearing proceduxe should be developed and implemented so that any-. service plan can be appealed on-denial of application for specific services or forfailure to provide theieas(rOstfictive alternative.-The ftgency should establishbirekulation'a sliding fee scale to be used in deter-w mining fees for services provided on a voluntary basis: Uowever, no person should, be denied services solely due to refusal to pay if it appears that the service denialwill result in further abuse.

.The agency should maximize all available federal reimbursements-for suchservices. There should be no charge to-the individual in question for the cost of theinvestigation oh the assessment.
If an adult refusek services or withdraws consent; the ag&cy must terminateintervention proceedings. This is consistent with the right of the adult to rduSetreatment. The case is closed unless the agency seeks, to provide services pi fluant" ' to involuntary provision procedures.Standards of non-emergency involuntary intervention and services provisionshould include the following eldments: ,

A Assessment of need and eligibility. ,a- Assessment
and convincing evidence.

Least restrictive alternative; non-institutional placement where possible.Geriatric /clinical assessment by social worker, physician, mental healthpractitioner, lawyer to assure appropriate case plan and placement shouldbe required prior to any 'request for a court order. .Placement should not be in a mental institution, nor should any proceed-
--

ing be a. determination of Incompetency..
Any involuntary service, provision or placement should only be authInizedpursuant to a court order per a heating on the merits of the case. ,

A.vt-
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The adult in question should be assured the right to counsel. If she is indi
gent, the 'court should appoint counsel. The kidult should algo have the right
to be present and to cross-examine the parti s involved. If counsel is Spived,
the court should appoint a guardian ad !item to act in the interests of thd' adult
involved.

Adequate notice should be assured. The client and any interested party, should
be served, at least 14 days prior to the hearing, with a copy of the petition and
notice, inchaling an explanation of the proceedings ; the 18te, time, and location ,
the proposed service plan , and the rights of the-adult in question to oiunsel,
to be present at the hearing, etc.

The court order for any protective placement should be specific.and include
reasons for finding the placement necessary and%-a statement that the place-
ment is the least restricthe alternative. These facts should be stated in the court
record also.

The initial care plan submitted to the court should specify details of services,
medical treatment, and relocation. The court order issued should be specific as

been approved by the court.
suant to court order.

ess. Upon court review,
mOnth§).

tervcntion should be
n delusions _

unable to comprehend
shOuld not be the sole
t.
e state unless a court,
t to pay or unless the

rovisfon should

to what services, treatment, and placement haN
Any modification in the plan can only be made p

The court should limit the order to 6 months o
it can be extended for another period of time (up to s

The judicial determination authorizing involuntary i
made acrCordIng to the following the adult bases decisions
nations ; is unable to make or implement decisions, or is
a decision's effect. The decision itself to refuse services
evidence for finding the person lacks capacity to eons

The costs for involuntary services ghould be borne by
after determination of financial abilit3, orders
client agrees to pay.

Standards of emergency involuntary interventi
include the following : , .

Emergency means that an elderly or- incapac
conditions which present a substantial risk of deat
physical-harm to 'hird/herselror others.

A finding based on clear and convincing evidence that the adult in question
is-incapacitated and in need of services, ;and?

An emergency exists.
The person lacks the Rapacity to consent.
No one else can/is willing to consent.
The proposed order is substantially Supported by the findings.

In- .issuing an 'emergency order, the court should adhere to the following
limitations: .

The court should specifically order only those services necessary to remove
the conditions. creating-the emergency.

Fiospitaliziition or change of residence should ndt be included unless spe-
cifically ordered by the court upon-a finding that such action is necessary.

Emergency intervention should be limited lost period of 72-hours, renew-
able for 72 hours upon a showing to the court of necessity to remove
emergency conditiqns:

TI court may appoint a temporary guardian with responsibility for the
persa's welfare and authority to give consent for emergency services (4
ordered by the cuirititorthe duration of the order if necessary to imple.
merit the order.

The court should make sure that the elderly persop is assured all rights
except those limitiitions provided for in the order.

Access to the preinises should be ordered by the_court ,to carry out the
'order in casds-here voluntary access has been denied'

Notice-should he provided (including relevant and factual information on the
basis of the pelition) to the person, his/her spouse, children; next-of-kin, or
guardian at least 24 hours prior to the hearing. IThis notice may be Waived -upon a showing that: (1) immediate and reasonable
foreseeable physied harm will ,result from the delay ; and (2) reasonable at-
tempts have been made to give notice to the above parties.

u "is person is living in
edia to and serious

Emergency Placement : if it appears probable from the personal observation of
a police officer that an elderly person will suffer Immediate and irreparable phys-
ical injury or death if medical care is not provided, and that person is incapable

1
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of giving consent, and that it,islot passible to follow the hearing procedures, the -
officer should be able to transport the person to an irppropiitite medical facilityfor medical treatment;

. ,-Notice of this actieri- shall be given to persons listed above within 4 hours. Apetition for emergincy intervention should be required, to be filed within 24hours of this action and a hearing should be held with all due proceSs guaranteeswithin 48 hours of the transfer.. . *
The same serileed'available to victims should be available to the persons whohave. abused, neglected, exploited, or abandoned these persons.-To meet thisneed, the state ageneyrespensible for implementing the adult protective serv-ices system shoulp develop formal cooperative agreements with other appropriatestate and private agencies. .

.
$* NOTES \-;

.,

.
1. Virginia,: 63.1 Code of Virginia -§§ 55.1-55.8. Nebraska: Laws §§ 28-1501 etseCI. Arkansas: Arkansas Statutes of 1947 4.nnot. §§ 59-1301 et seq. Alabama:- %r.

Florida:§ 102-108 etra s . Florida Statutes Chapter 77-336,1 ,

Code of Alabama §§ 38-9-1 to Iliorth Carolina: Article 4A General Statutes.of North Carolii
§§409.3631 et seq. South Caro/Ma: 43 South Carolina Laws §§29-10 et seq. ,Connecticut: 46a C.G.S.A. §§ 14 t seq. Oklahoma: 43' Oklahoma Statutes Annot.§§ 801-810. Kentucky Kentucky Itevlsed Statutes Chapter 209.010 et seq.Tennessee: Tennessee Code Annot. -§§ 14-2301 et seq. Maine: 18 M.E.S.A. §§3601et seq. Montana: Revised Codes of Montana 71-1914 .et.seq. Ifichigdm: M.C.L.A.§§ 400 14. New Hampshire: New Hampshire Revised Stat. Chapter. 161-D :1' etseq. . ,

I. I.Minnesota, Missouri, Arizona, and Urmont enacted statutes in 1980.2. Statutes 'of Connecticut, Michian, Oklahotha, New Hampshire, Virginia: .,Maine, and Washington,
3. Statittes of North Carolina, Florida, and South Carolina. -- .

,
,, 4. Connecticut is the only state that presently includes abandonment.5. "Evidentiary Problems of Proof -in Child Abuse Cases," 13 Journa,lpf FamilyLaw 819 (73-74). , '

,,6. Code of Ala bama,_§ 38-9-5.
7- Id.
8. Florida Stat. Ch..77-336, §.§ 409.36,71.
9. An example can be found in the case of State v. Northern, 53 S.W.W 2d 197(Tenn. Ct. App.) cert. denied, id. (Tenn. 1978), appeal dismissed as moot, where'the court held, in applying Tennessee's protective services statute, that althoughthe individual was found to be "lucid and apparently of sound mind generally,"she suffered from a delusion that rendered her unable to comprehend the gravity A.of her condition thtlt required atnputatio.n of her feet to save her life (563 S.W. 12d at %09-210)!th78). She was judged legally incompetent to consent to the oper- ,a..,, atimit/The court authorized the "necessary" medical treatment without dueregard for the right of the individual to refuse such treatment, or the apparent :,,. contradiction in their reasoning, For an'almost identical case with the gontraryd.eelsion. see Lane v. Candura, 36 NE. 2d 1232 '(Mass4 Appeals CoUrt 4g79).10. Not all states have articulated this as a plinciple and those which havemention it in the "legislative intent" section accompanying the statue.

PiPART IV--TRAINING- AND PUBLIC EDUCATION

CTIAPTER 9TRAININO

Training should be a Major component inc any effort to assist abused and'neglected elders. Elder abuse and neglect are "hidden" under reportdprodlems,and few naergtand their seepe. Because they are extremely complex problems,even fewer individpals have the background and skills needed to handle individ-ual cases or to develop effective policy responses.
hose who work with elders often overlook elder abuse as a potential problem.The older person who "falls down a lot" maybe suffering from more -than thefrailtiesoradvanced age. Until workers are trained to identify and handle prop-erly cases of abuse and neglect, the problems may continue to go undetected. andunresolved.

Programs administrators also need training-ft elder abuse. They face difficultresource-allocition decisions and will have to be educated about the nature and

4.
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....."4i extent of the problem. They will also have to be persuaded of the need to develop
treatment and prevent programs in cooperation with other agencies. , t

Advocates and activities must be kept abreast of both the current research ttilti
efforts at systemit change to involve them in the search for solutions.

State apd lead legislators must be reached. They must be presented with the
.,.. faCts and figures and offered sentible legislative recommendations.

In summaryi training can serve too : .,
Increase general awareness of elder abuse. -

Improve the capacity of service workers to assist abused eld s.
Prepare administrators to develop responsive service deliv Ystems.
.Stiinulate activities and advocates.
'Educate lawmakers about the problem and potential remedies.

WHO SHOULD BE TABBETEp fOR TRLIWING?

There are two basic categories of individuals Who should feceive training:
Those' who provide services and have direct conflict with the elderly.

/ Tlio,sewho make or ikfiuence decisions on service delivery, fiscal alloca-
tions; and legislation. .

Direct service workers may include : -

visiting nurses
home health aides/homemakers ,.
othe in-home support service provid&s, e.g., drivers for Meals-on-wheels

Prqgraras
public health nurses

. 'hospital social workers
hospital emergency room personnel

-police ,

protective services workers
senior center staff .
members of councils on aging .

- legaicald staff, lawyers, and paraprofessionals -
family service agency workers

t,

Mental health center staff -
nutrition program staff

Pollcymakers irrlude legislators at the local and state levels and planners
and administrators from direct service programs, planning agencies, legal serv-
ices projects, and state offices concerned with aging, domestic violence, mental
'health, protectiTe services, and law enforcement. Advocates and activists, such
as the Gray Panthers, should be included in the policymaker category for train-
ing purposes.

WHAT HIND OF TRAINING SHOULD BE OFFERED?.
. Training sessions should be geared to the needs and interests of the audience.

Care providers will want to know the nature of the problem, identification and
investigation procedures, and intervention strategies. Presentatidns to policy-

I _:issues
might begin with an overview of the topic but should focus on systems

s./.issues such as resource development and legislation encompassing rights and
renIddipS, 0

,; The following is a ',menu': of training topics geared to the direct service
provider : --,,'s-

Elder Abuse as a Component of Domestic Violence
. Research on Elder Abuse : State of the Art

How to Identify and Assess Cases- ,

5t H9w to Investigate Cases
Legal and Ethical Issues in Handling Cases of Elder Abttse:

Access to Client . .-
Right to Privacy - ..
Confidentiality ,

Client Consent AO,
Assessing Competency ..,

How to Develop and Implement Pre-Planned Responses
. Elder Abuse as a Family Problem : Serwing the Victim End Abuser

How to Inventory Resources and Services Gaps in Your Community
Avoiding Burnout . 55,,

. #
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For an audience of administrators and legislators, the approach should focuson basic information and on developing local and state response systems ratherthan skills development. Topics might include :
An Overview of Feamily Violence and Elder AbuseFlow Other States Have Responded to the .Problem of Elder Abuse:Existing Statutes and Legal Remedies
Characteristics of an Integrated, Comprehensive Protective Services Sys-tem
Assessing and Analyzing Resources and Service Gaps °The Limits of Current Knowledge and Directions for Further ResearchWith a diverse audience, it is possible to provide a mixture or topics. Atpresent, most people need a baSic introduction to the problem. Very few willfind any of the proposed topics irrelevant or a repetition of what,they know.

TRAINING DESIGN AND DELIVERY: WHO, WHAT, AND HOW
Trainibg design is question of packagingbow should the material orga-nized and who should deliver it? This section covers a number of practicalconsiderations

Deciding on a format.
Identifying resource people.
Using the materials in this manual.Tips foi trainers.

Deciding on a Format
A training session can vary from a one-hour inservice workshop to a three,day residential conference.-How long the session Is and how the materials arepresented Avill depend primarily on what the convenors hope to accomplish. Isthe goal to increase general awareness about the problem of elder abuse? Toimpart skills to Workers? To educate lawmakers? Carefully consider the goal ofthe session; then plan the right format to achieve that goal. Budget constraints,the number of participants, the setting, and timing will also influence,the designof the training.

Identifying Resource People
Who can help to deliver the training? There are few experts in elder abuse' treatment and prevention. Yoh may want to check with the local university tosee if any professors are doing related Work or might be available to explainthe highlights and limitations of existing studies. Directors of programs dealingwith other forms of domestic violence, such as child abuse andispouse abuse,will have valuable experience to share. They may also find that their programsare handling some elder abuse cases. Individuals who have seen and handled. cases of elder abuse, whether lay persons, social workers, or medical or mentalhealth professionals, should be encouraged to make presentations. A laWyerwho has researched relevant state laws should be included. A final suggestionis to use the materials containep in this manual and bedome an "expert"yourself,

_ Using the Manual
This manual presents much of what is currently known...About elder abuseand neglect. Part I reviews the literature on eld&enictig7Partn offers practicalguidance to the direct service worker on handling individual cases. The protocolsincluded are an invaluable model for developing pre-planned responses. Part IIIgives suggestions to policymakers on model delivery 'systems and legislation.Part IV addresses training and public education. Trainers should consider ex-cerpting relevant portions foi tram sessions. -But one more publication will do-little to protect the victims of elder.abuseand neglect. It is up to individuals to use the information this manual containsto educate and mobilize, their communities.

Tips for Trainers
The key to successful training is to ptiy careful attention to educational proc-esses well as to substantive content. You should know your audiencetheirstrengths, interests, and needs. Make your presentation clear and varied. Thereis more to training than having,experts tell tbe audience what they know. Hereare a few basic principles that may be of assistance:

12 4
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Variety is the spice of life. The creative use of teaching technkums can
transform a presentation. Appeal to as many senses as possible. Supplement
mini-lectures with visual awls and handouts. Vary the ,size of the working

-group. Use techniques such as brainstorming-and role plays to energize the
group. Guide people through the protocols included in Part II. Use the Hy-
pothelical cases which follow the sample'training agenda at the end of this
chapter.

Establish a framework. Set the stage. Each presentation should have a
clear introduction stating the purpose of the session, the areas which will
be covered, and the format to be followed. simple outline in poster or hand-

` out form can be helpful in this process. A brief summary of the session serves
to reinforce learning.

Be prepared. Attention to logistics insures that things run smoothly and
- valuable training time is not wasted searching for materials, room num-

bers, electric outlets, handicapped - accessible bathrooms, etc.
Evaluate your efforts. Elicit trainee comments on the organization and

content of the presentation(s) and on your teaching style. This can be done
informally at the close of a session or by means of a written evaluation

-form. 0 Summary

Training can bring key actors together to educate themselves about a com-
mon problem and facilitate the development of cooperative solutions. There
needs to be a shared recognition of the nature and scope of elder abuse and
neglect. Those who work directly with elders need to be trained to identify cases
and develop strategies for responding to emergency and chronic situations, Those
who set program policy, allocate resources, and make law must be persuaded to
respond to the problem of elder ainoe and neglect in a comprehensive and
coordinated fashion.

SAMPLE \AGENDA FOR TWO-DAY TRAINING SESSION FOR DIRECT SERVICE WORKERS

Da!, 1
9:00-9:30Introduction. of _Participants and Training Personnel.
9:30-10:30Overview of Elder Abuse and. Neglect : Summary of Data; Causa-

tion Theories ; Family Context. - ,

10:30-12 :39Adult Protective_Services : The Nitture of Protective Services
Cases; Elements of the System; Identification of Abuse and Neglect Cases;
Initial Assessment and Referral ; Developing and Using Protocols.

12 :30-1 :30Lunch.
1:30-3:00Interviewing Techniques: Hypothetical Case(s) ; Role Plays.
8 :00-5:00Overview of Relevant Statutes and Legal Issues: Domestic Vio-

lence Statutes; Competency and Consent Issues; Access/Right to Privacy ;
Abuse Reporting Statutes.
Day 2

.

9:00 -10 :00 Systems Building/Interatgency Cooperation : Professional Atti-
tudes ; Turf Issues; Dealing with Conflicts; Forging the Agreement.

10 ;00-12 :00Hypothetical Cases: Role Plays; Issue Spotting; Brainstorm-
ini; Protocols; Discussion.

12 :00-1 :00Lunch.
1 :00-2:00Informal Presentation of Actual Cases.
2 :00-3 :00Worker Burn-Out.
3:00-4:30Developing Local Action Teams.

',, 4 :30-5 :00Evaluation.
HYPOTHETICAL CASES

Use of case profiles and hypothetiCal cases is an essential ingredient of the
skills training social service, health, mental health, legal, and community'workers
need to handle elderly abuse and neglect cases. This section contains hypothetical
cases to use in practicing with the protocols in Part II, Chapter 6, as well as
additional hypotheticals for discussion and role play.

To get the best results from the hypothetical cases, the trainer should stipulate
the applicable laws and available resources. The trainer can use either the laws
and resources of a particular state or develop hypothetical laws and resources
typical of the situations the trainee w1ll face.
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There are no set "answers" to the problems presented in the hypothetitcalcases, Just as there, are usually no easy short-cuts in handling real abuse andneglect cases. In these hypothetical cases, as in all abuse and neglect cases,there are numerous "logical" options to be carefully explored by the client andworker. Where no trainer with substantial experience is available to guide thegroup toward practical solutions tile training group should "brainstorm."answers together.
Role play should be included in working through these cases. Role play is ahighly effective. multipurpose teaching technique that can be used in manydifferent ways. It is particularly appropriate for direct service workers handlingabuse cases since it dramatizes th subtleties and complexities of human inter-action. Role play has a number of other advantages. It can

Create involvement and commitment oh the part of the trainees by requir-,,ing active participation.
Serve as a bridge between theory and action, enabling trainees to.makean effectiveThinsltion from understanding to practice.Provide a Safe learning environment where new approaches and behaviorscan be tried out without the consequences of ,failure.
Make actual, concrete behavior available for analysis, feedback, an&Improvement,

I Help trainees overcome prejudices and strong emotional reactions.for example, a role play that encourages empathy and understanding foc bothabuser and victim can help direct service workers escape the impulse to stereo-type and instead understand and evaluate accurately the dynamics of a familysituation. This Wald be achieved by breaking the trainees into groups of three,with each person in a group playing in turn the interview.kng worker, the abuser,and the victim. Later the groups could reassemble to share feelings andobservations.
CASE NO. 1: CONSENTING, CODIPETENT CLIENT

James Dolan, a 70 year old retired draftsman, lives with his daughter-in-law, Marie, and grandchild in a small, qrun down house owned by his San,James Jr. Mr. Dolan suffers from debilitating arthritis of both knee jgintsand walks slowly with a walker.
Mr. Dolan's arthritig has gradually worsened since his retirement five ,yearsago. Three years ago, after several bad falls, he agreed to sell his own homeand move in with his son and daughter-in-law. Mr. Dolan turned the pro-ceeds from the sale over to his son. Since- that time, Mr. Dolan has lived in asmall (9' x11') converted sewing room on:the second floor of his son's house.While Mr. Dolan can care for himself in general, he does so with great pain.He has difficulty complet

because of some swelli
often asked Marie to

g precision tasks; such as cutting his food or shaving,in his fingers. He enjoys reading and in the past hasIng him books from the town's library.Last year, James Jr! left his wife and withdrew most of the money fromtheir joint savings account. He continues to provide some support but movesaround frequently and has given no clear indication about the future statusof their marriage. James Sr. remains in the, house with his daughter-in-law andgrandson.
During the past year, Marie has gradually-withdrawn from all social contact.Last month she removed her 4 year old, son from the day care center he attends.She has also stopped most care for her father-in-law, who remains isolatedin his room, and who frequently goes without meals.
Last week, 'Mr. Dolan;- frustrated and lonely, dressed himself as best he couldand managed to get downstairs with great- difficulty. Marie found him in thefront yard and ordered him harshlp back into the house. When he fell, Mariedid not help him up.
A neighbor ivho witnessed the fall offered to help Mr. Dolan upstairs. Mariedeclined the offer, saying, "If he got down himself, he can damn well get backup there too," and asked the neighbor to leave her yard. Mr. Dolan, apparentlyIn pain looked at the neighbor and said, "Can you help me?" The neighbor, con-cerned and frightened, called the welfare department and asked what could be(lone to help "the old man". "He doesn't Wok so good," said the, neighbor. "Ithink he hurt himself when he fell." The neighbor indicates that Mr. Dolan -hasasked for help before. The neighbor also said she was fairly certain the daug1A-,.ter-inlaw Will deny access to Mr. Dolan.
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CASE NO. 2 : COMPETENT, CONSENTING CLIENT

Mrs. Georgia Vickers is a 65 year old. recently retired clerk who lives with her
68 year old husband, Thomas. in a single family house which they own (though
the title is only in Mr. Vickers' mime). The couple have three adult children4but

.only one, Matthew, lives nearby. During an infrequent visit, Matthew Vickers
witnessed ark.)Errgumen't between his parents. In the course oil the argument Mr
Vickers slapped his_wife because she would ot stop "complaining". Matthew
intervened and vvasthen ordered frotn the home by his father. This was not the
first time that Matthew had observed his father hit his mother: however, he now
realized that his father was becoming increasingly violent and clOgerous

The nest day Matthew Vickers telephoned the local Area Agency on Aging
because he wantcd to know- what kind of help was available. The AAA referred
tum to Mid-State Home Care Corporation. The intake .worker listened to his
story and explained what services the agency offered. The worker suggested that
a case manager make a home visit to do an assessment, but she indicated that
this could take place only w ith the client's consent. Matthew telephoned his mother
and told her what he had done and asked if she would be willing to have an
assessment interview. She agreed to meet with the case manager but not in her
own house because she feared her husband's reaction.

Mrs. Vickers set up a time to meet with Rita Catalpa, a Mid-State case man-
ager, at Ms. Catalpa's office. During this initial interview it emerged that Mrs
Vickers had been the object of emotional abuse foi years. The physical blows were
a comparatively recentothing, but they caused Mrs. Vickers an enormous amount,
of grief. Mrs. Vickers explained that. despite her anxiety and unhappiness, she,
had done nothing because she feared, the loss of her house Not only the house but
all bank accounts and insurance policies were in Mr. Vickers' name. Mrs. Vickers
said that she knew her husband well enough to know that if he were provoked, he
would try to seize all of it,sjost to frustrate her.

Catalpa listened to Mrs. Vickers' recitation of abuse and threats and promised
to try and help her find a solution. She explained that cases such as Mrs Vickers
might be complicated, and sometimes require, help -from other professionals. Rita
Catalpa asked Mrs. Vickers' permission to speak with an attorney about possible
alternatives. Mrs. Vickers gonsented on the condition that she remain anonymous

Catalpa met with Leslie Miller. an attorney from the local legal services project.
She explained Mrs. Vickers' problems to Miller and was candid about the older
woman's fears of material loss. The attorney explained the Domestic Violence Act
provisions and how the act might be applied to protect Mrs. Vickers`- person as
well as her property. Miller noted that the client could petition the court for a
temporary restraining order, a vacate order, and an order for temporary support.
The attorney also pointed out that the client might consider divorce proceedings.
establishing her rislft to some of the property through a divorce settlement. In
either case, though, the client would have to confront her husband in a courtroom
and she might suffer a temporary loes of economic support.

After her, meeting with .Miller, Rita Catalpa telephoned Mrs. Vickers. The
couple had just ended another argument during which Mr. Vickers laid struck
his wife and pushed her into a wall. Mrs. Vickers was very upset and begged
Catalpa to "do something". Catalpa asked Mrs. Vickers if she would speak to a
attorney. When Mrs. Vickers agreed, Catalpa called Miller and asked if it would
be possible to meet at the client's Wile. Miller said she would rather interview
Mrs. Vickers privately at her office. Catalpa agreed to drii3e Mrs. Vickers to the
legal services office.

Having talked with her attorney, Mrs. Vickers decided to petition the court
for a vacate order. and an order for temporary support. Miller suggested that Mrs.
Vickers might not want to be alone when her husband was served with the court
order to appear for a hearing. Miller called Catalpa and asked for an emergency
placement for her client until the hearing had occurred. Catalpa explained 'that
the town really had no provisions for housing emergencies.

4. COMMENTS TO TRAINER

There are at least three possible conclusions to this case:
(a) The court may grant Mrs. Vickers' request and her husband will have

to move elsewhere. Mr. Vickers will have to pay support.

g This case is designed for a non-community property state that has a Domestic Violence
Act.
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(b) The court may grant the petitions but Mrs. Vickers may agree. to
attempt a reconciliation with counseling support. (In this case, the restrain-
ing order acts as an insurance policy for the client while she continues to livewith heaneand.)

(c) The court may refuse to grant lietitions. Case management then would
have to deal with Mrs. Vickers' need'to protect herself.

CASE NO. 3: C,OMPETENT/NON=COJNSENTING CLIENT ,

Gretchen Anderson is a 75-year-old widow who worked for twenty yeas s as a
waitress. Mrs. Anderson has lived with her 50-year-old son Mitchell since he was
released from Bryce State Hospital five years ago. Mitchell had been committed
by his estranged wife when he was 35 and actively psychotic. He spent the nextten years of his life medicated on a chronic care ward. During the deinstitution-
alization process, a hospital social worker arranged community placement in afoster care home. The house parents were intolerant of Mitchell's lapses in
hygiene. Mitchell's mother, an increasingly bitter and suspicious woman since
retirement, agreed that her son could share her apartment so.long as he paid hisWare of expenses.

The two lived together wJ%th only minor difficulties until a year ago when Mrs.
Anderson was terminated from the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) pro- ..

. gram because her bank account exceeded her resource limit. Mitchell's aftetcare
social worker from the state hospital offered to help _Mrs. Anderson but she
initially refused. When her bank 'balance had dropped very low, however, she
telephoned the aftercare worker, BruceJtevens, and asked for help. Mrs. Ander-
son had begun "borrowing" money from Mitchell'sdisabilik checks and he some-
times became argumentative about his mother's tampering with his money. Mr.
Stevens refers Mrs. Anderson to the Adult Protective Services office for assess-ment and SSI advocacy.

Ellen Jackson, a case worker, visits Mrs. Anderson after a brief telephone con-
sultation with the state hospital wooer. Jackson begins asking Mrs. Anderson
some general question when Mitchell enters the living room. He stands and
slowly rocks back and fortk until _the case manager starts touching on financial
laves. As Jackson asks a 'question, Mite ell says to his mother, "Don't answer

,.- that" Jacklpn smiles at Mitchell and ex ainetbat Mrs..Anderson has already
answered tifese questions once in order get SSI. Mitchell becomes more de-
fensive and again pleads withthis, mother not to answer. Finally, when Gretchen
Anderson attempts to tell her current bank balance, Mitchell bttomes-fery de-
fensive, runs around behind his mother's &air and roughly covers her mouth
with his hand. "Don't tell her anything. She wants to send me back. I know she
does. I'll kill you if you tell her,"

Jackson, fearipg,for both herself andher client, rises slowly to leave. She
says in as stead Y a voice as she can muster, "Lmust go now, Mr. Anderson. Why
don't you let go of your mother? 7 don't want to hurt either of you. See, I'm
even leaving the papers we were filling out 'here." Is she moves toward the door,
Mitchell releases his mother, who now has a c4f lip. He is still clearly agitated.Mrs, Anderson transfers all her anger to Jackson and screams at her to get out-.' and leave them both alone. It
qtamediately after leaving the Anderson apartment, Ellen Jacks-on drives back

, to her office and calls Bruce Stevens. Jackson tells Stevens at has just hap-
pened and asks if48teyens can 'pay a quick visit to the An n house to try to
defuse the situation: Stevens does 'so and efused ittance by an angry' Mitchell. Behind Mitchell, Stevens sees Mrs. derson holding her side and .
shouting, "Leave us alone." . 3 ,..

'Stevens returntf.to his office and calls Ellen Jackson. Jackson asks whether
Mitchell can be readmitted to the state hospital or aearbr-community mental
health center for psychiatric evaluation. Stevens counsels against finch action,
saying 'that this is the first such occurrence of aggressive behavior since Mitchell's
dis.astrous experience in a foster care setting. He also points out that the uproar
seemed inadvertently to be the result of Jaa4on's visit, Stevens further notes
that neither Mitchell nor his mother have asked for help and that readmitting
Mitchell may make matters worse for Mrs. Anderson from both an emotional and
a financial point of view.
- Sackson reluctantly agrees with Stevens but continues to press her concern for

Mrs. Anderson. Stever* notes that he has another regularly scheduled visit to the
' Anderson home doming up in a week. He offers to act as a link with the Adult

Protective Services providing, Jackson is willing to coordinate services through
.

,
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him. Stevens suggests thatJacksq develop some service care plan alternatives
for Mrs. Anderson as well as investigate emergency financial and shelter possi
bilities. Jackson consents 'to Stevens' suggestions and the- propose a joint con-
ference after Stevenh' next visit to the Anderson's.'

CASE NO. 4: COMPETNT, 'NON-CONSENTING CLIENT
f. -

11elen Morrissey' is an 86 year-old woman of independent means and spirit
who lives with her niece Anna, aged 68. Anna is a slightly bewildered diabetic
win; dotes on her frail, bedridden aunt. They live in a large house in what has
become a. seedy, area of town. There are frequent break -ins in the neighborhood
and Anna fears being mugged. She has taken to locking doors against most
callers and only goes out once a week to do shopping and errands.

Helen has noticed Anda's increasing obsession with possible harm and has
sometime suffered because of itAnna frequently postpones shopping trips for
days en.end because of her fear of going outside. As a result, food supplies run
dangerously low and meals are sometimes skimpy. Helen fears that someday
Anna, who is becoming fokgetful, will not take her medication and go into a
coma. Helen knows she could not help Anna if this happens. As a precaution,
she has the telephone moved to he bedside, within- easy reach. ..

A Triend viditing Helen for the first time in several months notices her drastic
weight loss and the sloppy condition of tb* house. She raises these issues with
Helen only to be told, "Mind your own business, deary. Anna and I have been
together for 1 years and I'm not going to change things now."

The friend, still concerned, Calls the local agency which pro ides in-home
supportive services and asks them to talk,to Helen. The case manager calls and
Helen tells her to "butt our and hangs up.

A few weeks later, the case manager receives another call from Helen's friend,
and is informed that Anna was hospitalized a week ago in a diabetic coma.
Anna is recovering and Helen, now being eared for by the friend, still refuses'
to consider a change in her life style. Anna insists she is well and must soon
return home to care rot and protect Helen. Helen's friend is very worried.

.

CASE NO. 5 EMERGENCY,

The Ashton police department referred Mr. Luther Hodges to the welfare,
department after it had received an anonymons telephone call about an elderly
man supposedly living in an abandoned house. The police officers sent to the )
address reported that they discovered a man of approximately 70 years who
appeared to be living alone in an almost empty five-toom house with only a
few pieces of dilapidated furniture. The man. who identified himself as Luther
Hodges. said that he had beet; living with his son and daughter-in-law since
Lila wife died two years before. Mr. Hodge's son had decided te4ake a ship
building job in Virginia and he had specifically rejected the idea 'of taking his
father along..One of the officers asked`Mr. Hodges if he wanted to speak to a
social worker and Hodges reftised the offer. ' -

Two days After the initial report;'-the Ashton. -police received another call
apiinit Mr. Hodges, this time from the owner of the house. The owner indicated
that he has told the property where Mr. Hodges currently lived and that develop-
ment was to begill within a week. Before returning to the house, the police
contacted the welfare department and asked if a worker could accompany them
on their visit to Mr. Hodges. The case management,nupervisor agreed to assign
a worker but noted that police presence beyond the Initial introductionst and the
explanation of the problem might he counterproductive. While' the police accepted
tfiis provision, the out that Mr. HodgeS was scion to be in violation
of the law. -

Ralph' Yates, the gned to toile case, arrived at Mr. Hodges' House
with the police Tugs police explained to Hodges that he was
living in a house which u a he demolished in a weekand that the owner of
the property would take legal action to remove him if that were necessary.
After introducing Yates. the police departed.

As the interview proceeded. Hodges emerged as a somewhat defiant 75 year
old man Oho fully expected his son to return for him any day. He admitted
that they had argued previously but he seemed unable or unwilling to grasp
the idea that he had been abandoned. Hodges did not know his eon's new

, / lei_
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address nor was lie sure what sort of benefits he received because his. son or
daughter-in-law had always handled his checks. Ile had only five dollars on
aim and was uncertain libout whether he had a checking or savings account.
Yates explained that at least until Mr. HodOs' son did contact him, it might
by wise to explore some alternative living arrangements. Hodges explained
that he could not leave "his" house belausejle had no money and his son would
return to that location looking for iim. Yates said that he could hplp with
emergency funds and that neighbors colirdire-alerted to look outfox. Mr. Hodges'
son. Yates also' prmnised to help with filling out a change of address card foK
the postman, Finally, Yates reminded Hodges that ultimately the police would'
force him to leave anyway. Despite this, Hodges refused to leave.

CASE NO. "13 : EMERGENCY ( COMPETENT /NON - CONSENTING)

Mrs. Grace Lovins is a 68 yea? old woman who has been a client of the
welfare department for approximately two years. The client is a recovered
alcoholic with some brain damage who smokes cigarettes incessantly. She has
periodic lapses in sobriety usually associated with reactive depression or stress.
Mrs. Lovins first became a welfare client in 1977 after a fire destroyed the
apartment building where she had lived. The Welfare departnfentassisted by
re-housing her in an elderly building and has maintained monthly case manage-
ment visits for client monitoring since that tinle. Chore services have been
arranged on an as-needed basis.

Mrs Lovins is a dephndent and sometimes confused person. She is generally
able to focus on people but has trouble with time and place. She has occa-
sionally gone out unescorted and been unable to find her way home. She once
sat in a hospital waiting roo/h,for ten houis because the Senior Transportation
Van neglected to pick her, up.

Mrs. Lovins has had the same case worker since the fire. Carolyn Jones, the
worker, genuinely likes her client though she admits to some uncertainty about
Grace's coping, abilities.'"The only other significant person in the client's life is
another resident of Grace's building, a wheelchairtsiund former alcoholic named
Peter Simpson. Mrs. Lovins variously refers to kiln as her "boyfriend" or her
"drinking buddy ". Since both have heen known to -get drunk and engage in
violent arguments, the other residents of the building rarely interact with them.
Jones has never determined how aware the client is of her extreme isolation.
Peter is frequently hospitalized and has asked that Grace visit him. She refuses
to go because ofta long-standing fear of hospitals complicated further by her
previous experience of being left in 'the waiting room.

Mrs. Lovins ljas complained lately about abdominal pains and Carolyn Jones
has tried to gel her client to see a doctor. The Worker has suspected an ulcer
aggravated by occasional drinking. Mrs. Lovins is adamant in her refusal to
seek medical care.

Jones received a frightening telephone ca ll front' Ws. Lovins this morning .
begging t'he worker to come and visit. Initially suspicipus that her client was itlonely and possibly'drinking, the worker refused, but since she had two other
clients in the same building.to reassess, she finally agreed to "look for a
few minutes.

When Mrs. LoVinsunswered the floor, Jones wan shocked by her appearance.
The clitmt wore a blood-stained house coat and looked as if Ae might pass
out Jiny minute. $300 was scattered qn the 'kitchen floor. Jones could not get
an explanation from her client about the money or thejdood stains. As the
client walked unsfeadily,,she trailed drops of blood. Mrs. Lovins was lloarticuv
late with fear and embarrassment. She refused Jones' offer of an kmbnlance.

Unclear .about what to do, Jones called her supervisor. In the meantime,
Mrs. `Lovins lay down on her couch with a cigarette and was moaning. Jones'
supervisor said that ]le could offer no suggestions but that if Jones did call the
ambulance, it was her,..responsIbility.

CASE NO. ft : INCOMPETENT, EMERGENCY _

Mrs. Maps Riley is an 80-year-old woman who liVes alone-In an\indescribably
° clattered apartment on the third floor of a two-family house. The widow of a

fire frghter, Mrs. Riley has an adequate income derived from Social Security
and her late husiftind's pension: The client has lived in this same apartment
for the past thirty years. Tip house had previously been owned .14.1, Mrs. Riley-'s

,`
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1' .a o 'brothemhoweier, he sold' it

.
toil Reverend Anderson, a Methodist minister, ten I

years ago. The brdther, now 90 and quite fraiLlives in a suburb. He has not ..

seen his sister in seven years. The only other known relatiye is a 53-year-old
daughter, Diane, who lives alone in a nearby industriartown. Diane currently
Works In a fish processing plant. She has a history of past mental hospital aft-
missions and copes' marginally with life. Diane is her mother's only link with
the outside world and her weekly visits are the client's sole means for obtaining
food on a regular basis. .

According to .Diane, Mrs. Riley has always been' a. strong-willed, rather ec-
centric woman. 'Two years ago. however, the client was robbed on the street
and beaten badly. After six weeks in the hospital, she returned to her house.
Upon her return or shortly. after' it, the client's behavior became increasingly
erratic. Mrs. Riley began refusing to pay Reverend Anderson the rent because
she claimed that her brother ONN lied the house and "hc never charged any rept !"
Ande,rson's.sense of reslionsibility initially_prevented him from doing anything
to recover his losses. Cie has now filed for eviction, but only after Mrs. Riley
failed to pay her rent for the twelve months. Mrs. Anderson, a former social
worket has become increasingly concerned about Mrs. Riley's effect on her two

-pre-adolescent children. Mrs. Ropey has"frequeitt screaming conversktions with
herself and she Is occasionally gisaultive. Reverend Anderson reently left
ecase of canned soup in his Atenant's kitchen sNle she was napping; she re-

, .. sponded to this bz throwing the cans of itrup in_tbe direction of the children as
they returned from school.

MrS. Anderson contacted the senior health and home services program about
c one month before the eviction papers were Ille'd. She explained tb case profes-

sionally and admitted some of her-own ambivalence. Mrs. And r.o.exn said that
Mrs. Riley ought to have enough' money to acquire new housing since. she hadn't,

1%i:cashed her benefit checkg,in over a year. Mrs. Anderson did, agree thatAt would
be difficult to find anyone who Would put up with the tenant's behavior, but
she felt that her family had borne the burden of Mrs. Riley Ong enough. Mrs.
Anderson offered to help the homescaie worker with access and information ;
however, she was adamant that nothing, not even her profound sense of -per-
sonal sadness, would fotestall the eviction, even if that meant hiring a con-
stable and/or calling the police to enforce thq eviction notice. '

Mary ne Bluesky, the case worker assigted to Mrs., Riley, makes three
atnem o see the client. On each occasion the client refuss to open the door.
Fin , Bluesky is admitted with Diane after one- of the, daughter's weekly
skopping:trips. Mrs. Riley is confused. Hqr thoughts are loose and tangential,
but she seemt to be able to check the groceries which Diane ta8 purchased. On
a radiator sits Mouldering- a pan of Duncan Hines brownie mix. Bluesky ulti-
mately gets the client to agree to see her and a "doctor" within a week.

When Bluesky and her psychologist-consultant, Dr. Tanaka, arrive on the fol-
lowing Tuesday, Mrs. Riley refuses- td let them In. She says that they've come

&Inds Mrs. Riley that it is Tuesday. "Not in this apartment, it isn't," Moms .
the wrong day ; they were "supposed to come on Tuesday." Bluesky tly

Mrs. Riley as she slams the doer. Dr:,Tantot looks at Bluesky and says that
the visit is a waste of time and that,she winly see Mrs. Riley lja her office
agd why do case managers always give her such rotten referrals 4anyiviy?

Bluesky sets up an appointment with DlianNtiley to dismiss The possibility
of a guardianship for her mothei. Diane 'Becomes very emotional during the
interview and says that she's fearful of losing her job if she ha's. to take off
any more time on her.mother's behalf. She tells Bluesky not to call her at work
any more ,because her foreman has complained about it. When Bluesky &le;
fibohes Mrs. Riley's brother, he'says that he wants nothing to do with his sister
because "Marvis is crazy . . . always has been." The eviction is scheduled for
the next day at 8' A.M. Mrs. Anderondias sent hei children away to-avoid the
scena She has alerted the police and plans to' have her attorney present.

.

CASE NO. 8: POSSIBLE INCOMPfTENT CLIENT e. ,

George Simpson, an 81-year-o lfi retired drapery maker, lives with his 75-year-
old sister, Agatha, in a building for older people. Because of multiple physical
ailments, Mr. Simpson has been hospitalized ;three times in the past six months.

tHis follow-up care has included visning nurse treatments twice each week since
, the -Initial hospital stay.
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IPthe past two 'months, Mrs. Turner, Mr. impson's nurse, has noticed a
Significant drop in her patient's level of functio s. Mrs. Turner is concerned not
only with Mr. Simpson's mental state, but also with unexplatied,bruises and
scratches which she has noticed during several examinations. As the older man
has grown more dependent;Eis sister seems more intrusive and demanding. An
increagLgL amount of Me. Simpson's care has become Agatha's responsibility.he r.*- resents the responsibility: and opeply ,ridicules her older brotherfor his increasing dependence. e at

worker
.

At Mrs., Tbrnees/suggestion, Al Tore111,0 protectlye services orker from aprivate agency, begins visiting Mr. Si pson. After a month of casework, how-
ever, Mr. Slava% has net adknowled that there is any problem with abuseand declines further- visits He does ag that Tortly may call his ouly other
relative, a son named Henj-y whO lives in Is. w York City.

Torelli informs Henry' of.the-isituation. Henry,:$'Bali-sort decides IA hire an "
attorney. to move for guardianship in order to' Voce his lather inglb nursinghonib. When George Simpson receives notice from the court about the guardian,
ship hearing, Ile heroines furious. He accuses both his'sister anA his son of "`tor-
menting" him. Mr. Simpson asks Torelli to help hint fight the guardianship.
ToreW believes that a nursps home placement would be harmful, but is not
certainwhether the problems in the homecan be solved., ,

CASE NO..9 e,FOR CASE WORKER-CLIENT INTERVIEW ROLE m ay , .
,--'

You have been asked to role play a client named
.
Mrs. Mettle Vernon. Mrs.Vernon is a 74 year old -widow who lives with her disabled son, John, in a single..,,

family 'house. Mrs. Vernon has one other child, a married daughter named Susan,' who line an apartment in the same. town. .Mrs. Vernon has been diagnosed as hay -.ing a co gestive heart condition. John. a Korean conflict veteran, has diabetes and
a suspe ted drinking problem. Both people receive SSI, John for his disabilityand his mother for old age. They have been recipients of four hpurs homemakingeach * elt for the past two years and John Vernon receives diabetic home-deMer .3meals.

Appro imately one month before the Upcoming inteeview, John was admittedto aloc 1 hospital for bi-lateraChelot the knee amputations. He has been atrouble me patient an& Very unpopular with the staff. The hospital dischargtplannin staff 'strongly oppose returning John to his Mother's house. They point.out her a e, heart conditionlind the two-story construction of her house as reasonsfor pipet g John 'wan accessible (and possibly supervised) site. John has ad- ,samarffly efused to diacuss liVingoalone 1w a handicapped apartment unit or illa nursin home. 'Despite being Confined to a 'wheel chair, he wants to return tohis moth :r'5 house. His sister, Susan,-wants nothing to Co with John and onlygoes to th hospital to accompany Mrs. Vernon.
Mrs. V mon has aired to meet with her case worker to try and work outafter-care plans. Sh does not want her son to return, ut she really is afraidof him. T e day be rents meeting John Vernon toldliisMother, "I'll get you,if you let hem pat e in a laprsing-home." *

Z
CASE 20? FOR ASSESSMENT

Mrs. Qa Ala Santos Is 85 years old and lives witlf her 89-year-old husbandPAW and eir daughter Rvith.,Ituth was diagnosed as mildly mentally retardedin her childhood. Sh,e has never lived anYwher6 but with her parents. Both Mr.and Mrs. Santos are proud that their daughter 'was never instibutioilalifed. PaulSantos is a retired butcher with emphysema and a recent history of three mildstrokes. $e-speaks in a w,ffisper and often.has alarming coughing spells. TheJisiting nurse once desuribed Mrs! Santos ak being on the verge, of falling asleepafter a lifetime of weariness.
- The Santos household receikee twelve hours of home-care service each 'week.Both the bonlemaker and case manager have urged that Ruth Santos take moreresponsibility in caring for her parents. Despite their suggestions, however, Ruthseems establishedin her dependent, child-like role. She kas given no indication of, any desire to act more independently. Mrs. Santos, wearily says, "I'd rather cook.' for her.than argue with her." Paul ant Wasneverbeen invoked with hisChildren. He tends to remain aloof f ,ttemexceot on formal occasions such asmajor holidays and "weddings.

v .Q
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Several months ago Mrs. Santos' case manager, Rachel Matthews, noticed dark
bruise§ on Mrs. Santos' arm. When asked about them, Mrs. Santos said that she
really couldn't remember but that she thought she might have fallen-against her
towel bar. Some weeks after that, Matthews received a phone call from the
Santos' hdinemaker. 'The home aide said that she had seen Ruth punch Mrs.
Santos when she dozedoff during a conversation. The homemaker has tried to
talk with he'r client about the peoblein but Mrs. Santos &very protective of Ruth.

. Mrs. 'Santos harbors an almost morbid fear that Ruth "might be put away and
get pregnant'

The other Santos child is a son, Richard, who lives in Palo Alto. He has made
no se. ret of his desire to institutionalize Ruth so that his mother "can filially
rest." Mrs. Santos has begged her homemaker never to mention the bruises tq
Richard. The homemaker initially agreed to keep Mrs. Santos' confidetwe but
changed her mind when the bruises continued to appear. Richard Santos is due to
visit for his mother's birthday in two months and Mrs. San is fearful of his
arrival. Recently, Paul Santos has been admitted to Catholic b morial Hospital
with complaints of chest pains.

CASE NO. 11 FOR ASSESSMENT

Mrs. Jessica Mattigan is an 81 year old Parkinson's Victim who lives with her
on George in a house which she owns..Mrs. Mattigan has been a client of Adult

_ Protective Services for approximately one year. Because she has $10,000 in the
banks she has received limited service, A casq worker did, however, assist -With
locating a geriatric day program nhich Mrs. Mattigan pays for and attends daily.

Even tgh Ides. Mattigan uses a walker, she has frequently showed up at her
day program bruised. At least once she fell so badly that stitches were required.
Both the day progradi bus driver and the program nurse havb expressed concern.
The nurse has some questions about the clie,tit's abilitapto live independently
without more skilled supervisjon. She has also noted that some of Mrs. Mattigan's
bruises are on the face and forehead ; less likely injury locations for a,person who
uses a walker,

Approximately one month ago son George lost his job as a dispatcher with a
local trucking company. He claims that getting his mother ready for the day pro-
gram caused him to be chronically tardy. The homemaker believes that he was
fired for drinking on the job. Since his tntissal, M. Mattigan's condition has

aredeteriorated considerably. There a neW ruises every two or three days and the
nurse' has questions about whether the client is getting her medication on
schedule in the correct amounts. Further, Mrs. Mattigan has unaccountable out-
bursts of weeping.

The caseworker has raised the issues of nursing home placement. Mrs. Matti-
gan is inclined towards it. George opposes it. He wants to remove his mother
from the day progcam and care for her at home. George maintains that sines he
is not working it iso fooligh to "waste money on the day program." Neit.ber the
program nurse nor the caseworker believe George Is able to care for his mother.

'Regardless of their objectibnsrttleugh, George has threatened to seek guardian-
. . ship of his motherdn order to stop Placement.

Despite Mrs. Mattigan's general assent to nursing. home placement, her son's
. opposition clearly troubles her. Thinking that George's opposition steins in part

from his fear that his inheritance might be consumed-to paY nursing home costs,
the caseworker attempts to explain the Medicaid rules. George Mattigan inter-
rupts by saying, "You cannot tell me about rules and laws and what thefinean."
His refraiii is, "I want my mother to stay at home with me. I can takecare of

°AWE NOS. 12-15: Paorran TAKEN FROM COURT RECORDS
N6. 12 -

After a divorce, Laura WeLly,, a iniddle-aged woman, moves in with her par-
ent& The parents accept, her presence and life settles into a fairly normal par.-
tern. Shortly after her arrival, the parents go away for a NW weeks of hard-
earned vacation. They call back once a week to make sure everything is fine. On

their return 'they find that Laura has systematically looted the home, selling
everything of value. Their safe depoSit box Is .empty. Laura has fled with the eq.

DATo. 13

Marie, an 84-year-old woman, came home from a hospital after bip surgery.
A next-door neighbor was made conservator for Marie. The conservator pro--
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hihited Marie's banker, lawyer, and friends'from seeing her. There was evidence,
that mail'and ratssages intended for Marie never reached her. The consevator
also refused-access to visiting nurses.

After receiving complaints from Marie's banker and lawy, a superior court
Judge ordered a city nqlice officer to accompany a mental health caseworker into
therhome. After seeing the court order, the conservator opened the home. Marie
was interviewed extensively. Ire/. main complaint was that her next-door neigh-
bor/conservator was attempting to "shut me away." She truste$ the conservator
but could not understand her mania for secrecy.

After two subsequent court appearances, Marie was placed temporarily in a
nursing home and a new conservator was appointed. Marie was then placed back
in her,o3vn home where she received in-home care and health visits arranged for
by the mental health distiict. The neighbk did not cause further problems.
No. 14

Ellen, a developmentally disabled older adult, had inherited a trust'from her
parents. The trust was administered at the discretion of two trustees who had
institutionalized Ellen in an adequate board and care facility.

Ater several years, authorities discovered that Ellen was 1.eceiving SSI while
her savings account was in excess of $400,000. to Porlion of the $400,000 was
being used to.support Ellen.

The county social worker and a welfare investigator interviewed the trustees
and found that the trustees were living on the interest derived from the account.

Ellen was taken out of the institution aneplaced in a small board and care
facility shared by some of her friends. The savings account financed the move
and her care The case of embezzlement and welfare fraud against the trustees is
stilrueeding in criminal court. ,

No. 15
Roge-ma middle-aged man, took care of his 70-year-old mother. They lived in

his homean apartdient in a very good arm( of town. Roger had been declared
his mother's guarilian and he used her pmision to care for her needs.

Several years after the mother moved in, Roger lost his job. He fired thehouse-
keeper /attendant and began to care for his mother alone. The mother appeared
periodically at a medical facility to be treated for abrasions on- her face and
mouth On a visit to the home. a visiting.nurse discovered the woman had brokenan arm. Roger said 1 slipped while helping his mother from the table, causing
her to tali. 1M said he was-happy to _care fer his mother who, he said, had
shown him "great affection" as a child.

The visiting nurse had the mother hospitalized and called in a court'-appointed.
social worker After interviewing the mother and son for many hours, the worker
created a trusting relationship with the mother. The client finally admitted abuseby her son -and asked for help. She said that Roger, an intimidatifig person,r believed be was doing a good job in caring for her but that he believed she
needed frequent slapping as a form of "discipline."

The judge in the case called a court session arid lifted The power of guardian-
ship from Roger. The social worker called in various service providers.and hadthe mother plaed in.a private nursing home.

Roger, even after intensive therapy, remained isolateg. Thwas discovered that
his mother had abusett, him as a ,child. His abuse of her had become a form of -revenge. In the words of a court investigator, "he had unresolved hatred of hismother based on childhood events."

.
CASE NO. 16: FRO11 TNE RECORDS OF A %MUTING NURSES ASSOCIATION ..

A visiting nurse was assigned to an older woman who suffered periodically
from malnutrition and dehydration. Once inside thelhome, the nurse discoveredthat the caretaker son withheld food and water as a way pf controlling his
mother and .making her acquiesce to hits demands,

The abuse included deliberate inattention to the mother'a .personal °hygiene.The nurse attempted to compensate by training the son to care for his mother.
Subsequently, the nurse got a call from a neighbor Who had visited the oldlady. According to the neighbor, the older woman's arm was t:swelling."_ Thenurse called in two physicians With a mobile X-ray machine. They discovered abroken. arm. The nurse then went to the probate court and had the womanremoved from the house to a nursing home.

-
.
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CHAPTER 10PBUILDING COMMUNITY AWARENESS THROUGH PUBLIC EDUCATION. . .

Elder abuse and neglect remain unrecognized problems in most areas. A well-
-3 organized public education effort can shape and inform the public's perception

of these problems which in turn 4.cah strengthen efforts to establish treatment
and prevention programs. ,

An organization or committee working in this area should' consider using
t 03-

As a first step, the group should appoint an education coordinator in clinrge
of arranging for talk' shows, contacting media representatives, writing public
service announcements, etc. If another public education program in the commu-
nity addresses elder abuse and neglect, the edueletion coordinator should attempt
to develop a joint strategy with those working in that program.

There are several possible short- and long-term goals for a public education
campaign on elder abuse. They include:

Providing basic information on the facts of abuse and neglect.
Encouraging elder abuse victims and their families to seek he p.
Persuading service providers to develop a more effective protect' ice

system.
.

Publicizing the beneficial 1,#) act of multidisciplinary cooperation, '
1,1:ly abuse to oth r forms of family violence to gvIrerate com-

prell nsive services for all forms of domestic violence.
Sensitizing the community to the special problems of particularly old

and/or disabled elders.'
-Affirming the right of older people to basic forms of care.
E4ncating reporters and media staffs about elder abuse and ne,glect'and/1

The
impact on the community.

The education program will probably begin slowly. Some people working in
the elderly abuse field may feel the program will drain valuable resources from
dtrect care efforts. It is the task of the education coordinator to emphasize the
critical role public education must play ip any serious effort to address elder
abuse and neglect. The coordinator can citeas an effective. example the lengthy
and vigorougt:education campaign that was necessary to convince society to,
confront the prbblem of child abuke.

. /
t / PUBLIC PRVENTATIONS

L. ,
' The education coordinator should consider arranging for experts address /
concerned groups of citizens. A single ex ert can deliver a Speech or evera
exports can offer comments and answer iestions in a panel' f6 t. "..,

,. Often, howeve12, there will not be expe avertable to attend all he preset'
tions the education coordinator can arran e. Members of the gr up can m
the presentations themselves if properly prepared. This peen the educa on
coordinator should work with experts to prepare one or MO beak s s a es
for delivers by group members. It is nrot necessary to be tho ughgoing a pert

3. to disciacithe basic problem of elder abuse and neglect telli ently. The h
plus this manual should enable group members to ma e ff ctive preset' tions

A tocitizen groups. . /I .
There are a few general guidelines to consider I pre ring and p seining

a talk on elder abu§e and neglect.
Approach leaders at senior centers, churches ser ce clubs, an business

groups, and ask to speak at their meetings. Do t r t for comm .ty leaders
to approach you.

Have a member of the group you will, add dvise you on ow to tailoi
yolk' speech to the group's needs and activiti

Advertise the speech in appropriate...we s p or to the ev f.
Mak%eit simple. In discussing an issue fort he first tine, emphasize one

or two y concepts. pevelqp those cone pt nd summariz Use handouts
or audiovisuals for emphasis. /. Assume that no onein the audience s about the oblem...This will
prevent you from "turning off" note isteners. Ever one who is inter-
ested in family violence can gain f good presentation.

Avoid criticiziog service provider in emarks made to a gener#1 audience.
, Be positive'in affirming the need f atment and prevention..-

public education as part of its overall strategy.

- 1-
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174 OF TIM MEDIA

Abuse of the elderly is an emotional issue. Many professionals,. working with
the elders' justifiably fear media exploitation of their clients who are interviewed
by reporters. Yet the answer is not to shun the media. Rather, there is a-need to4 explaill the problem to reporters %%bite keeping them from sensationalizing particular instances of neglect and abuse. The medhi can act as an advocate for the
eldeily and serNe as an important pliplic education resource.

In fact, the media will inevitably define the issue for tile, mass audience. It
is therefore in the best- interests of service providers, action committees, and
other organized groups to stay in direct contact with the local media representa-dies to help assure informed, regponsibre coverage. This can be accomplished in
several ways, The educatiod coordinator or other knowledgeable individual
should approach local reporters with information, volunteer to give press brief -.lugs, and act as a oncall media source.

Most reporter:v:1re unaware that violence against elders exists in the homeenvironment. Having been briefed, however, reporters will probably ask many
questions and request further informatipp. The education coordinator should bet
able to provide basic answers and to cite brrdistribute materials.

Reporters should also be invited to attend workshops or other discussions ofelder abuse and neglect. During these sessions, information packets or press kits
should be/banded.ont. Kits should include

A/sbort description of the problem.
- A. few. short anonymsus case histories.

A description'of the focal problem.
'An outline,qproilbsed or actual response mechanisms.
Plans for,t4obilizatfon`guch as a legislativiAnitiative.

cation coo ll m
speegh is to be given by an authority on the subject, the

er shbuld contact the press ar local radio and television

a worksh r
ti

us to a pnge interviews. Local talk pews can be an effective means ofninatin diformation.
Local st tans ancU:newspapeis also carry public announcements (PSAs)eceived f om nonprofit groups. The ,coordinator should write a PSA to corre-spend to ach lecture, workshop, or speech given on the problem of elder abuse;and also should send a press release to all media contacts whenever the grouphas-so filing svbstantial to report. A typical PSA fer TV or radio and an ex-ample # press release 'ire providbd on the next two pages.

SAMPLE Plysitc Szavicz ANNOUNCEMENT

econds, Public Service Ann cement
tact : Education Coordinator 28) 456-7 0. i, ,

. TO AIR JANUARY 2r1981,-: -,
,,Esrch day we get °lite/6nd ds we approheh old age, our need for love and

affection increases. Yet research inflicates that families under stress may abuse
r neglect their older members. The Committee'''on -Care Per the Elderly is spon-soring a free lecture on how your family can support fts older adult, It's tonight

at Union High School, 7:30 p.m. Come and hear what you and the community
can offer the older person. For More information, contact the committee at (128)156-17890. / , ,

e
[Sale Press release]

For Immediate Release; January 2, 1981 .,

Press 'fitact : Jane Doe (123) 456-7890
T State Probate Court said today thaLit pains to implement a new Officeourt Investigators, which will be responsible for investigatinglcomplaintsof abuse and neglect against elder citizens. the move is seen as a victory for theCommitteon are for the Elderly, which fought for a Court- appointed authority

to Workwith local law e ercement officials and care prchiders in the treatmentand prevention of elderly a \s -e.

71
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AP.PENDIX 2
' A STATEMENT FOR TUE RECORD ON ELDER ABUSE BY ADULT CARETAKERS: AN

EXPLORATORY STUDY BY LINDA S. BOYDSTON AND JAMES A. MCNA.IRN

Mr. Chairman, my research partner and I have recently, completed a project
entitled, "Elderly Abuse By Adult Caretakers : An Exploratory Study". The
purpOse of this study was to seek preliminary estimates of the prevalence of,
elderly abuse in San Diego, California. The focus was on elders over the nge
of 60 who reside at home'and have been physically or psychologically abused
by members of their families, or by friends or care .fakers.

The information was collected through a survey of medical, legal, law enforce-
s went and social service professionals who were chosen according to their inter-

action with the elder population and the likelihood that, they might encounter
the phenomenon of elder abuse. The survey questionnaire attempted to deter-
mine: 1) If there is a problem of significant" profortions within the country,
2) locate prdfessionals most likely to encountef cases o neglect and/or abuse,
3) distinguish characteristics of the mairreatment, and 4) identify current
responses and interventions' used by ag6cies in treating this problem.

Out of 431 questionnaires, distribpted to a cross-section of human service
providers, 101 were returned, with 67 of theSe citing a case of .elder abuse.
Therefore, the fact that elder abuse does exit within San Diego County is° confirmed. The result of research are very similar to those of other major
studies done in Ma<sachusetts, Maryland, Michigan and Ohio. Significant find-ings are pres ed and are briefly discussed below.

1. Priv social service agency workers, protective service workers, hos-
pital al service workers and visiting nurses accounted for the majority re-por ng abuse citings.

2. Abused elders were reported to be the most often abused between the ages
of 70 and 84 and women were more often reported to be abused than men,
regardless of age. Ages 70-74 were reported in 25 percent,of the citings, ages
80-84 in 19 percent and ages 65-69 -and 7519 in 18 percent of the citings. OfThe 67 citings of abuse 73 percent were women and 27 percent were men.

3. Seventy-six percent of the citings indicated that some sort of physical
abuse was inflicted on the elder. Reported injuries covered a wide range. from
physical bruises and welts, cuts and `punctures, malnutrition, direct beatings
and bone'and skull fraotures to neglect of personal care and lack of supervision.
Sixty of the 67 surveys listed more thdn one type of abuse, was observed. One
person was reported to have died due to itturiessustained.

4. Eighty-five percent-of the citings indicated that some sort of psychological
abuse was inflictOd On the elder. Types of psychological abuse ranged from
moderate threats to the elder to severe verbal assaults which caused debilitating
fear to situations of isolation and abandonment: Again, multiple psychological

4;4:-. abuse was prevalent.
5. In seventy-six percent of the citings the abused elder had a mental or

physical disability which restricted him or her in meeting daily needs. Physical
impairmentS included being bedridden, needing assistance with personal hy-giene, inability to prepare food and inability to take medications. The major:ity of respondents listed these as severe problems. Mental impairments weremost Often listed as moderate-severe to severe Consmon evidence of mental
impairments listed 'were: confusion. senility, organic brain disease, fear andanxjety, depression, poor memory and poor judgment anil resiionse.

6. -Very significantly, incidents of abuse tended to be recurring events rather
than single ocetirances. Seventy percent of the citings were reported to.happen.twice or more. Of these, 49. percent reported the abuse happened more than

0 tWies,and 19 percent reported that it wits continuous.
(135),
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7. Family members, rather than strangers, were most frequently the abusers.
Most often, abusers (79 percent) tended tq live with the elder they abused.
Adult sons accounted for 27 percent of the ,eitings, daughters 19 percent, hus-
/bands 19 percent and wives 13 percent. There tends to be disagreement among
the major studies in the area of the sex of the abuser, some reporting adult
sons as most frequently the abuser and some reporting adult daughters. Clearly,
more research is indicated. Nine percent listed two or more abusers. In these
cases the abusers tended to be the elder's adult child and his or her spouse.

8. Seventy percent of the respondents regarded the elder as a source of stress
to the abuser(s). Frequently mentioned reasons were the amount of physical
and emotional care required and the high 'level of dependency placed on the
abuser by the,elder.'

9. The survey data indicate that the majority of the abusers were experiencing
some form of stress at the time the abusive act occurred. The leading stress
provoking factors were medical complaints, financial problems and substance
abuie. Lack of needed services was another category often cited by respondents
as contributing to abuser stress. Over halfi (55 percent) stated that the abuser
was experiencing two or more forms of stress simultaneously.

10. Most abuse cases surfaced as a 'result of personal, obServafion by the re-
spondents (28 percent) or self-report by the Victim (27 percent). Sadly, the
fewest referrals were made -by police, family or( friends.

11. A wide variety of interventions were described by respondents which in-
cluded coanseling, emergency medical care, removal from home and referral to
various.community agencies.

12. Seventy,-five percent of all surveys indicated that some barrier to service
provision was experienced by providers. Most bften (43 percent), the victim
was the barrier, refusing to acknowledge the abuse or allow correetive action
to be taken. This obstacle. to intervention was closely followed by the lack of
cooperation from the abuser (42 percent). The family was cited as the barrier
in 15 percent of the surveys and 13 percent indicated that a legal problem
constituted a barrier to intervention.

Clearly, it can be seen that elder abuse is a problem and the fact that studies ,
are turning up very similar findings in ,different parts of the country indicates
that the problem is not localize, but widespread. This study, and others like it,'
is proof that.the problem exists and that much needs to be done to adequately
meet the needs of those inolved. Social, legal and ipedical services must.coordi-
nate to meet these needs. The abused need to be supported and educated to the
fact that they need not be embarrassed to admit the probleth. The abusers need'to know that they are coping with enormous stress and can go to an agencyfor help, rather than fearing punishment. as one legislator suggested they
deserve. To start thi:i process laws must beenforced which provide for protec-
tion during the revelation of an abuse problem and services which help boththe abused and abusers. I believe BR H.R. 769 is a very goqd first step in this

q.process.
Thank you, Chairman Burton, for holding the hearing to explore these issues.I hope my information has been helpfql.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY.
San Francisco, Calif..

. As violent Crime becomes an issue of great focus. the elderly victims of those
crimes have come to receive more study and attention. However, despite the
increased media exposure and programs to aid the elderly, older citizens continua
to be vulnerable ao victims of crime.

At the 17,1etim Witness Assistance Program we encounter those older victims ofcrime. -It is our goal to assist these victims in receiving compensation for their
41 losses through the Calliiirnia State Board of Control. The state will reimbursefor medical bills and wageloss. Many elderly victirasdiave these,losses covered bymedical, medicare and receive social security and therefore re not eligible forCompens-atfori.

Upon talking to these individuals one finds they have incurred a great deal of
economic hardship. If these victims are robbedju,Llair4omes, personal valuablesthat can never be replaced are lost, also a television or money may also he taken.If an individual reggives about $900.00 a math, these losses can mean a greathardship. ft would be desirable if victims could receive replacements for items

1,
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that are replaceable, and funds could be tirade available for rent, food and trans-
portation if so required. It would only be helpful to the victims if the assistance
be made soon after the incident. Victims 'awaiting cpmpensation now wait 6
months to a year under the Victims Crime Act in California. r

Prevention of 'a violent crime is.the most desirable course ofaction. Continua-tiOn of public safety awareness programs and safe, convenient transportation to
prevent street crime are vital to crime prevep6on. Older citizens should be awareof the dangeri that exist on city streets, but this should not cause them to be
untible*to go out to take care of their everyday chores. If they do become victims,
they should not be the ones that have to pay for those crimes by economic hard-
ship The Victim Witness Assistance Program urges those in government to assistin the prevention of crimezas well as assist those who have become victims in amore concrete manner.

DON JACOBSON,
Chief Assistant District Attorney.

^ MARIN SENIOR DAY SERVICES,
Valley, Calif., April 1, 1981.CongressmaJOHN Btavrox,

Chairperson,
Subcommittee on Retirement Income and Employment.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN BURTON :. Dnelosed_are materials which describe supportservices' for families caring for disablet elders at home. These families are
under a great deirf of stress due tp the constant, 24-hour care required for theirdisabled family member. Abuse often occurs in families under stress. Relief of
this stress is essential to ease the burdetr.of care and hopefully decrease abuse.
Our program provides such support through day care,ethotional support groupsand home care, Community-based supportive services to caregiving families 'is
necessary to help ease family stress'and decrease abuse of elders,

CECILIA LONDON, M.S.W.,
Program Director,

WOMEN WHO CARE AND THE WIVES RESPITE PROJECT ,

Nursing Dynamics, a non- proilt agency in MarieCounty, California, has been
providing day care and support services to handicapped older adults and their
families throdgh its Marin Senior Day Services program. In September 1977, soonafter the day care center opened, the Agency became the sponsor for a support
group for women-Who were caring for their disabled husband at home, a predomi-nant living arrangement among day care clients. The founder and organizer of
the group Women Who Care, is Clemmie Barry, an older women who cared for
her own stroke-disabled husband for 16 years-/In a letter she sent to prospective
group members, Ms. Berry describes her motivation and intent-for starting such-a group.

My first motivation for this sharing came when I became aware of how-many
women die during this caretaking. I was shocked.... I have decided there mustbe a change: that tve, the wives,can no longer be ignored.

I believe that one of the ways,o begin to make the necessary changes couldbe for us to build support among ourselves-as a group or on an individual basis,
or both. I am willing to be the focal point for such an undertaking. I an a caringlistener. Each of our experiences are as different as we are differentindividuals . . . .

I would hope that we might create an atmosphere among ourselves where
the unshed tears, the too long contained grief, Wild yes, even the anger and frustra-tion might find an outlet. That confidentiality and sorely of expression would be
guaranteed.- Tkat rio one would give advice, nor make judgments. Personal deci-
sions and solutioni must come out of each person's own understanding of her "Deed.

WOMEN WHO CARE

Women ,Who Care meets twice a mann ip a trusting environment where thewomen's common problems of on-going caretaking can be shared. The group fo-
cuses on three main issues : emotional support, political, activism, and educa-
tion. One meeting a month is devoted exclusively to emotidal support. During
these meetings, the women share'their feeling and sense of relief that someone
finally understands. Sow of the common concerns and problems expressed hre:the fatigue from waking two and three Males at night to take their husbands
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to the bathroom; therfustration from constantly changing urine-soaked shpets ,
isolation from friends who are uncomfortable around their chronically ill,
disabled spouses ; sadness over the loss of a husband who is so changed now ;
anger at the myth of the "Golden Years" that never materialized; guilt about
the thoughts of placing their husbands in a nursing home as their own health
deteriorates from the physical and emotional stresses of constant caretaking.

The political action meetings focus on advoiscy and developing strategies to
effect change-in the current long term care system which has failed to provide
adequitte respite and support for these couples in the community. One of the
specific issues addressed by the group is the Medi-Cal (Medicaid) regulation
which requires that when a spouse is institutionalized, all of the couple's com-
bined assets must be exhausted bizfore Medi-Cal will assume the cost of nursing
home care. The women are work' g to change this regulation su that assets can
be set crated at the time of placement, leaving the spouse in the community NS ith
a reasonable measure of dignity and financial security. Otheiwise, both hus-
band and wife end up impoverirthed, a prospect frightening to Most women who
can expect. to live longer than their mates.

At the group's educational meetings, so far the t,Nomen have' heard from
lawyers and Medi-Cal eligibility workers who have conic to educate and offer
expert advice. Many of the wives have been forced, by their circumstances,
nito assuming responsibility fur financial management for which they have been
ill-prepared.

.Women Who Care is essentially a feminist group. After many years of tradi-
tional marriage roles, these women are taking control of their sitAlations amidst
a background of continual crises. They are forming ties of sisterhood and sup-

,. port with other women in the group and together they ,are working to seek
changes in a health care. system which hag .to date been unresptnsive to their

. needs.
Tim WIVES RESPITE PROJECT

The idea for this project originated with Women Whb Care. Group members
,,repeatedly stressed the need for more respite services such as day care and
home care and the need for greater public awareness and recognition of the
problems they experienced. Several group members met with agency staff to
help draft the proposal for a project wlfich could begin to address these needs
and would serve as a model of service delivery.

The Wives 13espite Project was fahtled in May 1979 through grants from
the San Francisco and Van Loben Sels Foundations for a period of two years.
The major services providell through the project are home care and out-of-home
respite care free of clutrge. Home care is available for four to eight hours a week
per couple. Two half-time registered nurses each visit 5-8 couples ,each week.
The nurses' services cover a wide range, from companionship and supervision
of the husband while the wife is away from home- to assislance with the hus-
band's personal care and doing errands that the wife is unable to do such as
grocery shopping. The nurses also p an important role in health teaching and,
providing ongoing emotional support to imth husband and wife.

The out-of-home respite service was designed to offer the wives an extended
break from caretaking. Most of the women have not had a vacation away from
their husbands inkseveral years, mainly because there are no affordable, short-

. term facilities that could care for their husbands in the community.
The respite weekend, as it was -called, was four days in duration an d was

o held at a seminary conference center adjacent to the MSDS day care center.
Round-the-clock care for the husbands was provided by staff from MSDS includ-
ingonirses who were on duty from 4 p.m. to 7 a.m. From the viewpoint of the
wives, husbands, and staff alike. this component of the project was resounding
success. The agtncy plans to Continue to offer this service on a regular basis.
throughout tile year.

To develop community awareness and recognition of the problems experienced
by older women in,these situations, the prtiject.also includes production otf a
videotape and a community ,workshop for primarily health care professionhls.
The videotape, titled "Women WM Care: Living with Disabled Husbands;
focuses an one couple involved in the project, the problems they face, and
demonstrates how the services have helped them. It is available for rental or "-,
purchase on either 3/4":cofor cassette or I/2" B/W reel-to-reel.,

Marin Senior Day Services is providing a unique composite of supportive
service* to families of disabled elderly through its,day care program, respite
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projectMid Women Who Care Support Group: MuCh of our focus has been
addressed .to the special needs of the wives caring for their disabled husbands
at home. This high risk group of women who provide a much utilized source
of care for the chronically ill has been a largely unrecognized group. Our pro-' gram was responded to the needs of this population and demonstrated its effec-
tiveness through its valued reputation in the community and the many grateful
comments of tht caretaking wives who thought that no one cared.

. .

CALIFORNIA. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL FOR OLDER AMERICANS,
San Francisco, Calif., April 3, 1981.

My name Is Rev. Edward L. Peet. I am president of the California Legislative
Council for Older Americans.

Art: Chairman our council hails this itiquiry. It reflects the kind of kindly
concern you have had all through your public life. It exposes dark areas of
callousness and abuse of helpless elderly to public view. It shows a shocking
record of ltunian rights violations. But it also tells us of the tensions that prevail
in relations between age and family, groups in this upsetting turbulent era of
American history. We salute this committee and its splendid 'concern. --

Mr. Chairman, our council has been speaking up for elderly Californ
eleven years. We would be remiss now if we did not add anot i r r in this
seamy equation. I speak of the wides I ead elderly ab ich is building up
now from Washington. While the trau s, as you' ng about are private and

'10444.44%, hiddenthe traumas I speak of are pu I i lid open for all to see. I speak of
°,the threats openly proposed to social security benefits. I speak of billions to be

cut from Medical. I speak of the miseries nova building up against two million
American elderly in food stamps. I speak of brutal ellts intended to cut off
homeless elderly from new and adequate housing. I spea.kbf elderly, abuse to
those who cannot any longer pay their exorbitant fuel bills and who shiver in
the dark. What of the abuse coming down from the young old who face the end
of work because of being disabled by heart or arthritis ailments? What of these
wholesale cuts against tile old and the young that number in billions of dollars?
/So its bombs we want to build? But the Hungry oldster can't eat bombs: Nor
cxxi he heat his house with bombs: Nor can he be kept opt of nursing homes
with bombs: Nor can he anticipates any serene future in a county that steals
his bread and gives hem the scepter of a third world war.

We don't need elderly abuse wholesale or retail but we do need elderly care.
Anything less mocks all our talk of a "land of the free and a home of the brave."I thank you.

I
STATEMENT OF MAUREEN SATZ, STUDY DIRECTOR FOR RESEARCH ON ELDER ABUSE,

UCLA,/USC LONG Ti ER CAVE GERONTOLOGY CENTER

Thank you for giving me the oppOrtunity to testify at this hearing. I mMaureen Satz: and am repr enting the UCLA/USC Long Term Care G °n-tology Center as Study Dir or for research on elder abuse. This research has
been conducted with Ely*, alend, Henuty Director of the-Long Term Care
Gerontology Center, Dr. Rosalie Kane pf the Rand Corporation, and Dr. onmoos, Director of the Institute for Policy and. ProgramMevelopment at theAndrus Gerontology Center, USC. .

The Long Term Care Gerontology Center has recently completed tt studyanalyzing the design and implementation of mandatory reporting legislation for
adult abuse and protective services in sixteen states. Survey data was obtained
from administrators of state Adult Protective Services department,' State De-
partments of Aging, and supervisors of social service workers within these de--. parVments. ljue to the recent societal recognitior of the elder abuse problem,
rind, the establishment of mechanisms to deal with it, the reporting statutesand protective service:programs are currently in aprocess of evolution. .On the, basis of research result, the Long Term Care Gerontology Center-
strongly supports the passage Of HR 769, the federal legishition proposed by
Representatives Oakar and Pepper" and c6sponsored by John Burton,, for the
identification, treatment and prevention of elder abuse, neglect and exploitation.
This legislation ds a necessary incentive for states, to develop ,effective adult

)protective services legislation and programs.. °

o.
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Effectiveness in the area of protective service§ is a critical issue that has
been unevenly addressed nationwide. Adult abuse reporting legislation devel-
oped from states' efforts to specifically Address the needs of adults Who are
unable to care fdr themselves or protect themselves from abuse, neglect and
exploitation. The laws provide extra societal protection 'to, the elderly, 8$ par-
ticularly vulnerable segment of our population. The purpose underlying manda-
tory reporting legislation is to identify cases of adult and elder maltreatment
which would not otherwise be brought to public attention. Many of the reporting
laws were modeled alter child abuse reporting laws, which are now federally
mandated. , ,

Mandatory reporting statutes and adult protective services legislation were
passed' to provide the statutory authority for protecting incapacitated and mal-
treated adults. Prior to passage of this legislation, social service workers were
providing protective services without statutory authorization. This situation
involved potential risks for protective services A, or1:ers, lip often operated in a
vulnerable legal position, and for clients, Whose rights reatiding societal inter-
evention were not delineated in the 'law. In the area of protective services, the
need for state intervention must be balanced against the individual's rights to
self-determination. The adult protective services legislation attempts to estab-
lish clients',rights and the implementing department'sauthority inlaw, rather
than leaving'intervention to the discretion of the indiTidual worker.

Mandatory reporting legislation piovides the statutory basis for a protective
services system and a mechanism for state intervention in protective services
cases. The legislation requires reporting by professionals and others of sus-
.petted cases of adult maltreatment. It extends the statutory authority to social
service departments for accepting reports, investigating cases, and providing
services with the individual's consent or with appropriate court intervention.

The sixteen state survey conducted by the Long Term Care Gerontology
Center Indicates that the number of reports of elder abuse, neglect and exploita-
tion has steadily increased since passage of these laws. Administrators of adult
protective service units nott that`, due to.tlie existence-of reporting laws, their
workers have been notified of life or .death situations requiring immediate
intervention cages which could not otherwise have come to the attention of a
service agency .

Based on preliminary data from the recent survey of states with reporting
legislation, the following tliirteen provisions have been identified as most im-
portant in the development of a model reporting statute and regulations at-' tacked to such a statute.
1. Designation of a State Agency to Implement the Law .,

The reporting statute should designate a single state agency responsible for
receiving reports, investigating reports and implementing,service plans. Ideally,
the reporting mechanism would be a 7 day per week, 24 hour per day operation.
2. Contents of iteport

A clear definition of what a report is to contain and how it is to be made
should be .contained in the statute. For example; a report shoilld include iden-
tifying information regarding the persons involVed, as well as the nature and '
extent of maltreatment. Mandating that an oral report be followed by a written
one would aid in developing a uniform data system and might alst serve to
reduce the number of illegitimate complaints reported.
S. Mandatory Reporting

The statute should mandate reporting for any person who suspects that adult
abuSe, neglect or exploitation has occurred? Survey respondants indicate that
without mandatory reportibg, persona are unlikely to report situations of adult
maltreatment. Seveial of the reporting statutes mandate only professionals to
report. However, survey data indicate that the general public is in a position
to bring to light cases of adult maltreatment which may never reacti profes-
sionals. Oftpn, bases of adult abuse or neglect do not reach medical/or social
service professionals until they have .zeached crisis proportions. Survey data
indicates that reports' are now being received from both the community and
professionals. Knowing ,that the law required reporting can encourage action
on the part of community residents who may otherwise be hesitant to get

, involved.
,Broadening the group of mandated reporters would enable greater identifi.

Cation of cases in need of protective services. Such a step, would follow the
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national trend in child al.use reporting legislationthat of broadening the
group of mandated reporters, as well as the list of reportable conditions. Ade-
quate public education, out-lining the public's reporting responsibilities and
providing guidelines for reportable conditions, will erasure that more people
in need of protective service can be identified and treated. As research indi-
cates, the nature of adult and elder abuse Is that it usually reroaipg unreportedand unaddressed. . .
4. Definition of Coverage

A clear slefinItion of persons covered by the law shOuld be included in the
reporting statute. At present, variation exists in the definition of persons under
the laws, purview, leading to difficulty interpretation and implementation
of the reporting statutes. Tha standard for coverage in the statute should include
a functional inability to care for oneself of protect oneself from abuse, neglect
or exploitation.' Ideally, the reporting statutes should include all adults under
its purview, rather than just the elderly. Inability to care for oneself or protect
oneself from maltreatment is not necessarily a function of age, although the
elderly are particufarly vulnerable to such situations.
5. Immunity Provisions

Reporters acting in good faith should be guiiianteed immunity from civil
and/or criminal liability that might otherwise be incurred from making the
report. Sucti-inimunity is a necessary protection for mandatOry reporters, and
serves to - lessen the reluctance of the commubity to report a suspected case ofmaltreatment.
6. Confidentiality ,Provisions
,Procedures should be established in the statute for maintaining the 'con-_

fidentiality of ,ease records and protecting the identity of all persons involved.
such procedures would include well-leaned protocols for expunging unfounded
information, maintaining confidentiality of records, and authorizing access toease records.
7. Penalties

In the sixteen states surveyed, there was little or no prosecution of caretakers
guilty of maltreatment. The recency of the staptes' passage, the difficulty of prov-ing that abuse haraccurred, the reluctance of victims to initiate criminal proceed-
ings, and the need to develop goad working relationshipswith the court system all
contribute to the low prosecution rate. It should be recognized that, although
penalties maY be necessary in the law, criminal and civil remedies are it usuallylinked to the provision of social services and may not adequately address theneeds pf the abuse victim. .

Sanationl for failure to report suspected maltreatment are included in certarn°
reporting statutes at present, and have been recommended by survey respondents
as a means ASf increasing the likelihood of abuse being reported. There has beenlittle or no prosecution activities in.this area also, although the potential benefitof sanctions or fihes as a psy4ological spur to re ting has been noted. - .

'11. Definition of Terms
V The reporting statute shoUld establish ar definitions of terms, such as abuse,
neglect and exploitation. The statute sh also define what constitutes a pro- 'tective services case, an investigation, a ubstantiated case, and a successful casezesolution. In order to identify abuse, n lect and exploitation, there is an obviousneed to agree upon their definitions. A resent, definition of such terms is not
standardized among the reporting statutes, making It difficult to obtain a nationaldale base on the extent and nature of adult maltreatment.
9. Central Registry

The reporting statute should include provisions for a central state registrythat is maintained by a single state agency. The registry would include informa-doll on all reports received, investigation results, evaluations, and types of serv-ices delivered, including any couit-related actions. Such a, centralized client
i`information system and, standardized record-keeping are vital in determining theextent of the need for protective services and inrbuilding an accurate data base.

10. Emergency Intervention and InVoluntary Service Protection
A reporting statute is. of questionable effectivenes§ if it merely identifies cases,and does not specify any means for investigation and service provision. '

79-490 0'-'02 a 4.0 r'
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A reporting statute should have the capacity for emergency interventions and
long range interventions. This would include provisions fur mandated investiga-
tions, specifying the nature of an investigation, and mandated time frames jor
investigation of report*,

In order to link enforcement mechanisms with the law, legal CrOvisions for
allowing access to a home, in emergencies, .and legal provisions for preventing
interference from a caretaker in the provision of services may be necesVrry inclu-
sions in a reporting statute or accompanying regulations which should clearly
specify conditions requiring state intervention amtprocedures for case investiga-

, dons. At present, many of the statutes lack well-defined procedures for interven-
tion,tion, hampering the implementing agency's abilirk to provide services.

In the establishment of legal inters entions in the form of emergency services,
protecti ve 'placement, non-emergency services, and guardianship provisions,, the
need exists for flexible types of intervention. At present, some of the statutes only
provide for the most severe type of interventions and do not, tailor intervention
strategies to the individuals need. This is particularly common in the area of
guardianship provisions. Data from survey respondents indicates that legal
remedies should be the last resort in protective services cases, and usually are
not necessary if the case has been handled properly_ The most successful Pro-
tective service programs seem to be in those states were adequate outreach educa-
tion, and networking with other agencies were performed in conjunction with
passage of the reporting stature.
11. Due Process Safeguards

In establishing the legal authority to provide services, the reporting statute
should specify that a persotl has the right to refuse services, unless he is judged
incompetent. Involuntary services should be provided only in those cases where
the individual lacks the capacity to consent to services, and is unable to care for
or protect himself. Such involuntary services should be provided through appro-
priate court procedures, and lack of capacity to consent should be clearly defined
in the law: Due process safeguards of the individual's civil and constitutional
rights are clearly necessary in a law that sanctions state intervention in certain
situations. The reporting statute should state that services provided should be
those least restrictive of an individual's right tb self-determination.
12. Geriatric Evaluation team

A model reporting law Auld contain provisions for comprehensive evaluations
of clients to be performed before a placement decision or intervention decision is
made. Such evaluations would be performed by n team of multi-disciplinary
professionals, including medical, social service, mental health and legal repre-..
sentatives.'An inter-disciplinary team approach may be necessary to adequately
address complex problems.

Clearly defining the role of agencies involved in implementing the law has
been recommended by survey respondents. This include establishment of a me-
chanism for cirmpulsory law enfOreement introlvement in emergency situations
where a worker must gain aCeiefo, a hoe ` or remove a person from danger.
In addition, it has been recommended that the role of medical involvement be
clarified in the statute. Survey respondents note the difficulty of obtaining medi-
cal substantiation of cases of adult maltreatment. If the role of medical per-

* Ronne] was clearly mandated and defined in the law, accessibility of necessary
medical services might improve, and the role of medical practitioners would
be legally protected. .

13. Funding Package
, Some tyke of funding package should be linked to the reporting statute. With-

out funding to deVelop a protective service program, the law cannot be effective.

coNcLusioNs

To conclude, survey results support the establishment,Atmandatory minimum
standards to he legislated for states in the provision of protective services. The
reperting statutes for adult and elder abuse area potentifilly effective means
of addressing the problem of adult abuse, neglect and exploitation. Data from
the survey of states with reporting legislation indicate that service delivery to
maltreated adults and elders has improved duet to passage of these laws. How-
ever, as g piece of enabling legislation, a reporting staute cannot be effective un-

"Vol'.6111ii
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.); less It is tied to a total protective services iackage, with sufficient fun ng, en-
forcement mechanisms, and coordinated service delivery,§ystemg. The ability of
an agency to respond adequately to reports ds a critical factor in determining
the law's effectiveness. Public end professional edu&tion concerning the law's
requireinents, rageficy .coordination, and documenta n of casesare. all
necessary for the velopment of an effective protedtive wices system.

MANDATORY REPORTING LEGISLATION Fort ADULT ABU MARCH +1981

Elyse Salend, M.S.W.; Deputy Director, UCLA/USC, Long Tim Care Gerontoi
ogy'Center. Lecturer, UCLA, School of Medicine.

. Maureen Satz, Study Director and Fellow, UCLA/USC, bong Term Care Geron-
lologyCenter. .

*,.

An Pynoos. Ph.D., Director, USC Institute of Policy and ProgramDevelopment,
Fellow, UCLA/USC Long Term Care Gerpntology Center. .
Tins- material has been prepared for the National Conference on Elder Abuse.

It comprehensive report on the subject is currently being prepared. This re-
search has.been made possible by grants from the Administration on Aging'and
the Bureau of Health Manpower. $ .. I

MANDATORY REPORTING LEGISLATION FOR ADULT Aaus

The abuse, neglect and exploitation of the+ elderly liasionly recently been
recognized as a problem that reqqires public policy and intervention. Effective;ness in the area of protective services is a critical issue, one that has been
unevenly addressed nationwide. Most states have aine type of protective services
program that provides services fo Persons eighteen and over who are unable to
provide for their own health, safety and welfare. The Senate Special, Committee
on Aging survey in March, 1980, identified 25 states which have some type of
adult protective services legislation. However, the provisions and coverage of
,these laws vary Widely in scope, as do the provisions of the reporting laws,- asubset of the adult protective services legislation. The master cart included
ig_this study identifies sixteen states with reporting legislation for adult orelder abuse and,protective services. fo er state statutes provide the mandate
for a protective' envices system with, t repOrting provigions. 1he majority of
the sixteen reporting statutes,were within the last five-years, and similar
legislation is now pending ip seve additional states.

The adoption of adult abuse reporting and protective services legislation
-.-devel-oped from skates' efforts to specifically address thd needs of adults who

cannot adegtihtely, care for themselves and/or Protect themselves from abuse,
; neglect or exploitation. The impetus for t7aSsage 'of these lirii.arose from aocietalrecognitiAn that °vulnerable, lneapaditated and maltroakcd adults, particularly

the eIdefiyoweie in 'heed of extra societal protection, similar to that providedto 'abused and neglected:children. The purpose underlying 'th egislation ISr'44ideat &Anion of 9,44 abuse, neglect, and exploitation cases w would notothe Ise be brought to,dpublie atteption. Many of the reporting statutes weremod after child abuse reporting tegislatto which is nnwsa federal mandate:
7.;,-"Nlithoug wide variation mists in the stabut ' provisiOns, the common intent
Fto identify and protect incayebtated adults and-elders who are victims ofeel neglect or maltreatment b ers. Variations in &nfAage of the;stlitutesV reflect the different impetuses and contexts which led tffpasaage of the laws.

.ror example, spouse abuse, abuse of the disaked, and abuse of care facilityV resident* are covered in some of tie statutes, but not'in others. 4Guardianship and. civil .compitment procedifregghave been the legal' inter,ventions commonly applied in cases of ,incapaented or -legally,lucoropetent
petsons. Many states now have doniestic violence legislation, -directed mainlyat spouse abuse, an establishing civil remedies and injunctive relief for vie-dins of domestic violence. In addition, sanctions have beeweltatilished in thePenal Code regarding abuse or injury to an individual of anY age. The abovelemedies,"however, do not specifically address the Special pnableras arisint incastes of elder abuse: Suclicases=typically involve a victim-who is unable or un-willing to fieek assistance r- to 'initiate civil or criminal proceedings; The victim

frequently in a deendent position aiiit'frail, confused or ignorant of the
s..76' 'societal protection-mechanisms available. Weak enforcementonechanisms and thediffibulq ot prosecuting a case of elder maltreatment cuntribate to the !nada-
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. .
quacy of these civil and criminal, remedies in addressing the problenr of eldelk .
abuse. . ..

Basically, the legislation reviewed in this study requires certain persons to
report suspected cases of abuse, neglect or exploitation to a central agency.
Mandates for that agency to` investigate and arrange voinntary and involun-
tary service provisions tire included to varying degrees iii statutes. Pro-
cedures for provision of involuntary service to clients through court interven-
tion also vary widely. The authority vested in the investigating agency, the
criteria for emergency intervention and the protection of due process rights
are not standardized among the statutes. Definitions of abuse, neglect and
exploitation generally encom 'pass the same components in the reporting statutes, ,
although these categories overlap in ,certain statutes. The lack of uniform defini-
tions, standards"Und procedures is a common problem of the reporting legisla-
tion, as a whole. Vague or unclear definitions and stipulations are also common
in the legislation.

The UCLA/USC Long Term Care Gerontology Center is currently completing
a study of both the design and the implementation of the reporting legislation
as it affects service delivery to abused, neglected and exploited'elderly. Relevant )
to this purpose,.the enforcement median's:A, funding appropriatjons and.
social service delivery systems- linked to the law& '11 be examined. The study
will result in recommendations for improving rrent societal interventions
addressing the problem of maltreatment of our nati 's elderly.

Due to their recent dpvelopment, statutes a n an evolutionary stage. Thus,
the effectiveness of the reporting statutes cannot ye ully documented. Many
of the statutes have been amended since passage, as the plementators identify
gaps in the design of the laws. Areas in which ainendments have been added are
useful indicators of the types of provisions necessary in an effective reporting '
statute. Such areas include confidentiality. provisiops, provisions for criminal
penalties, and provisions for emergency service to clients.

Attempts to formulate a national policy addressing the issue of elder abuse
are now underway. National legislation proposed in HR 7551 would provide
financial assistance to states for prevention, identification and treatment of elder -.

1
abuse, neglect and exploitation. Also proposed in this' legislation is the establish-
ment of a National Center on Adult Abuse for purposes,oiginformation compile-*. tion, research dissemination and technical assistance.
-The following is a summary-9f provisions not included in the chart of laws:

'\.___ Immunity' .,,.. 14
'

The *porting statutes guarantee reporters immunity from civil and/or criminal
liability which might otherwise be incurred from participation in a report or

=judicial proceedings resulting from a report. Certain statutes specifically include, -,

in the immunity Coverage representatives of the department responsible for receiv-
ing and investigating reports.

.Report. Contents '. .
All of the reporting stituteslgir. pecify that a repot of ablise,leglect or expioita-

tion include such identifying information as the names and addresses of the
alleged, victim and perpetrator, the nature and extent of maltreatment, and any
other information relevant to the case. Some of the statutes specify an oral,or
written report by,the reported; other statutes direct tat an oral report be fol-
,loWed by a written one.
Confidentiality 'l

The majority of the reporting 'statutes include provisions for protecting the cop-
fitlentiality of reports and the identity of pergorts involved. in particular, statutes
establishing a Central Registry specify procedures for maintaining the con-
fidentiality of case records, expunging unfounded reports and authorizing access
to records. .
Privileged Information i ,

Several of the reportihg statutes stipulate that no common law or statutory
privilege except the attorney/client privilege shall apply in judicial proceedings
resulting from a awe of abuse, neglect or exploitation. Privileges for confidential
communications that are excluded in the htatuted include husband/w e, .....

physician/patient and clergy/client privileges. .. , .
. :
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Other Agency Involpements
Several of the statutes note the duty of other state, county and local agencies"ito cooperate with the department implementing the law. Certain statutes stipu-late that the investigating department should report substantiated' cases ofalines, neglect or exploithtioh to the State Attorney.

Least Restrictive Alternative
The majority of the repolking statutes state that protective services providedthrough the law should be the alternative least restrictive of the individual'sself-determination and due process rights.

"Geriatric Evaluation Team
A minority of the statiMs provide for a comprehensive client evaluationto be performed at the point of involuntary placement or issuance of a protec-tive service order. Where specified, the stutas dfrect such evaluations to beAUper by a geriatric evaluation te m composed of multitliscipllaaryessi onals.. . ..

Religious Prov
'Several reporting statutes affirm the individual's right to rely on inmedical,

.
isions

spiritual means of healing in accordance with recognized religious methods,and exclude this criterion from being the sole deternithation of an individual'sneed for protective services. .

NOTE.Reeent amendments to the laws majp not be included in the chart.
. .
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Parsons covered

Adult Protective Services Act
of 1976.

Arkansas.... .. . Arkansas Steuta 59-1301
Act 166 of 1977, Adult Pro-
tenth/. Services Act.

over, due to physical or
mental Impairment, can,*
protect self from abuse,
with no guardian or relative
able and willing, whose boil
(savior indicates - he Is
mentally incompetent to
cart for self without serious
consequenc.is to sell and
others.

18 and over, persons suffering
porn developmental din-

' abilities, the infirmities of
. aging or other-Da inapaci-

ties.
\treatment plan, case dispo-
siton.

Central registry

Not provide& ne<I;

°

haaftrnent responsible for
. implementation Reports sent to

,

Department of pensions County department of pen-
and security. - sions and secure or

chief of police or unty
sheriff.

statewid1 central registry to Department of
be established in depart. services.,
'ment, and statewide toll-
free telephone number for 'r
reports. (Registry Includes

..
1'

'tor
,

human D o f

Required reporters

All physicians and other prac-
titioners of healing arts

human Wide variety of Professionals
(doctors, nurses, hospital
personnel, social workers,

'mental health professionals;
- pentofficers eraployetf of-

public and private facilities);
spy other person may
report.

Penalty for=

State fgttureto repOit Caretaker maltreatment
Mandated finite -period for

Papa. provisions invest) igion of report ',Use review mechanisms Voluntary service pro'visiln

Alebama...*--... Guilty of misdemeanor.;
fine of gS(10 or less or 6
months Or las.

e

Guilty of misdemeanor;
fine of $500r1ess or 6
months or lleessss or both.

Ornialemuner.. Guilty of (deny, lessor ra-.
ilect guilty, of made-

. manor.

Department is not chargeable Agency rectivins reportmust
for the costs of care, ace t investigate within 3*.da s;
where-such are Is spec' - law enforcement must r-
tally provided for bylaw, or ward reports received to.,
if department regulations county department of port-
end binding aid for such,' skins and, security within.
purposes." If person -al 24 hours.
eligible for service pro-
grams of department, fol-
low usual department
policies; if he Is ?cattalo
for department .services
other than protective
services he is to make pay-
ment for services.

No specific provisions_.._.. Receiving agency should for._
ward report to antral
registry and to appropriate
law enforcement 'agency;
investigation must Inclede
horn. visit;j, .

".

After protective placement,
/apartment gives- written
report to court at- least
once every 6 months.

Departhunt to mAtivritters.
report and case sun dry

lo, State centre- reg.
Reports into central rails-
try shoultbelent. to adult
ipr services idt-

All protective servigos.she II
be in eonformitY with
wishes of eversors to be
served, unless the person
is unable or unwilling to
accept such services; in that,
case the court can TAO,'
them. Department is re-
required to provide services

,only for persons it ;Is
equipped to serve and
agrees tO Safe&

Protective services includes
((Valuation of need arrange.
ments.for appropriate living
quarters Securing malerr
and legal services, obtaining

, financial benefits.,Anyr.
.son mny4equert voluntary..
:protective, placemintmith?
,put- relinquishing:his! civil'

149



enter andrin--, 'to MOM ciletoksi 'Pireisbn for guardianship,. conserita- Involuntary or emergency service WO- .- '''.-'
. .. ,,,-.-.4., .

prom Intertwine .`1Pnilit) t- :43101'. o - re Due processsofeguards,, ., ,.. ..,,,,
.

(led forth law. _.; Not provided for in law.....- A guardian may bejappointod 'by the -If pommy does not consont or is -Inca- Protective iervica shiuld allow hid-7 - - =tut. Other than for the limitsd pur. r pable of consernt, department can vidual same rights as other citizens.
Poss. of' transporting for protective' petition court. for service; if it is a Services should be designed to place

o .. ' ., placement, the' department should urgently docessarY. to protect per- -- least possible restriction on persons's

, Man, If amiable with person, court Wive ' nt. -Any,,,Interested, sistent with dim process. In involun-
not be aPpointact guardian or custo- , son 'q may order pro- liberty.and constitutional rights, con- '"

...

t: ton appoint a 'guardian having the ,, 'persoupay tioh;court try protective placement, court- poeters as a guardian of a Per- Mother ,plocemelti. court appoints *boort! givs.notice to others within
. son of unsound nallad(it Is not nacos- hearing datemithin30 days o nett. 10 dag of this action, on the porson's..,iae,
nary to hold sanity homing). If adult tion tilingtIdurt a ppoinguluardian locatidh,inc. and set time for hearing"

., needs 'Mater:Jive services and Is un- ad Mem if person has no aortae at on need for present placement; jury ' ty.2 -
. 'able to dawn estate, an interested heating; court should. follow WI. of 6 persons is impanellect to try tho'

o parson mafpetition the court to mem vidual preference for nominally- 'facts. Person cannot be tommitton to
mental health facility'under.the act.;suvr.the Ntat and direct tricot , ,tional care whenever possible.

it for persorri needs. No,civil right); are relinquished as a - ,.....-, , ... , ,' result oefirotectieeplacernent; cannot.0 7 r , .. ....

: VoYstntif contligthVidrgrilOilbelle
C

P . "Pm-far,as is'compatible with mental ";
o and physicattondition of adult, every

° °, ' reasonable 'effort-should be made to ., . . . - ,
4 to. assure no notion's taken without fa'

Arkansas. Probate-court can order entry Not provided-for In law No specific Prov141;i17" M. If there is imminent danger to adult!: If teriOnWary protective order is used,

' i ' i and informed eonsentot pined";
..

lop home. . . , life or health, temporary protective hold hearing within 48 hourstOestob.. -.
. ,. custody csri be amnged not to ex- lish probable Cause * grounds'for4

- r seed 72 holm; probate' court and protective custody. Upon this finding,

: i'r . to initiate adult:protectiveproceed.
department shall be notified In order- temporary. protective custody can be

ordered for by to 14 days, pending,-
.

--,
s; certain ;argon: osoffitials are hearing for long-term protecuire ars

author iced toloke adult Into tempo= ,t04. along -term _protedive custody'/t, j . racy protective custody (notice, per. Order's issued. Notice Must be served'

i ,,

son Nacharge of institution, agency on-person at least 10 days yriortto
employee con' arrange it,1;'if good hearing:Court shoulddocide accord-
causeshown probate court con issue.. ing to loast-drosticialternativei'in:;-,
order for temporarrprotective as,- ttuding , finding fog, noninstitutionot:, ,

4 -.. take person into giabanymi,yrri unoretbewhcomiiitem"irttedP7ItolblmifintoPericmlasclumnl:
lady; person authorial?. In lawtionto--;

court to provide long-term p, ectiv. Alas In besPinterests. Court should r,
custddy. , ..., review statusof Cases at least every.

- every 6 months, from admiuion date.
. .- Person-m appalls long-ternt.P10==A.s... c.. o ' tectAte cnttody commitment . ..c

tr-

,
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- MANDATORY REPORTING LEGISLATION FOR ADULT ABUSE

State 0 . Date Persons covered
, Department responsible for

GenUal registry Implementation.) _Reports sent4- Required.reporters

-
Comsecticut...Public Act No. 77413, Act 60 and ever_.: Each retional ombudsman Department of aging.-.L.: Department of aging______

maintains a
forwards It torfepartment
on aging...for statewide
reglstry,qincludes reports, ..

. evaluations and recom-
mendations)

florid&

Adopting14ReportIng _Law
. for notectionof the Eioedy

Florida Statutes, ch. 827 ,.09

Developmentally Disabled
Abuse _Act, -passed 1973,-

geeresided July_l, 1910 to
'Include elderly....

Maids tutes'S=409-36.31
et seqSta.,ch. 77,336, Adult
Protective Services Act.

4444 passed 1977.

Disabled persons and those
suffering from infirmities of
aging.

_

Individuals suffering from the
Infirmities of aging.

w-

C

In department of health Mid Department of health and
rehabilitation, modeled rehabilitation services.
after child abuse registry
(record investigation re-
sults).

Not provided for In this law... Department of health
ices

and
rehabilitative serv.

..*

' ,<

Deportment of' health and
remmilitetive services.

4-51

Department of health and
rehabilitative services.

Wide variety of..professionals
(doctors nurses,femployeis
of nursing homes, medial
examiners, chiropractors,
podiatrists, social workers,'
coroners, dert4.1.*; police,
pharmacists any/ .other -
person. ma report; report' ads.

withio 5 ca ender days.
Professionals and lay (doctors,

nurses, psycholog,sts, teach-
ers, social workers; employ-
ees of private and public
facilities).

Any person, including but not
limited to, any social worker,
physician, psychologist,
nurse, teacher or adult are
facility employee; shall re-
port in accordance With ,
Florida Statutes 5.827.09.

q
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failure to report '41*Caretaket maltreatunent Payment provisions

Fins of 15C4)or Not provided in law financially able, elder
should pay for services.
$50,000 appropriated to
department of social sir-

sxii vices. Department on aging
shall reimburse general
fund for any amounts ex-
pended from funds ap-
propriated to department

"of social serviess foract.

Guilty of misdemeanor.... Not provided tor III law._

Not provided for In this law. Guilty of felony if serious
harm caused; * guilty of
misdemeanor if minor

, harm caused.

Department authorized to
make advances for pro-
gram startup or to make
periodic advance payments
during fiscal year 191081.

Department shalt prepire a
schedule of fees based on
service cost and ability to
pay, and may charge such
foes to any Went deemed
able to pay.

ridded this period for
gallon on report Case review mechanisms Voluntary service provision

'evaluation of report,
ruling home visit (by

regional ombudsman).
'-'4

im

No s
law

Department of sociaiserVices
reports treatment plan to
regional ombudsman wlth-
in 10 days of report receipt;. after service authorization,
department reevaluates
case every 90 days.

If protective services deemed
necessary, regional ombuds-
man refers case to depart-
ment of social Service for"
service provision, assuming
client assents. If client does,
not consent or withdrawal
consent, Services must stop; ,
unless commissioner W.':
Tiers client lacks the
capacity to consent, In which
cau he can seek court inter.
vention.

After deternfinatlon of prob. Department has the right to
able cause, department authorize transfer of elder
should notify appropriate from nursing home.
human rights advocacy
committee of alleged .
abuse.

'elk provisions in this Department provide com- .Department shall' provide pro-
plots, report to court if 'tective services:
emergency services are (1) if person in need re.
rendered; department quests them,
shall promulgate rules it (2) an interested person
deems tfecessary, re: pro. requests serviced for
tective services and tem- another,
porary protective place- (3) Department dete
ment. person is in need of

singe, or
- (4) court orders

services.
Protective services should

voluntary unless ordered
court, guardian, or provid
in an emergency. Legislati

- Intent to provide are
elderly in family ty
living arrangements In pd.:,
vats homes as a alternativeto-
Institutional care; depart-
ment to establish minimum "'
standards for provision ofi.
such home care. ProtectlyV
services shell include ap-
pointment of guardian or;
seeking protective placez
ment, where appropriate,'



au

4.

Provision .to enter and fir: Proideloillo enjofirtmetek`er
'instigate from interfaing

0

NitIprovickdfor in Soifal 'service com Mri:

enjoining caretaker from;'
indirfaingwithservice pro--

'vision to,which elder ma-
fonts.,

Not provided.forlrt this
Not provided for In this In,

4odas Not provided for in this law...
Upon probeble cause *dipart--

meat rePresentaterk .with
. few onforamentofiker, may

ester prornisesafter obtain-
. Ins' court :order .forcible

- entry-without a court order
san::AnlY,,b used in as

Anworgency.

may petition court7O'rsod ,

sod for guardianship, conserve: Involuntary's( emergency' invite pro-
vision

:'
Due.Process safeguards, e'

-
it persogarifiasi 'ion consent tohisserviees, No specific provisions

and re budsMan reason
to believe he lecke!:cipagy to con-

to Manilas whither to file petition
to appoint conservator; probate court
may appoint commissioner of social

Not prodded Rir in this law

'Mkt," he refers case to partment

services de artrnent as conservator.

No specific govisions in this

153

If department petitions court tb appoint,
conservatOr for elder lacking tenant:4:
to consent, sideman motion to review,
`court's determination or any Order
Issued pursuant to's:elder has the:.-4,
right to an sttoriiri

No specific provisions in this law.
Services should place the lust nsaibly

restriction on personal liberty end the'
exercise of constitutional fights cork
sistent with due process and Protos?...i.
Von s from Abuse, neglect, one eit7-i
pleitation.

Not provided for in this law
Emergency services (court-ordered

'removal of elder from present sur-
roundings) may le involuntary If s
substanUalrisk of life 'threatening
physcial harm or deterioratio n_will
otherwise be Incurred, In this cue,*
department, with 'court` Authorize-

'tick may take elderinto custody or
arrange

action ;

_to r

iompirnieay

te
mdkaiiorotie okiilirylIf such
_hearing frithin 41.hours to estabilifi
probable cause for rotative place-
merit; Upon sudi finding, court may
order temponneplacement. up to,4
daYS;liending- burin* Sof ,Ired
continuing services.'



State Date passed 4.

VMANDATORY REPVT1NG.LEOISIATION tOlt ADOIT 'ABUSE

Persons avered - Central registry

'4,

Department responsible for
implementation Reports sent to- Required reporters/

-
Kentucky .. KRS 209, Kentucky Adult Pro- 18 and -bier (or married per- Not provided for in law Department of human re- Department of human re: Any person, including but no .tection Act,_ passed 1976, sdn without regard to age); sources. SOUrCes. limited to laW enforcementamended 197M11.1980. who, duet° mental or phy- .-' - officer, nurse, social worker -steal dysfunctioning, .or, ri, , coroner, medical examiner,'who is victim of spouse

abuse, cannot manage own
resources or protect- self,

-; alternate ,care

PnollYearel; *ley: 4:1reand has n
. assist him.

responsibility.,bilityooneno -to d ,
Minnesota MSA 626.557'ef seq., Report- 18 and over,vulnerable adults Not provided for in law State welfare department__ Local police department, Professidnalscarintfor Yulner-- ,..., Ing of Maltreatment of who, reerdless or rest -'4. county sheriff, local wet- able adults (educators. law -Vulnerable Adult:reflective dente, are unable or un-' *.,-.7 fare agency, or appro- enfoliemtnt, employee: jin .-Jan. 1, 1981. likely to report abuse or Oriole . licensing agency. facilities); a person not, raT,X'neglect without assistance quired to report mayl._..

due to impaired physical or ,.- ,-, voluntarily report if required ,...,mental or emotional Itatus. - 4.-, Mporter suspects directot
Indirect death from abuse,'. he should report to Medical -,..
examiner or coroner, who' ;
does exam and reports 'to

. °
.:

4-. a . police and welfare -depart-_-
. ments.Missouri' Senate bill No. 576, effective 60 and over, unable to protect Department to maintain state- Department of -social Deincaesrtmoeivnitsidonsoocf sialli,nsgerr. Any person.Jan. 1, 1981. own interests or 'care for wide toll-free number for servir,es.

. selves. receipt of reports. 4 :.

a,



411,,

4

Penalty fdr

Stete !Artie to report Caretaker maltreatmrt Payment provisions

. , 1 , "!. . f

Mandated time period for
investigation of report Case review meihanIsms untary service

0411tImIrc"' '' Fills of $25-3200 Guilty of seriout,harns fel-..
ony; causes minoanjory;

. misdemeanor.

f.''`;.-'
,0 ,., ?lb-- .1 - -,. ,

:, - e
Minnsieta ' Guilty of misdemermr Not provided for In law....._
. . .

,

If need exists, department
will provide serviceivithin

.bddgetaryr llmitIons
guardian 'kilter's fee, if
appointed, -to be paid by

-Deparhnent and not to ex-
coed $300.

;113,000 appropriated from
-,-,general fund to commis-

siomrof pu lime and
Is available tri- June 30,
1981.

C
Not provided for hi law.... flot provided for No specific provisions

.

As soon as possible; appro-
priate law enforcement

agency should also be
notified.

so

Immedlately;offer emergency
apd 'conUntling protective
services; upon receipt. of
report, police department
should notify local welfare
agency; welfare agency,
upon, receipt of report,
should notify police and
appropriate licensing open-
sift

Prompt and thorough investi-
gation by department of
whit services.

,15
.

Written report end ream- Intent Is to authorize only the
mendatiods; after emer- least possible resUlctlon5on.
Jimmy protective services, exercise of personal a Itz
Provision, department re- civil rights, consistent wttft
ports to court oncea Month, need for services and per4,

son's safety and welfare.

Agency.should keep appro- If abuse occurred in licensed
pilate records. facility, welfare ,agency

shout immediately 'Snotity4.0' .

licensing agency of-
pected abuse; Iicerming7f,

Id i esti
Immgla y, enter twilit *spit

.
abuse

fpacity ulralientisohnopi!d h

appendix).
No specific provisions ' .cesework and ,counsMing"-"!

services; services must stop:
if adult refuses or withdraww:
consent, unless dlteotor haf:-
reasonable cause-to believe. .
he leeks the .capatityltml

.consent, then he maysie10,1
court order; ifsdultconsents

, to services, they should.bey
arranged by departmint, In 1

' leasrrestricthre environrefr,
available.

V.5rt,

"l



9.

Proviloii «to enter and in- Provision to enjoin caretaker Provision for guardianship, oinserva- involuntary or emergency service pro-
vestige% from interfering torship vision Due process safeguards

Kentucky______ Search warrant may be issued
if adult or are taker does
not consent to investiga-
tion; any Departmental rep-
resentaUve may
licensed health facilty.

Minnesota Local welfare agencies have
right to enter facilities and
inspect records.

Missouri Department can petition court
for warrant to enter pre-
mises and Investigate, it
any person bars access to
investigation by depart-
ment

;-
Court may tsstre restraining When court petition for emergency pro-

order or other injunctive tective services is filed, court shall
relief to prohibit any viola- immediately appoint a guardian ad
lation of chapter. litem to represent adult, 'interview

him and counsel on rights.

Not provided for in law 'No specific provisions

-412*

Director may seek court order
to enjoin person barring
access from interfering with
investigation:

If court finds an adult incompetent, it
can appoint a guardian; if *guardian
fetuses to consent to services, and
person cannot consent due to in-
competency eral disability and
danger of seri s physical harm is
likely, court ca take such action as
necessary.

, .

Court may order services on an emer-
gency basis if adult lacks capacity%
consent to services, it is an emer-
gency, and he is abused; court may
order protective services it person
lacks capacity to consent or if he re-
fuses and no one else is authorizid
to consent by law.

When necessary to prevent further
harm, agency shall seek authority to
remove adult from caretakers; also
determine if other adults are in
jeopardy.and otter protective services.

If person lacks capacity to consent, and
is in danger of serious physical harm,
peace officer may transport ad,ult to
medical facility, he may also get

court warrant to enter premises and
remove adult; director of medical
facility can get court order to treat
adult.

Intent is to require that due process be
followed. Alter petition for emergency
protective service is filed-issue sum-
mons and serve adult and cartaker
with copy, at least 3 days prior to
hearing. At hearing. adult May present
evidence, cross-examine, petition to
have order set aside.

No specific provisions.

Person cannot be committed to mental
health facility under act

4str 1 6



MANDATORY REPORTING LEGISLATION FOR ADULT ABUSE

C

i .
. . /,

. :

State Date passed Person { covered Central reg stry,
' Department responsible for

implementation Reports sent to Required reporters

4

Nebraska-. LE1505, Child Protective Act Children, ificompetent or dis-
of 1979 as amendell in abled persons.
1979 (First Protective Ser.
vices Act passed in
revised in 1978, but kip
In Child ProtectiveServices-
Act whentitat was amended
in 1979).

New Hampshire___ State Law RSA 161-D, Protec-
tive Services to Adults,
passed 1977.

18 and over, found to mani-
fest a degree of incapacity
by reason` of limited
mental or physical function
which may result in harm
or hazard to self or others,
or who cannot mana1e own
estate.

, --- .--
A Central register of child pro- Department of Public Wel- Department of public At- Any physician;medicat institu-

tection cases maintained fare, or proper law en- fare or law enforcement' tiorf, nurse, school employee,
by department; department forcemont agency. agency. social worker, pr any other
of public welfare to file ..person.
each report of suspected
abuse or neglect in a
a special State abused or
neglected child, incomes- .
tent or disabled person
retistry; single statewide
toll-free number within de- ,
Partment (24 hours/day, 7
days/week).

To be established at divisiouBivision of welfare, depart-
of welfare (keep informs- ment- of health and
Um' on every case). welfare.t

0.

4

Division orielfare (if after AIIIKsidlans and other piacti-
workin4 hours report to toners of healing:, iris.
police department or
county shetiff.)

tik

state

PenariOlor7,--

Failure to report Caretakirmaltreatement Payment provisions

, o
Mandate tinle period for
Investigation or report, Case review mechanisms Voluntary servicqprovision

Nebraska Or release of confidential Not provided for in law... No specific provisions
informationguiltyofmis-
demeanor.

a

.157

Any reports received by de- Division shill make ivritteb
partment, also report to law report or case summary, as
enforcement agency; upon, department may require, to
receipt of any report by-law proper law enforcemmit
enforcement agency,-It is, agency In the county and to
duty tp determine whether the State registry of all re-
investigation deemed war- ported cases.
ranted; if so, tp do it Irn- .

mediatelyinstitute legal
proceedings if appropriate;
law enforcement to notify

No specific provisions.

-

4



deptrtment If investigation
undertaken (on next busi-
ness day after receipt of
report); division shall in-

by department, p
vestigate each case referred
by
social services necessary to
protect person and preserve
family; law enforcement
agencies receiving report

. to notify State central regis-
try, next working day; divi-
sion may request further
help from law enforcement

. agency or take such legal
action as appropriate.

New Hampshire..., Guilty of misdemeanor Not provided for in law. . Ho specific provisions . Director shall investigate
within 72 hours of report
receipt; law enforcement
should notify department
of health and welfare within
72 hours of retort receipt

Nd specific provisions Protective services shall In-
clude guidance, counseling;
when necessary, assistance'
In securing We and,sanItary
living accomodations,.: and
mental and physical exam.;
inations.

Provision to enter and in- Provision to enjoin caretaker Provision for guardianship, conserve. Involuntary or emergency service pro-State nastiest. Irons interfering torship vision Due p safeguards

Nibraska... Not provided for In law Not provided for in law..._ No specific provisions No specific provilionsNew Hampshire.. Upon finding of probable Notprovided for in Jew . If all other remedies are exhausted, No specific provisions
cause, probate court can director or authoring guardian may
order police officer, pro- act to have guardian or conservator
Wiwi Offlar or social appointed by probate court, pur-
worker to enter premises to -six, ,i. suant to RSA 464, for slily adult in
Investigate, if the adult or need of protective services.
the caretaker refuses to
allow Department repro.
sentstive to Investigate.

.6

No speCific provisions.
Protective services shall not include

commitment to State hospital or
school; probate court may order
proposed ward to submit to medical'
or psychiatric exam, to be completed'
within 30 days, court gets written.
report. If proposed ward -objects,
to the evaluation, probate. ,court
should bo.notified within 5 days alter.
notification of evaluation's time

al pike, and hold hearing to COOS
objection before ordering eval

O
col

4e

15S

so'

0
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MANDATORY REPORTING LEGISLATION FOR ADULTtAtiUSE
z

Slate. Doti pasail:.' Persons covered Central registry ,
DtpuNnent responsible for
implementation Reports sent to Requirectreporters

North Carolina....,

Oklahoma.--

Protection of tha ,used 18 and over, disabled adnits
Neglected 7or Exploited or anyone physically or

Olsabled Adult:Act, effsc- rneptallpincapecitated due
'tire Nov; 1, 1974; amended'-, 'to advanced age, conditions
'1976 to aver 18 and up. Incurred at any age

Title 43A -of Oklahoma 65 and over .(amenried from
,Statutes, sec. 801 -810, ands over effective
Protective 'Services. for the' Oct. 1,1980. -;,
Elderly Act, passed 1977.

Not providedior in law ,COunty apIrtment of Department of social Any person with remain to,
socialservicts. services. ) believe. ,

Not provided for in law Department of Institutions, Department of Institutionsnlny person.
social and rehabilitative
services.

, Penalty

State Failure to report Caretaker maltreatment Payment provisions
Mandated time period' for

investigation of report- - Case review mechanisms Voluntary service provisiin
4

North Grillo. Not provided for in Not provided for in law.... Any funds for protective aro-
ices system may.: be
matched by-Stati and Fed-
eral funds, to be utilized by
aunty dePettment of social
services; if individual is
fmancialit,able,to pay; he
should;

e
i not, services are

fre. '
Costs of 'pr- otective services to

be bMne by department,,
unlit' person agrees to

,giairacsirhedeeplandpmart deter-

...... NOt provided for Not provided for in

- :
. Prompt and thorough byes- Department should adopt If adult consents, service pro-
lig.ation, including home visit, standards. within 90 'days' vision an start; if he claw;

then written report. to implement act. not consent or withdraws,
.- , consent, services must strip'si unless department deter/

mines individual lackilaKe
pacity to consent; .it.":,cait'l
then petition court fo'order;
services, .;..'

Prompt and thdrough, diag- No specific provisions If person does not consent or_
_ nostic 'evaluation home- . withdraws consent,-services;

visit, ,:consultation ,With ., .stop; unless the department-

--kit 59

determines person lackitt.7,

can, seek courtauthorization:-..
pocity . to consent,'thenAt

others.

t ' '<; -n,,,,,7



'State
Provision to enter and in- Provision to enjoin caretaker Provision for guardianship; conserva Involuntary or emergency service pro-

vestlgate from interfering tonhip . vision Due process safeguards

North Carolina.... Not provided for In law *Department can petition
court for order, enjoining
caretaker interference; if
need is there, person con-
sents to services, and care-
taker does not.

Oklahoma Department May petition Department can petition court
court for entry into home; for order to enjoin care-
department represIntative taker interference.
should go with peace
officer; in an emergency

,order, court may authorize
forted entry to premises, to
give services or transport
elsewhere (peace officer
accompanies departmept
rppresentatige).

Court order may include appointing
individual . to be responsible for
senate provision; within 60 days
of Sppointment, court reviews case
to:determine if petition .should be
Initiated.

In an emergency order, court appoints
Department or person as tempo-
rary guardian of the person, with
responsibility to consent to services;
if person still needs services after
one, renewal e temporary order,
court can appoint guardian and/or
apply for commitment to nursing
home or other placenient.

Department may petition court to
order emergency services If the
person lacks the capacity to consent,
an emergency4xists, person needs
protective services, and no one else
is able or willing to consent to
service: emergency services may in-
clude physical custody; court shall
hold hearing within 14 days of
filing.

0 .
If person lacks capacity to consent,

court may order involuntary service
through emergency order; if adult,
is in substantial risk of death or im-
mediate harm to self, lacks capacity
to consent, nod no consent can be
obtained; emergency services may
be provided for 72 hours, with 1
renewal for 72 hour period, upon
proper showing; court can au-
thorize continued Involuntary pro-
tective serytces for 6 months or less
when the order for continued in-
voluntary protective services expires,
guardian or anyone else can petition

4 court to extend order, not to exceed
6 months;, emergency placement
may be made to nursing home,
foster care, but not to mental
hospitals.

In petition for emergency intervention
must give notice to person or spouse
or guardian at4east 24 hours prior to. -
hearing on petition, unless court
determines death or irreparable
harm will result from delay. In emer-
gency court order, only order services
necessary to remove the ernergencY
Disabled adult must receive at least 5
days notice of hearing: has right to be
present, to counsel (if Inditent,-State,--,
bean cost of counsel; court can
appoint guardian ad Iltem if he lacks ^
capacity to waive right to counsel).

Anyone may petition to set aside court
order. Protective services shall, to the
maximum degree of flexibility,
guarantee the individual the same
rights as other citizens; give least
restrictive services; court should only
authorize least restrictive Interven-
tion, consistent witn. welfare and
liberty, attempt to maintain person

. at home or in present living situation.
In petition for emergency services,
person must receive 48 hours notice
of hearing, unless it is a situation of
extreme danger; person has right to
be present, to counsel.
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MANDATORY REPORTIV LEGISLATION TOR ADULT ABUSE

stk. Date passed Persons covered . Central registry,

.P"

. Department responsible for
Implementation Reports sent to Required.reporters

Dm... Adult protective services law; 18 and over, senile, develop- Not provided for in law
Protective services for de- ill. disabled, mentally
velopmentally disabled trid
senile persons, amended
1976 and 1979,(Act of 1082
of 1974).

.
bNr-Sbti Failure to report

Penalty for

Department
services.

of social County department of All practitioners of the healing- social services or sheriff arts.
or law enforcement.

Caretaker nialtreatment Payment provisions
Mandate time period for
Investigation or report Case review mechanisms Voluntary service provision

''Sduth Carolina.... Charged as accessory after. tact and guilty of Wide.
manor or upon conviction
shall be fined not less
than 3100 nor more than
$1,000 or be Imprisoned
for not more than 6
months; penalty for vio-
Was provisions of chap-
ter, guilty of misde-
manor, and upon con-
viction fined UM or less

*--kor 90 days In Jail or

Unlawful to abuse, neglect, 'Reasonable-expanses for the
w exploitguilty of evaluations required by
misdemeanor upon con. chapter shall he borne by
victimfined not less department, department
than 3500 nor more than shall seek appropriate fed-
15,000, or be imprisoned oral reimbursement for
for not less than 90 days such evaluations,
nor more than 5 years.

Investigation within 3 days;
reports by sheriff or law
enforcement must be for-
warded to county social
service department within
24 hours.

Department which accepts a
protective placement
should make written oval-
uation.ond report at least
once every 6 -months on
client's mental physical
and Social condition,

. .

Protective services shall in.
dude arrangements fof liv.
ing quarters, obtaining (men 1,
.cial benefits, securing medi-
cal and !egg, sertices; all
protective services shag be
voluntary unless ordered by
the court or requested by a
Parent, guardian or frilind;
any interested person may
request services on behalf
of another.

Pole
Provision to enter and In- Provision to enjoin caretaker Provision for guardianship, conserve- Involuntary or emergency service' pro-vestiges from pladering tors* vision Due process safeguardi,

'SOUth Not'pradded for in lair Not provided for in law In protective placement order, court
shall appoint guardian ad litem for

16.1. person. Before expiration of 90 day
ted*Proper hearing shall be held

dedtermine If further are Is re-
quired.

Department, agency, Or guardian an"
request family or other court to pro-
vide protective placement for are
Or custody of individual t cannot be
ordered unless co etermines
individual is unable tt provide for

-`

Protective servicesshould allow person
same rights as other citizens, while
protecting from abuse, neglect, and
exploitation; servitos should place the

least possible restriction on personal
liberty and the exercise of constitu-



own protection from abuse or ne-
glect by another or by self; In cro-
bctive placement, if court decides
such agency carols urgently needed,
department can assume custody,
upon court order, and plane person
in facility for period not exceeding%
days; use department resources to
provide suitable permanent environ-
ment; with consedof person, In

- custody, care perlip go beyond
90 diys; pending trial of any case,
department Is authorized to prtivide
protective services; If conviction
results, agency may continue such
services-All suitable permanent
arrangements are made; court cah
provide such legal protection neces-
sary to are for person; if person Is
unable to are for self due to physi-
cal, mental disability or financial
resources, agency can immediately
provide are to extent person is not
liken into custody or removed from
home or agency can petition court
"form temporary order authorizing
'agency to take custody and provide
carotin suitable permanent arrange-
ments are made; prior to discharge
from custody of department, depart-
ment shall review need for continued
protective service including appoint-
ment of guardian or limited guar-
dian;. court can appoint such a
tuardian,Upon department's recom-
mendations; at court hearing to get
temporary custody order, any In-
terested,person can join, or oppose
the petperson notice to such In-
terested s not required,

tional rights; court should follow
least drastic alternative, Including
preference for noninstitutional are
whenever possible; no civil rights
relinquished when person requests
voluntary protective placement.



Date passed

.Digms..4
f - AduftfProtection lct passed'

. 1971, amended 1980(1980°
-.amendment to 1978 taw re-'
peeled.rthe evions
law) Pietective

pr
Services for

1974,

,the Elderly Imandated
protective services for 60

sisrl up.) .

a

es-

MANDATORY, REpb RTI NG LEGISLATION JAR ADULT ABUSE 0.

Persoisi covered Centiii registry
Department responsible for .. Implementation Reports sent to Required reporters

18 and-over, who because -of
fhyskal or. mental dys
unctioning or .advanced

'ate (60 or atom) Is unable,
to manage.ovm, resources,
carry out: daily, living, or
protect' self from .abuse
without help from others
and, no one avalllbte to .
assist .

Not prOvided for in law Department of human say- Department of human sera-
Kew ices.

Any person including, but not
limited to KO., nurqe,
social worker, department -
personnel, Coroner, alternate,
care facility employee or.:
caretaker;' death of, adult{
does not relieve one of le--
sponsiblilly for reporting; .-
however unless report MM.
cates othet adults are In 7
similar situation and- need'
protection; it 'shall`not. be,
necessary' for Departmenrt

,to make Investitatioir
circumstances retarding'
death provided proper law
ennoti

fied.
forcement officials are

An person, including but ,not
.....1...118 No;125, Adult Protective 18 and diet, disabled adults Not 'provided for in law.....,_ Division of family services.: Local police county sheriff..Services", passed 1977. who- are incapacitated.due.

. . limited to- M.D., social
. .-- to e ,,,' tetauletIon. -.% . workeypsycholottst, nurse,. .

. physical ..':IsinditIonsi.;; in-
teacher, employee ; of

. likelncaPecities whose con-- ( ' 1 6 3 .. o

firmItiel'of stint or other,
'facility. f

diUon.priverstr them from .1 e ..,providing for own care and
..protictiori.v.-.; ,-.1'

..,



Failure to report

Penalty for

"-;
- ..f ;44.. -=

-

Caretaker maltreatment Payment provisions ,

Guilty of misdemeanor, Not proVided for In law
feed not more than 450
or imprisoned not more
than 3 months, or both.

.%

.
Mandated tinii\nedgl for
Investigation/of reOft ° Case review mechanisms

If department determines
protective services are
necessary, it has.authority
to .provide them within
budgetary limitations and
availability of unds, ex-
opt where adult refuses
services; if department de-
termines adult can pay,
adult° shall reimburse
State t of protective
services; If not State bears
Cost; otherwise department
can recover such cost from
adult In any court; cost of
administration of chapter
and provision of shall be
limited to amount of funds
Specifically appropriated
for such purposes by gen-
eral assembly.

. . ot,

U Not provided for in law.... Guilty of felony Costs incurred to'be borne by
division of family services,
unless . court appoints
guardian and costs are paid
from the estate, or another

-government agency Pays for
eligible services.,

. a

Upon receipt Of report depart.
shall as soon as Is

practical:
1notify appropriate

law enforcement
agency;

2make an Investiga-
tion of complaint;

3written report of find-
Ings and recommenda-
ti ;

4notify reporter of its
determination;

S.any ,department re-
presentative may enter
any health facility li-
censed by State to
carry out chapter's
provisions; ,

6any department rep-
resentlitive4 mey, with
adult's cOnsent. enter
any pri ate premises
where alIg.d victim
is to inves

Investigation shailsclude a
personal I ntervie here
a buss or netted-is a deft
causal,' deathocoroner s or
M.D.'s report shall be ex-
amined as part of Investi-
gation.

No specific provisions

Department such
'erules are n sary.

,',)- "."

Division shall Institute- Pro-
cedures to implement act,
Including guidelines for
Inittatien of guardianship
Preceedinarreferral to the
public-guardian, and des-
ignation of facilities fon
protective placement.

,

-

Voluntary seivie provision

Protective services can include
Investigation, . procurement
of suitable cafe in or out of
home, legal determination of
abuse, neglect or exploita-
tion; if adult does not con- ,
sent or withdraws consent to
services, services shall be

e. unless depart-
ment
capacity to consent, In which

termlnes Jacks

case it may seek mart au=
thdtization to provide pro- ;
tective services; eif adult ,-
elects to accept protective -
services, imretalser shall not
Interfere with provision of
services;- if, as result of
investigation department de-
termines adult who is resi-
dent of .facility owned Ort,:tt
operated by administrative:
department of State Is Irr
need ofsrotective:zservices,,
department shall make re-, ..,
port of Investigation, to

'eommiuloner with respoesl-
bility for facility, then it Is:

responsibility- of that cem=,
missioner and not depart-

/tient of human services ,to:
protect person.

Intervention shall be awls-,
tent with the preferred Jiff
"style of the adult; protective
senrces shouldhe voluntaryi
unless court ordered.

.
- "`II ;
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Prov ision to
vestige%

tad in-' Provision to enjoin caretaker Provision for guardianship, conserve- Involuntary or emergency service pro.0 from interfering torship vision Ye process safeguards

TeturesseeL .7 ti adult or caretaker does not
,sonsent Ifivestfgation of

private premises of alleged,
victim, search warrant huy
be issued upon showing of
piOhable cause, .

Any chancery court, uponrekiy individual Sot organization ap-
_ proper application pointed res onsiblefor personal wel

partmeat, . may issba , a are of adult. has only specific
temporary restraining order authority granted in court order, to

'or other injunctive relief to consent to specific protective serv-
prohibit any violation of ices and appropriate custodial care if
this chapter, regardless of ordered; if adult needs person to- existence of any other manage his other affairs, appoint
remedy at law. limited guardian according to con

servatorship law of 19$0; depart-
ment is not required to initiate
proceedings for limited guardian or
to assume such duties.

Utah Not provided for In law Division may petition court
for decree enjoining care-
taker from interferring with
service provision. if the
person consents or lacks
capacity to consent to serv-
ices, Jf he needs services.
and the caretaker

e,

r
4

,".,

Department may be appointed by court
as trustee, receiver or guardian over
person, estate, or both, pertinent to
provisions of Utah Probate Code.

4

If department determines adult is in
need of protective services, is in im-
minent danger of deathpand lacks
capacity to consent to services, then
department may file corqplaint with

courtior order author izint protective
services necessary Co prevent death;

_ order may designate individual or
organization to be responsibleNfor
welfare of adult; within 5 days of
entering 'order, court should' hold
hearing on omits, If hearing is not
helripder is dissolved; if depart-
meet etermines adult lacks CaPacitY
to consent and needs protective

services, it can petition court for
hearing; adult must get at least 10-
day notice of hearing, has right to be
present,.to Counsel; court order au-
thorizing services may include de-
signating person or organization re-
sponsible for welfare of adult;
emergency protective services may
include taking adult into physical
custodyZin home or in medical or
necessary to < prevent imminent
death; if court brders this, depart-
ment shall review decree annually.

If disabled adult falls to consent to
adult, protective services, or if con-
sent is withdrawn. orlf the division
determines the adult lacks the capa-
city to consent, division may petition
court for ,authorization to provide
protective services; if court finds
adult lacks capacity to consent, and
needs protective services, It issues
order authorizing services by di.
vision.

1 ;)
MANDATORY REPORTING LEGISLATION FOR ADULT ABUSE `

4

Adult must receive at least 48 hours "-
notice of hearing on protective serv-
ices; has right to be present, to be.
represented by counsel; State will
bear cost of counsel if adult is indi-
gent; no adult may be commited to
mental institution or, adjudicated
Incompetent under chapter;Nee pro-
visions under Emergency Service
Provision.

Person given services has cleft to;
hearing on the petition and its con-
sequences (at least 10 days notice
of hearing); to be present at the
hearing or have interview by court, if
physically unable;light to counsel, at
every stage of protective services; if
poor, court will appoint one; right to
offer evidence on own behalf, to WOW
examine witnesses; right to written -
statement of reason for protective
order; right to least possible restric-
tion on civil rights, consistent with
adult's welfare and safety (atter
comprehensive assessment is made)
any party may move for' review of
court decree at any time.

_ .
St* Date passed Persons covered 'Central 'registry

Department responsible for
Implementation f Reports sent to Required reporters
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Vermont
. . .

el& abuse reporting 60 and over Health department ,shodld Depirtment of health Department of health

law, effective July 1, 1980. maintain registry, with
. written 'records of all ".

° investigations.

Virginia Protective services for aged 18 and over, persons of ad- Not provided for in law State board of welfare and 'Lop' departments

cr Wand infirm persons, pa*ed arced age, impaired local boards of welfare. dal services. 9
1914 amended 1976 and health or physical disability --
1977. who cannot are for selves, .d

and persons 60 and over
who ape abused, neglected,
and exploited.

Any M.D., surgeon7osteopath
chiropractor, or physician's
assistant licensed or regis-
tered under title 26, any
resident physician intern. .

any hospital nursing home
or community care home ad-
ministration, whether or not
so registered, . and a
registered nurse, LPN medi-
al

i-
cal examiner, dentist or

ap m
olice officer shall report;

health professional, social
any psycholoeist, mental

worker, clergyman or any
other concerned person may
report.

of so- Doctors, practitioners of heal-
ing arts, swal workers,
mental health pale:slough
la* enforcement officers. t

State

Penalty for:-

Failure to report
Mend::: time periodfor

Caretaker management Payment provisions investigation of report Case review mechanisms

-',4-
Voluntary service provision

%Vermont Violators of section shall be No specific provisions Health Department to Inas- Healthdepartment has not yet If need is determined, dolma-
fined not more than $100. ...

tigate within fl hours. developed_procedures and - ment offers services with a.
_ protocol for investigating. written treatment plan.

Virginia. Not provided for in law.... Not provided for In law.... Local departments should Prompt investigation (intiud- Written report by director, If adult withdraws or refuses
bear costs of service pro- i ing home visit and consul- after investigation. consent services must stop.
vision unless client Is tation with relevant others)

1 financially able to pay. ' by department of social
services. ,

Provision to, enter and In- Provision to enjoin caritaker ProVision for guardianship, conserve- Involuntary Ormergency service, pro-
' State 010, vestIgate from Interfering torship vision Due process safeguards

-

Vermont.. ..... _ Not provided for In law Not provided for In law Not provided for in law
Virginiaf Not provided for In law., Director may petition court to If protective services still necessary

enjoin Interference with after renewal of order for emergency
service provision. services, court can appoint suirffian;

' if adult lacks capacity to fonsentio
receive protective services, VOW may
be ordered through emergency order
or through appointment of guard-
lartIn so doing, court should au-
thorize .only intervention least re-
strictive of tarson'a liberty. ,

Not provided for in law'
Director of department may pedon

court for emergency order for pro-
tective services,-;if adult lacks ca-
pacity to consent to receive services,
is incapacitated, and an imereelty"
exists; emergency protective sea-
las can be provided up to 5 day;
with 1 court renewal temporary
gustinan will be appointed till ex-
piration of order.-

No specific provisions.

%1ehrsoosInthaltictIttrcomunV3irITIOZ
elder shall be in ormed of Maring for
emergency intervention, he has right
to be present .to counsel; If he is
Indigent, hearing cost will be borne
by State; elder- has right to' petitiOn
court to set aside emergency order.

..z
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[Many victims of elder abuse are physically and emotionally unable
to testify personally at a public hearing. The following.testimony wassubmitted for the hearing record on the behalf of victims of elder ,abuse who requested to remain anonymous:]

o "HORTENSE"

ThiS story does not begin with an eighty-year old woman being locked awayon the high-security floor of a Rockville nursing home. It does not begin witha dozen people in a courtroom battling-over the future of this woman and herpossessions. Rather it is the story of two generations and begins at the timeof her birth in the year 1900.
Hortense was born a twin, one of nine children of affluent parents in Marble-head, Mass. She was a shy girl, not very attractive, with a passive personality.

.The household was structured as were many households of that era : A strongdogmatic father whose word was law, a submissive mother who seldom opposed
her spouse. Hortense grew up with servants in the household, and was automati-cally trained in knowing her place in life in relationship to theirs. She wasgiven the best education, graduating with top honors. from Smith. Her sociallife, however,. was restricted because of her parents' control and because ofher ,hick of confidence in herself and her physical appearance.

After graduation, Hortense worked her way up from file clerk to full-timesecretary in a small manufacturing plant. One of her duties was to greet clientsand customers. In due course; Hortense met George. Although fifteen years older,he obviously took a special interest in her. He questioned her about her familyand- background and determined that Hortense would make a suitable matefor him. Within two months, he asked Hortense's father for his daughter's handin marriage. . .Her father thought George was a highly intelligent man capable of makinghis way in the world and able to provide a good income for his "ugly duckling."Her mother thought George was an opportunist and felt that he was too oldfor her daughter. She voiced her disapproval but her husband, of course, hadthe final vote. The marriage took place in 1926.'
George was an astute businessman and had an excellent grasp of the economicsituation. He sold his Fife's stocks and placed her dowry in protected invest-ments. When the Crash came in 1929, Hortense's father was ruined, but George'sinvestments remained intact and the couple survived the depression years dith-out hardship.

vThe following year their son, Bob was born. Hortense's pregnancy had beena perpetual embwassment and the actual birth was an affront to her Victorianmodesty and delicacy. To spare her any further humiliatkon, her husband hadseparate sleeping quarters installed in the house by the time Hortense returnedfrom the hospital. Shortly afterward, George began a long career as an executivein private industry. He was ambitious, he Worked long hours, and devotedhimself to his career which flourished. Hortense was to maintain the home, _handle the servants, and rear their son. Hortense worshipped George and allowedhim to dominate her fife, even to the amount of change she carried in her purAe.The importance of their social status fated that she have the freedom' tospend as much as she wished, but sh had to account for each penny daily.During this era parents were being aught that babies would be spoiled byconstant "mothering," and that a crying baby did not necessarily mean anunhappy baby. It was considered proper to ignore the baby's pleas. Hortensetook this directive right to her heart. In later years, she recalled her emotionalturmoil of listening to the cries of her son. but not daritig to pick him up. Shefeared breaking the rules and being thought an unfit mother by her friends.After all, they all said they ignored their children and coped successfully, sowhy couldn't she?
Bob's life reflected the times and the social status as well as-the upbringingof his parents. Meals at home were,eawwtth the servants. He was educatedin private schools, and saw his pliients on holidays. His mother had acquired aRule Book of Life that allowed little deviation. She loved her son and providedhim with the very best that money could buy. The only necessity missing fromBob's life was real affection. He rarely saw his father. George's accomplish-nients were paraded before hint on every occasion and DO was constantlyreminded of his potential. At the same time he was taught that he could neverlive up the example set for him by his father.

16?
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Soon Bob was ready for college and entered Wesleyan. When it became

apparent that he wits going to be drafted, his father contrived to get Win- in
the Air Force. When he was discharged from the service he went to work as
a part-time mechanic in a local gas station. He was extrethely capable and felt
at home working with engines. His lack of cooperation with his parents' plans
was a major disappointment. They insisted he complete his education and
enrolled him at the University of Maryland. Bob felt out of place with the
younger students and would not a`hply himself to his studies. Os social life
was practically non-existent. He seldom dated, knew very few girls, and was
uncomfortable in their company. More and more time was spent with a group
of friends banging out in local bars. He dropped out of college and his father
tried to interest him in entering the business world as his protege. Bob refused.

Hortense could not understand her son's attitude toward her and George. Shewas genuinely puzzled over his refill of any help but continued to applypressure in subtle ways.
George died at the age of 75 in 116-I. Ilbrtense-wa.s 61. She was totally incapa-ble of coping with her new status ale Widow and heavily relied upon Bob to

help her through this difficult period. When she was able to get himaay from
the bars long enough to stop by, he would do what was necessary to appease her.After a quick dinner, he would leat:e. It would be weeks before she would gethim to return.

Rob married in 19135, The marriage lasted for ten wars and produced two
children. The relationship between his wife and his Mother was one of constant .conflict, perpetuated by Bob to gain control of.-both women. Neither was awareof his participation at the time.

When the marriage endtd, Hortense was destined to remain in the glick-ground of her son's life. She rarely saw him and only by thteatening to cot 'him
out of her will would she actually get him to devote any time to her.She was lonely and embittered. She missed her grandchildren dreadfulli. Shehad no relationship with her daughter-in-law and could not get her son to bringthe children to see her. Finally, she swallowed her pride and contacted Ruth,her daughttli -in-law.

The two women became friends founded on mutual love and respect. Ruthtook Hortense shopping, invited her to dinner with her grandchildren, included.her in the family life she'd missed, and provided the love Hortente had beenseeking.
-vAt 77, Hortense was beginning to tcess the situation with a modicum ofunderstanding and vaguely realized the effect she's had on her son's life. She

automatically assumed all the blame and shouldered the guilt. Her little boy. was a disappointment. He would never be the man his father was, and althoughshe still did not tInderstand the whyshe certain]} knew the results. And 'sheidid.not like what she saw. Her son was weak, contriving, and an alcoholic,"Hortense spent many hours by herself, as she had never been able to formdeep relationships with anyone. Most of her friends were wives of her husband'4business associates. She no longer hag' that. life and was unable to adjust toanother. She began to feel tired and run down. Her doctor gave hervery little attention. He was not a geriatric specialist and could not under-stand the particular problems of then aging. But she had been seeing him forsometime and was reluctant to make a ,change.
A retirement home was suggested for Hoytense. She visited several and seemedto like the idea, but was still unsure of the best route to follow. Bob told her .she would be able to take her possessions and set up a mini-apartment. Theretirement home would provide the necessary care, but alloiv her the freedomto conduct her life with dignity and independence.
According to her son, the arrangements had been made and Hortense hadsigned the necessary papers to admit her to the retirement home. The big dayarrived. Bob went to pick up his mother. She asked where'they were going andhe answeredfor a drive,
Hortense sensed something was wrong and refused to leave her house. At wthis point he bodily picked her up and drov his mother to the home. He then'left for an extended vacation out of the st e-aod made himself,unarallable tothe retirement home."' .-'Hortense was installed in a room in t sement that had all the warmthof a room at the YWCA. The next mornin H tense decided to leave. She got ass, far as the front door before she was esco red, mite to gently, back to her room.Her doctor wascalled and he left orders or h r to be tranquilize*

111111111111111,
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The retirement home staff was quite unhappy with this belligerent woman who
was upsetting their calm routine. She had been placed in their care, obviously
against her will. They were unable to contact her family and did not know
the best way to proceed,

They asked their staff physician.to?see her. He found a highly agitated, but
spirited woman, who was quite vored at being denied her basic liberties. She
emphatically told the doctor she wanted to return to her home. His hands were
figuratively tiedas site already had an attending physician.

After spending several frustrating days at the home, Hortense managed to
place a phone call to Ruth. When her daughter-in-law arrived, she found Hor-
tense with no change of clothing, a toothbrush, a hairbrush, and nothing else
in the room that Hortense was expected to occupy for the remainder of her life.

Ruth immediately providtd Hortense with some of the needed articles, pic-
tures, personal popessions, and television from her hifuse, and had a phone
hooked up for her fise. much against the 'advice of the staff.

Ruth visited Hortense daily. She spoke to the managelnent of the staff and
determined that nothing could be done without her son's direct approval. On
several occasions when Rtith was visiting, the nurses brought medication for

*11".`° 'Hortense to take. When .she refused, they would insist. When Ruth questioned
as to what the medication was, the nurses declined to answer, stating only that
"it was necessary." Ruth wondered for whom.

After two weeks, eutb and Hortense agreed that she would be more comfort-
able in her own. home. Hortense agreed to engage a companion .that would serve
as .a cook, nurse, chauffer and general housekeeper. Hortense had been living
alone for some Years and did not want to have to "feel responsible" for another
person, but agreed in principle. the idea had merit. She had far too much free
time, and she could also petivide the room without rearranging her household.

Ruth movedtliortense into her household until suitable help could be found.
It was during those few days tlfat Ruth made an appointment for her mother-

- in-lasv to be seen by Hortense's regular physician. She had been through quite
a bit lately, and wanted to ascertain first =hand knowledge of Hortense's physical,
status. Ruth also wanted to check the medication to see if it did indeed provide
any practical benefit. The doctor was rude, abusive and treated Hortense in a
manner far worse than. common criminals receive when they entered aprison.
He shouted at Hortense and requested her to leave his office.

The next day Ruth took Hortense's medication to the pharmacist and asked
for a refill. The pharmacist questioned Ruth if the medication u as for the same
individual. When Ruth asked why, the pharmacist said that one medication
was an "upper" and the other and "downer" and taken together would make a
person so confused they would never know where they were."

Ruth decided to discontinue Hortense's medication. During the next few days,
her mother-in-law responded in a startling change. Her facilities improved al-
most` overnight. She was calm, cognizant of her situation, ameniable to sug-
gestions, but more importantly, was aware of uhat her son might possibly be try-
ing to fi4Xempt. She agreed to a companion and z Rhin a week moved back into
her own home.

Hortense did suffer front in She felt she needed company far more at
night. Two women ivere hired, one from 8:00 a.m.-4 :00 p.m., the other Just
the opposite 1;hift, Although these were unusual hours, it was not difficult to
*pAvide. A routine was eptablishedbut. unfortunately, it did not last.

Bob returned from his vacation. He was furidus. He forcefully pushed his
way through his mother's door, fired the nurses on the spot, and dragged his'
mother off to a psychiatrist. The doctor paw a woman whose agitated behavior
he interpreted as confusion anti loss of control< Bob returned his mother to her
home shortly thekeafter stating he wanted nothing further to do with her. She
was obviously beyond help. He 'opened the car door and unceremoniously de-
posited his mother on her doorstep.

The next morning he returned and managed fo convince Hortense he was
actually sorry for his actions of the day beffire. Ile got her into his car anddrove off to Sibley *Hospital and had her committed to the psychiatric ward.

o She was locked in a high security section that contained alcoholics, dope addicts,
schizophrenics, uncontrollable neurotics as well as criminals. She was sedated,
Two clays later, the psychiatrist had her moved to the less restricted area of the
ward In the meantime, Bob had made arrangements for her to be hdmitted tot(
nursing home in Rockville.' The hospital provided transpprtation and Hortense
was driven in a van to the nursing home about a week later:

r
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HOrteimg had suffered horrible 1Pdignities by this time. She appeared in a
daze and repetqedly 4isked when she would return home. Ruth found her
'mother-in-law about a week later. Disoriented, she'd last weight, was disheveled,
and inc,a state of extreme depression. She cried in the younger woman's arms40
and pleaded to go home. There was little Ruth could du except provide Hortense
'with the necessities of life and visit wide her. Ruth became a "regular" at the
'NUrsing Home and-quickly endeared herself to the staff.

One morning about, two, or three weeks after, a woman called Ruth at home
with an unusual' request. She identified herself as a "Boson"' on the nursing
staff. She asked Ruth if it would be possible to remove her mother-in-law from
the home. She stated that Hortense was in full possession of her faculties, was
not senile and did not belong in a nursing home envininment. If Ruth did not
remove her mother-in-law, the "Hinson" felt that Ilortense would die within a few
weeks due to the excessive medication being given to her. Although adamant
in her beliefs, the woman requested to be anonomous, and stated she would denyevery part of their conversation.

Ruth called a friend of Hortense's for help. Within hours an attorney was
reached, documents drawn' and Hortense walked our the front door of the nurs-ing home on the arm of her ilow attorney. Thirty minutes later, she was back
home. The attorney quickly arranged for help in the house, but the next days
had to be the most difficult that Hortense had to live through in her entire life.

She was. immediately withdrawn from her medication. Thilbroduced a <semi-zombie state, but within twenty-four hours, she had begun to spond to a morenormal human being. Two days later, Bob returned and again forcefully draggedhis mother back to the nursing home. This time instructions were given for herstrict surveillance.
Somehbw Hortense managed to avoid swallowing her medication. She was

confused, heartbroken, deprssed, but still maintained enough spirit to be light-ing mad. It is not known how she managed to evade the ever watchful eyes of
the staff, but within twenty-fa"dr hours, she managed to escape by walking outthe front door onto the busy intersection of Route 28 and WS. It is also notknown how she managed to "flag" at taxi, but she did. She convinced the driver
to return her to her home in Chevy Chase.Bob had removed her purse, her money,and her house keys . . but somehow this spirited 78 years old woman man-- agedi.to get home, pay the cab driver and enter her own home. That night sheslept peacefully in her own bed.

By the next morning, Bob discovered her whereabouts and once again hadhis mother incarcerated. This time, the medicattoh was administered with amuch more watchful eye.
Ruth tried in vain to help,Hortense's attorney used every avenue availableto him under the, law. But Bob held all ,the cards. After all, he was her onlyrelative . . He secured an attorney and within days a date was set in Court

to have the case decided before a judge op just who would be Hortense's guard-fan, both her purse and her person.
The morning of the trial arrived. All the interested parties sat in courtwaiting for the case to be heard. 4. nurse attended Ilortense. She was com-pletely tranquilized, She appearednot to -understand where she was, apd knewlittle about what was happening. Finally, it was Hortense's kpur. The Judgeasked if she had someone to represent her. Both attorneys responded. A docu-.4640,544 plea was introduced into- evidence stating that Hortense had fired her firstattorney. Not 6nly had it been forged, but it was the first admission on Bob'spart that another attorney had entered the picture. The Judge decided to ignorethat and asked Bob to bring his mother sand his attorney td his chambers. Tenminutes later they reappeared. Hortense's Attorney had the opportunity to ques-tion the other lawyer. He stated that the ,fudge had given Bob legal guardian-ship over his mother's person and her finances. She was returned to the nursingnome and remains there today,
She is kept in a sedated-state;has-losthetween-twenty and thirty pounds, isusually filthy; has no conception of time or where she is and remains in achild-like state. She is probably not too uncomfortable. She does not knowwhat has happened. Occasionally_she speaks of going home, but for the mostpart appears to be one of "those batty old women" locked away from societyfor their own good.
The nursing home is divided iito two sections. The first floor is given topatients who are mobile and are cognizailt. The second floor is reseryed forpa is confined to beds and those who are considered uncontrollable exceptwith strait jackets and/or excessive medication.

4 .
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The law states that any individual may be committed to an institution if
two doctors state that a person can be judged homicidal, suicidal or to have a
recognizable psychiatric_ disorder. These laws are loosely interpreted.
" Certainly Hortense's life as a dominated child and dominated a ife allowed
this treatment and furthered her inability to protect herself. Certainly' Bob's
life with a domineering father perpetuated the actions necessary to produce
the misplaced hatred for his father into his mother.

Certainly, we cannot legislate moralities nor can we hope to make society
responsible for all overt actions.

But aren't we responsible for laws that would protect the Hortenses' of the
world? Cannot we legally iatervene if ae see such flagrant abuses of another's,
rights?

I certainly hope so, for Hortense's sake, and for all the others that are
abused in their declining yearsfor whatever reasons.

I live in the section of San Francisc known as the "Tenderloin," consisting
of cheap hotels, run-down saloons, m sage parlors, porno shops, lower-priced
tourist hotels, sprinkled with a few marginally priced ones, and hotels for senior

.1) citizens, some of them dirty dumps. There are five senior citizen hotels within
a two-block area. Many of the senior citizens residing in the

wheel
are

handicapped, using:four-legged walkers, canes, crutches, and heel chairs to
get around. These people are routinely mugged in this area, in broad daylight,
some stopped on the street by thieves who simply rifle their victims' pockets
while pinning their arms. I myself have been robbed a, couple times like this.
Many seniors won't go out their front doors at night', and they restrict. their
day-time outings to essential trips. I still leave my hotel room when I choose, to
attend meetings, go to the grocery store, and the like, because these assaults
are not limited to the dark hours.

Our attackers know our patterns; so, you would think, should the police, who
could give us special attention in our areas, from Leavenworth to Mason, along
Eddy Street, by cruising the neighborhoods around the first of the month when
we get our checks. Thugs almost stick out their palms, waiting for payment
like our bill collectors. I suppose when the finer hotels finish building in the4-,
area and a few tourists get mugged and assaulted (maybe even when one is
killed), police department'budgets will reflect the need for -increased surveil-
lance.

At my senior Citizen hotel, I was mugged at 9:00 in the morning. I was ex-
pecting a phone call, so I cracked open my door when someone knocked. The
fellow put his face up to the door, asking for someohe who-didn't live in the
building. I tried to close the door, but he pushed his way in, telling me he bad
a revolver. For a fleeting moment, I thought to push the alarm button that's on
the wall in each of the rooms, which would let the desk clerk downstairs know

'something was wrong. i decided against it, figuring it would bnly aggravate
my attacieer if he law me do it. He himself rang the bell: I told him it was
a broken light snitch. T later found out the damn thing didn't work anyway.
My attacker was very profesisional in his search, punching me in the chest to
knock me out of his nay. He looked through my clothes in the closet, my dresser
drawers, and under my mattress. When he was ready to leave, he hog-tied
me with an extension cord, tying my arms and legs behind my back.

I finally managed to free myPelf, since no one heard the struggle or were
too frightened to do anything. The night clerk called the police when I went
downstairs, and they took my statement, deciding not to take me to the hospital
since I was only bruised from the cold. I felt violated because of this experience,
although I later considered myself fortunate when I learned thy attacker had
killed one of his victims,

I have suffered psychologically-from _this_attack. _I_ have no recoprse,,,,,other
than through the civil courts, and then I have been advised that courraction
would be unprofitable for the attorney and myPelf. even though I can prove the
hotel is responsible for letting this animal into the Minding when the poorly
trained, low-paid clerk did not bother to rydestion the fictitious name and room
number (the thug had the gall to sign the register with a non-existent room
number) my attacker used, and I can prove thralarm bell was not in working
condition.,

Soon it will be the first of the month again. The retired elderly might have
a bit of extra money in their pockets. The thieves and muggers will be out in
full force near and aroultd senior citizen housing. That's a fact.

1
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'APPENDIX 3
A SUMMARY' OF

'ELDER ABUSE

(AN EXAMiNATION,OF A HIDDEN PROBLEM)

A Report by the House Select Committee on Aging

INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of time, no law has been etched in the mind of man with
the force of the command: Honor Thy Father and Thy Mother. It is also true, as
the historian Toynbee observed, there is a-positive correlation between care and
respect of the elderly ,and the greatness of a civilization. Novelist and social
critic Simone de Beauvoir expanded upon this observation in The Coming of Age,
When she noted, "The injumer in'which a society behnveswith its older people
unequivocally reveals the truth . . . of its principles and its ends."

Among the Ancient Greeks, for example, the best thing that could be done to
win the favor of the Gods and the respect of fellow citizens was to care for one's
father and mother in 'their old age. Under the laws of Solon, a legitimate son who
failed to care for his parents upon trial and conviction lost thqt Rent most preci-
ous to any Greek : hi§ citizenship. Striking a parent, refusal to maintain an In-
digent parent or the neglect of the duty of hurial were all high crimes punishable
by stiff prison penalties. -

In modern America just as in Ancient Greece, res'Pect and veneration of one's
parents is still the expected norm. Most Americans do respect and honor their
parents although.there 8re disquietlifg signs of erosion of this great moral vqlue.

From time to time, there have been stories in the public press about children
who have neglected their parents-,There have also been ocaStonal referent
to individuals who purposely assault or abuse their loved ones. From the in-

es\

creasing volume of such stories and from the growing Ambers of letters the
Committee receives on the subject, the House Select Committee on Aging per-
ceived that the number of these incidents had been rapidly increasing over the
past five years.

Chairman Claude Pepper asked'the Committee staff to begin to examine the
problem. Preliminary investigations confirmed earlier suspicions. Chairman Pep-
per scheduled a series of hearings by the House ,Select Committee on Aging to
further test this premise and directed the staff to conduct an in-depth investiga-
tion. This report is thesesult of that effort.

This report is the.firSt intensive national investigation ever,undertaken of the
topic which has come to be known as "Elder Abuse." It explores a shameful and
bidden problem which has tremendous and far-reaching consequences for .41
Americans.

Section I of this repoit describes the nature of elder abuse and provides numer-
ous shocking examples of physical, financial, psychological and sexual +abuseof
the elder/37'13y their family members. '

Section/II attempts to measure the dimension of the problem based on evidence
collected from many quarters cOncluding that the problem of elder abuse is not
only widespread but that the incidence of such abuse is increasing dramatically.

Section III explores the current theories as to why the problem exists. Section
IV explores the experiences of the States with respect to the problem and Section ir
V examines the effortaof the States to deal with the problem, concluding that few
of them liave given the problem the attention that it deserves.

Section VI explores the Federal interest In this issue and suggests ways In
which the Federal government can'helli the States in their efforts.

Section VII summarizes this report's primary conclusion that the incidence of
physical, financial, psychological and even sexual abuse of the elderly exists in
America in dimensions thfit few have'realized ; that the incidence of such familial'

(169)
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violence and abuse is escalating rapidly; and that apparently a parallel can be
drawn from child abuse where a measurable increase in abuse can be found in
hard economic times.

Lastly; Section VIII provides the Congress and the States with a number of
policy options which might be adopted to deal with this pervasive problem.
, It is hoped that this report will lead not only to additional discussion and re-

search on this Important question but also to a heightened awareness on the part
of the media and the public to a problem which has too long been swept under
the rug of complacency. It is also hoped this report will iesnit in legislative re-
forms at both the State and Federal levels.

-
I. THE NATURE OF ELDER ABUSE: CASE HISTORIES

The notion:that many sons and daughters are purposely and repeatedly abus-
ing their parents is something which is alien to the American spirit. Most people
in the United Stales would be skeptical that the practice exists of anything but
an extremely limited scale. Over the past few years, however. here have been
an increasing number of studies within the academic community which suggest
that the problem is far more important and widespread than has been realized to
date. -

It was these reports and studies which caused the House Select Committee on
Aging to begin holding hearings on the subject) of elder abuse. Elder abuse is
defined simply as the physical, sexual, psychological or financial abuse of the
elderly or otherwise causing the deprivation of their human rights by their
relatives or caretakers.

Early hearings by the Committee were for the purpose of exploring the param-
eters of the problem on the assumption that it ypuld not be proven to be a
problem worthy of the attention of the Congress.'-it was assumed that to the
extent that there was a problem. it would be handled by the States. This.assump-
tion was wrong.

The Committee hearings quickly served to reinforce the findings of academi-
cians who had conclhded elder abuse was a hidden and growing problem. Evi-
dence was received which indicated elder abuse was a matter of growing social
importance and that most of. the States have not acted to protect the best in-.
tereSts of the elderly. Indeed,,,.in the face of the assertion that elder abuse cases
may be equal In size and scop#W1th child abuse cases, the States continue, with
rare exceptions, to concentrate their funds almost exclusively to deal with child

_ abuse.-Moreover, it is ob ions that there is a void in State statutes with respect
to protections and servic4s for the abused elderly.

This pection of, the r rt makes difficult readfng. Hundreds of examples are
provided from the Co Mee files. As noted, the examples are meant to be
illustrative, not exhaustive. These shocking examples of the abuse of the elderly
by their loved ones are current aitd virtually all the States are represented. The
States which have given the matter of elder abuse the most attention are over-
repreSented in these examples. State officials predicted to the Committee thatas
they begin to devote more of their rgiources to the problem they will undoubtedly
uncover hundreds and .thousands otadditional examples.

The examples which are set forth in this section are entered because there is
no other way to prOve the depth and scopeof this serious problem. The Commit-
tee does not mean to suggest in this report that the States should cut back on
their protection to children ; rather, it is suggested that they:increase their pro-
tection to adults.

Each example below is a classic in the history of mantiii.inhumanitY to man.
The fact that the perpetrators are Most often tied to the &bused by blood makes
the example all the more horrible. Some Qf these abuses which take place in the
privacy of the homes of the elderly rival or exceed abuses which have come to
thh public eye from nursing homes. Indeed, as will be seen below, nursing homes
frequently provide the refuge for battered and abused family members. This is
not to excuse abuses in nursing homes which still exist on too great a scale but
it is enlightening to lear'n that nursing-home owners and operators are not alvays
the culpritA in this very real human melodrama.

What follows are examples of elderly individuals who have been abused physi-
cally and sexually by their relatives. There are examples of where they have been ,

neglected and their rights abrogated. Finally, there are examples of financial and
psychological abuse and a few cases of self-abuse which were brought on or
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exacerbated by family memb- ers. These cases are illustrative of the wide range
of incidents which ha'e been termed -elder abeSe" by different States. As of yet,
there is no consistency with which States define such abuse except for in all cases.

theperpetrator is a family member or caregiver and that harm results. Most
cases should include a pattern or practice of abuse over time rather than lim-
ited to one isolated abusive incident.

It should be clear beyond any doubt following the reading of this chapter that
the problem needs attention. The examples for the most part come, from ques-
tionnaires the Committee sent to police chiefs, protective service workers, visit-
ing nurse associations as well as from Committee hearings and correspondence
received by individual members of the Committee.

A. PHYSICAL ABUSE

Physical abuse is conduct or violence which results in bodily harm or hurt,
excluding mental distress, fright, or emotional disturbance. The Committee
reviewed many reports of older persons ,sustaining physical injuries from their
sons, daughters, other relatives and caregivrs,,ranging from grabbing an arm
foreefully and painfully, to exasperated ,Shiking or shoving, both .potentially
dangerous to an older person, to repeated physical and sexual attacks apd beat-
ings. Physical abuse on the part of the older person's family and caregivers can
lead to dire consequences:

A 92-year-old Massachusetts 'Woman was admitted to a hospital emelgency
room sever'ely beaten, severely bruised, and with a skull fracture. She died
a week later. A son and daughter-in-law, with whom the bedridden woman
lived, are considered suspects in her death.

A Massachusetts grandmother's death resulted when her grandson alleged-,
ly shot her Hien apparently burned the house dOwn to corer up the crime.
dt wOpnly when the medical examiner examined the victim that the gunshot
woulfit Was discovered. The case is being prosecuted under a criminal indict-
ment, It was later learned that the grandmother had been physically as-
saulted by her grandson on several occasions in past years.
Caseworkers in Ohio investigated reports of mistreatment of an 86- year -old
woman who lived with her son. The son protested' that he had given-his
mother "wonderful" care, thikt he fed her daily, brushed her hair and bathed
her. The woman was found living in filthy conditions. It was learned that
the son had left the victim naked in bed all day and because of malnourish-
ment, she had lost considerable weight. She weighed only 80 pounds when
discovered by caseworkers. The sister of the victim who alerted authorities
was unwilling to press charges. The woman died a month later.

elderly, District of Columbia person who lived with- a daughter-in-law, ,
was often found with braises on lker face and head, ostensibly from falls.
The older person was noattr---Or medication and was sometimes found de-
hydrated. She was sent to the hospital where de'ath occurred.
Another District of Columbia woman 80-ye4ld was found beaten tO death .
and her acting caregiver was charged with' the homicide. Detectives said the
motive was robbery.

A complete bed care patient in D.C. was murdered, by the son-in-law, an
alcoholic who was left with total ,care of the patient when-his wife was
admitted to the hospital with mental problems. '
The North Carolina County Department of Social Services reported finding
a 91-year-old widow lying on her bed. She had multiple severe bruises on her
face, hands, arms and chest. She was incoherent and,vers confused. She was

assessed to have been beaten' approximately a wcek before. The 'laughter

.1 1 74

of the elderly woman had been beateir by her own 'son. also, and that was
why she had not reported her own mother's condition. TaicAlerly woman was

-c transported to an'einergency room where she eventtralk. died. Her grandson
is being held on charges of murder.

A number State Human Service Departments provided dramatieexatnples of-
sexual abuse of their elderly residents:

A 09-year old woman from Iowa in day care complained of abdominal pain
and vaginal bleeding. She revealed she had been raped by her brotherin-
law. with whom she and her husband had been living after being evicted
from their home. After reporting the problem. she filed charges against her
brother-in-law who was jailed and is awaiting trial.
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Iowa also reported that an arthritic, slightly obese but otherwl4E healthy
woman lilted with her daughter and 22-year-old grandson who reportedly
physically and sexually abused her. The daughter admitted there was fami-
lial conflict. and wanted her mother,to move. The mother was turning over
$300 of her $320 monthly Social Seturity check to the daughter.

In the District of Columbia, an 80-year-old woman, a paraplegic, had been
sexually abused over a 0-year period by her son-in-law, who beat her with
a hammer when she refused his advances.

New Jersey reported that'an hispanic lady of about 71 was assaulted physical-
ly and sexually by her son-in-law. The daughter was fully aware of the on-
going situation, and yarned her mother not/to say anything for if she did
she would be made homeless. Neighbors and relatives reported the case for
protective services.

In an Ohio nursing home, aide reported that a 96-year-old patient was
raped by another tide.

Many of the cases of physical abuse reviewed by the Committee were com-
mitted by those with alcohol and drug-related problems:

An 83-year-old D.C. woman was forced to live with her alcoholic, brain
damaged'daughter, who neglected and physically and verbally attacked her.

A bedridden elderly man from the District was brutally beaten by his grand-
son when he reportedly was mintier the influence of alcohol.

An alcoh-olic -caregiver in D.C. beat his elderly client, leaving the patient
lying in urine ort wrinkled bed linen.

A 90-year-old bedridden D.C. patient lived with her alcoholic daughter and
son-in-law in an unsafe apartment with no door lock. The patient, when
found, was covered with bedsores and multiple facial wounds.

A 78-year-old weal* D.C. woman was beaten with a phone receiver by her
17-year-old adopted son. She declined to press charges or to sign a petition
for a protective order. The son continues to live with her, receiving a lhrge
allowance and driving fancy sport cars. He is suspected of taking drugs.

Aside from discovering that many of the abusers who physically assault older
relatives have alcohol-related problems, the Committee further discovered that

many of the abusers suffer from mental disorders. For example:
Missouri reported that a 71-year-old white woman lived with her 36-year-

old son and 39-y0r-old (laughter, both of whom were retarded. There. was
documentation of several minor physical attacks by the son. The third attack
was major and required that the mother be -hospitalized because of ller
tritical Condition. She remained in the hospital for four weeks and was then
transferred to a foster home placement. Her absence from the household
led to the eventual.institutionalization of these two adult Children.

Although the majority of the physical assault cases reviewed by the, Com-
mittee involve abusive behavior on the part of immediate family members, we
found that calgivers were, at times, also responsible for such attacks. For
example:

An elderly New York patient was forced to eat leftovers by her caregiver,
was covered with bruises and sores all over her body as a result,of repeated
beating by the caregiver, arid finally was forced into a hospital.

An elderly woman from New Hampshire was brought to a hospital emer-
gency room by her caregiver boyfriend. She had-X fractured shoulder, had
been punched in the face and knocked unconscious, and her upper ribs were
black and blue. The. house where the patient, caregiver boyfriend and a
second male lived was filthy and, alcohol bottles were scattered throughout
the residence.

New Jersey reported that an e\derly man was assamilted physically by a
boarding home operator, recei g injury that resulted in an occluded
remora] artery. eNew Jersey also reported the ca. of a mentally retarded elderly client
who would be seen from thde to tim e in church sufficiently bruised and bat-

o tered to raise suspicious questions aborak the care.lje was receiving in a
boarding home It was found that th aliuse was perpetrated by someone in

.4., the home.
A 70- year -old woman from the District f Columbia was fonnd to he routine-

ly victimized.- physically and mentally. y her maid who would tie her with
wire to the bed, leave her alone for pert s of time and deny her the use of
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personal items. The older woman was, obviously nervous and unable to talk
in the presence of the maid. At au appropriate time, she N -ealed that the
maid did tie her to the bed as a punisnment for imsbehmi g, and that she
signed over her checks to the maid. Slie had been forced tern (A er to the
'maid approximately $5,000 in the previous leW, months. The utdd also re-
moved the phone from her room to .prevent her froth communicating, w ith
the outside world. The older woman was forced to give the maid her car and
pay towing charges on it. When she did not comply readily, she would be
pul4hud from her wheelchair. She was terrified because she had been /pushed
in such a manner that twice she suffered a broken hip and once a/ broken
clavicle. Nursing home placement was also threatened. Eventunliy, the
maid was indicted on extortion,i false imprisonment, first degree grand theft
and misrepresenting a licensed nurse. . /It is the perceived threat of repeated beating, denial of daily reqiiirements,

and sexual assaults which occasionally lead some older people to tight back
In self-defense. Such was the situation encountered by an elderly father in the
Dis4ict 4f Columbia ,,who was charged with in/voluntary manshiughtee.after %
his son died during a scuttle with 111111. The elderly man said he rust couldn't standthe son beating him up anymore. .

B. NEGLIGENCE k

Negligence can be defined as condpet which is careless; it is.the breach of aduty which results in injury to a. person or in a violation of rights. There is
ample evidence of negligence by relatives and caretakers with devastating con-
sequences to the helpless elderly. This section of this report details a few of theseexamples collected by de, Committee from across the country. These abuses took
place within the past few years. The, list below is meant to be illustrative rathe5than comprehensive.

In South Carolina, a 79-year-old woman who was recuperating from, astroke was kept in an unheated porch attached to her dtlughter's $90.000
house. The family refused to buy soft foods and to otherwise accept re-sponsibility for thy, victim who became dehydrated and required hospital-ization.

In the,same State, a 68-year-old woman living with her daughter wasofoundby a caseworker in conditions of unspeakable squalor. The woman was keptin an unheated portion of the house where the tenmerature was measured.at less than 20 degrees. %Then founCthe woman had eight soiled blanketspiled over her head to keep her warm and the urine from her catheter wasfrozen. She was also found to be malnourished. She deseloped pneumoniaand was hospitaliZed. Coder,discharge; authorities had her placed lir a nurs-ing home.
Washington State reported that they were alerted /by concerned neighbors

who noticed social security checks being 'delivered monthly and yet theyhad not seentt woman they knew a,5 "granny" for over a year. Caseworkersarrived at the home where the woman lived with her daughter and -grand-
sons but could not approach, the home bedtime f vicious dogs. They re-turned with the police and representatives of lie humane society. Theehkerly woman was found locked in an upstair ram, dirty, disheveled,
incontinent and malnourished. The victim requ' led that she be relocieted. to a nursing home.

--Au elderly woman in New Jersey living with I
was systemmatically neglected. She was left at
At night her potty chair and walker were ret
get up and go to the bathroom. tier personal
and it r telephone calls intercepted. One (lay
alone to lie for about eight hours on the 11
inter dewed. the (laughter said that she warther would he no more problems. The wo

e bytnuthorities.
A elderly paraplegic Arkansas woman hap surgery. Her husband refused to place

e wanted optioned access Pi his wife's
ncome check. The man was an alcoholic

n.daughter and son-In-law
home all day without food:
(wed so that she could not

orreppondence was withheld
he woman fell and was left

or witha broken hip, When
ted -her mother dead so that
inn was 'placed In a nursing

been hospitalized three times
icr In a nursing home because
ederal Supple,mentary Security

nd used the proceeds to Support
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his habit. It was learned by investigators that during the day he would
Nati his wife into the back of his pickup truck and leave he there while
hkwould go to drink beer at a local poolhall. I)uring the women's sub-
sequent fourth hospital stay, the husband died in a Eire which broke .out
in the couple's house trailer. The womaq was then placed in a long-term
care facility. :c.

In Washington. an 84-year-old 'woman, t rminally ill with cancer, was ,re-
fused proper medical attention by her grandson who did not want the
woman's property and income dissipate by doctor and hospital payments.
The woman was found in tremendous ain, living in truly wretched con-
ditions. The victim was transferred t a nursing home where she died a
few weeks later.

Caseworkers in West Virginia er alerted that an 80-year-old couple
might be having problems. Upon investigation they found the husband ill
to the point of being comatose. The man was described as "unable to re-
spond, barely breathing with eyes glazed." The wife was exhausteeloand
distraught 'from trying to care for her husband to the point where her
mental condition was unstable. The wife woad not allow authorities to
remove the man to a hospital for treatment. She charged them with en-
gaging in a plot to take her husband away from her. Caseorkers,contacted
the couple's daughter to assist them in persuading the wife that the man °
needed Attention. They were unsuccessful and the husband died.two days
thereafter.

C. FINANCIAL EXPLOITATION
'

Financial exploitation involves the theft or conversion or money or anything
of value belonging to the elderly by their relatives or caretakers. Sometimes,,
this theft or misappropriation is plished by forcesometimes at gun
point. Ifl other cases, it is accompli y stealth through deceit, misrepresen-
tation and fraud. In most instances, loss of property by the elderly is im-
mediate hit in a few instances invo ng undlie influence in the writing of
wills, greedy family members have been willing to wait a few months or even
years.to acquire the property of a loved one.

In its inquiry. tlite Committee developed literally thousands of examples
which fall into the category of financial exploitation. As is noted from other
parts of this report, financial abuse usually is accompanied by physical and
psychological abuse. The examples proVided below are merely illustrative of
the problem. They range from armed robbery of the elderly by their loved ones
to larceny of their personal possessions to exotic schemes to defraud them of

literally anything of value.
One of the most heartbreaking series of examples involves the elderlywho lived

independently until an injury or illness necessitated a stay in the hospital. Upon
discharge from the hospital, many older Americans have learned to their chagrin
that their families have literally sold their homes out from under them. Equally
heartbreaking are those family members who have their loved ones/committed to
a public institution as 41 means of obtaining their property.

It became apparent to°the Committee that to some extent, Federal policy under
Medicare/Medicaid and the Supplementary Security Income program encourage
the financial exploitation of the elderly, Generally, the exploitation revolves
around the decision to place an older person in a nursing home or related institu-
tion. Since Medicare pays for only about 2 percent of the natiode total $17 billion
nursing home bill. the elderly must pay these expenses themselves or look to their
families. With average charges in American nursing homes running in excess of
$12,000 a year and gived the fact that no insurance can be found which will pay
More than a modest amount of,this bill, more and more families have been looking
for ways to quelify their loved ones for Medicaid, the welfare nursing home pro-
gram which is available without limit .to-the poor. Families have learned that if
the elfiZA., ly divest themselves of their resources and income, they will become
eligible for Medicaid.

Many family memberti rationalize that_ it is a pity to waste money (even if it
belongs to the elderly) on old people near death and that it is somehow com-
pounding the problem to give this money to what they call greedy nursing home
owners. For this reason. fainily.memberg have taken money or property belonging:
to the elderly and then represented to State Medicaid workers with a straight face
that the senior has no property, thus qualifyiqg for Medicaid.

.. .
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With respect to SSIa program of cash grants to the poor elderly from the
Federal government: the problem is caused by a provision in the law .which
reduces SSI payments by one-third' if the senior lives with related individuals.
There is also a provision which bars the receipt of SSItunils for most individuals
housed in'public institutions. What this means is that more and more old people
are being entered in the Federal SSI rolls instead Of being taken care of at home.
The fact that public institutions are generally unavailable means the elderly
are increasingly being placed in private for profit boarding homes. While the sub-
pet oft'boserdirtg homes was jacident al to this study, the Committee could not help
but be moved at the tremendous number of abuses VC1iih were reported in board-
ing homes. While the matter merits further study, it would appear that boarding
homes have replaced nursing homes as the premier havens for institutionalized
abuse of the elderly in America. Indeed, a number of victims of boarding home
abuse and.of abuse at home by loved ones have found nursing 'homes' a pleasant
change by comparison. Examples of financial exploitation of th elderly follow .In Arizona, ahi88-year, bedridden, mentally incoinpetentoman who was

being died for brie young relative was placed in the cheapest available
boarding home. Herstav at the home. was Paid for with the woman's social
security check of $300 a month. Thereafter, the young relative began to
spendeefre victim's $20.-900 life savings. When caseworkers investigated, the

' victim was found suffearinefrom bedsores-and dehydration. In fact, the woman
was so dehydrated according to official reports, that her lips were stuck to-

: gether Emplpyeek,of the boarding home would not give the woman fluids. because they didn't wnn her wetting the bedsheets. After an investigation,
the victim was removed o a nursing home where she received proper nursing
and medical care.

In the sane State, a womaT who had worked for over 30 years and who
enjoyed a liberal pensikm. suffered two broken hips at the age of 88. An Et&
quaintance arranged for hertottie placed in an unlicensed boarding home.
Within two weeks, the owners had either forged the victim's name to checks
or had her forced to sign over $2.300 in checks to them. The investigation
revealed that the weinan was purposely overmedicated in order to keep her
in a Stupor. The worn'hu had numerous stocks and bonds which apparentlyAad
been Misappropriated, Social workers hired an,.attorney to institute Wal
proceedings to.recover funds inappropriately taken and moved the victim to
a licensed nursing home where sbe.is- reportedly receiving excellent care.Also In Arizona, an 84-year. ud World War I veteran with a diagnosis of
congestive heart failure came uNler the influence of a "friend" the obtained
the old mitres power of attorney and opened joint bank accounts with him.
The "friend" represented that the man had no relatives. Vivestigators learned
of the case when the man was brought' to the emergency room of a local
hospital. The old man was malnourished, dehydrated and maggots had in.fested under his skin; Investigators learned that approximately $20,000 had
been taken. Relatives were located in Florida and Michigan but they refused
to accept responsibility for the man so a guardian was appointett by the courtto revoke the power of attorney and recover the mait's assets. Both the olds
man and State social workers were physically threatened but ultimatelythey were successful in recovering an automobile aihi much of the other
fipancial assets. The man was placed in a county nursing home. 7California offieials report that Dn 87-year-old widow in frail health and gen-
erally confined to a wheelchair, unable to care for her day-to-day needs, was

' altegedly the victim of physical and financial abuse from 1974 throtigh 1080.
A nurse companion who was also her conservator and three children depleted
her financial resources by more than $300,000 while depriving the woman of

,, proper medical attention, food or clothing. Casewo-rkers helped the woman to-institute legal proceedings.
In Atlanta a man in his sixties and his wife'were financially abused by their

23 year -old son who stole from them and broke into their house when locked
on after he had refused to work or leave the home. When the police refusedto t rest him on three different occasions, and the warrant officer said hecould not help the family, the father shof the son in the liithe next two timeshe broke in. -A 77-year-old woman in Atlanta was abused vfrbally by her 23ear-ord
giandson whom she was supporting from a small fixed income. On occasions.

1 he would steal her money. .
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Or rsrcitotonicat' ABUSE
1 In addition to being abused PlryMeally and financially, the elderly can also
suffer emotional or thsychotogital` ahuse at the hands of their relatives. At on,:
end df the spectrum. psychological abuse includes simple liar& tallint and verbal
avwulta ,Itt the other end, it is a tfrotrauted and systematic iffort to dehumanize
the elderly. Sometimes with tlw goal of driving a person to insanity, or suicide.
There are few things inure pernicious in life them the constant threat by caretakers
to throw the elderly into the street or hat e them committed to mental institutions.
The must common weapon used in this,,warfa re is the threat of nursing home place-
ment. This kind of acty, more with concentration camp-, than
with Khan horne:1 ti here _the-elderly reside. lioat et et.. several eXampls of these
iIttilbs,t unspeakable offenses, have tome to the attention of the Committee. By its
wiry nature. psythologicai abuse usually exists in combination with one or more
other ninnies. Following are some examples: '

11 'Massachusetts, a daughter-in-law harbored great resentment of her '
mother-in-last, for whose care she was resporfVe. The daughter-in-law
refused to ton tribute to the woman's support. Ni e daughter-hi-law converted
her mOther's-imlaw social security check to her ow ti useoften to buy
alc;hol Over a lung`perivd of time, the elderly woman was vernally abused,
threatened. and in Met. the daughter-In-law did periodically beak, the woman.
When,this patter 'carob to the attention oft the police, they discovered, that
the daughtels-in-law put the woman's food on the floor,,felling her she was an .
animal and-that-she would be required to eat likeione.
A report froth Delaware tells of a daughter-in-law who would Veep her hus-1"
band's vildowed mother confined to the basement without sooial contacts. Any-
time,rffie widow, 'tried to leave this captivity. sbe was verballyassaulted.
After the widow broke her arm in a fall, the daughter-in-law added physical

'force, severyily twisting the woman's broken arm on several occasions.
Ali c,7-yearadd woman in. Massaubusetts was psychologically abused bSi her
middle-aged son. On visit to her on a day when she was not feeling well, he
proceeded to discuss what Monies,Oie had. what InsurancJ. and SN bat brothers
or'sistersiff his were to get her,,,propeety in the event of her death. The con-
versation distiirlA her greatly ilp the day afterihe discussion scree wentjo
bed. and never got cuff of it. One month' later, she was dead.

In California. an CI year-old woman in ill-health. confined to a wheelchair.
and unable. to care for her daily needs. was repeatedly and system tically
abused by her firmily and nurse companion. The mental an . , torture
lasted Ix years. During this time, the woman wa= thre ened. held prisoner.
deprived of all contact with the 'outside World, not permitted to Nee friends
and family: and battered. -

E, VIOLATION OF RIGHTS
,-

1

All Americans. Whether young or old. rich ctr poop well or-sick, are invested
with ( ertilin inalienable rights by the United*States Constitution. In addition.
further rights are conferred by Federal statutes and. the interpretatidn of them
(and the (*osisstitution) by Federal Courts. in addition. there are other rights
width have been granted to l itizens by the respective States through their legis-
latures and preserVed through theiratourts. ,, .I/This s-ction of thi report sets forth only a few of those enumerated' rights
along with ,exatup . of how the rights 'have been breached or vitiated by
family members whO are plat ed in the position of providing care and assistance
to their elders:

-.14,,,,
1 Thi Right In l'irtrmal Lsbirty.The right, to move freely. the right not tom..

IK* 'imprisoned in one's Mune. the right to be free from physical restraints. are
at the very essence of Anieritan democracy. However. there have been numerous
example% in tfie premed i lig pages of older Americans being held captive against
their wool. virtual prisoners in their own homes. There base also been tinnier-tins.
a.e .f Mil% iduals vv to have been restrained with ropes and'w ire. tied to theiiN

bed as %tdal: locked in theirootrecor homes: 0

...A 19 year old Illinois woman confessed to torturing her St-year:old
Lathe)" anh thaiiialg him to a toilet-, for 7-days. She nt:i hit him with a'
hammer tA hen he w as :Oisj.P, After she made him weak enough. she chained

. big legs together . .
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2. The Right to Adequate Appropriate Medical Treatment.The right to
prompt quality medical cartand the right to some participation in medical deci-
sions-are no lets basic to Americans. The preceeding pages. however. provide
numerous examples where the elderly have been deprived of medical care by
elatives who (lid not want to deplete the senior's assets. spend money of their

own or lose the use of the senior's income. The case histories throughout this
section confirm the hytmthesis that a great number of America's seniors are nut
receiving the medical care they need. For example :

.. In Washington. afi S4-year-old woman terminally ill with cancer was
refused proper medical attention by her grandson who did not want tie
woman's property and income dissipated by doctor and hospital payments.
The woman was found in tremendous pain lit ing in truly stretched cOndi-
lions The victim was transferred to a nursing. !fume where she died a few
weeks later .

.1 The Right Sot to Hare Om 's Property Taken without Du( Proe(ss o Law.==
The preceedins, pages are replete With examples of relsitives w ho hail e taken
the proPerty of the elderly and converted it to their ovt'n use. Sometimes this has
been accomplished by force or through the use of %%enfats. in uther instances. it
has been accomplished by stealth through deceit and fraud. As the subsection
on financial alinse indicates, the eiderlytd:re all too ofteji easy victims of schemes
to daprive them'et their property. For exaffiple.:

. . . New Jersey officials reported a case, where title to a woman's home
hfid been turned over to her son. an attorney, apparently without the woman's
knowledge- or permission. Caseworkers were unsuccessfnl- in then. efforts
to restore title of the home because, of the unavailability of legal assist-
ance . .=

The Right to Freedom of Assembly. Speech and Reygion..Thee protec-
dohs .pecifically enumerated in the Bill of Rights have also been abridged and
vitiated. Oldtw Americans in many instances have been pret ented from coo.
milnicating 'with neighbors or friends. They have been prevented from having
others in their tome. Ivr%sejeral instances. they have been denied access to
the 'telephone and nit allowed to receive mail unopened. In a number of cases.
reported heretofore. the elderly have been afraid to speak in front of _their
caretakers. No ,specifiC cases were received relating to breaching the right to
practice religfoA.-however. it is likely that this right has been abridged by some
relatives' of some senior citizens somewhere in America. The following is an
example of anmbroga don of this particular right :

In California. an, ST-year-old woman in ill-health. cohfined to a wheel-
chair and unable to care for her daily needs was repeatedly and systematically
abused by her family and nurse companion. The mental and ilysical torture
lasted six years. pitting this time. the woman was threatened, held prisoner,
deprived of all contact with the outside world, not permitted to see friends
and family, and battered. Her mirse-companion (conservaor and three
children with the knowledge of the victim's bank and attorney, depleted her
assets by $292.000 as well as 200 shares of .Caterpillar Tractor stock.

5, The Right to Freedom from Forced Labo.r. The United State: Supreme
Court Nits upheld this right and yet many older Americans. as can be seen from
the following example. have been forced to work to support imlolent sons and
daughters who collectrthe paychecks received many of the elderly.

Caseworkers in Maryland told the Committee about a 67-yearold widow
who was regularly beaten by her 35:year-old son. The widow waa:force,d`to
turn all tier property and assets oveyAiithe son who stopped workbag. When
the income and money front prot*rty had been exhausted. the two 'sub-
sisted on hex $S0 a month social security check. The widow did Some baby-
sitting to supplemeat this income.

.

6. The Right to Freedom from Fte.riiat Abuse.As noted from the orereed-
-ing examples. some seniors are not free from sexual abuse by ,their relatives and
in-laws. In some cases, such abuse' is carried out by forCe.,soihetimes enforced
throagh the use of weapons. For example :

. . In the District of Columbia. an R0- year -old woman, a paraplegic, had
been sexually abused over a 6-year period by her son-In-law, who beat her
with a hammer when sherefused his advance's.. . .

7, The Right -to Freedom from Verbal abuse. Many senior citizens are being
verbally abused on a daily basis by their relatives. The seniors often feel that they
have little choice but to put up with gm h abuse. They believe that they are power-

.
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less to stop it and should they try, it would mean that care or food would be denied 4
to them or that they would be forced out into the street or into acnursing home.
For example

In Michigan, a 70-year-old man was reportedly threatened by his 28-year-
old son. The son was alleged to have a drug dependency problem and con-
verted his father's social security checks to supply his habit. The father
.admitted he was intimidated by and lived in fear of his son. Social services
workers helped the reluctant father initiate eviction proceedings against the
son During this process, the father had to be relocated temporarily in other
thing accommodations for his own protection.

. ...8 The Right to Privacy The U.S. Constitution and related lays recognize a
right of all citizens to a certain sphere of privacy. Unfortunately, as. can be seen
from the exa'mples in the preceeding pages. privacy is very often denied to the
elderly by their relatives. Quite often the denial of privacy is used as a weapen in
the psychological war against the elderly carried out by their caretakers. Fur
example:

A woman iii Missouri, age 77. who had suffered a recent stroke and was
bedridden as left .in the care of her only sun who was in his early 40'sand
,'1-1 %velfare The sun was a di brie and suffered frum asthma. The two people
lived in a rowhouse confining 'themselves tu.the top flour bedrooms, cooking
on a hot plate. and washing dishes in the bathtub. Since the son had 20 to 30
cats the house was extremely filthy and filled with cat feces-Atlhough many
agent ies.tried to intervene, the pccupants would permit no one to clean the
house The ion was married about four or five years although he intimated

A. that the marriage was nevemconsummated. The daughter-in-law who had
since remarried still visited her mother-in-law. Tip son owned two or three
motorcycles and had an extensive gun collection plus a room full of World
\Vat II mttnentos. Occasionally. he worked as a drummer in a nightclub and-
was frequently knuy n to become drunk and violent. He had often beaten his
mother who yould contact the police when he aid so. The police. aware of the
problem, were often able to calm the son. At other times, he threatened to kill

.4 her and stated he wished she were dead. Although she was frequently ill and
required constant health care. health aides sent to the house were threatened
by physical violence by the so and were afraid to return. .

9 The Right to a Clcan,,Sa e Liting Entironnient.This right is another
which is frequently breathed Y' }iar ranging consequences to thy elderly. One
result from the lack of clean lip ing conditions can be illnes..s, and another can be
death. The'fullowing example is a violation of this right :

In south Carolina, a (iS-year-old woman living with her daughter was
found by'a caseyorker in conditions of unspeakable squalor. The woman vas
kept in an unheated portion of the house y here the temperature was meas-
ured at less than 20 degrees. When found, the woman had eight soiled
blankets piled over her head to keep lied warm and the urine from her
catheter was frozen. She was also found to be malnourished. Slip,developed
pneumonia and yils hospitalized. Upon dikharge, authorities had her placed
in i nursing home. '

10. The Right Not to fn Declared' incompetent and Coaimitted to a 3fentai
Intititution Without Due Prorvis of LamState laws Mini allow family, Mem- .
hers to commit their elderly relatives % ary widelyAn some States, it is a fairly.
easy matter to effet t such conanitnieilt. in otlis it Is Are difficult.. Att noted.

'some elderly peoph- Are adjudged itatmpetent u1on4flida% its from family mem-
becs who ha% e their viii ni7itives, usually related tir obtaining kowsession of the
financial resources of the aged person. For eiamble : rat?

t 74-y (car old Florida y intim! Halms to have been taken to a mental hfis-
pital in the nriddle of the night. tliolimitted V ithqut the examination of two
doctors. Her 411110:10V1* tilitt .1 psyl Ilia titist slT plaints never oarnined or ques-
tioned her, signed cOmudfment-popers. Her home was thetiold She states
her hospital pAiperf ,tliagaose her as hit% ing chronic brain syndrome and her
'attorney has teraned heNeonipefeut.

11. The !tight tr. romph!in and N.( k L. dr( ss of Grit i ally(' 8.The case histories
in tifIS s-NITICua dais -tlialltf feta imes seniors are nor altos ed to complain or to seek
rVdress of their grit.% am es from other agencies At temptsto do so ha% e,been met
with threats If f ildence or tIth reprisals of all hinds. ineluding.furt her loss'of
rights dad privileges. For 'example: .... t, - .

-"7 - .7.4ti
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. . . An anonymous caller reported to the Mitchigan Department of Human
Services that a 65-year-old woman WAS being beaten by her children with
whom she lived. On the first visit, the woman denied the beatings, spice the
children were in the home at the time. On subsequent visits, however. when
the children Nere absent, she freely admitted to the beatings :Ind wanted help.

12. The ItIght to Vote and Exercise Alt the Rights of Citizens.As can be seenfrom the cases in this section, these rights are not.always protected. Senior Amer-lean$i; under the domination of their younger relatives and .caretakers, all toooften find they are on the outside of the American participatory democracy. Forexampla:
dt Washington State reported that they were alerted by concerned neighbors

who noticed soxual security chegs being delk ered monthly and yet they had
ram een a woman they knew as "granny" for over u year. Caseworkers ar-
rived at the bonne where the woman 'heti with her daughter a grandsons'but could not approach the home because of vicious dogs. T y returned
with the police and representatives of the huniane society. The elderly
woman Was found locked hi an upstairs room. dirty, disheveled. incontinent.
and malnourished The victim requested that she be relocated to nursinghome.

13. The Right to be Treated with Courtesy, Dignitmand Respect. It goes with-
out saying from all the abovethat far too many elderly arenot being protectedin this basic right. FOr example:

In Massachusetts: a daughter-in-law harbored great resentment of her
mother-in-law for whose care she was responsible. The daughterIn-law re-fused M contribute to the woman's support. The daughter -in -law converted
"her mailer-in-la's social security check to her own use, often to buy alcohol.
Over a long period of time. the elderly woman was verbally abused, threat-
ened. and in fact. the 'daughter-in-law periodically beat the woman. When -this matter came to the attention of the police, they discovered that the
daughter-in-law put the woman's food on the floor, telling her she was anannual and that she would be required tout like one.

FF SELF-NEGLECT

It should he no surprise to most people to learn that many older persons neglect
their personal needs'or that they sometimes.abuse themselves. Self-abuse in Amer-ican society usually occurs where there is a conscious or unconscious indifference ,to one's personal welfare and well-being. The majority of the self-abuse caseswhich came to the Committee's attention involved acts-of omission. In otherwords. old people refused to eat or to accept medical attention. However, a sur-

. prising number of cases were received which pointed out that senior citizens had4tively set out on a course of self-destruction. .
Within the context of this report. self-abuse is considered to the extent thee,'stIch'abitSe is brought on Or exacerbated by the fictionoof .relatives and their

attitudes toward their loved ones. Most df the cases received by the .Committee
involved older people living alone and abandoned by their families. In old age. the
social distances between them and their friends and loved ones have grown wider.
Timeliness, despair. rejection by one's loved ones often give rise to feelingi of
worthlessness and serN e fo snuff out the will to live.

Also included in this category are examples ofelderly, people living with theirloved ones where one or both are physically or mentally incapable of providingthe care. fool and attention that is needed to sustain them.
In Louisiana, a 90-year-old man was living in an isolated area abandoned by

relatives Ile was found with his legs covered with dtkeulcers. He had 20 to25 dogs which he slept widh to keep Warm. Even though his windows wereboarded up. a tegnible polar permeated outdoors. He world allow no one
entrance to his home It aas later discovered that he had:not had a bath inover 11 year : he went only once a month to buy.groceries:.and the groceries
he-did buy*with his meager Mil/4;11e and Mod stamps a as !Tent 011 food for
the dogs The older man WAS efOntually convinced to temporarily relocate
to .a narsing home where it took three scrub -downs to clean the patiat.

_Connecticut reported that.an elderly woman IR /icing alone in a decaying
house which had a vtitrfd odor. She was found to be obese will) a grossly

.
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swollen, infected and ulcerated leg w ith deep lesions exposing the bone and .
pustules extending to her foot A cousin who had been appointed her con-
senator three 3 ears before did little except pay her bills. Food NN as delivered,
but there was no working refrigerator. Her bed wasp filthy, stained. torn
couch. Her floors and carpet NN ere stained w ith blood drainage from her
foot. She denied the need fur and, refused medical help. The ease was filially
referred to protective services and the woman was taken to a hospital on
probate court order to txiinittie the neN1 fcrr leg antputatIm.

An MO- year -uhl Nelorska woman. abandoned by her family. was reported
b3 a neighbor to be fsa ndering about her gaud and clitighig to her fence for
sinmort not appearing to know what' she w as doing. it was as dis.uvered by
social workers that the wolian hatlnot seen a doctor since July. 1977,-but
w as liai tug a prescription filled ant sei eral pharmacies. The prescription was
to, bey ti tied once a mouth. but at one tinie it it as filled six t hues itt two
nionths at ode pliarniae3 and Ax times in two months at a second pharmacz.
Her medication regimen has sinee_beel corrected after consultation NN itli her
doctor 'and family,-

6
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II. DIMENSIONS OF, THE I/ROBLEM.
The obvious questions from the foregoing examples are: Mow widespread isthe abuse of our elderly? Is the incidence of elder abuse increasing. or is itdeireasing? And, what are the Consequences for individuals and for society?In attempting to answer these questions. the Committee reviewed all taestudies on the subject iindertalfen to. date; heard testimony froth experts inbeatings held in Massachusetts. New York, New Jersey. and Washington. D.C.;sent questionnaires to police chiefs from the major metropolitan cities in theUnited States; interviewed over 200 visiting nurses. home health aides, physicaltherapists. and social wOrkerv, in Maryland, the District of Columbia. NewJersey. and Virginia; surveyal all 50.State Human Service Departments; alaisolicited the views of the Emergency Department Nurses Association and otherorganizations representing providers of home health care with respect to abuseof our elderly.

..The evidence gathered frpm all these quarters confirmed the Coinmittee's rsuspicions' that abuse of our elderly is not a localized problem. but one thatoccurs nationwide; that eases ofsuch abuse are not just isolated incidents. but. occur on a scale about parallel to that of child abuse; and. that the incidenceof elder abuseitas not been decreasing, but rather,-has been increasing over thepast five years.
Support for the Committee's judgment that elder abuse is a large and g w..ing nation'al problem can first`be found in the hundreds of letters it rec ved .,from abused se iors and concerned citizens from literally all, 50 States.A second source of support is the testimony received from domestic violenceexperts, abused elders, intekrvention program directors, social workers, andmany others who testified before the Committee during the last Congress.At the June 1941 hearing by the Committee in Boston. Massachusetts on ElderA, bude; The Hidden Problem. Dr. Thomas E.D. Mahoney. Secretary of the De-partment of Elder Affairs for the 'State of Massachusetts, remarked:

We are only at the tip of the iceberg and there is so much we'can learn.The findings rif our survey indicatethat elder abuse is a very serious problem.At the same hearing. James A. Bergman. Regional Director of the, Legal Re-searchand Serinces for the Elderly. stated: . -Elder abuse is Much more- extensive than any of us have thought.A statement submitted' by Marilyn °R. Block'. Director Of the Project on theBattered Elder Syndrome at' the Center, on Aging. University of NIarYla`Rd.supported Mr. Bergipan's observation: ,
Despite the various.. labels. the grim truth is that there is increasing

evidence-that middle-ofgeti 'adult children are physically and -psychologically o'abusing their aging parents 'in a- manner analogous to child abuse. Situationswhere the older person is victimized by family members will, in all,proh--ability. increase' as greater numbers of parents live into old age and requirecase from their children. .
-Meredith Sayage. the Regional Onflaidsman at 'the Connatticut .DepartMenton Aging, reported atthe I3oston hearing that:I don't think that any of Us realized the enormity of the elder abuseproblem until we really started getting into it. What we are finding is thatthe more people who become aware of protective services for the elderly,the more phone calls we are getting.

',facqueline Walker. State Nursing HometOminuisman fvor theConmectichrDepartmeid on Aging, added:

1 The testimonials summarixed here are merely illustrative A^grPat many more can 1 efound to the following hearing records of the house Select Committee on Aging Elder,nose The Bidden Problem, Boston Massachnsetts June 23. hilt . Domestic ilnlerweAgainst the Elderly. New York. New York, April 21 MO: nomestic Abuse of the Elderly.'Union. New Jersey. Aorit 24 19541 and in the joint hearing with the Senate SpecialCommittee on Aging, Elder Abuse. Washington, D.C., June 11. 19802
(181)
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Since' (our) program has been in effect, there has been an overload of cases
reported to our office. More 'cases than we ever anticipated and more serious
than ever anticipated. The ombudsmen have been astounded, sicioned anil

_
shocked to see the se% erity of the problems in situations which abound in the
community. Problems which until this time, have been unnoticed by agencies
and community officials.' /

A caseworker, Meg Harari, with the Family Sekices Association of Greater
Boston, reported:

We are concern that we are seeing only the tip of the iceberg as some-
one put it before. 'Wit re pubdcity we may uncover more eases, many
more cases.

'Ms. Walker later added to her t stiln?ihy :
As I indicated before, the of ibudsmen have been astounded at the severity

of the cases that have been running rampant in the community. Thee is,no
question in our minds as to the importance of the program. We realize fully
that there are endless numbers which are still hicidh away waultig to be
uncovered. From our brief experience, We can readily say that afiuse and
neglect are prevalent in all NI. alkof life. There are equally as manyp rob ems
in affluent neighborhoods as there are in poverty stricken areas, in rural as
well as urban areas. The problenisare found in all ethnic groups. Women
over 75 were more frequently repoillo than any other age.

Thelma Bailey, Associate Director of the New Eng and Resource Venter for
Protective Services in Bostnn stated, 'We know thV we only see the tip o1; the
iceberg."

Margery E. Ames, Esq., consultant on Public Social Policy, and Robert L. Pop-
per. Chairman of the _Committee on Public Social Policy at the Federation of
Protestant Welfare Agencies, Inc., testified at the April 1980 New York hearing
on Domestic Vbilence Against theAlderly. Highlights of their remarks follow i

In recent months, these agencies have noticed an increased incidence Of
abuse to the elderly w hieh is clearly not confined to those programs providing
residential care. This growing problem, horrifying termed "granny bashing, ",
has been highlighted in our local media, on television, and igresearch studies
conducted in Boston, Maryland. and Rhode Island ; all attest to the growing
awareness on the part of professional's of this hidden problem.

The potential for abuse in residential settings such as adult homes and
nursing homes has, for some time, been- recognized. and many States (such
as New York) have made first attempts at cozhbattiiig elderly abuse in those

elderly in the commutlit and in their own homes is just as real but less welle
settings. However, liege, that the potential, and actual, abuseiot the

recognized. As our population lives longer due to the medical advances.of our
society, and as the segment of the pdpuiation over 60' becomes.a larger per-
centage of the total, jt can be expected that there will he an Increasing in-
cidence of domestic-violence, or physical and psychological abuse and ex-
ploitation orthe elarly by relatives and friends. .

Congressman Mario Biaggi, who chaired the New York hearing, remarked :
"Domestic violence against the elderly is a burgeoning national scandal."

Congressman Thomas A. Luken, who also attended the hearing 1,n New York,
expressed his concern:

Now that we have recognized (elder abuse)`as a phenomenon which is oc -'
earring --and it is occurring widely in this country it certainly is something
for-usa matter of national policy to determine, what the cases are.

The Dire( tor of the Brooklyn Senior Citizens Crime Assistance and Prevention
l'rogram added.. "Although the problem of eider abuse will only,get larger,.
society hasfor the most part ignored the problem."

Lott Glasse. Director of the Nov York State' Office on Aging, agreed:
Howe4r, it is only recently that we have begun to learn about incidents

of physical abuse and violence against the elderly in their own homes by
, members Of their own families. It would seem that the same savagery shown

the elderly on the streets by criminals silo prey on the vulnerable has per-
meated into the home.

The home, coliceiced as a place of refuge, turns out to be a very dangertats
place for some older persons. Researchers estimate that 10 to:20 percent of
families In the rnited States suffer some incident of family violence and
the elderly, mice respected and venerated, do not ,escape victimization.

185.
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In the Washington, D.C., June 1980 joint Senate and House Aging Committeehearing on Elder Abuse, Senator Lawton Chiles stated in his opening remarks,"We know there is a problem audit seems to be a growing one."
SenattPete Domenici supported Senator Chiles observation :Th syndrome of "the 'battered elder" Appears to be quite prevalentsome studies reveal that it rivals child abuse in frequency, where statisticsindicate 600,000 cases a year on the average.
And, Senator David Pryor noted. "A recent study suggests that elder abusemay occur as frequently as child abuse."
Dr. Suzanne Steinmetz of the University of Delaware. tried to wiantify^tho.-,incidence of such abuse, ". . . between 500.000 and 1 million parents are abusedin any given year and that number may increase threefold as inflation drivesmore people to move in with their familiesi;
Marcia K. Standley, an adult protective service Worker in San Jose, Cali-fornia. reported at the Washington, D.C. hearing that "finding the key to effectiveprosecution is essential because senior abuse is now so easy to get away with

athat it is now becoming epidemic."
A third source of support is found in the responses to a May 13, 1980 ques-tionnaire the committee sent to 30 police chiefs representing' -major U.S;metropolitan cities = asking them to- report their experiences with elder abuse.(The questionnaire can be found in Appendix V of this report). Twenty-Iwo,or about 75% of police chiefs, who represent approximately 27 millionUnited States citizens, responded to the Committee's questionfiaire.
The police chidfs (vho responded to the Committee were extremely cooperativein supplying the Committee with the requested information in a timely fashionaniemany expressed their concerns with respect to the abuse of the elderly. Forexample the police chief of the City of Buffalo stated in his correspondence tothe Cominittee. 'Thank .;;Gil for your interest in the Buffalo Police Department.by contacting Its for information on Mk important social problem." The policechief from the City of New York stated. "Be assuredW our continued coopera-/than in this and other matters of mutual concerns." The Dallas, Texas politechief even offered a recommendation with respect to needed action in this area,"As noted-in the summaries, financial and physical abuse-are often inseparable. Inorder to care for elderly parents, and to alletjate the problem, communit3' re-. sources will have to increase."

' Question- 1 of the surrey asked the police chiefs if they or their officers en-countered situations where family members have physically abused or grosslyneglected their elder relatives. The majority of the police chiefs. 64 percent.said thethad encountered such cases of abuse. Another 18 percent said,they didnot know' whether such'abuse is encountered, and the remaining, only 18 percent,said they did not believe so.
Question 2 sought to determine hoW frequently such abuse occurs in the policechiefs; particular jurildiethai. About two-thirds of the police chiefs reportedThat sad' abuse occurs, with over half that number agreeing that it occurs fretquently. About one-fourth. or 28 percent. of the' police chiefs who responded saidthey simply did not knew how frequently sueh abuse occurs, either because theydo not gather .sheh statistics, are not equipped to gather and analyze suchstatistics, or because order abused victims are less likely to report t,hey haveheed victikfl.zed.-.Fbr4exa-niple, the New York Police DC-partment advised the"'Committee that :

UnfOrfunately, the New York City Police Department, in recording itsMine statistics, does not gather information required in your question-naire. .

4Lansing, Michigan Ponce Department stated that although they do not havesuch data available, there is a need for such data :
There needs to be a formal mechanism for data Iollection as well asviable referral 'service for those of us in law enforcement, . . .

Pollee Chiefs from the following
metropolitan cities responded to the Committee'squestionnaire San Aritonlo. Texas: Columbus. Ohio : Minneapolis. Minnesota Kansas4 City. Ntlitttouri , Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania , Chicago. Illinois the District of ColumbiaDenver. Colorado : Detroit Michigan Phoenix Arizona : San Francisco. Mil-waukee, Wisconsin. BuffaloNew York ; New York. New York : Los Angeles. California,Newark, Now Jersey , Honolulu, Hawaii Indianapolis, Indiana Lansing. Michigan ; At-lanta. GeorgInaDallas, Texas, and. Memphis. Tennessee.
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Kansas City, Missouri Police Department added :
The Kansas City, Missouri Police Department does not gather stares

regarding crimes against the elderly that were committed by members of
their families.

Pittsbhrgh police indicated the same Situation : "Statistics on these types of
Incidents are not maintained in 3t specific category." And; the Detroit Police
Department stated' "There is a lack of empirical data to make accurate con-

, elusions regarding the abuse of the elderly by family members."
The San Francisco Police Department also does not keep such statistics:

The San Fran sco Police Department does not keep statistics on victims
of aggravated a sault by age andor ration of the suspect. Theie were
3,571 aggravate assault cases reported in 1979 an there have seen 1.302
Aggravated ass Its reported fur the first four montlfk of 1980. T Officer-

in-Charge of th investigators assigned to aggravated assault cases as told
me that such incidents do occur but at a rate that would cause a separate
statistrcal study to be made.

The Phoenix Police Department reported:
We are not able to).espond to your questionnaire as tl e information te-

quested is not readily available from our information gathering systems
, Although it is almost certain that the type of abuse you ark seeking to

identify.exists in our area, our lack of data on the subject would not permit
us to fur:disk valid information for yoqr study. -

A number of police department, indicatZd that they felt that many elder abuse
cases are not brought tq their attention, as older victims are less likely to report
they have been Abused. For example, the City of Memphis, Tennessee Police

-Department wrote the Committee:
My opinion is that the real danger of abuse on the elderly by family mem.'

bers is that it is so seldom reported. Witlyout question, we assure that much
more of it goes on than ever comes,to our aftentiim.

Honolulu agreed that elder abuse goes unreported in their jurisdiction :
These ethnic groups (apanese, Chinese. Filipinos. Portuguese. Samoans,

Koreans, Hawaiians, etc.) would be very hemstant to, report family difficui-
' ties of any kind, rather preferring to explore personal problems in private'
and take care ty such matters themselves. '

Columbus. Ohio police noted:
While wo do feel as though thek problems occur but are not reported due

to the fact that Parents do not rant to implicate their children or do not
know who to turn to for assistance.

Minneapolis Police Department agreed with the Columbus police observation
oA common comment made by many police officers regards an attitude of

many elderly persons and the reporting of abuse. The problem is in' the
reporting, or more specifically, the lack thereof. Othfr family members and
neighbors-are retieen't and the elderly would appear to be either unaware
ofthe extent of the abuse, unable to report the situation, or simply resigned
-to a situation because of senility. fear. or embarrassment.

Question 3 asked'police chiefs if they would say the incidence bf this problem
has increased over the last live years. One -third of the police chiefs reported that
abuse of the elderly by family members has increased over the last five year's.
Almost half of the police chiefs could not tell the'Committee whethtr such abuse
%%as increa.ing even though they indicated that it-does occur. Only (me-laird'
respondedin the negative.

Question, 4 of the questionnaire asked the police (Lets to provide the Coni-
mittee ith example. of financial abuse of theeldcrrly. which had come to the
Demi r num t attention. The lotion lug examples are ill uera ti ve of cases
frequently brought to the attention of police'depatttneits nationwide:'

An Atlanta police report mites that, "Mrs. M is 60. Mr. B, her son, is 27.
She has prosecuted him four tinier for simple battery on her. He does
not noel. She is terrifiedf him and (loe dot let him know where she

wlives. She also is very worried and concerned that he cannot get on-
going in-patient treatment."

.

A moiler of the canes ittplied Is the Police Chiefs were cited In Section 1 of this
report The rna.harit;, cad f6und Ih tilese maintained by the Howie Select Committee on
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The Dallas': Texas police chief reported : "We had a case of. an elderly,
..ill woman who shared a duplex with hen middle aged son. The man was
an alcoholic and often opened the house up to neighborhood winos. He
also kexuallY abused his mother and drained her bank account. We
secured legal' tis.sistance and the situation was resolved when the mother
was placed in a nursing home and the son died shortly thereafter.

he memphis. Tennessee police mei gave numerous incidence of elderly
abuse, including: "On May 9, 1980, the Memphis "Police Department re-
sponded to an armed robbery complaint. The investigation revealed that
two elderly males, Mr. X, 71 years of age, and Mr. Y, 82 years of age,
lined at this address. The son of Mr. N, accompanied by a companion.
had forced his way into the home and robbed both of the elderly men."
And, "In December of 1079, a i0-yedr-old male amid his b.5-year.oid wife,were fatally attacked by a nephuwf Fatal injuries were inflicted with aknife."

About the same time the Committee sought case histories from police depart
tuents, Paradeplfagazume quoted Chicago homicide investigator, \ ictor Tosello,as mentioning

. . case's involving a grown child beating up on parents happen all thetime. Its not at all unusual fpr these kinds to beat up on their elder, who are
at a disadvantage. Parents' are terrified of their children.

Question 5 asked the police departments if they had ever encountered situations
where family members have financially abused their loved ones:Over 50 percent
of the police chiefs said that they have encountered such abuse. Hawaii reportedthat "most eases are probably financial and mental abuse," and San Franciscoadded, " undoubtedly, mental and financial abuses occur, towever, those areasof abuse probably come to our (police) attention less often thanthey would cometo the.nt tehtion of family doctors, mental health clinics, or the District Attorney's
Family Affairs -Office." Another one-fourth of the police departments indicatedthey did ;lot have the data available to determine whether such abuse occurs and.the remainder indicated they had not encountered situations which involvedelder abuqe,4

Question 0 asked the police chiefs how frequently situations involving timefinancial abuse of the elderly occur in their jurisdiction. Although a number ofpolice chiefs felt that such abuse occurs on a widespread scale, the majority
agreed that such situations are not likely to be brought to their attention, hu:
'rather to the attention of other city authorities. Question 7 sought to determinewhether the police believe that financial abuse has been increasing over the pastfive years. It is interesting to note that even though the police are not likely toencounter such abuse, over one-third felt that it wasincreasing, one-fourth feltit was not, and-time remainder simply did not know!'

The fourth source of support was provided by studies undertaken in a num-ber of States across the country over the past two 'years on the subject ofelder abuse' . MASSAC11 UsETTS
0

.In 1979, the MassachwAts Legal Research and Services foi. the Elderly lvd-quartered in Boston, conducted a State-wtde mail survey of about 1,000 social and
pcotectIve, service workers, hospital and legal personnel. police officers, and otherprofessionals likely to encounter abuse of the elderly. The survey uncovered 183

+acases, or citing's. of abuse.
Professionals and paraprofessionals in the survey cited bruises had welts inabout half of the ease4. and delhlitating mental anguish in 40 percent of the cases.Thirty-four percent of the injuries reported involved minor traluna. while 7 per-cent were major. including skull or other fractures mind /or dislocations. Neglectwas soinetirues of a serious nature, but more often shah not was left unclarifiedby the respondeht. Twenty cases reflected primarily verbal harassment; 16 hi-

"Recent studies. of-eider nbuse differ from 11110 another in their caalligorizntion of ti Desof abuse but all included a en tegory for physleni ['hum. (hitting, slapping, horning, etc Iand allot her' for psychological abuse mshouting threatening, intimidating) Other typesof mn It rea twat 3.1MPSSell aithholdbig food or medicine extorting mono or property, andsexual abase Some rePfrrehPr have attempted to distinguish N't WPM] a1,11" and neglectwhile others consider nil form+ of amitrpatmcnt to be abuse" Fowler.. Jan. !Amen telolener Elder Vow, (Munn of Congress, Congressional Research Service. Feb 0.1951. page 2.
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o volved malnutrition, 8 were of finauctal mIsmandgement, such as the withhold-
ing of rent or food money, and 7 in% olved unreasonable confinement. On case of
oversedatlon was reported as well as one case of sexual abuse.

Survey results indicated that the largest single age group remesented'in the
cases %k ere elders over SO years of age. The least likely to be abused were those 65
and under. In general, the data tended to support the conclusion that victims 01
abuse are more likely to be very old, 75 and over, female, and suffering trom a
mental or physical disability u Inch prevented him or her from meeting daily
needs.

In the majority of the cases, the abused elder lived with someone else, usually
the alniser who, in the majority ot the cases, was a close relative.

Twenty -eight percent of the abuses cited indicated the abuser was suffering
from -,either alcoholism or drug addiction at the time of the abusive act or acts.
/lowe%er, in the majority of the abuse cases, stress associated with caring for
the elderly was the major. factor precipitating the abusive conduct.

Researchers felt t litany cases .a such abuse go unreported because the
elder %atmu relucta t to at km,wlcdge the problem, either out ot rear of etalia-
non from the abuser, feelings of kinship and love for the abuser, or simply, as a
refusal to accept services.

MARYLAIND

A Similar mail survey of the State of Maryland was undertaken by Marilyn
Block at the University of Maryland Center on Aging in 1979.

The`M*31and study S. as aimed at determining the feasibility of implementing
a variety of approaches' to investigating the nature and incidence of the maltreat-
ment of the elderly including neglect, phy'sic'al and mental abuse. yictims of abuse

ere defined as those hall% iduals ho had sustained physical, psychological, Mate-
rial onmedical 'abuse in the home, had a repeat history of such injury ; were at
least 60 years of age; and resided-Mile home of a sun or daughter,-other relative,
or with a caretaker. Physical abuse was defined in terms of mahnitrition or in-
juries such as bruises, welts, sprains, dishkations, abrasions or lacerations, Psy-
chological abuse wits defined in terms of verbal asault, threat, fear, and isolation.
Material abuse invoRed theft or misuse of money or property. Medical abuse was
defined as thew ithholding of medications of aids- required by the victim, such as
false teeth, glasses, or a hearing aid.

hree populations were sur% eyed (1) agencies which interfaced witti elders in
Balti-

more, including county police- d4partmefits, adult protective services agencies,
greater Washington, D.C., Standards Metropolitan Statistical Area, and Balti-

sentor centers and home care programs , (2) nurses, doctors, social workers; and
senior program personnel in the greater Washington, D.C., area and the Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area, and (3) elderly persons in the same areas. (The
social agencies and elderly individuals contacted for this survey had very low
response rates and the investigator did not recommend these two sources for
studying abuse). Bruises and welts were present in 31 perOat of the cases Of
abuse reported, bone fractures in 8 percent, verbal assault in 58 percent, and
misuse of money and property in 46 percent. In this analysis, categories of abuse
were not mutually exclusive, reflecting the fact that victims often suffer more
than one type of abuse. , .

The survey suggested that if the rate of elder abuse nationwide was siMilar to
thP rate in Maryland, then 'me .incidenee.of about 4 iercent,-orfwarly,a million
cases, could be expeet«t to occur nationwide each year. While this would m'ca*
that elder abuse occurs less frequently than spouse abuse, it would appear to occur
as frequently as cold abuse.

MICHIGAN

A different approach as taken by researchers, including Richard Douglass, at
the I ni%ersity of Michigan's Institute of U-prontology in 19Th. They interviewed
more than 250 professionals in 5 Michigan ?study- sites, representatives of Metro-
politan, suburban, agricultural and isolated areas, heterogeneous ethnic and
%nried_socioecoustublioPula_tions, The following_professlonals were asked
about their perceptions of the quality of care of elder people in the homeTrIo fee
4fficers, physicians, nurses, clergy, social workers, mental health workers, direct
service pro% niers to the aging, morticians, lawyers,- judges and coronerb as well as
-nursing home administraltorS, nurses and aides.

180
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The majority of the respondents Jelt that the older person's needs were beingadequately met in the home. but about 10 percent of those surveyed indicated that
UM needs of elders at home were not being met by their caretakers. When ques-tioned about specific forms of maltreatment, one-fourth of the respondents feltthat homehounu elderly are frequently or always ignored and isolated by their
caretakers, many also felt that vernal and emotional abuse occurs frequently or
always, and b respondents felt that physical abuse occurs-frequently or aiwa3s.It is interesting to note that interviews with nursing home officials elicited vir-
tually no admission of any form of neglect or abuse of nursing home patients.This survey Muting is in sharp contrast to numerous hearings held by the House
and Senate Committees on Aging."

The Michigan report on the survey concluded:
-

While widegiread neglect or abuse of dependent and vulnerable adultsis not suspected on the oasis of this study, the prevalence of such maltreat-
ment Is expected to be substantially greater than is commonly thought tobe true. Certainly the prevalence suggested by the.respondents in this study
is large enough to justify serious Social' and govcrithiental conc4rno'includ-ing immediate action and considerably more research. (Emphasks added).

,OHIO ..
al

.... ,
Another study of elder abuse was undertaken by the Cleveland, Ohio Chrbnic

Illness Center to determine the incinence and nature of abuse- situations in casesaccepted for direct service by the Center on the Cuyahoga Hospital Systera'serv- .,ing aged and chronically ill clients in the Cleveland community. The study,conducted jointly by Elizabeth Lau and Joseph Kosberg in a 1-year period in'1977-78, found that 9.6 percent of (he 404 patients aged 60 and 'over seen bythe Center in that one year period showed_symptoms of abuse., _In the Ohio study, the abuse-u)f tirseitterty-ivarlYroten down into physical(experienced by 29 persons) ; psychological (experienced by 20 persons) ; mate-rial, i.e., theft or misuse of. property or money (experienced by 21 persons) ; °and violation of rights, e.g.. being forced from their residence (experienced by7 persons). Most patients had experienced more 'than one kind of abuge.
It should be noted that the Chronic 1,11ness Center's caseload consists mainlyof serious ill or disabled individuals and thus is not representative of the over!,60 population as. a whole. Therefore, it would not be advisable to apply the 9.6.percent abuse rate to the entire senior population. .

_In concluding tpeir survey findhigs, the researchers noted: 2
The pro'btenn of the abuse of the elderly by informal care providerajs a-neglected an hidden one which requires attention sufficient to initiate largescale action in legislation and effective p rogr (Emphasis added).,, : -

, '.
The Departmene4of Health and Rehabilitative Services in Florqa gatheredstatistics on elder s,buse cases in Duval County for 'a Period of x., months,_,,NOvemeer 1979 to AprIl 1980.
Of the total 49 reported cases during the-six month period, 24, or 49 percent,were considered to be physical,abuse Cases ;118 reported cases, or 36 percent,were exploitation ; and 7 cases, or 14 percent, were negleetcases. ..
Setcenty-five percent, or 36 cases-reportedly involved relatives- as the .per- ,petrators. Seven 'cases, or 14 percent, involved caretakers; 5 cases, pr 10 per-.* cent. were sicquairrtances:, and 1, or 2 percent, was unknown.
Orall (he reported cases, over linif were =substantiated; another 12 peree'nt,i t'Vere substantiated but declined help; aeven..eases, or 14 percent, were sub-' stantlated and _received 'assistance; 18 percent of the cases were strongly suspetted or appeared likely to involv.esictual abase but no conclusive evidence was .found. Only one case reported appeared probable the viettin denied assistance.Thirty-two percent of all cases,were reported in April, 16 percent in each of ,the months of yecember, January and MareliTea 4iescont---atere--reported in---,-----1----November, 'and 8 percent were reported in February.

3Far supporting documentation, consult iljuhe and Senate Committees on Aging hearlag records relating to abuses In nursing homes. on file with the Committee.
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In providing the Committee with these statistics, William A. Fry , Jr., added
these comments:

um glad that abuse against the elderly ix recognized. The I terest sl ten
by the rommittie willamaki the public more aware of abus agains the
elderly. The major probli in oy those Involved' in abuse is the fact th t the
public is not mean ,enough to report such incidents. Until the re orting
becomi s more substantial ft will be difficult to establish preren ii h me sures.
.4s a worker in this field I am constantly made aware of in fent, is who
hale never been man that abuse of the elderly exists It is toped hat the
Commit« will establish public awareniss.of this problem a d h p set up -
yr/ t / /etc m«isurcs. If I can be of further assistance please o. t hesitate
to call upon me. (Emphasis added).

MAINE AND NEW,

In 1079. researchers in Southern Maine and New Hampshire, Judit i McLaugh-
lin, Joan Nickell, and Linda Gill, condu'cted a telephone inter% itC stir% ev of
31 Mainetand New Hampshire health, social setOce, legal, and cif ights agen-
cies to determine whether abuse and neglect of the elderly was l ceived as a
health problem in these two States .

Thar 1. its aver da 'ears
of age were known to have sustained some degree of abuse or 11 glect over au
18-month period. The existence of all 5 types of Anse was indic t I: physical
abuse, physical neglect, psychological neglect, materiaLand financ al xploitation
and violation of hurrah and civil rights. .

Findings were that recognition of 441lice unrecognized' prob in 11 Southern
Maine and New Hampshire had increased. but further diagnosi and documenta-
tion is needed to establish, its magnitude and severity. Data ,r; /. rrently not

'believe
to establish incidence or prevalence w ith certainty. bit the i e,tigittors

,I... ,r believe from their study data and literature reviewed that-S.1e pro lem can be
generalized to sonic extent to the entire population iii trie :ni ed tates. The
elderly %ictim wry mere than 65 years old, and more often o er .i. ftmetionally
disabled, roleless, dependent for of least some basic stirwiva net s, lonely, and
fearful. She resided in a home setting of varyingtesonrces %MI tt near one -or__
more of her adult children, who may themselves be over CO ye rs of tge The study '

--concluded that the time of abusi% e Or negl4ctful ,actions romaine 1 nuclear. but
appoared cyclical, precipitated by intolerable stress, often exiireSse in substances
abuse as well as violence and neglect of others.

The study found a need for lntrayagency coordination f sillitti rtive services
already present in the areas surveyed, and that communi y heahl 41gencies can
contribute to the detection and presention of elderly ab Ne and ieglect in the
populations they seive. I

,

In summarizing their .report on eidei abuse, the 31riine and New Hampshire
researchers concluded : . ,

Result* of -the telephone interview surrey of 31 .1folOe and New ifuntoshiPe
,health,,,819cial service, legal, and civil agencies reealed a developing con-
sciousness of the problem, The sense among all contacted Iraq that the
problem of elderly abuse and neglect has not had sufficient definition or at-

4'
tention. and that cooperation among health workers. social entire,/ adroeiwy.
and low enforcement agencies with official arms of the ecentiv,, branch of
qvcrnment, was possible and trelfra b le. (Emphasis itulded) .

Newspaper investigative exposes proVde a .fifth source of support,' such as
the MjnnettPolis Tribune investigatory' series by Caipmy ;Nilson, which ran
from June 1978rthrough August 1979. . . .

This Tribune series descrIges the findings of a six-month long newspaper 1
investigation int e procedures in Hennepin County. The articles examined
-the dispositio of estates of individuals who. hi the opinion of the probate court,
could no longer manage their affairs. necessitating the appointment of a guardian
or conservator. usually a son-or daughter, ith_manage the elderly individual's
estate. The series described how the elderly tiersOn's estates were s,ld for rda-
tively low prices, at least lower than the assess value. and resold for over twice .;
their sale prices shortly thereafter.The gain,. realized from these transactions

.. .
.. .s

--kl.1The Minpeanotis Trihone inregtIcate nen-lees on elder abuse Is merely Illi&tratire of
thenumerong exposes that have appeared In mnlor newmonnent in the' plat few years
Exposed he- the San-Fmacdro cbranists._the_noafon Globe,. the Netr York Times, ere.
ire ay-Viable for review-in the Committee'Cflle!C

' I 9 I _- .
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were not passed on to the elderly but were kept by the consertator; pub-. licly funded programs emitinued to pay for the care of the elderly person. Thefollowing was just one of set en examples teiew ed in the series:
Mrs. U was a nursing home patient whose son was first apppinted as herconservator: litter an estanw mAnagement corporation was appointed./ Thelatter sold the patient's !tome tti the son for .4526,2(41- The son rented it Oat for,,a year, then sold it for $37,090. Mrs. () receied $72 from her estate of S:30.000,waich included the house, social security and eteran's benefits, after ex-penses and cloAng costs were lipid. She became welfare eheni berore herdeath in 1979.

'A sixth source' of support was provided by the U.S. Postal' InspectionF-Serv
a ice which conducted an investigation into alleged violations by boardidg homeowners who were serving as caregivers for their elderly residents, at the re-qubst of The Hotu,sSle William Green who formerly served-on the Rouse kelectCommittee on Ag.7

/' The Postal Service investigation began ifi 1979 after Congressman Grem voicedconcern regarding the possible financial exploitation of elderly in various un-licensed adult homeS In Queens, New York and elsewhere in New York City.The festal Service's investigation confirmed Congressman Gren's suspicions.In 1980, 1a Queens kouple was charged with operating a .group of unlicensed sub-standard homes fo former mental 'indents and stematically forging and steal-ing government age or disability eh
vS

ids. Theto are un awfhlly RaOtt d cheeks that mighrhIlve,,totalled asmuch as several hundred thousand dollars since the early 1970'stA review of till castby the Committertvealedsthdt the owners had exercisedfinancial control over the tenants iu these homes by placing padlocks NI thehouses' mailbox'es and collecting the tenanne'social security, 551 and other pub-lie assistance ctiecks. In some instances, on the mailboxes were printed instruc-tions to the postinan.to NOT give mail to. the house residents.
III other instances, checks would continue to be forged' and cashed long after ,an elderly residenrof the home had died. ,Ivor example : .° On May 9, 197,, the deceased body of Mr. )1, was found in his room atomicof the owfter's Manes. From May through August, 1979, checks payable toMr. cOnfinued ni be endorsed and cashed by theowners.In his letter to the Postmaster General requesting thelinvestightion, Congress,man Green stated

If, the nilegutions are .-true. thity, represent a cruel violation of the rightsof individuals who are attempting to oyermune difficult bardl* in theirreturn to normal social life. 1 bellee.it is the -responsibility of 4propriate .. Federal agencieta to assist local authorities in the javestigation of such eirrcumstances and to proseefite offenders whenever Federal laws are violated.Testimony presented Icy State Legislatures on the subject of elder abuse,is a seventh source of support'
ht a hearing on elder hbuse condtieted by the Illinois hose Human ResourcesComettee-on January 29, 1940. the Task_Foree on Mull Abuse of that Commit-tee' heard testimony from 1(11.11e Goode, the Director of the City' of ChicagoOffice for 'Sehioi Citizens and liandicapped, (,)u the subject of elder abuse.

her testimony. Ms: Goode noted that her office (maundered situations involynIng the abuse of elderly by their loved ones and indicated this abuse takes the for!.lowing forms: exploitation, in4entiotfal overuse of drugs to pacify older persons,pilchologidd and gun:Atonal cruelties, and actual physicai mistreatment.,She urged the Conimittee. to focus on abuse prevention. Social service agencies,community colleges and other educational institutions, she felt, should conduce,piddle Awareness campaigns ai the elder abuse problem. Agencies serving the° elderly, she added, 8110111(1 toecognize tlYe need to provide counseling to caretakers
37he t' S Postal In4pection Service advised the Rome Committee on Aging that thisparticular example of widespread financial exploitation of the elderly'ls far from unusual.Their hies confain otter rases involving the forger) of government checks. Includingsocial securIty,,,SSI. disability and other old age benefits Frequently older persons aredeprived of necessary Income by their-caregivers anti loved ones and those entrusted withtheir rare

4.TPstitnorly before the Illinois Statb Legislature is merely Illustrative of numerous hear-r lags %bleb 'have been held Across the &tufty to ascertain the extent and nature of thepro' lem as self as to gather intormatiotwith respect, to gi recommended course of,,aet4on* for the States to andortake. :nch testimony lout been retained and Is mailable for.vip%- aing In Committemfiles .

/4
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of the elderly, ranging from intensise iodic idual sessions 'to more informal noel -,
threatening discussion groups on coping %% ith the Stress of curing for a sick older
relative.

In eoziOnding leer testimony,Goode stated : -
...

/.
. . . the delicate nature of the family unit and complexity of relationships '
hamper waffle authorities in their efforts tto address tlie abuse problem, end
stiff penalties may or may not be appropriate depending un the sitliatjun..The
lack of data stemming from the fact there is no mandatory reporth require-
ment in Illinois presents a systematic survey of the scope of elderly alni0 in
Chicago lIo%%eer, a study of adult abuse has recently been commisAioned
by theIllinois Department on Aging,

Grand jury reports and,"or presentments have provided the ComMittee with
an eighth source of support .° e .- :During'the August 1980 term of the Westchester County Grand Jury, White ' ,
Hams. Ne York. a report was submitted containing findings of fact, conclusions ',

anal recommendations ith respect to an in% est iga tion, o% er a period of four
ninths which centered around the :lett% dies of a sunian resident of the County ,
of Westillgester, referred to as Mrs. X. The Grand Jury, in its report. found
Mrs X ifful those with w how she assuckated to lie engaged in lung standing and
repeated w rongfill acti% ity, its Vie takiug of Asets from elderly-and incom-
petent persons. Mrs X was a caretaker of elderly residents living in her adult
home The following is an example of the financial Mose encutultel'ed by Mrs. X's
elderly resident: k

,

Ms. D was an over-80-year-old %%Oman who had for some years been senile.
but had assets of approximately 0.000 controlled by a michestern bank.
She lived as a "paying guest" in the home of a sister of Mr. and Mrs. X,
operators of an adult home. Mr. X approached "Mike," the 46-year-old boy-
friend of bus sister -iii -law and advised him of Ms.'D's assets. told him be was
''sittiw on a golden egg' and that a way must be arranged to get Ms. D's
money. The method was for "Mike" to marry Ms I) %% hich he agreed to do,

t and also agreed to split her estate with Mr. X and Mrs. X's two sisters. They.- °
told Ms. D her deceased brother, to whom she had been close, wanted the mar- .
riage to occur, ..

,The marriage took place in March 1976, and approximately one month later,
Mrs. X's sister (Mike's girlfriend) contacted % local attorney suggesting

, Ms Wished to draw up a will. The attorney met Ms. I) twice; a will was
drawn up, signed and, u itnessed. Seventy-five percent of Ms. D's estate was
leftlo Mike, and eight andune-third Vercent to each of three children of a
wo2an with whom Ms. I) had previously lived. She died' less than 2 years
latrr from genertilized arteriosclerosis. The death certificate was signed by
the doctor who services the X's Adult Home. 4

The Grand Jury commerited in its conclusions
Old age is,,for some of,us, a time to reap the benefits of our years ofpro-

ductivity, to,,enjoy one's family, and to expand our experience at a time when
the conshainbi of the work -a day world, and family responsibilities are lifted
from us, atigne to enj v the digCty and frtedom this time of life affords.
F
illness and debilitaterd of i d, though, hopefully, not spirit. It is these last

or others of us. no/ sot Innate. these last years will Mid us ravaged by
lid,

' of us. tspeciwllythose without close family members to care for us or super-
vise others 'IR caripg fdr us, who may fall'prey to the predatory activities oli

.individualsjike those whom we have been investigating. ,.
Independent studies provide a nifith source of support, such a §' the Univer-

sity of Iowa and Washington University-based studies coli.eldof abuse."
The Cidiersity of loma Gerontology cenfer's Iowa Gerontology Model l'Kect

was funded in 1978 by AA to develop a systtm to assure that the Functionally
&pendent ha% e.the most appropriate level of care with support services and, to ;
live as independently as possible. In ,attempting to accomplish. this task, the
project directiir, Dr Helen _Ilageboeck, uncrovered previously unknown abuse

° NunlerOus Grand Jury reports and presentments hale been renewed,. by the Committee
. lio ol in al ...he cituaron encountered I i Older Americans at the Windt of (heir care-

takers The Wettichester Count. Grand Jur, Report discussed bereh; illustrative of many
of these other Grail(' Jurv-tbdIngs. -

Ow sumeroos other eniel.t4 from Institutions of highet° leatning hale undertaken similar
research projects relating to elder abuse, but ermild not be summarized here. See Com-
Outline tiles for further loroftnatIon. c ._

, .'
.
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problems. During the first 0 months of 1980, the Project discovered that 20 percentof the 105 in-home assessments they cenducted involved physical abuse or severeneglect' 1)f the abused elderly, they reported that 90 percent lived with thealmserl. Forty percent of the abusers were spouses, 50 percent were their childrenor grandchildren, and 10 percent were caretakers hired by family members.-Eighteen percent of the elderly abused were assaulted by more than one relative.The Para Project has c:rperztkeed an increase in number of abuse eases referredto at sthee it began. o

Hageooeck reported to Iowa papers which ,covered the preliminary findingsof the Project's study, that -the project questionnaire originally wasn't designedto detect cases of abase, but after incidents of such abuse were discovered duringthe first months of intervie'ws, the questionnaire was revised." She further stated:
. We found abuse quite frequently, so we had to revise our questionnaire.

Since that revision, we have determined 22 of 105 cases were abuse cases.,An example of the abuse the project ,encounters follows:
Au elderly woman was found to be living with her son who was unemployed

because of disability. The elderly woman, when hospitalized for hypothermiaand pneumonia, was found to be acutely ill, have little stamina, totally de-pendent fonall daily living requirements, hadswelling of the,hands and legs,bruises ou her left pubic region, right hip, face. shoulders, upper abdomen'and scarlike lesions on her arms mid Minds, and an open leg ulcer on hershin At first she refused to discuss the bruises saying they were the result ofa fall. A relatie later confirmed suspected abuse and indicated repeatedabase was sustained by the elderly woman over the years at the hands ofher son.
At the George Warren Brown School of Social Work at the WashingtomoUni-versity%, in St. Louis, ,Missouri, Dr. Eloise Rathbone-McCnan undertook a studyof ultra-family violence which included a discussion of geriatric abuse. The studydescribed 10 cases of elderly and/or tabled persons from ages 51 yew to 82years %%hose family members had abused or neglected them, including thefollowing:

. . . A malnourished p-year-old woman was treated in the emergency roomafUer geing kicked iu the abdomen by her pephew with whom she lived ... A72-year-old woman was given emergency room treatment after being hit Witha phone by her dabghter ... Au elderly woman became weak and unable towalk after receiviag care from her daughter ... A 71-year-old woman whosehusband a as her caregiver was comatose and had bed sores all over herbody . . . A 77-year-old diabetic was repeatedly beaten by her son ... A 74-year -old woman was confined to a basement and inadequately fed by. herson and daughter-in-law . A 71-3'ear-old woman was physically attackedbT hen son , An 82-year-old woman was regularly`Struck by her daughterand son-in-law . .. Another SO-year-old woman received repeated facial in-juries from her daughter ...
In concluding her report, Dr. Rathbone-NIcCuan commented that it is importantto further investigate the possibility that, the aged are victims of abuse and theirsituations similar to wi-es and children who are abused and/or neglected.A, tenth source of support, came froth adult protective service officialh them-selves. The comments from the following officials are illustrative of manyothers who have exprhsed similar concerns to the Committee.. 'Phyllis Thompson, Supervisor of the Adult Protective Services in RichmondCounty, Georgia, wrote the Committee in June 1980:

.. , Your recent comments and interest in abuiie of the elderly were especiallymeaningful to me as a supervisor of adult protective services in Richmond'County; Georgia. -Even though referrals for this service are continuouslyincreasing, I bcliere ter are barety touching the surface in4identifying andprotecting abused elderly.
We have found incidents of e'derly being locked in closets, utility sheds,and chicken coops, deprived of food and clothing, sexually abused, and dprived of medical care and financial aid. One particularly heinous repocolicerned an elderly cancer patient whose daughter -In -law forced her ceinto her own excrement.

' Those of us involved in adult protective services ate hampered by, many... obstacIA.--Sonie of these obstacles require Federal legislation to ameliorate.Some of t lie problems ye encounter are :
1. Lack of public awareness of the scope of the problem or who to call forhblp ; '
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2. Funding for services to the elderly is channeled through several dif-
ferent Titles of the Social Security Act and administered through many
different agencies. I believe greater impact could be realized by unify;
ing funding and administration. For example, in the District of Colum-
bia, on K Street alone, there are three different agencies serving the
elderly ;

3. I believe elderly abilse should be felony as is cruelty to children.
Failure to report elderly abuse toa protective service agency should
be a misdemeanOr ;

4. In many States, and Georgia is one of these, abus ed elderly cannot
be removed from dangerous environment without having them de-

, dared incompetent..Like the old cliche, this is indeed adding insult
to injury.

Karel Cornwell, Adult Protective Service supervisor for the District of Co-
lumbia wrotethe Committee in June 1980:

0? the 153 clients served by our agency 'during the first six months of
fiscal year 1980, 112 were 63 years of age or older, including ... a sexually
abused 'and exploited mother-in-law in her 70's and a 106-year-old woman
bilked of $2,950 by her church deacon. The typical senior citizen in need of
protective, services is fra '1l, friendless or forgotten, sometimes showing signs
of .senility. -

Doreen Getsinger with the Department'of gocial Service Assessment Center
in Montgomery County, Maryland offered this observation~

I would stress that our service is for all adults, 18 or abpve. We do not
separate out those over 65 or over 60, and we provide the services to aft age
levels.However, 75% of our clientele is over 65.

An eleventh, source of support came from- the Emergency Department Nurses
Association, headquartered in Chicago, Illinois.

In June 1980 letter to Committee, Nadine A. Davis, Director of the Mem-
ber and Chapter Services of e Emergency Department Nurses Association,
stated:

The coordinator of our July. Packet on Elderly Abuse hai asked that I
contact you Specifically to express. EDNA's willingness to assist in collect-
ing data about the incidence of elderly abuse. It has become clear during
the deielbpfnent of our materials that the lack of information and statistics
in this area is appallingmaking the task' of increasing public awareness
much .more4ifficult. IA a probltm which is not a stranger to the
emergency departments in which our inembers work, we would like to offer
the services of the EDNA members in the collecti of datit needed in this

; important area.
. Associations representing in-home service prove visiting nu es, phy-
sical therapists, social workers, and home health aides pro'vided the Inmmittee
with a twelfth source of support.

In October 1980, Ms. Dorothy Nelson, Director of the Visiting Nfir-ses As-
gociation for. the District of Columbia and Maryland, and Mrs. Libby.Gittet1stein,
a mental health consultant for the Visiting Nurses Association in the same area,

-"Offered to assist the Committee in collecting data oak the incidence of abuse
encountered in the area served by their Association. In 'additiOn, the Director a
the Visiting Nurses in a Niw Jersey aunty also assisted the Committee in this
effort. ,

a

In all, over200 visiting nurses, home health aides, social workers and physical
therapists were asked to answer a questionnaire (See Appendix VI of this report

_and to provide the Cbmmittee With case histori4s of abuses they had persona
-encountered. The majority of Those responding to the questionnaire felt th
of the elderly does occur and at an increasing rate. The visiting nurses staff
provided the Committee With numerous descriptiqn§ of elder abuse cases they
had, personally encountered', ranging_ from ahushie situations resulting in the
death of the older victim tojobylous.neglect.of the elderly by their relatives and
caretakera. Many of these cases were summarized and incorporated into Section
I of this report,

William Halamandaris, Executive Director of the National Association of
Home Health Agencies; which represents visiting nurses and in-home care pro-
viders for the elderly nationally, provided the Committee with a stritement of
his views on the pioblem of elder abuse: _

Se
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. . . Abuse of the elderly has been continually reported b'y members of our
Association, and these cases appear to be not localized, but are, occurring
nationwide. We hear, time and time again, of older persons who are victim-
ized by their family members and those entrusted with their care.

. Typically, we encountel situations where older persons are living with
their family members and creating stressful situations. The older person has
numerous needs which must be continuously met creating a burden on their
children in many instances. The frustration created by their inability to
adequately meet their older family member's needs often turns into violence.
Unfortunately, these situations are happening with frightening frequency ...

A thitteenth source, of support came from local organizations and associa-
tions providing services to senior citizens across the United States.

In June 1980, Michael Oilfix, Directorof the San JoseoCalifornia Senior Adults
Legal Assistance project, contacted the Committee regarding his concern about
elder abuse:

We have, for example, some clients (or family members) who may be
interested in testifying about their own ,experiences. One person-la son
literally watched his mother aie.in a homa while the-staff refused to do any-
thing . . . More generally, we encounter numerous examples of abuse. In
addition to examples of physical abuse and neglect in nursing homes, we
see examples of financial-exploitation by persons entrusted with the care of
elders . . . g.

The Aroostook ,Regionall'ask Force of Order Citizens, Inc, of Presque Isle,
Maine, wrote the Committee in June of 1980:

I want to extend my appreciation to you and other House Select Commit-
tee on Aging members for holding hearings IV calling national attention
to the unrecognized social problem of abuse of older people. Those of us
working directly in the field have been trying to get recognition of this
_apparently growing problem and, until the Committee hearing, little public
response has been heard:

Our nation has recognized and reaeted to the reality of child abuse with
protective legislation, educational programs and millrons of dollars. Yet,
abuse of older people seems to be unrecognized and falls into the lowest of
priorities at both tile Federal and State levels. In fact, here in Maine, the
Department of Human Services plans to increase available Title XX funds
for child abuse and proteVive services while decreasing currently inadequate
funds for adult protective service.

Please continue your work on behalf of those older adults who suffer tor-
ture and abuse on a daily. basis. We See-the problem but, because of insuf-
ficient funds, leek of putilic interest,' and no legal support, can do little.
We'need a Fedeial legal inithttive to combat this problein.

In Manhattan, the Committee was advised that a parents' group has opened,
a "Parents' Center" where abused parents can meet to discuss )heir problems.

John Von Olahn, Executive Director for the Family Service Association of
Orange County, California, specializes in family -abuse problems. He statedNiir
an interviewcWith,Newzweek ,

Even a tattered child is more protected. During, the course of their activi-
ties the come in contact with all kinds of peopleschool teachers, nurses
and d tors. About the only plac4 many of the elderly can call for help is
the pol ce department, and few %will sign ,an arrest warrant for their own
son or daughter.

The Missouri Askociation of Prevention of Abuse to Adults (MAPAA) wrote
to the Committee in June of 1980:

MAPAA grew out of a deep sense of frustration experienced by both pro-
fessional members of the St, Louis community (social workers, priests,
ministers, police, and Others) as well as citizens of the larger community
Immediately involved in trying to help a small group of Incapacitated aged.
The target group consists of elderly people who are being abused, neglected
(includes self-abuse/neglect) and/or exploited by others or themselves and
who. have no one to assist them. It .is estimated that there "are,about 5 per- 0
cent .of the over-65 age group who fall into this category and the State of
Missouri has little in terms of services' for them except placement in a
nursing home. There are 25 million over-64 in the country and Missouri ranks ,
7th in the nation in this age bracket. `
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It became the unhappy custom of social agencies, churches, et al., to"peddle" requests for service for this group to other social institutions as ,no one seemed to be able to coordinate the services needed. As a result, itwas never fully known if the individual in need actuaily,g0t serviced and'frequently the friend, neighbor, or relatives requestihg help became frus-
trated, discontinued interest and the aged individual was often abandoned.The fourteenth source of support was provided by the State Human Services 'Departments who, in responding to the Committee questionnaire (See Ap-pendix I of this report) confirmed the Committee's initial findings that theproblem of elder abuse was increasing dramatically, that such abuse is notlocalized, but is occurring nationwide, and that the problem is as significantas child abuse. The State responses to the Committee's questionnaire havebeen tabulated and analyzed and are discussed in .greater detail in ChapterIV of this report.
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IIh THEORIES FOR WHY ELDER .ABUSE OCCURS
' As is the case with most social problems, it is difficult to determine the specificfm use or .causes of elder abuse, particularly with the limited knowledge basethat now exists. Nbast experts do appear to believe, however, that a major
precipitating factor is family stress. Meeting the daily needs of a frail, dependent

" elderly relative may be iiti intolerable burden for family members. The resulting
frustration may sometimes be expressed inviolent behavior,'

Americans live lila Tiolent society. In Behind Closed Doors, a recently published
book on family violerfce, it was noted that the first national study. of violence in
American homes estimated that every.other house in America is the scene of
family violence at least once a year. Author Richard Gelles'states :

We have always known that America is a violent society. A war in Vietnam,h riot in Watts, a gangland slaying, a political assassination or, a rape in-., an alley age all types of violence familiar to Americans. What is new and -,
surprising is that the American family and the American home are perhaps-
as or more violent than any otber single American institution or setting
( with tte exception of the military, and only thenin time of war). Americans
run the greatest risk of assault,, physical injury, and even murder in their
own homes by members of their ownlintilies./

That family violence occurs, in whatever formchild batfering, wife beating,
or elder abuse is so shocking and repulsive that many are reluctant to believe it
or understand what brings Such, behavior to pass. n one theory provides.the
entire explanation for the cause of family violence. Eximrts generally agree,
however, that any one or a combination of any oiL the following factas may
explain why' our elders are abused by their loved ones. ,

A..11E-n42.11017' I _ .
1$ onfe experts surmise that-elder abuse is a form of retaliation, or revenge,

in which the abuser was mistreated as a child and returns to abuse the parent.
For example, in a University of Michigan study at the Institute-of Geronotology,
investigators hypothesized that abusers ure'often the "battered child grown old."
Mistreated-as children, they becomeiabusive parents themselves, both of their
children, and later on, of their older are t.

In some cases, the elderly are reaping hat they sowed. According to a study
conducted by Dr. Suzanne Steinmetz, Uni ersity of Delware profeSsor, children
treated non-violently as they grow 'up attack their parents idler on by 1 in
400; however, if a child is mistreated violently by the parent, the chance they'll
attack their parents later on is'I. in 2. ,

Chicogo psychiatrist*Mitclejl Messer, Whose clients include adul*s caring for.elderly parents, stated : "We find rent beatings when the *trees set the exam-
ple of solving problems through brutality when the children were growingdp. If a
if the elderly parent .continues to bait their vulnerable elliild. The response, is
simply following the example his parents set." - i ,

There Are often unresolved conflicts and resentments existing between the
generations.. Some adult children appear almost castrated emotionally from a
history of parentabuk; Their reaction is to strike back. This may be compounded
if the elderly parent continues to bait their vulnerable-child. The response is
violent liggression. Former social worker, Agnes McRoberts of Houston, in 'an
article fn Dynainie ream stases that battered parent cases she heseezi follow
a typical pattern, involving a "symbigtic relationship.'" in which an alcoholicdaughter or son and pn aging mother are mutually dependent on one another.
The mother is indulgent, compulsive and clinging. She suddenly cuts off money to
her adult child which triggers anger, resentment and abuse, particularly whenthe adult child has been drinking. .

Fowler, Jan, Domestic Violence' Elder Abuse, Library of congress. Congressional Re-search Service, Education and Public' Welfall Division, February 6, 1981; page 4.
(195),
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B. :VIOLENCE AS A WAY OF LIFE

Another rationale for elder abuse is thought by some to be the widespread
acceptance of violence in American society. which foster. a climate in which

,irels acceptable to express frustration and stress in violent ways. In some
families, patterns of iVence exist from generation to generation. as a normal
respone to stress. In a study of Intergenerational Family Violence. Dr. Eliza-
beth Rathbone-McCuan of Washington Unilersity in St. Louis sees the family
as an excellent, breeding ground of violence and a social unit subject to inter-
personal stresses. internal and external strains and experiences which create
conflict among funnily members. She reported, "Since violence can and does
occur within the family setting, and since the society in general holds pre-
dominantly negative attitudes toward the aged person. the likelihood of physical
attach or other abuses of the aged person by family members is worthy of ad-
ditional consideration."

Researchers in a Cleveland-based study. also believe there are family
patterns of uoIente which continue from generation to generation . "Violence
i. the normpive response to stress in some families, and patterns of long-term
family conflict. bickering and intentional generation of negative responses eau
fire-exist the current abuse by many years." Also, unresolved contlht. from
Whitlow] or mid-life, can cause an elderly relative to become a burdeft carried

with great stress and ambivalence which increases the risk of abuse.

C.. LACK OF CLOSE FAMILY TIES

In some families where there is little or no closeness of a relationship be-
tween 4th adult children and their parentA, a sudden appearance of a dependent
elderly, parent can precipitate stress and frustration without the love and
friendship necessary to counteract the new responsibilities of the adult children.
For a large part of their lies, many elderly are not able to Integrate themselves
with the lives of their children. Sometimes, this is due to geographical distance
or sometimes emotional distance. Thus, when such an elderly persbn is unable
to live independently they may reunite with their children after many :fears
of separiftion. The elderly parent cars become resented as an intruder..and abuse
follows. For example. a counselet that.a son was determined he and his
wife would care for his elderly father. However, the burden of the care fell.
on thew He }vho had never gotten along with her ffither-in-law. She felt the.
pressure of caring for the older man. the pressure of_caring for her own family.
She began, to beat the father-in-law, lie wasfIS finally removed from the home,
after counselors cOnvinced the family it had to be done.

D. LACK OF FisAsciAt Itk.soUncEs
.
"Under Such circumstances as lack of money and the stress of dealing with

a dependent older person, normal people often lash out against their elders,"
stated Dr. Steinmetz of the Univertity of l)elaware. The pressure and, frustra-
tions of family and financial problems is often cited by expeqs assn ffictoP which
drives family members tp4hu,sive 4

Many families caring for'eiderlY parents or grandparents live on either flied
incomes or strict 'budgets (luring these times of increasing inflatioft, rising
unemployment and skyrecileting fuel costs. Also, the increasing medical costs
associated with the care of an older family 'member can often go heyond the
depleted savings of the elderly parent and the penny-piliched resources of their
clijlflren The stresses associated, with insufficient income emnbiped with the
inherent stress of providing daily care for ant individuarWho requires a-con-
siderable amount of assistance with daily living tasks, can often become, over-
whelming and precipitate physical abitse and neglect.

Adding to an already tense financifil situation is the factor that women, the
primary cangilers in families, are increasingly entering the work foreE. Should
this daughter or daughter in-law quit her job and stay home to care for her
elderly parent. thus losing lfcr sense of freedom. independence, as well as finan-
cial' reward. of should she stay at home to care full-time for the .dependent
parent? The ditemnia is that she will be financially strapped either way. If she

1 Fowler. Jan. Domestic Violence Elder Abuse, Library of Congress. Congressional la-
dders Practices and Research Issdes" Chronic Illness Center, Cleveland, 9hio. 1978.
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workl, she must find someone else.to care for the parent during the day, and
fit she dues not work she loses the additional income needed by the family, fur

`.Usie necessities us well us the increased medical bills iur the Lure of the elderly
parent.

li-utortunately, this overtaxing of a family's resources is sometimes exacer-
bated by k etieral anti State gut ermileut pulLies that limit ui reduce benefits and
services to elderly people when they live 'w itn Inca families. For example, the
Federal Supplemental Security Incoine 1551) prygram pro% tikes u minimum
immure floor to low-income aged, blind and disabled nahalUiab. HUM eer, when
an eligible individual is lit ing in the .household of another individual and receiv-
ing support ur iu kind waiuteuuuce from that person, the monthly S81 beiiefit is
reduced by one oiled. Anuteer,exampie is the Immune progtaill, the r euerul
health-insurance program for pers4us o'.er the age ut 05. elite Medicare program
provides home health services, but they are contingent un numerous require-
ments and du not cots the ongoing non-medical care and services that a de-
pendent elderly person often needs to assist him or her to remain at home.

On the other hand, the Medicaid program, a Federal-State matching program
that pro% ides medical assistance tor certain low-income persons, including the
elderly; is structured to extensively subsidize nursing home care but offers less
assistance to elderly individuals who wish to remain in their own homes.

Services such 0' homemaker an,d .chore services, adult day care, and adult
protective services are provided by the State under the social services program
authorized by Title XX of the eocial Security Act. This title pros ides ftderally
matched funds to the States for wide iariety of social services. including many.
services for the elderly. Eligibility for those programs, excluding adult protec-
tive services, is limited to SSI and Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) recipients and individuals and families who have incomeslessthan 115%
Of the State's median income, adjuster} fur family size. This criterion alone ex-
cludes:tnaqr families who, despite their ineligibility, may not be able to afford
these ServicOs on their own.
. Many experts believe that It is this inability to obtain needed services coupled
with the lack of financihl resources whiji can build resentment and foster abu-
sive conduct in even the most liming family.

E. RESENTMENT OF DEPENDENCY

Caring for a frail elderly parent, who requlreS a considerable amount of as-
sistance can he a eery draining experience. Oftentimes. the caregiver can become
overwhelmed with the infringement nil/ places on hip; her own time. A child can
feel trapped by the burden of caregiving at a time of anticipated independence
from child-rearing7This can-lead to frustration, anger and resentment, precipi-
tating some form of abuse.

Many middle-aged family members feel resentment with the sudden intrligion
of dependedt parents. An exturtple cited in a University of Michigan study' isa common one:

. . . a family situation in which-the grandparents either gradually or quite
suddenly become dependent on their own middle-aged children w ho are sinul
taneously experiencing the dependencies of their own Nenage or young adultchildren . . similarly, middle-aged adults who have just emerged from the
parental role with a new sense of freedom and independence, may also findthemselves burdened by the dependencies of their oven parents.

The resentment of having to care for their frail, bedridden, often incontinent
parent, which ties them to the home pushes many to the brgaking point. Often
these adult children want to do the right thing, but. are liable to cope with the
financial and emotional stres13 required'to do so.

Even more frustrating for the adult child can be the fmpelessness and despair
experienced by their elderly parenCas they become more and more dependentand vulnerable. The eldtrly parent may begin to feel a lossibf control over the
basic tasks of daily living. This feeling of helplessness can restilt in a demand-ing or told!, withdrawn Patient. Either behavior cap be intolerable for the
caregiver and-Qadoto frustration and abifse.

Dungla4g, Richard, Mickey, Tom, and Neil, Catherine, "A Study of Maltreatment ofthe Elderly and other Vulnerable Adults," University of Michigan, InstIttite of Geron-tology, 1980.
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A number of letters will came to the attention of the Committee expressed the
resentment which (an from Idling tor a dependent relative. Fur example.
tie individual wrote:

We made many sac\
l

.ifices for my mothernot being able to gu away for
week-ends Aind lacations when we wanted to because r.lie could not pe left
:done. Fetching and running for hertaking her Ilhere she Al to gu, fixing
the house for herthe list is endless. And all the while she occupied au
apartment which was worth hundreds of dollars, for free. In the end, her
lawyer gets every thingand Ile 11 ere abused by her because the hes she told
everyone about us were believed by many.

Another echoed these sentnnehts
Here, the number of our elderly population exceeds.tlie national average,

I belie e, and thus, there are litany aged parents; and 'elan es being cared
fur by their families, presumably uncounted in any survey on the subject.
When this connping satanical calls for one person to put his or her own life
"on hold" because it is necessary; to spend all day and every day as the sole
tompainon of a demented senile patient, the unrelleed tension its bound to

_ take its ton on even thennost loving and gentle custpdian.
And, another commented :

I think you should explore the child's side of taking care of tlie aging
4 parent. The and, sometimes in their 50's or 60's also has medical problenis

and diminishing strength to cope with the care of aging parents on a 24-hour
ba.tis ... I had to cope with increasing medical problems of.my mother.for
set en years, plus my inability to Murk and lack Of any personal life because
of these demands. I experienced thin oler teyear ago and still feel emotion-
ally and physically. drained. While giling the care, I often pushed myself
beyond my limits and this affected my personality and influenced my ability
to give the type of care I would have liked.

Sadly, these individuals are not alone with respect to the resentment they feel
toward the people they are for. A report, Future Directions for Aging Policy,

Human Ncrticc. Moda, Issued by the Committee on Aging last year, revealed
that as many as one out of every ten dependent older persons w ill be abused by
their caregiver each year.

F. LNCREASED LIFE EXPEth'ACY

Associated with dependency is the dramatic increase'in life expectancy, with
more people reaching age_75 and over than eter before in history. At the same
time, th+ fertility rate has dropped considerably. This ,means the dependency

Of old age has been exteridedAeaving caretakers to provide extensive home
care fur a longer length df time. It also means there will he fewer middle-aged
adult children to care for their elderly parents and grandparents. An Institute
of Gerontology study at the University of Michigan' staled :

Ir may be that the increasing presence of the elderly and their rolelessness
is a likely contributor to their own vulnerability. It is now likely that in old
age, people will he dependent upon their own children or grandohildren longer
than their children *ere depertdent upon them.

_
(

G. LACK OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

According to Maggie Kuhn, convenor of the Gray Panthersan organization
designed to bridge the gap betw-eeig young and old populationseven the bestf
parent child relationships can deteriorate as the burden of care persists over a
lung period of time. as noted earlier. Thos.e children who are financially equipped
to nuiritain their deperalent relatives in their homes oftentimes are unaljle to
find the services in their communities to assist-then1 to do so. Numerous witnesses
have testified that few support systems currently exist in local communities for
caregivers to draw upon and those that do exist are virtually unknown to the
average citizen.

Work responsibility, lack of training and sensitivity, renders the average child
helpless to meet their older relatise's specific dietary and physical requirements.
Many children can become overwhelmed by the emotional and financial respon-
sibility alid are simply unable to find the social and health in-home service they
!Teed. Some experts see battering of the elderly as a, natural consequente of
inadequate services bo families caring for a frail elderly relative.

Ibid.
--
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H. STRESS AID-OTHER LIFE CRISES

The dramatic change that MD ogcur w hen a f Ail elderly parent moves in with
a` family already straggling in seeral areas of family relationships produces In-
tense stress. For some elderly people, constant nursing sitpervisiou is necessary.
The care of a dependent person can be physically and emotionally exhausting and
a caregiver eau deal with only a certain amount of stress before reaching the
breaking point. According to Dr. Steinmetz. "die bottom line is that if you increase
the stress on family members without adding supports to help them cope with it,
you increase the likelihood of violence because a person and a family can handleonly so much."

Most experts tend to agree with Dr. Steindietz that family stress is a major
precipitating factor in elder abuse One study found that the elderly person was
a signifies:int source of stress to the family in 63`percent of the reported- abuseCases.

I. History of Personal or Mental Ps oblents.Itt families where the adult childlas a history orpersonabor pathological problems, a potential ar abuse exists.
In numerous cases reviewed by the Committee, mental!y impaired children wereresponsible for abusing their parents. Family members avear to become the
objects of such abusive behavior because of their proximity to the abuser. Some
crises triggers the abuser, who strikes out at the nearest person or object.

2. Unemployment.Unemployment imt Major stress-producing experience formost individuals. It is even more stress-producing if unemployment occurs atmiddle age. Dr. Steinmetz reports that hard-family violence occurs much more
frequently' when the major income-producing member (generally the male-adult-.
husband) is unemployed. This theory has proven to be true in many cases of
spouse and child abuse and appears to be a significant problem tiggering elder,abuse.

History of Alcohol and Drug Abuse.The Committee fotind 'many instances
of abuse wherein the abuser was experiencing alcohol antic drug consumption
problems, Consistent consumption of alcohol and drugs are readily identifiable as
contributing to family violence. 'Because alcohol cts as a depressma, the effect
seems to depress aggression inhibition systems,7us making aggressive behavior
much more likely. The following.is one such case reported to the Committee in
which alcohol appeared to be a precipitating factor :

A young woman and her husband separate and get a divoree. The couple
was living With the husband's mother and one child of their own. When the
couple separated, the husband left home while the wife andchild stayed with
the mother-in-law, She would beat her. cast her social security checks, and
feed her like an animal. The daughter-in-law used alcohol frequently.

And. another Case :
Ina drunken rage, a middle-aged man beat his 67-year-old stepmother into

unconsciousnesA with a metal pitcher resulting in a one-month hospital stay.

I. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Certain environmental factors- can precipitate stress which may then lead to
neglectful or abusive behavior of family members, especially the frail elderly
persons forced to seek assistance di the basic tasks of daily living. Quality of
housing, unemployment, intra-family conflict:alcohol and drug abuse, neighbor-
hood and crowded living conditions can by themselves or in combination with
other factors encourage mistreatinent of a dependent elderly person.

Such an example is found in a case study in tee, New Hampshire in 1978 where
a combination of environmental factors precipitated abuse: A 48-year-old son was
f6und guilty 2f manslaughter, by beating, in the death of his 78-year-old Mother:
The son lived with his mother in a trailer. The mothsr was incontinent, unstable
on her feet. apd required extensive personal care. Haitlth, living conditions and

' the,guality-ef--the mother-son relationship all contributed to the son's frustration,
anger and finally physical violence.

,
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IV. SURVEY OF STATE HUMAN SERIOE DEPARTMENTS

Under the present interpretation of the U.S. Constitution. the right to make
and enforce criminal laws and other so-called "police pouers" rest almost
exchishely with the States: Accordingly, the States lune the primary respon-
sibility for protecting the rights of all their citizens, young and old alike. It
is clear even from a cursory review of the literature that all States hale actise
programs underway to protect the rights of juveniles and more recently, many
States are making au effort to protect battered wives. llowem, it is also clear
that the States have just *gun to'recoguize the problem of elder abuse anil
are beginning to do something about it.

In order to,learn to what extent the States have anticipated this long hidden
and increasingly more serious problem, Chairman Pepper together with Con-
gresswoman Mary Rose Dakar, a senior, Member of the Coninittee, directed
questionnaires to each of the States on July 17, 1980. The questionnaires for
the post part where directed to State Human Sm.% ice Departments. However,
few Safes were folind -to have Invested authority for protective services in
other agencies. - t

The questionnaire was warily received by the States. The overwhelming
majority of the States respomang-Avere supportive of the proposed legislation
to establish Federal model mandatory reporting requirements for elder abuse
which would be recommended for the consideration of We States. A feu States
remain undecided, none were opposed. -

Most of the States were apologetic about the quality of the data they were
p °riding to the Committee. They noted that while they recognize the growing
im tortance, of elder abuse, the topic has been -given,little attention in the past,
in he sense that few Aatistics have been kept relating to abuse of adults by
thei loved ones and even less Qata 'is available with respect to abused senior
citiz s.

Thi section sinnniarizes the responses received from the States. Even though

per to problem which only recently has tumbled from the shelf of taboos
the da/a is less than comprehensive, what emerges is a national of a
des
which uld not be Kliscussed in public. 'The results of thequestionnaire rein-
force th conclusion that the probleni is both serious and widespread and that
action m st be taken immediately to deal with it.

vt,
OVFRNIEW

All the S tes, in one,way or another, noted that they' ad 10 office with re.
sponsibility o provide protective services to some segtnent of the adult popula-
tion. As note many States such as*Delaware, the District of Columbia, New

providing suckservices to the needy even in the absence of authorizing legisla-
tion. For the Most part, the States responded that such services, were available
to all those over the age of 18, However, there were a few peculiarities: Con-

mt.cticat and Vermont told the Committee their protections extended only to
adults over ageqo. Florida. on the other hand, offers protection to those 18-64
if disabled and to those ilve? 65 nuclei. all conditions. Wyoming protects all
adults dyer 19, while Wisconsin setts the age at 14. Oklahoma limits its protections
to adults overt65.

The Committee wanted to know if theServices which were offerer, to adults
were provided without reference to income. The answer,ifor the man part was
in the affirmative. The exceptions were as follony,Missouri and South Dakota
both reported applying the Title it-N. income test to determine eligibility. Vir-
ginja offers optional service components free for llyclayg and thereafter, the
services are Wised on income eligibility crlt4ria. Massachusetts and -Wisconsin
reported having sliding fee scales which were keyed to income. Maine has no-

' income criteria but clients must be in the care or custody'of theDepartment of
(200)
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Human Services, at risk New Hampshire reported-providing,serilcgs regardless
of income when the victim. is incapacitated as well as abused.

The following section describes the States' specific responset..to the Com-
mittee's questiMaire.

A. BUDGET AND RESOURCES

The first section of the, questionnaire asked the State IIiiman Service .Depart-
ments how much money was allotted for all protectiie services, foal' adult protec-
tive services, and for child protective services. It also asked the respOndents to
estimate the portion of the buttet-of adult protectiie services which went toward
providing protective services to the elderly. Moreover, the Slates were asked for
the numberpf State Adult Protectiie Service employees; theirqualifications and-

' salaries, and the salary of the chief of the Adult 'Protective Services office.
By compiling the replies, a profile of the average State department pinch offers
protective servige4 has been created.

Question 1 Under this"section asked-die States-to.compaie as best they could
what their budget was for all protective services in their State over the past two
years 'Most States reikiontied with calendar figures in 1979 'and 1980, althougp
a few provided numbers on a fiscal year basis. Table I displays State budgets for
all protective services for 1980. The average State budget was about $14 million.
California reported spending the most at $129 'million, followed. by New York
and Texas with $52 million and $4b million respectively. Utah reported spending
the least with $835 thousand followed by Montana with $1.2 million.

Question 2 asked approximately what was the.States' budget for adult protec-
tive services in the same two years. The States spending the most money in 1980
were California with $14.8 million followed by New York. with $10 million andOhio with $5 million. Several States such as Utah and South Dakota reported
spending very little monerand a number of others did not answer the question.
The average State budget was about $1.9 million. See Table I for 1980 State
budgets for adult protective services. Pennsylvania spent the higheXt percentage
of its. protective sorvieb dollars foPadults, 28 percent, Nebrastia and Oliio were' next with 25 and 21 percent respectively.

Qu'estion 4 asked the States to provide their lajdgetS for child protective serv-
ices over the past two years. Table I, which- displays State Midgets for 1980,confirms that the 'States are spending most of their protective service- moniesfor children. A quick glance at Table I, for example, shows that of Florida's
total budget for protective services, $17.3 million went for child protective 'serv-
ices, whereas, only about $1.2 million of Florida's budget was allocated for adult
protective services although 87 percent of the adult protective service monies was
relegated to the elderly. The remaindef of the States reported an experience simi-
lar to the. State of Florida in their allocation of protective service resources. On
average, the Stales spend 0014 $12.0 million for child protective services.

The Picture is further clouded by the responses to qttesiion 3 iyhich asked the
States to estimate the -portion of their adult protective service budget whichwent to the elderly. As Table II indicates, Florida's response was 87 percent in
1984.or something like V00,000 of the $1.2 million the State reported spendingon adult Fotections. Of interest are States liko.Connecticut and Vermont whoselaws limit jurisdiction to those over 60 and whO therefore allocate about 100
percent of their monies to the elderly. Utah and"Wyoming said that of the moneyearmarkted"for adult protections, sonic 90 pbrcent went to' the elderly. As cl5tuld
be expected, many States did not answer this question. Some States indicated
that they spent few if any dollars specifically to provide protective services tosenior citizens. Others said they could compile the data only after.extensiveallocation of time and resources; others said they did not have the informationavailable; and other States said they did not have the raw data, not to mention
the manpoWer and -the know -how necessary to compile such information.Table Ii applies the percentages reported by the States in iniswee,to question3 to the dollar amount reportedly spent to provide protecOe'services for adultsas indiCated in I. While it is assumed that .some States-spent close tonothing and thus lid not respond to the questions, the 32 States which did replyto this question spent from a low of $4,950,in Utah' to a high of $5.088.399 inNew York to provide protective services to senior citizens. The nationwid6 aver-age is a very modest $679,25i per State.

I-
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It should be ohvions that it every Hip:flan Servide pepartment in the nation
would compile and publish this protective service Bata on a uniforin basis. it
would be a tremendous aid to State, local and Federal policymakers when
analyzing alloCation of resources with respect to populations in need. '

Table III shows the percentage of State protective services devoted to senior
citizens in 1950 using the same 32 Statgs (absent MassachusettliotAiirlizona led
the list with fully 15 percentof its entire protective aerrfce budge gloward
the elderly. Kentucky and Nebraska were in second and 'third position with
14.72 and 13.61 percent respectively. Ironically. Texas and Maine. with heavy
concentrations of senior citizens, were ranked at the bottom with 35 and 45.
percent of their entire protective service budgets going toward senior citizens,
The nationwide average was 6,60 percent.

-- The obvious question is how do these figures compare with what is spent on
providing protective services to children. that is. those under age 1R?

As is seen in Table III. the States are spending tlit great majority of their
protective service dollars on children. Hawaii.`South Dakota. and Maine lead
the list in allocating the greatest percentnge,of such dollars to youth with 9715,
116.91 and 94.39 percent of their funds going to children respectiyely. California
ways the low with only 68.54 percent of their total prote-live service budget going
to those 17 or younger. The nationwide average is 86.77 percent.

Since there are roughly only twice the number of children 18 years of age and
younger as- there are senior citizens. the're is obviously a tremendous diSparitp
in the funds that are committed to prevent elder 'abuse. As can be seen from
Section I of this report and indeed. from responses received from the States
themselves. the problem of elder ahuse exists in epidemfc proportiots The
incidence of such abuse appears to he growing and few States have alloated
the, kind of resources they need to meet the problem.

By adding together the averagellgurethe States spend on children. 86 77 per-
cent. and the average they spend orr senior citizens. 6.60 percent. it is apparent
that the remainder, or only 6.63 percent of State protectiVe service budgets are
spent to provide, services to adults between the ages of .18 and 64. This figure
should be of interest to. those concerned abont the increasing.incidence of battery
between married individuals.

The next question asked the States for the total number of employees involved
with adult protective services. As could be expected, many States had nothing
to report. Of those States that-did answer, New York topped the list with a total
of 360 full-time employees and Minnesota was at the bottom claiming that One
half of one full-time employee per year is allocated to adult abuse problems.

Question 6 asked for the salary of the Chief of the State Adult Protective Serv-
ice Office. Alaska paid the most at $40,068 per annum plus 25.5 percent fringe
benefits followed by Florida at-$34.900. Once again, many St es did not answer,
probably because they did not have such an olliceeAmong se that did reply,
West Virginia was the lowest with $13.416. The nationwide- rage was $24,500.

Asked what was the average salary for professional ad protective service
workers], the States responded in a range from Alaska's , 84 plus 25 percent
benefits, down to $11,000 in Ohio. The nationwide average was about $14,000.

Question 8 asked what requirements an individual must meet before he or aye
can qualify as an ad1ilt protective service worker. Of the states which responded,
only three States required these individuals to be licensed, flail. Idaho. aid °

Indiana. Some 20 required that the individuals must have good moral characteu.
Half of the States reported requiring such workers to pass an examination Only
15 required prior exrteriepce, and the same number required meiyinum training.,
Ste twotpirds of the States require that the adult protectiv service workers
m t minimum .educatIon requirements, Ohvioualy, these statistics can be-read
to sugge4t that most of the States *require little of the people they hire to the
unusually sensitive position oflprovidineprotective services to abused adults.,

B. POWERfkAND bUT4E8

. 4n tile second part of theequestionnaire. the Committee made an effort to learn
about the exact authority conferred by State statutes. lithe State's were asked to
send a copy of their laws and to send copies of any pending legislation As could
be expected. the States have greatly varying powers, Many State` have virtually
no authority In.this area as spelled.out above. However. even those States which
claimed to have authority proved to have little when analyzed critically.
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For example, the majority of State adult protective service divisions under
the State Human Service Departments had the authority to receive complaints
and investigate them. Virginia. New Mexico and Missouri, however, reported that
while they could receive reports, they could not conduct follow-up investigations
without the consent of the abused adult' or the guardian. The same is true in
the District of Columbia, but the caseworkers in the Department have been
ftigressive and have, in fact, gone beyond their legislative authority to help
people in need.

Numerous States, such as Hawaii and South Dakota, have limited their au-
thority to supervise the recipients of Title XX services. In some States, like
Iowa and Louisiana, services must wait until there is a request from the victim
or his/her ,guardian. Alaska, Montana and Pennsylvania also join owaand
Louisiana as States which have so-called voluntary adult protective service.3
available.

On the other side of the spectrum, Oklahoma, Kentucky, Nebraska, and, Colo-
rado reported having statutory authorities not only to receive complaints but
to open investigations on theii own as wean as following up on complaint with-
out prior consent of any party.

Some States, such as Nevada, Tennessee and New York outline their autho?ty
in very broad language. New York, for example, responded that the. Department;

"Shall provide protective services in accordance with Federal and State
regulations to or for individuals without regard to income, who, because
of mental or physical disfunction are unable to manage their ciwn resources,
carry out their daily living or protect themselves from neglect or hazardous
situations without assistance from others.and have no one available who is
willing and ab'e to assist them responsibly.

Thu Maine statute keys on the word "ineitracitated." The 'Department deals
only with people found to be in this state and there are elaborate guidelines to
determine if individuals Sall within it. Maine has the power of subpoena. and
access to court to enforce them. The law mandates that complaints be investi-
gated whin 72 hours. The statute confer's the power of emergency intervention
as well as the power of public -guardianship and/or conservatorship.

If a generalization can be drawn from"a review of the authority conferred
to adult protective service agencies by State law it 11:.oulddke that such powers
appear to be more on paper than real with the excepfThn ore few States. More

.4.,:,'discussion of this topic is found later in Sectron V of this report. Nevertheless, it
gratifying that 21 States and Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia re-

ported to the Committee that they are in the process of considering the enactment
of stronger or more specific elder abuse laws. (Sectiona provides more,.details)...

C. ABUSES

The third section of the' questionnaire was an effort ,to collect data on4he
number of ekler abuse complaints received by the States over the past few years,to see if the incidence of such corruilaints iareasing, to conipare it with the
incidence of child abuse cases reported and'to_quantify the kinds of elder abuseby type, perpetrator, and victim.

Question 1 asked for the number of adult abuse complaints received. Half,of the States responded with Florida and Washington leading the list at about11,000 and 10,000 respectively.
Question 2 asked the States to estimate the ptreentage of adult abuse com-

plaints which involved the elderly. Again, about half of the States responded.
Among those who answered, the average was 6418 percent. ThiS, is yet another
indication of the growing importance of the ,eldeptittuse question.

Question 3 in this section asked, for,the number of child abuse cases. Wash-
ington and New York led the list in-19 80 with about 50,000 complaints; Montana
and North Dakota reported the lowest numbers, both around 1,200. The averagefor the nation was 10,957. .

In question 4, the States were asked if theyt.had recent examples of various
kinds of abuses perpetrated ageing the elderly. All of the States responding
reported having recent evidence of physical' abuse of the elderly by their loved
ones or guardians and all State§ have examples of financial abuse or exploita-tion. Only three States.),Vermont, Montana, and Mississippi, had no recent
examples of psychological abuse. Minnesota is the only State reporting norecent examples of material or financial abuse. Vermont and Nevada were the

20S
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only two State; who said they had no recent e. ience with the violation of
the rights of the elderly. A number of States w rote in 'other kinds of abuse, in-
cluding sexual abuse, self neglect, and self abuse. (See Table IV).

When asked in question 5 to give a breakdown -Of the number of each t3-1 e
of elder abuse, most States said they had insufficient data to do so. However,
the national average- among those who did reply is as follows: physical abuse
and neglect accounts for about one-third of the cases and financial abuse for
about one - quarter of the total. Psychological abuse accounts for about 15 per-
cent more and the category of violation of rights accounts for about 9 percent '
more. The 'residual 9 percent constitutes a category of "other "abuses of which
the largest number appear to be sexual abuse.

The committee asked the States for a percentage of the elder abuse complaints
which were subsequently substantiated. Once again, given the limitation of
the data, with 20 States, responding to this question, it appears that about 50

4 percent of all complaints in these States were substantiated while 30 percent
were nut and 20 percent w ere incunclusi% e. Many States responded that they were
unable to investigate many cases for a variety of reasons.

In Question 7, the States were asked, if they were of .the opinion that a sig-
nificant number of elder abuse cases go, unreported each year. Every State with
the exception of Ohio answered in the affirMative. Florida said that 50,000 cases
or 'more probably go unreported Within its boundaries each year. This compares
with an estimated 9,570 cases-of elder abuse which were reported to the Stet4
in 1980. Florida indicates that there were approximately 11,000 adult 'abnse cases
reported in 1980 and that about 57 percent of its adult abuse funds went to deal-
ing with problems of the.elderly. Assuming 87 percent of the cases involved the
elderly. approximately 9,570 would have related to seniors. Also, in Question 7,
the States were asked ;what number of eases of elder abuse would they say went
unreported in 1980...o.'

With the information plcov,ided to the Committee by the States on the incidence
of elder abuse cases reported and unreported annually, and'on the incidence pf
child abuse cases reported annually, a comparison of the probable incidence of
abuse among,the two segments of the popfilation was derived. By contrast with
the data un elder abuse, must of the States submitted fairly specific information
as to the incidence of child abuse cases. However, because the Committee failed
to ask the States to provide. data on the estimated unreported incidence of child
abuse, these figures were derived from the national estimate that 3.4 per 1,000
child abuse cases are reported and an additional 7.1 per 1,000 cases go unreported,
as estimated by the Westat, Inc. Report on "RecOgnition and Reporting of Child
Maltreatment. Findings From the National Study,of the Incidence and Severity
of Child Abuse and Neglect." prepared for the National Center on Child Abuse
and Neglect, Department of Health and Human Services. In' other words, of total
estitnafed cases, only about one-third child abuse cases are reported, whine in.
adult abuse, an estimated one-sixtifis reported.

To begin with, there are about 62 million individtfals under the age of 18 in
the United States, or 27.9 percent of the total population according to the
Census, $ureati. By contrast, there. are 25 million senior citizens who make up
11.2 percent of the population. ;Slime there are 21/2 times as many young people
as senior citizens, it would seem logical that there would be more than double
the amount of abuSe_cases. This turns out to be about what the data suggests.

The questionnaire asked the States to provide actual and estimated elder
abuse cases in each instance. To make a comparison, the Committee chose the
ten States which provided the most complete data. These States included Con-
necticut, Florida. Georgia, Iowa, Nebraska, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennes-
see. Vermont. and Washington.

These States had -approximately 10,000,000 children under 18 and 4,340,500
individtials over the age of 65 in 1980. The ten selected States reported 23,869
actual cases of elder abuse in 1979 kind estimated that an additional 146,182 cases
of such. abuse went unreported. In other words, the States which had such data
said that roughly one out of every six cases of elder abuse goes reported. These
same States reported 227.813 actual cases of child abuse involving individuals`
under the ate of.18 in 1979 while estimating that about 455,665 cases of this same
nature went unreported. In other words, roughly two-thirds of all child abuse
cases are not repertect The combined total of reported and unreported elder
abuse cases was 170.051 and the combinectotal of reported and.unrepOrted child

- abuse cases was 683,478..
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States exhibited me confi on over the definition of the word "case." Some
Even this data, as straightfo ward as it seems, has its problems. For example,

States counted an int as a case. Others appeared to count only thosewhere a file was opened and au investigation was underway. Other States pointedOut that they counted separate episodes involving the same individual as a case.Some reported the number of children served.
... With these- limitations understood, the Committee divided the- number ofreported' and estimated unreported elder abuse cases in these Selected tenStates (170,051) by the number of senior citizens in the States (4,340,500). The

conclusion is litat,approximately 4 percent of, the elderly in these States may bevictims of some fium of elder abuse from moderate to severe. Dividing the totalnumber of reported anti estimated child abuse cases by. the total population in
the selected States (683,478 divided by 10 million), the Committee estimates that''' approximately 6.8 percent of the under 18 population are similarly abused.

Assuming that these figures can be applied nationally, it would appear thatthe incidene4 of elder abuse is not as great as that of child abuse but the level isstill significant. If it is true tha 4 percent of the elderly are victims of such '-abuse as these figures suggest, the onsequences are staggering. It must be re-called, for example, that approxim tely 5 percent of the senior citizen popula-tion is housed in American nursing' onies on any given day although one out of20 will spend some time in a long-term care facility prior to their death. Four
'percent can be translated 'to suggest that one out of every 25 or roughly onemillion older Ameilcans may be victims of sue!'" abuse each year. This figuretends to reinforce a number of Statewide studies conducted in other States, whichhave put the estimate at one-million cases a year.

Assuming the accuracy of the four percent figure and the fact that numericallyi there are four times as many child able cases as adultilbuse cases (170,051 v8.683,478 in the ten States), it would seem that the States should be devoting at
least one-fourth If not more of their protective service budgets to senior citizen
abuses. Measured another way, Since there are 2% times the number of children
as senior adults; the States should be spending 40% of their protective servicebudget for senior citizens. Unfortunately, as pointed out in this section, the
States are spending the great bulk of th6ir limited funds to cOmbat child abuse.' As noted in Table III. the States on the average committed only 6.60 percent of
their protective service budgets to the elderly, with 86.77 percent going to children
and the remainder being spent on adults age 18 to 64.

4These figures outline the disparity thilt exists ana suggests the need for theStates either to increase their funding or to reallocate their resources.
When asked in question 8 for the sonfe of their complaints, the States gavewidely varying answers, Some States sad family members of the victims werethe prime source of complaints, others said hospitals or clinics, still others

stressed polige, lawyers or public service agencies. It is apparent the data is tooincomplete to be able to draw definitive conclusions beyond guying that all ofabove play a significant role in bringing examples of elder abuse to the attentof State Protective Service Departments.
Asked if their State had standardized forms for reporting elder abuse,

States-said yes. (See Table V). Asked for the average time it took them toresolve elder abuse complaifits, the States gave widely varying answers. Four
States said one week and the'same number said up to a year. The greatest num-
ber of those replying said two to six months on the average.

The next series of questions was elesigned to identify the abusers and the `abused as well as to isolate the underliring causes.
In sifting the admittedly incomplete data received from the States, one pattern

emerges. When only related individuals are tallied, the consensus is that the sonof the victim is the Most likely abuser in about 21 percent of all instances fol-
. lowed by the daughter of the victim in about 17 percent of allcases. Third in linewas the spot se of the elderly person. when acting in a caregiving role, with themale spouse s ghtly more likely to be the abuser than the abused. Other rela-tives such as aughter-ht aws and son-in-laws and grandchildren followed indescending order of r en y although most of the States also mentioned nieces,

nephews, siblings, and cousins as prominent potential abusers. Unrelated carytakers who live with the elderly including those appointed as guardians or con-servators were also listed as abusers of the elderly.
.
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The niost common root- cause for elder abuse is stress, seem/king for about 343`
rcent of all Lases, reporkd the States. Psychological problems is next v ith

I ceut.,followed by excessiNe use of alcohol, reN enge, illness, and pm erty, with
diffe 'inf ethnic beliefs also being mentronet.

The uestionifaire completed by the District of Columbia, however, provided
this rose t ""lialetesost all eases, multiple factors can be discerned as the causes of

abuse. CLequently, our figures exceed 100 percent. Physical abuse correlates
highly with
to psychosis)

The final question
elder abuse is increasin
Indiana, Net ada, New Mex
eral States noted that publi
inevitably leads tv nett proteeti

ress and psychological problems (ranging from low .self-esteem
well as alcbholism and drug abuse by the abuser.

ked in 'this section was. Would you say the incidence of
Only set en States sate! no. They NN ere . Hawaii, Illinois,

u, Rhode Island and Wyoming. ( See Table VI) Sev-
wareness has increased recently. They said this

sen ice programs by the States. The larger and
more efficivnt the State program, e greater the number of abuses that will he
found, contended these States. This m be true, however, most of the States said
outright that the absolute number of elder abuse incidents was increasing
dramatically..

The next section of the questionnaire attempted to learn what. methods of
intervention the States employed and found effective in elder abuse cases.

D. IxTerivENTiox
. .

In tabulating the questionnfiires, the Committee learned that slightly over half
of the States have specific written instructions or procedures concerning inter-
veptioi& wh9n elder abuse is found to have occurred. (See Tilble VII.)

Asked what was the most common course of action, the States said to call a law
enforcement officer or to relocate the individual in aidifferent.setting giving 'film
the needed supportive services, Iroiffeally, the States said the methods most used
were the least effective. Asked what was the most effective, the States said coml-

.- sellng and provision of services. While these methods are used they have not been
used with the frequency of other interventions. (See Table VIII.)

Asked what was the gzeatest hindrance to their ability to help ,the abused
elderly, 63 percent of the States said lack of appropriate statutory authority.
Many cited their specific lack of authority to begin investigations unless requested
to do b by the ablised or their familywhich often means the ahuser. Obviously,
this pamdes the protective service worker with a classic Catch. 22 situation.
Cited next most often by the States was the lack of properly trained staff and
other resources. (Table IX.)

When asked what could beedone to improve things, the States again said that
new statutory authority was a must. (Table X.)

Asked about the need to increase public awareness, the States said this was a
good idea, cdncluding that one-third of the public is generally "unaware" of the
issue. No State said it felt the public was "very aware" of the issue while the
majoritk of the States said they Jelt the public was "moderately aware" of the
problem.

Afr
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E. STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

The final section of the questionnaire asked the States whether theirstatutes requite the mandatory reportibg of elder abuse cat. whether theythought the needs of the elderly were being met through existing aw and regula-tions, whether they would favor Federal legislation to establish model mandatory
reporting laws, and finally, whether they would support H.R. 7551 (Rein(roducedas H.R. 769 in the 97th Congress), as introduced in the 96th Congress, otherwise. known as the Prevention, Ideutiticatiou and Treatment of Adult Abuse Act' of 1980.

Only 16 State§ indicated that their current State law requires the mandatory
reporting of elder abuse cases (See Section V). Kansas and Massachusetts have
laws which reoutke such reporting only if it takes place in nursing homes. SouthCarolina has a "failure to report" law which carries a penalty of six month's injail and/pr $1,009 fine for persons found not to have, reported a case. The South
Garolina law also Provides for legal immunity as well as anonymity for the re-porter if that party so desires. Thus, a person with information merely needs tomake an anonymous call or send an unsigned letter to the Protectipe Service
Agendy in order to trigger a full investigation. Several States commented that thiskind of mandatory reporting law is crucial to alleviating the problem of elderabuse which involves 'family members who quite often keep a case from comingto the attention of the authorities.

Asked to what extent the elder Ouse.' problems were solved in their States, 35peyeent selected the word "occasionally" ; 19 percent more said they were simply
unsure how often the needs were being met ; no State said the needs of the elderly'were.always being met ; a few did not respond and the remainder chose the word
"frequently" to describe the response in their States.

The finaltwo questions were posed to determine the State's feeling about pro-' posed Federal legislation to establish model mandatory reporting laws. The over-r-"Whelining majority of the States, fully,83percent, reported that they were in. favorpt such legislation,. Only seven States reported they were not in favor, including:,:Aaska, Connecticut, New York, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah and Washington.(See Section V) The States which said no raised questions about who should bereqpired to report incidents of elder abuse. They suggested that some categoriescould be easily agreed upon such as physicians, social workers and law' enforce-ment officials but others such as private citizens unrelated to the abused, townofficials, 'outreach workers, local welfare workers, the clergy, etc.. could them-selves face criminal sanctions. Other States cast these concerns aside by spellingout that similar fears had been raised but that their laws are seemingly workingwell.
With respect to, the suppOrt of R.R. 7551, fully 75 percent of the States re-sponded in the affirmative with 25 percent-undecided. Inter tingly, no State saidit was opposed. (See Section V). Those who were mid d echoed the senti-ments of North Dakota "which said ; "TO implement th egislation (our State)would need an allocation of approximately $300,000 per year and I can't imaginean appropriation that size passing Congress.",
In stimmary, it is_ clear that elder abuse is a significant problem of growingimportance to the State Human Service Departments. It seems just as clear thatState statutes are, with singular exceptions, inadequate to fully meet the needs of,,the elderly. It is also apparent that States are concentrating most of their funds"and resources inproviding protective services to children. r P

*a.
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1. What is the budget for all
2. Approximately what was

by the DepartmetiVis year?
3. Approximatel What was

by the Department this year?
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TABLIS I
protectiVe services in your State this y ar?
the budget for adult protective servi s provided

the budget for child protective §ervices provided

State
1980 protective 1980 adult protec- 1980 child protec-

services budget tive services budget live services budget

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Conn.ectrcut,
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

, Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky'
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
MasAachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missiuippi
Missouri
Montana
N ebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota..

Oklahoma
Oregon
PendsylVania

/South- Carolina

Rhode Island

South Daltpta
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

.Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Woin g
Disytrmict of Columbia
Puerto Rico

$14, 558, 889
15, 541, 000
4, 764, 619
1, 808, 000

129, 124, 251
13, 333, 978

$1, 149, 541
3, 052, SOO

925,000
108, 000

14, 875, 245
1,307,729

$13, 409, 348
12, 531, 400
3, 668,192
1, 700, 000

12,026,
88, 886, 541

249

18,551, 166
I0,125, 011
2,139, 800
3, 291, 543

1, 194, 268
1,764, 288

60,300
845, 051

17, 356, 898
8, 360, 723
2, 079, 500
2, 446, 492

15, 524, 000 3, 839, 000 11, 685, 000
7, 303, 316 382, 927 6, 920, 389

5, 999, 764
8, 414, 349
2, 867, 461
9,195,039

16, 0, 037
26, 282, 000

1,358, 799 4, 640, 965

i 160.769 . 2,706,692
' 800, 000 8, 305, 039

2, 360, 000 12,137, 000
' 1,169, 637 15, 652,400

2,628, 837 '' 23,653, 173

1, 284, 279
2,453,945

47, 000, 000
86,646 ' 1, 197; 633

629, 958' 41.
1, 823, 987

11, 075, 664
1, 902, 031

52,796, 798
3,400, 721

2, 611, 841
201,605

10, 176,798
400,721

8, 463, 823
1,702, 426

42, 620, 000
3, 000, 000

23, 000, 000 5, 263, 512 ' 17,186, 202
11, 000, 000 663,000 10,337, 000

18, 641, 352 5,141, 406 8, 690,1331

6,462, 378 ' , 971,653
1, 335, 579 41, 287
9,540,966 1, 683, 087

48,230, 190 2,7955, 1
835, 104 , 50U0

5, 490,725
1,294, 292
7, 857, 879

45, 435,052 -
. 662, 829

9,472, 242 1, 377, 423 -8, 095, 219
4,801,057
3, 943,158 573,919 3;369,239

1,755,f24 225,718
2,408,700 150,000

Wt.

Average per State

1, 529, (06
2, 218, 700

14,051, 230 1, 972, 808 12, 598, 412

Note. The States of Minnesota sod Tennesse idld not hale 1980 figures available and thus reported 1979 budget figures .
. -
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3. Can you estimate what portion of your budget for adult protective services
went ttward providing prbtective'services to the edlerly in your State this year?

Percent of adult
protective services Aggregate amounts

1980 adult protect- budget toward spent for protective
tine services budget elderly services to elderly ("\

Alabama,
Alaska
Atizona
Arkansas
California a

Colorado
1 Connecticut' Delaware

, Florida
Georgia
Hawaii

'Idaho
Illinois -

India na. J
Iowa °
Kr sas
Ke itucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi ....,
MIssours
Montana
Nebraska.a .........
Nevada t
New Hampshire
Nevi Jersey
New Mexico
Nevi York
North Carolina ,
North Dakota...

- Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon.-,.,
PennsylRanis
Rhode Island

'Sauth Carolina..
South Dakota
Tennessee

, Texas -,
Utah
Vermont

. VirdrO .. -rrngton
, est t/irginia

isconsin
Viyomfng
District of Columbia.
Puerto Rico ,.,..

Average per State

".
.

,

4

'1

$1, 149, 541
3,052,900

925, 000
108,000

14, 875, 245
I, 307, 729,
,

1,194, 268
I, 764, 288

60, 300
845,051

3,839,000
382, 927

I, 358, 799

160,769
800, 000

2, 360, 000
1,169,637
2, 628, 837

86,646
.. 629,958-

2,611,841
201,605

10, 176,798
400,121

5, 263, 512
663, 000

5, 141,406

c;971, 653'
41, 287

1, 683, 087
2, 795,138

5, 500

1, 377, V3

573, 919

225, 718
190,000

.

-

.

.

b

.

.

c

f
..

°

80:0
16.0
80 0'
60.0

52.0-

87.0
30.0 '

6.0

55. Q

65.0

8.0
60.0
51.0
56 0,
85.0 `

85 0
53.0

52.0
84.0

1:13.

3.0
65.0

- ...

60.0.
32.0
70.0
6.0

90.0

60. 0,
90, 0 -
76.0

I, 972, 808 56.5

L

a

01,1919, 632
488,464
740, 000
64,800

1,
680,019

1, 039, 013
529,288 .

50,703t

210, 610
.

883, 219

12,862
. 480, 000

1,203,600
'654097

2,234, 511

73,649
333,878

1,358,157
169,348

5,088, 399 ;
260,469

430, 950
157, 905

584 992
13, 212

1, 178, 161
: 167, 788

4, 950

032, 767

k 344, 351

203,146
. 144,400

679, 254
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' TABLE III .

State

Aggregate amount
spent for protec °Percent of total Child prolktIve Pe rcentol total

tive services to protective services services.budgat protective services
elderly, 1980 budget to elderly 1980 budget to children

cs;...,..

Alabama ..- $919, 632 . 6.32, $13, 409, 348 92. 1.11 .

Alaska .4, 488, 464 . 3.14 12, 531, 400
3, 668, 192

80.63
Arizona 740, GOO 15.53 76.99
Arkanias 64, 800 3.58 ,.. 1,700,000

88,186, 541
94.03

California..., ' . ._ .., 68. 84,
s Colorado - - 680, 019 5.10 12, 026, 249 90.19 .

Con necticut
Delaware
Florida__ 1, 039, on 5.60 17, 356, 898 93.56
Georg is ; 529, 286 5.23 8, 360, 723

9827. 1881Hawaii . 2,079,500
Idaho._ 50, 703 1. 54 2, 446, 492 74.33 *.
Illinois_ , _.

Indiana , 11, 685, 000
lowf 210,610 2. 88 ' 6, 920, 389 94.76
Kansas .
Kentucky 883, 219 14.72 4, 640, 965 77.35
Louisiana
Maine 12, 862 .45 92, 706, 692 94.39

*44 Maryland .......... ...... ... _- - 480,000 5.27 8, 305, 039
12, 137, 000

91.21
Massachusetts 1, 203, 600

,Michigan . 654,997 A 3.89 15, 652, 400 93.05
Minnesota .: - . .. 2, 234, 511 8.50 23, 653, 173 89.99
Mississippi- - -- - . . - .

. Missouri ` 47, 000, 000 . ..

Montana ' - 73, 649 5, 73 1, 197, 633 93. 2'
Nebraska . 333,878 13.61 1,83 23, 987 _ 74.33
Nevada :,...,. :- . i
New Hampshire

8, 463, 823 76.42New Jersey. 1, 358,157 ,
lieW-Mexico 169, 348

12, 26 El.,

8.90 1, 702,426
44620, 000

8980.72.____\50
Ne1v York 5,088,399 ' 9.64
North C 260, 469 7.66 3,000, 000 88.A

eta .......

....- Ohio . 157, 9 0 5 . 69 A 17,
93. 97

186. 202' 74.72
Oklahoma 430, 950 'I. 3. 92 ''' 10, 337, 000 , 1-
Oregon

- Pennsylvania x - 8, 690, 8311
Rhode Island
South Carolina ... . ... .. ... _-...-....,__ 582,992 9.02 ' 5, 490, 725 ' 84.96 ,
South Dakota 13,212 _99 1, 294. 292 96.91
Tennessee 1, 178, 161 12,35 7, 857, 879 82.36'
Texas 167,704 .35 . 45, 435, 052 94.20
Utah 4.950 .59 662, 829 ,- 79.37
Vermont 44
Virginia ,... 32,767 . 10.90 8,195,219 85.46.
Washington

', 351West Virginia 344 8.73 3, 369, 239 85.44'
Wisconsin
Wyoming 203, 146 11 :57 4, 529, 406,
District of Columbia 144,400 5.99 2, 218,700

981.1141

Puerto Rico
..:. . ,. .. -

- Average perState 679.254 6.60 14, 598,,412 , 86. 77

4.

2 14. fl

,

O.
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TABLE IV

4. Experts have indicated that many elderly are abuseh by their children, °'relatives or caretakers.in obvious as well as-subtle ways. The folloiSawsection
this questionnaire -is to -ask if you have, ever received complaints of afy of thefollowing practices

6
State

Psycho- Material or
Physical logical financial Violation
abuse abuse abuse of rights Other

Alabama X. X.) X X.Alaska X . X X .XArizona X
Arkansas Xe. r X X XCalifornia
Colorado

X
X

X
X

X
X XConnecticut. 4 X -c..- X X X.

..
Delaware ,s, ,....
Florida X- X °X XGeorgia X X X X' Sexual abuse.Hawaii X X. X X 'Idaho X ..X XIllinois. X X -4,.. X

X.4_ Selfnegiect.
X:Indiana X X--, X .Iowa. ...' X e" r ,...-, 5X i X X X

Kansas_ X X_ .-Kentucky_ X ,-- X' - X o
Louisiana _ 4 X X x x._ l Exploitation. p
Maine X X- X X ll .Maryland_ X X X X,Massachusetts. X .
Michigan X X

X -- X X
X. XMinnesota. X

410
X ,

Mississippi X.-, o, X ' XMissguri
Montana

X X_'--- X_ ...v. X ..! ;, 4,...X-- -:,..- No X ,..- XNebraksa zX X XNevada

.3
X..-.

New Hampshire X e ' X
NO

X
Self.neglect.,.. ,!'
Hazardous living Bondi-e

I, lions. .,New Jersey. X X X °New Mexico -rX X X X.- - :P.yew York X X ,X ' X---4 .-- North Catolina X X NZ( X Self-neglect.North Dakota -
JOhio

)Oklahoma .... X .... ..- >,. 7z >L 1
-,-- .

Oregon
Pennsylvania. X tX X i ...Rhode Island' X X...-. xSouth Molina X' X' X . IX

r - r i
Southihak ota X X X Av2 . - 'X s, ,

Texas.. t
Te1)11ftSert

, '
X
X

X
X

X 47 X ° ' Self-neglect.X . ,
Utah , X---- ------- X X X .
Vermont ' . No No ....

',
,.'Virginia ' X X X X- WashIngtpn X X X X r . x eWest Virginia X X XWisconsin X ft X X ' X

t '` Wyoming., X X* X
Puerto Rich -
District ot.Colamblat' X X i(

X- .......... Seeeinfiganbuneset.im.
X .

e.,

a

1.

.
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TABLE V

III. 11 Does your Department have...standardized forms for reporting elder
glyme? 440.

Yes No

*02'

.

. S(ite

Alaska X
X

Alabama

Arizona
Arkansas
Califorma - XColorado XConnecticut_ .

Delaware
Flog Ida-
Georgia --- .
Hawaii X ......--.. Idaho X. Illinois

cIndiana
lows- X
Kansas A

a .1

, .Kentucky a
Louisiana X
Mariner*. , Xjr Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan -. 5ZMinnesota t- XMississippi i XMissouri -- X
Montana X, - Nebraska ' X.
Nevada, X;
New Hampshire X
New Jersey .. .:. . a- X- ... ..... .

- New Mexico --. _.
New Tod.: .. X
North Carolina X
North Dakota_. X
Ohio . - 1

t X
Oklahoma X
Oregon . X,

1Pennsylvania X, ,'Rhode Island__
v. X,t,..-

South Carolina
.. 1 X- .-South Dakota_ .-- X---.'Tennessee ''. -, .. X

Texas -- t
Utah a X. ° .-..
Vegrnpnty

if. ...' '
X- ...

P., Virginia
.09-"' '4 X

Washinaton t......,-,.... X
wi

...
4- x

.. -,, I V4* XWyomie4
District of Columbia ,_re.: X
Puerto Rico

1.-7445 , 14
Total 23ir..-

X, _,.

6

#

2.

0

4
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TABLE VI -

III. 10. Would you say the incidence of elder abu* is increasing?
4

State o Yes

Alabama X s
Alaska X
Arizona X

.

Arkansas ji , X
California -- o

eolbrado _::: X
Connecticut X --
Delaware -,

,---___ __..

Florida 4 ,- X
Georgia. 4 X -.-
Hawaii 4,4 X
Idaho X
Illinois X
Indiana .a. X

\--.._.Kansas
Iowa `X

. X
Louisiana N" X _Maine. , r X ,

'Maryland - S X
Massachusetts
Michigan .

.
,... 4.

: 'X
.....

Minnesota X
Mississippi . .- X
Missouri X
Montana - X
Nebraska -(,

6 X
Nevada X
New Hampshire ., zNew Jersey X
Nev/ Mexico - -s, X ,'' New York__ X
North Carolina X

_ North Dakota_
Sr Ohio. - .

Oklahoma., X
Oregon
Pennsylvania X-.
Rhode Island. X
South Carolina._ 'X

' South Dakotan X
- Tennessee- ,.

- Texas.' 0, .. X
Utah z X '
Vermont J X

Washington .. X
Weft Virginia -X 4-Wisconsin
Wyoming ""' e. X
District of Columbia ' X
Puerto Rico
.... -

Total . .35 - : 7

Note: The folibwing_States indicated that the awareness of elder abuie is IncreasIng:Kinsas,11alne, Maryland, Memo-.
sota, New York, and Vermont.
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TABLE VII

IV. 3. Does your agency have written instructions or procedures concerning
Intervention?

State
Yes . No

Alabama . ° o XAlaska . XArizona A X 40Arkansas XCalifornia
Colorado

XConnecticut XDelaware
Florida --. Xpeorgla
Hawaii . ... XIdaho

X./'t Indiana
Illinois ..

X --------------...... - -- -.
X
--.-4 Iowa

....

X
.. - Kentucky rxLoOlana

-. XMaike . ....
Maryland...At%

...--Massachusetts
-,Michigan X -Minnesota X.Mississippi 42 XMissouri 1- XMontana - XNkbraska. c X .-Nevada XNew Hampshre XNew Jersey XNew Npxico XNew Yo&5 / ' --- X _---- .........North Carolina

P- :( ..4North Dakota - --.
Ohio .--

XOklahoma XOregon .4. ...

&
fennrylvalla X
South Carolina XSouth Dakota

Rhode Island
r

' r
.

IP-
X

,-

Tennessee ... X ATexas 1-- --% C XUtah...,. XVermont
S..' ..Virginia, * '..... .- -I XWashin.ton' ..... X- West-Virginia XWiscorrin XWyon in 7

1 XDistrict of Columbia -r X-Puerto Rico ...,.....--
Total 27 14 .

. .( Note: Neclersey has written instructions for intervention only for rooming and boarding home residents.
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aTASiievlli'
IV. 2. What is.the most effective means of intervention, in your opinion?

State 91

Alabama Family counseling. e
Alaska . . ,

. .
Anima Crisis intervention with supportive services, i.e.,

shelter. .
Arkansas 1: Short-term protective custody. ..
California____. Relocation, financial and legal services.
Colorado Counseling. _

-NConnecticut .
Delaware _____ ______ .
Florida Multi-disciplihed crisis team approach.
Georgia Multi-disciplined crisis team approach. -..

.Hawaii e Counseling with supportive.gervices.
c, Idaho

-7
Counseling and relocation.

Illinois ' Treatment and counseling of individual, and
family plus legal action. 4

Indiana,/ -Counseling.
. Iotva Legally mandated intervention.

Kansas ,
Kentucky ...._ ProviAion of in-home services, relocation. medical
* . services.

. %_' AP,-.Louisiana Mobillwicommunity resources.
Maine ,
Maryland Counseling, temporary relocation.
Massachusetts . --
Michigan - _.1 Provision of services.-
Minnesota -- ..,

iMississPPi
Missouri a,

,

Montana a Provision of services (voluntary).
Nebraska Counseling. \
Nevada: Multi-disciplined crisis team approach. \
New Hampshire Provision of services, utilizing family menthers/

significant others.
.. New Jehey Counseling, relocation, linkage and provtsio ,of

--i services. '
New' Mexico:, t. . Provision of inhome services involving relativ
Nevi Y.cgic '*4... ,
North Carolina Counseling and provision of services.
North Dakota
Ohio Investigation.
Oklahoma Utilizing family membefs and significant ()pers.
Oregon
Pennsylvania____,. _ , Counseling and provision, of services.
Rhode Island - P '
Sopth Carolina Live-in caretaker/homemaker ar relocation:
South Dakota ' ptilizifig family members.
Tennessee Counseling.
Texas r T Intervention and provlsibn of services.
Utah .

Counseling and provision of services.
Vermont

c- Counseling. . '' /Virginia
Washington.! Prbvision of services.

, os'W t Virginia Counseling.
`:-Wisconsitt . -. '..

Wyotabag Personal contact by a social service agency.
'District of Columbia_t. _ _. , Counseling and provision of service's. 4

. Puertb Rico ° -

-

4.
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TABLE IX
,

.6

IV. 4. What barriqrs make if difficult for you to provide assistance to victims
of suspected or substantiated abuse?

Statelack of:
Alabama Staff and resources.
Alaska Statutory authority to provide assists ce.
Arizona_ Denial on the victims part, lack off adequate

resources.
Arkansas Prosecution of offenders.
California___ Statutory authority.
Colorado_ ,. alp Staff and statutory authority.
Connecticut_ Resources, staff.
Delaware
Florida Staff (especially 24-hour on call), resources for

support services.
Georgia ... . Emergency shelters, Statutory authority.
Hawaii_ Statutory authority ; reiources.
Idaho Statutory.authority. .
Illinois Obtaining factual information.
Indiana Cohesive agency with authority ;.too much red

tape.
Iowa , StatutoW authority. .

Kansas_s. '
$entucky Staff; sufficient support from judicial system.
"Louisiana Resources; statutory authority to intervene in

involuntary cases). -
Maine - "

Maryland . Statutory authority.
Massachusetts
Michigan. ..,,_ Resources; statutory authority-to intervene in

involuntary cases. ,Minnesota
-* Statutory authority.

Mississippi Statutory authority.
Missouri .,. Access to victims ; statutory authority.
Montana Statutory authority.
Ngraska.. ° .. Statutory authoiity (especially to remove victim

to safe situation).
Nevada -, , Finances.
New Hampshire Staff and public education ; guardianship law- too complex.
New Jersey__A Funding, statutory authoyity,Jegal mechanism

for emergency intervention.
New Mexico Resources to provide supportive services.
New York Statutory authority to intervene in involuntary

..cases.. ^
North Carolina Public awareness of adult protective service

North
tt s

Isorth Dakota Statutory authority.
Ohio., , Statutory authority ; finances. .
Oklahoma Conimunity resources.
Oregon
Pennsylvania Statutory authority ; authority tct intervene in

involuntary cases. f
Rhode Islalid ' ' ..
South Carolina Emergency shelters; funds; training of social

workers.
South Dakota ___r Statutory authority to intervene in involuntary

itio. cases. . .
-' ktIVennessee . .4.- Resoiirces.

,

. .Texas Statutory authority to intervene in involuntary
cases. -

_- r Utah ...-- ..... Agency cooperation.
7,- Verthont- .

:.fA
2 lid
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TABLE IXContinued
StateLack- of .7-

Virginia Statutory authority to effect change.Washington Staff recognition of problems and programs.West Virginia 'Statutory authority ; emergency shelters.
Wisconsin' e.
Wyoming Statutory authority to investigate/intervene.
DLstrict pf Columbia Statutory authority to investigate/intervene.
Puerto Rico ., /

TABLE X

IV. 5. What must be done to make it possible for you to prOfde assistance to
victims of suspect or substantiated abuse?

, ,State
Alab'ama More emergency shelters ; more available ap-

proved foster homes.
Alaska , Statutory authority to intervene.
Arizona Development of emergencY shelters ; preventive

and supportive services. .
Arkansas ., Staff increase; funding ; prosecuting staff. ...California Prompt investigation.
Colorado Statutory authority ; funding.
Connecticut Assistance is already provided. ..-Delaware
Florida Public education ; initiation 'of, reporting must

be increased. , eGeorgia Funding ; community based services; ability to
respond to emergency cases.

Hawaii_ Establish resources (emergency shelters) ; stat-
utory authority.N-Idaho Statutory authority ; funding ; more spunk
program.

Illinois Non-public awareness of problems, including
information referral for help.

Indiana Statutory authority.
Iowa Statutory authority.
Kansas ,
Kentucky__,. Public support, sufficient staff, 'support from

court system.
Louisiana Staff increase; public education mid support;ft

court support.
Maine Statutory authority.
Maryland A Mandatory reporting law... -
Massachusetts
Michigan Public support : statutory authority; court sup-.

port ; victim coop, .
Minnesota
Mississippi Statutoryauthorityr 1 ( ,... 0
MiSsouri Consent of victim Or

4rdian
if victim is in-. competent.

Montana. Revoke qurrent guardianship laws.
Nebraska Statutory authority for involuntary oases;

funding ; emergency shelters; public educa
Nevada

tio.
, .

-....
ri

New Hampshire .Improve statutes, espevialtv re: mandatory re-
porting, identification of problem.

`,-New :TerSey Statutory authority; funding.
New Mexico . Statutory authority to intervene.
NenWork Statutory authority to intervene in inyoluntary

cases ; designate agency. °
North Carolina Funding ; public education ; services; training.

staff.

,
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TABLE XContinued
'State

North Dakota Statutory authority ; funding.
Ohio_ Statutory authority ; funding.
Oklahoma 'Local resources (guardianship/conservator-

.. ship). -.
or Oregon

Penns3 hat nia Funding ; emergency shelters ; worker protec-
tion.

Rhode island
South Carolina Funding.
South Dakota Statutory authority.
Tennegtee- Alternatives to aging institutions.
Texas,
Utah_

Statutory authority to investigate.
Public awareness, cooperation and participation.

Vermont _
VI rginitt- Public awareness to increase reportings.

ashingtoii. Staff and training of staff.
West Virginia client must consent to aid.

, Wisconsin
Wyoming
District (4 Columbia

9,

Puerto Rico_ ...._

. ,

.7

State adult abuse law must be enacted.
Statutory authority to intervene in involuntary

cases.

4
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V. A SURVEY OF STATES STATUTES AND EFFECTIVENESS

OF STATE EFFORTS
. .

The logical question to pose at this point is "What are the States doing about
abuse of our elderly ?" In order to find the answer to this question, the Corn- .
inittee formulated a survey, discussed briefly in Chapter IV of this report, a
section' of which seeks to determine whether the States have enacted laws pro-.
viding protective serviies for adults; whether existing State statutes require
the mandatory'reporthig of adult abuse cases, whether the States are conkider-
ing legislation to provide for adult protective services and for the mandatory.
reporting of such' abuse; whether the States would favor Federal legislation to
establish a model mandatory re 'porting _ law i and whether the States would
favor the passage of H.R. 7551( (H.R. 769 in the 97th Congress), also referred
to ab the "Prevention, Identification and Treatment of Elder Abuse A'ct."

Before discussing the responses to the Committee questionnaire, it must be
pointed out that adult protective service laws vary tremendously in scope. There
is nuclear guideline establishing what must be contained in a statute, or statutes,
before a State cen say it has an "adult protective service law. "' For example,
some States have laws authorizing the provision of services to abused adults,
but do not require that abuse cases be reported. Other Sthtes with adult protec- ,

the service laws require the reporting of abuse, but do not provide for the de-
livery of services after the abuse has been cited. In reading this section of the
report, therefore, it should be kept in mind that there is little uniformity with ,
regard to the manner in which the States have chosen to approach this issue.

The responses to the questionnaire relating to State activities to protect
abused elders have been tabulated and the results appear in Table XI. A list of
the agencies in each State which are responsible for dealing with elder abuse is
provided in Appendix AIM. What is presented is a very mixed picture but it is
evident that theStates have Just begun to recognize the growing importance of
this issue. Only one State reported having an adult protective service 'law in
place prior to 1973. The remainder of the State laws were passed after 19'73. The
majority of the laws were paged in the last Ave years. ,

As indicated in Table XI, 26 States, about half, have what they consider to
ke an adult protective'ser 'ice law.

Different States, it uld be noted, protgpt.--diffillienOtidividuals. Kansas and
Massachusetts, for ex ple, limit the provision of seevidos.to people in nursing
homes or in medical acilities operand by the State or Federal government.
Other States provide protective services only on the basis of age or physical
condition. For example, Connecticut, Missouri, Vernufht and Virginia provide
protective services only to adults over the age of 60. Montana and Oklahoma pro-
tect those 65 years of age and over and the physically impaired between ,the
ages of 18 awl 65. Although Indiana does not have an adult protective service I
law, it will proilde services to those overalie age, of 55. The rest of the States
provide services to those 18 and over.

The Committee found that many of the States which do not have lawp are
providing protection services on a voluntary basis for bdults under funds they
receive under Title X.X- at 'Social Security. These States include Alaska, Cali-
fornia, Colorado. Georgia, Hawaii, Idahb, Illinois, Indiana,' Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missiksippi, Nevada, New Jersey, New
Mexieb, Ohio, Oregon,'Pennsylvania, RhodiIsland, South Dakota, Texas and theDistrict of Columbia. .

Only Delaware does not have an adult protective service law or mandatory
.reporting provisions, and does not provkle.services for abused adults with theTitle XX funds ft receives. But Delaware is aware of theprobleth and is anxious

.,, . . .. ., . .1 The Senate Specie' Committee on Aging also found this to be true after reviewing theresponses they received from the States on a similar survey they conducted relating to .adult Protective services The findinga of the Senate survey are found In Elder Alive, .
Joint !fearing before the'Special Committee on Aging and the Select Committee on Aging,Dinh Congress, Washington, D.C., June 11,1080, page 06.

4219) .
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Co 'enact needed- legislation. The Delaware Department of Health and Social
Services reported to the Committee:

Delaware does not have an Adult l'rotectiv Services taw, and thus we
have no answers for your questionnaire. .1 bill was drafted by the Depart-
ment of Health and Social Services fpr this gist session of the General
Assembly. It ,was introduced but was not pass d. One o' the Department's
prioritiekfor the next legislative year will be to have the attached bill re-
introduced and,hopefully passed.

Delaware does have an Office of Public Guard an under the Court of Chan-
cery. This office has documented the need loran Adult Pro,,gc Services
Law and a unit within the Department. It is the hope of thiMministration
that this law will be passed.

As Table XI indicates, only 16 of the 26 States with adult protective service
laws. Alabama, Arkansas, ConnectiCut, Florida; Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri.
Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennes-
see. Utah. Vermont and Virginia. indicated that they also require the mandatory
reportg of elder abuse cases. However, there is little consistency among these
State; all td whom is required. to report 'such abuse and what penalties will apply
when they tail to do so. For example, whereas Alabama requires only medical doc-
tors, osteopaths, chiropractors and other practitioners of the healing arts to report
and imposes a WO fine .or 6-months in jail for The failufe to report suspected
abuse, the State of South Carolina requires numerous individuals to report sus:,
pected abuse, inejuding physicians, nurses,. dentists, optometrists, medical ex-
aminers, coroners or any other medical, mental health or allied health profes-
sional, Christian Scientist practitioner, religious healer, school teacher, coal-
senor, psychologist, mental health or mental retardation specialist, 'social and
public assistance worker, or laW enforcement officer, and ter failure to repOrt.
the State of South Carolina imposes a penalty of six months in jail and/or a
$1,2O00 tine.

n the oilier hand, 10 States have adult protective service laws enaeted, but
do not require indhiduals who suspect abuse has occurred to report the incident.
These ten States include Arizona. Kansas,' Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan. Montana. New York, Rhode Island, and Wisconsin.

Of the States (including the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico) withbut
adult protective service bills and/or mandatory reporting requirements, 20.have
sponsored bills in their State legislatures including California, Colorado, Dela-
w are, Georgia. Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan. Mississippi, New Jersey, New
Mexico. New York. North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon. Pennsylvania, Washington,
West Virginia, and Wyoming. Three States, Minnesota, MissourLand Virginia,
all of NN Inch have adult protective. service statutes and mandatory reporting
requirements, have introduced additional measures relating to adult abuse.

Only 10 SOUL*, Alaska, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana,
Nelada, South Dakota, and Texas do not have adult protective service statutes
or mandatory reporting requirements, nor /tny legislation pending cohsidera-
4tion before their State legislatures.

:Aside from determining what the States are doing with respect to protecting
the victims of elder, abuse, the Committee sought to determine what role the
Federal Government might assume in assisting the States in protecting older
persons.

In its questionmire, the Committee asked the States if they would favor fed-,

eral legislation to establish model mandatory reporting isquirements for elder
abuse to be adopted by the States. As Table XII indiFaTes, the overwhelming
majority of the States. fully 84 percent, reported that they would favor such
legislation. Only seven States, Alaska, Connecticut. New York, Oklahoma, South
Dakota, Utah and Washington reported that they would not be in favor of such
legislation. The States which said no. 'raised questions about who should, be
required to report incidents of elder abuse. They'suggested that some Categories
could be easily agreed upob such as physicians, social workers and law enforce-, men( officials but others such as private citizens unrelated to the abused, town
officials. outreach workers. local welfare workers, the clergy, etc., could find
themselves lacing criminal sanctions. Other States,-such as South Carolina, cast
these concerns aside bywelling out that similar fearshad been raised but that
their laws are, seemingly working well. For example, tht State of South Caro-
lina's statute provides for legal tannunity as welleas ,inonymity for the reporter
if that party so desires. Thus, a person with. information merely needs to make
an anonymous call or send an unsigned letter to theolYrotective Service Agency
in order to trigger a full investigation. Several States commented that this kind

4 2 1)Li
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of a,mandatory reporting law is crucial to alleviating the, problem of elder abuse
which involves family members who quite often keep a case from coming to theattention of the authorities.

The Committee found that many of the advocates of Federal involvement in thearea of adult services suggest that one way to encourage States to make
necessary statutory and administritive changes would be to make Fetleral funding
for elder abuse-related programs cqptingent 'on certain State level requirements.
The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act uses this approach in distributingliefunds to the States for child abuse-related programs, and almost every Stat as
come into compliance with the requirements. North Dakota indicated that eralassistance would be necessary to encourage the States to irdiUment elder abuse
statutes: "To implement the legislation (our State) wotild need an allocation of
approximately $30.),000 per year and I can't imagine an appropriation that sizepassing Congrea"

Legislation Was introduced during the 96th Congress which uses this "child pro-
tective services method" to encourage States to modify their elderly abuse-related
law and procedures. This legislation was reintroduced in the 97th Congress as
H.R. 769 (H.R. 7551 during the 96th 9Ongress), the Prevention, Identification and
Treatment of Adult Abuse Act of 1981. This bills if passed, would establish aNational Center on Elder Abuse in the Department of Health and Human
Services, "to develop and disseminate information and materials; conduct re-search, and provide technical assistance for the prevention and treatment ofelder abuse. The bill would also authorize (1) dir e grants to public agencies
and private nonprofit organizations, and (2) State ants to qualifying States,for projects related to preventing.' identifying and t sting elder abuse. The billfurther provides that, in order for States to qualify for Federal fund, thee-mugt fulfill certain requirements, including pvilsions for mandatory'reporf-ing of elder abuse, prompt investigation of stkh reports, and immunity from
prosecution for those who report. suspected abuse; assurances of cooperationbetween State agencies, law enforcement officials, and the courts with respectto abuse cases; and assurances that the abused elder will participate in decisionsregarding his or her welfare.

The Committee asked the States if they could stipfiort H.R. \ 769. Fully 74percent of the responding States-answered in the affirmative NOth 26 percent
- ure. See Tipe XIII.

undecided. Interestingly, -no State indicated they would be opposed to the meas-
The New Jersey Department of Human Services commented that they sup-ported the intent of H.R. 7551, and additional Federal funds for adult protectiveservices program development. However "we are concerned about one of the pre-,requisites for Federal funding, a mandatory reporting system. If creation of a. reporting system precedes program development, crises and abuses will be re-ported without theconcrete support services to remedy theta, thus misleading thepublic and frustrating agencieq."
It is apparent that the States are anxious to begin working with the Federalgovernment/. to develop programs geared toward protecting abused elderly. Themajority of State statutes are ineffective in this regard. Asked to what extentthe needs of the ahrsed elderly are r(er through existing State laws or regula-tions, 35 percent of the States selected the word "occasionally." Nineteen per-cent more sold they "ere slwrivhogere how often the reeds were being met.so-State said the needs of the elderly were always being.unliiigt., A few States. did not respond aril the remainder chbse the word "freque to describe theirexperience.
As is the case with most family problems, there .1( ontiniling controversyover whether the Federal government should get involved in trying to solve the 1elder abuse problem. Some feel that family matters should be under State and'local jurisdiction, or. that families should he encouraged to solve their ownproblems without any government intervention or expenditures. Others main-tain that strong, healthy families are an important national resource and thatthe govetnment should provide assistance and support when necessary, to enablethe family to function optiinally.'

4
Family violence of any kindparent-to-child. spouse -to-spouse, or child-to-parentis particularly abhorrent to many. and it is likely that public pressurefor a Federal solution to these problems will continue.'

. .

I-'Fowler. Jan. Domentie Violence. Flder Abuse. Education and Public Welfare Division.Lihrery of Congress. Cohgressional Research Service. February 6. 1951, pages 6-7.2 Ibid page 7.
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TABLE 42Ci

State , .
Adult protective
service law?

g
'

Yeanpassed

Piriclatory
*offing Legislation
provisions pending ,

Alabama
Alaska 1-1
Arizona
Arkansas... __,...
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois '
Indiana
Iowa .
Kansas ...... _____
Kentucky.
Louisiana__..,
Maine ..
Maryland
Massachusetts 1
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Neveda
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

'
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont -.
Virginia

-

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming.
District of Columbia
Puerto Rico

.....

r

T

r

'

'

-.-

". ,Yes, '
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

. No
No
No
No ,
No
No
yes

Yes
No
Yes.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes -
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

. No
Yes

No
esYes

Yet
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

k...

7

-c

c..

c

1*

-...

r

.

.

1

.

1977

1980
1977

1978

1977

1980 e
1976

1964
1977
1980
1976
1980

1980
1975
1978

1977

1979
1973

1977

19801980
1974

1978

1980
1977

''''
1973

,

Yes No.
No o,
lNa_ .. No.
Yes No.
No Yes.
No Yes.
Yes No.
No Yes.
Yes
No._ ..... Yes. , .
No No.
No No.
No No.
No No.
No No.
No No,
Yes. No.
No No.
No Yes.
No ... No.
No Yes.
No Yes.
Yes Yes.

Yes.
Yes Yes.

NYoes..... --- . rirloo.

No

No _ No.

Yes No.
No Yes.
No Yes.

s.No Ye
Yes No.
No Yes.
No Yes.
Yes
NoNo.._.,

No.
Yes.

No
Nb

Yrieos?

Yes No.
No, No.
Yes ..... __ No.

No.
Yes No_No.
Yes No.
Yes
No

Yes.
Yes.

No Yes.
No No.
No f- Yes.
No. *Yes.
No Yes

,

-

4
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TABLE. XiI,
, r ' NV. 3. Would you favor .Pedera/egislation to establish model mandatory repoit-

ing requirpments for elder abuse to be adopted by the States? If yes, who shouldbe required to report? . .

State Yes No If yes, will:TAP-ON be required to report/- --Alabama X ..._ Social workers, law enforcemept, and health personnel.Alaska X -

Florida

-- -. XXx

X
X

Physicians, serial worker, others working with elderly.

Health personnel, social workers, law enforcement.

County welfaTe{social service department, law enforcement hos.
pitals, physicians.

Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

Any person suspecting/having knowledge of abuse.Georgia
Hawai ..... ...... P' X Health personnel, social workers, law enforcement.Idaho

XX

Any person suspecting/having knowledge of abuse,

Indiana X
Iowa X

Do. -
Illinois Do.

Those required to reportchild abuse:
Kansas
Kentucky . , X
Louisiana

X
Health perionnel, social workers, law-enforcement officers.,

Maine X , .,
Health and legal professionals, State-and local officials.Maryland

Massachusetts_ . X . Health personnel, social workers, law enforcement officers.......
MIchigin X ' ' Do.
Minnesota

-..
Missouri - XX , . Doctors, accountants, nurses.

Mississippi Do.

Montana X .1. Police, investigators doctors.
Nebraska

X
gAny person suspecting/having knowledge of abuse.. Nevada X., New Hampshire

X
Doctors, public in general.

'New Jersey X , Any person suspecting/having knowledge of abuse.New Mexico - , X Staff of Human Service Department.
New York It. X
North Carolina X ...,..-.... Any persqp suspecting/having knowledge of abuse. .
Ohio
North Dakota

Oklahoma ... i X
Oregon . X Area agencies °Raging staff. aPennsylvania ' X ..-.. ...... Should be decided by States._
Rhode Island
South Carolina x

Any person suspecting/having knowledge of abuse.Soirth Dakota X
Tennessee., X Do. ,Texas , X ^
Utah x .
Vermont

t Virginia ... X ..
Washington

XWest Virginia X All social service agencies. .Wisconsin 4.0. x All health; social service, and Outreach workers,Wyoming X All social service agencies.
District of Columbia X ... Health personnel, social works, law enforcement officers. itPuerto Rico

Total 38 -
11.

-410447";
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4 r, . * FABLE XIII., r

V. 4. Would you support the passage of H.R. 7551.. the "Prevention, Identifica-
tion and Treatment of Adult Abuse Act of 1980?"

State Yen No Undgcided

Alabama .. .. .. X. ,
Alaska -, X
Arizona X
Arkansas -X

!Kornis X..
..../Isolorado .... J J X

Connecticut X
Delaware., .
Florida

a Georgia. , X
Ha Will X
Idaho

.....
_ X

illidis ,.. X
Indiana X
Iowa , w_ , X
Karnes 4. 4
Kentucky., .. , X
Louisiana X
Maine_ 3

' .0, X
, ,Maryland . z .../- X

Massachusetts X
Michigan X
Minnesota X 1.

Mississippi
Missouri . #...) Montana
Nebraska X

"Novals .,. - X
New Hampshire i X
New Jersey . X

,
- - -

--'New Mexico X '
New York -' X
North Carolina X
North Dakota .. "X
Ohio X
Oklahoma . X
Oregon ,t , X
Pennsylvania . X
Rhode Islan ,,
South Car ., x_. .
South Da ... X '
Tennesse ..f. -. X
Tesar 4 i,
Utah
Vermont

%

is

X
X

Virginia X
Washington X -
West Virginia -, X. . Wisconsin,. . X
Wyoming .. . 1I., X 1...

District of Coiwnbla .. X
Puerto Rico

. -s r

x

Total 35 0 12

a

, '''' \In sumthary, it is clear that elder abuse iA s a significant problem of g;owing
importance to the State Human Service Departments. It seems just ai clear that
State statutes are with-singular exceptions, inadequate to fully meet the needs of
the elderly. It is also apparent that States are concentrating most of their fund 4,
and resources in providing protettive,senIces to children, as 46 States require
the mandatory reporting of child abus4. What appears just as obvious is that the
States and, the .Federal government inusk work together to improve the protec-
tions available to the aged and prevent them,p0m being abused financially, physi-
cally or psychologicalry. The..States which have successful programs are lasting
reminders that such abuse is not an inevitable congbquence of events woven into
the American fabric of life late in the 20th century. Elder abuse can be prevented

1
and citizens can be protected from abuse if there is but the will to' do so in the
form of iorthrighelegislation effectively enforce&

The following section of this report will provide an overview of Congressional
4.,. \ interestin family violence over the-years. .,

.
, I

, ' Sea,
1.1
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VI. FEDERAT, INT4REST IN rAMILY VIOLENCE'

.
.go . A. CHILD ABUSE

The first aspeCt of family violence /( come to the attention of the American
wpublic a& child abuse.ln" 1874, child a use surface& as a problem wben.a con- t

cerned deighbor ot, an abused g1car old ( ild named Mary Ellen Wilson pleaded
with Mr. Henry Bergh, theounder and presideprof the American Society for `_
the PrZwention of Cruelty Ip Animals (ASPC" to cdme to the ihild's aid.
This concerned neighbor sought the help of the ASPCA-becaust there were laws
to protect animals from mistreatmencbut there wete lio laws fo protect children
from abuse. . . ..'Mary Ellen Wilson had been cruelly beaten and rigidly, confined for the six ,
years 'she lived with her adoptive. parents, the Conpollys. Her report of the .
abusive treatment she sustained as,it appeared in the New York Times, April 10,
1874, follows: ,

IP . . . My father anemother if both dead. I don'frkndw how old I am. I have_
no recollection of a time when I did not liye with the Connollys. I call Mrs. .
Connolly mamma. I have never had but one pair of shoes, but. I cannot rem,

.., collect when that was. I have had no shoes or stockings on this winter.
I have never been allowed to go cut of the room where the Connollys were,:
except in the' rtight time, and theri, only in the yard. I have never had on
a particle of flannel. My bed at night has-been only,a piece of carpet stretched
on the floor underneath Al window, and I sleep' in My, little anderigarinents,

. tvitii, a quilt over I an never allowed to play with any children, or to
,,cit whipping and beating almost every day. She used to whip me with ,,'
have any company whateve . Mamma (Mrs. Conally) has been in the habit

a twisted whipa raw bide. The lvhip always left a black and blue mark
on my body. I have now the black and blue marks on my head which we'd
made by mamma. alidyalso a cut on the left side of may forehead which was
made by a pair of scissors (Scissors produced in court). She struck me with
the scissors- and cut me L.I have no recollection ,of erer having been kissgol
by anyonehave pever bevalrissed by mitmuni. ,Ilave never been taken tin .my mamma's lap And caressed or petted. I rieyer dared to speak M,anybody,
because if I did ,I would get whipped. I havip never had. to my,recollection,
any More clothing than I have atpresenta calico dress and skirt. I have
seen stockings mid other clOttes in our row, byt was not allowed to put_
them on. Whenever mamma went out I was locked up in the bedroom. I donot 'know for wbab I was whippedmamma never said anything to me when
she Whipped me. I do not wafirto go back to live with mamma. because she, beats me so. I latve no recollection of ever being.ol the street in my life:

Mr. Eldridge T.*Getry,*the lawyer who. represefited the A.IPCA on behalf ofthe child. took the case to the Supreme Court and argued that d child was a mem-
ber of the animal kingdpnl and therefore entitled to the-same pmtections afforded
fo animals under the law. Mr'Bergh and Mr. Gerry weresuccessful lu winning
tile case of Mary Ellen Wilson. and the chilffs.legal custodian was fOund guiltyof assault and Battery and elitenced'to one year's imprisonmnt at hard labor.
It was the case of little Mary Ellen which led Mr. Efflritige Gerry, to fotiri the

- . Society fof the Prevention rot.Onuerty to ehildren: 4 r e
- N'` As a result of the palflicity generated by the Wilson case (see NeirLYork Times,

'April 10, 11.. 14. and 22, 1874 and December 27. 1875 in Appendix II of this
report) the State of New Yotit enacted this' country's first child abuse law. The

v . / ,-, 4,
'For the purposes of this report. "family violence" would include child ahuse7N,Seblisealiusr, and any cases, of non-institutional violence against members of a househord. se-...., gardless of age: "child abuse" would be limited to persons ill, to 15 years of age; "adult.' abuse" would Include all thosf. not 'mese IS covered by "child abuse." be. n'l cases in-chiding people over IR years blds. "dome le violence" as used in thejeginintion of 1080is limited to marriedpersons. or arson. living in the same residence and is generally ,thought of 48 spouseabuse. especially vitebeating
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law authorized "cruelty societies" to file complaints fur the % iolation of any laws
related to children and required lao enforcement and court 1411111,11s to ilia the
societies Other,t-ities folloned,the lead of New York. and It 192:. there were 56
Societies fur the Pre% entIon of Cruelty to Children. Because of the gradually,
increasing hoot% enivin of pot eminent into child welfare. the number of these
pri-vate.organizat ions has now declined.

Not only publicity but ad%ances ins medical technology contributed to the
Fe/cognition of child abuse as a widespread and int reusing nroblem. Prior to the
MOO'S, Noe of the 11141111 factors %Illicit prof/Med the prosecutton of suspected
child abusers was the link of scientific e%ideme to determine o heftier physical
injnries were 111 fact deliburatel3 caused or at (-Mental. Howe% er. in the early
20th century, the de% elopment 1,f nu ire sophisticated techniques in pediatric ra-
diology allotted the delet that of 411/1101mal fractures and other tniuriestniach are
cant9ed, by deliberate assault. As a result of the heightened awareness of inci-
dence/4,a child abuse, pilaw remtital gradually increased and led to the enact-
mettt of State laws to protect children from deliberate assult.

gisltOrs by a important broadcasting compan3 Washington, D.C. A pub
In Recembe.r. 1963, child abuse o as first brought to. the attention of

k a n
affaiN documentnr3 and editorial by WMA1, radio and television stations em-
phasized the "dire need to protect children agaitst willful physical abuse." Fur-
ther, the editorial encouraged the introdintioa of legislation %Illicit would man-
date reistrting of suspected n uses of child abuse and grant immunity for doctors
who reported cases in the city of Wvshington. D.C. 011 January 16. 1964. Repre-
sentative Mutter o( N.Y. I. a member of the U.S. House District Committee, re-
spoilthml to this public plea by introducing a 1)111 (11.R. 96.12) to provide for tite
mancitifiItory reporting by ph3sicians and he-tit talons 111 the District of Columbia
of certain physical abuses of children.

The Washington television and radio stittiori"411.A.T,)° continued their edi-
torial sumetrt of this legislation and ill. N1113 ltir4Alentanded that "Congress
should pi ompt13 hold hearings attli expedite passage of corrective legislation.

Although-this bill o as not paseed during the lStli session of Congress. it was
reintroduced hi both the Douse (Multear. if.d. 33941 and Senate (S. 1318) in
1965. On 'September 30, 1965. a bill similar to the original Molter hill was finally
approved by both Houses and signed into law.

Between 19(i3 and 1969. all 50 States passed mane form of child abuse statute,
and all but 4 included mandatory reportii'm requirement. Although lams existed
id all the States to present or trete atom/ children in need of protective services.
few ser% iceslverre- Available to do so. As imidences of child abuse became more
I% idel3 recognized as a soisous and widespread tratioilal problem, the ti4d for
Feeipral legislation and funding became more apparent.

newognizing the need for Federal fillancial support of programs to provide
protection and rehabilitation services for abused children and their parents.
Congressman Mario ,Biaggi (N.Y.) Introduced the first National Child Abuse
Act I H.R, I1l14) in 191 9. This bill provided for the protection .of children under
16 years of age who 1% eresicall3 injured or, threatened with physical injury
by those responsible for7I7lrir care. Additionally'. the hill: (1) required man-

/ datory reporting by doctors. teachers. social workers, and welfare workers;
(2) niade failure to report a misdemeanor ; (3) 'granted immunity to any person
filing a rei/ort in good faith ; 4111(1, 1 14 provided for a child MentifIcation system
through the issuance of a Social Security numh6r to infants at birth.

The media continued to be influential in focusing attention on ,the problems
of child /dome and the need for additional service and legislation to deal w ith

- this serious national problem. (See genies of articles from Detroit' News, Coil
Oriedonal Record. Mayo 22. 1969. in Appendix III of this report). A May 1069
Ni' it Fork,,Times article reported a 80 percent increase In the number of cases of
child abuse reported to the New York State Department of Social Welfare. (See
Appendix IV of this report).'In November 1969. syndicated columnist Jack
Anderstm Ayrote an article describing child abuse as a "national scanda,l that
has 'been Kept in the slow s." Ile cited statistics of ehe American Humane
Society estimating that "10.000 children are beaten. burned. boiled. and deliber-
ately stacked in the United States eat h year by pa rents2relatives and guardians(/'

Despite the continued.public attention to the problem of child abuse, nc( floor
action ,was taken pit the National Child Abuse Act. %Illicit was 'reintroduced in
each session of the Congre-s. On March 16. 1972. Congressman Bitrggj and 26
cosponsors again reintroduced the bill and stated:
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the insidious crime of child abuse and neglect l& Persons responsible
for a cate is the number one cause of death pillow; children under
the age of 7t. . . . In New YOrk City plane . . . the incidence of child abuse
rose 549 percent- from 1969 to 1970. This is only a fractiA of the total.
liol% ever. since the majority of these eases go mreported.

In MA li and April..1973. Senate hearings n ere lAdd before the Subrimimittee
in Chi dren and Youth Of the Committee on Labor,a Mb Public Welfare. These
lien rinks emphasized the need for Federal fluids for comprehensive programs
to provide priitm the sers i es for danisands of abused and neglected children.
Several Members of Congress and expert tt itnesses at the hearings testifleil
flint the legislation was too narro. One Member of Congressipointed out that
"there are lots of horrible crimes committed against persons above the age of
18. There lire lots of old folks being abused"

On January 31. 1974, *he Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act I PJ...
93 247) was enacted to provide Federal financial assistance for the identifica-
tion prevention. and treatment of child abuse and neglect. The Act was amended
by P I. 95 266 on April 24. 1978. and reauthorization was extended unlit 1982.
The original Art prmided for the establishment of a NationalCenter on

idle Neglect to collect and disseminate information on the subject as well
as the incidence of child abuse and neglect Additionally. it mandated the creation
of an advisory Boar(( on Child Abuse and Neglect to assist the Secretary in co-
ordinating Federal programs relating to child abuse and neglect and in develop-
ing Federal standards for child abuse programs.

In the 1977 Congressional Itearlisft-on the "Extension of the Child Abuse
Prevention Act." the enestiQn, of the narrow, scope of the legislation was again
raised Testimony from expert witnesses recommended that the program consider
the entire scope of violence in the family.

a it. Seorsg Anusil

As American society.. began to reclu.lnize and deal with the problem of child
mlnise, it became increasingly nubre evident that abuse of children was not the
only aspect of family violence. Research and attention to the problem of family
violence uncovered statistics such as the following:

Over one million children are abused each, yetir, physically, sexually, or
through neglect, .thout 240.000 children lire, victims of physical abuse and
at least 2.000 of them Ole of their is juries'

In am'y one year, approximately 1.8 million wives are beaten by their hus-
bands. Over 25 percent of all American conples'engage in at least one vIolent
episode during their relationship!.

.In 1077, nearly 20 percent of all murder victims in the United States wererailed to the assailants. Ajiont half of these intra-family nvirders werehusband-wife kihings!
Jn addition to recent research on' family violence issues related to child abuse

and wife heating were brought to the Public's attentiowby the media. This grow-
ing awareness of the prevalence of fondly violence prompted kederal action.In 1977. (luring the 95th Congressfibillse were introduced in both the Houseand the Senate to eNtablish a Federal office on. "domestic violencb" and to makegrants for shelters and nth& projects to assist "domestic violence" victims.(As noted earlier. "domestic violence" as used iu this legislation is limited to
married persobs, or persons living in the same residence; "domestic violence"
is generally thought of as sponse-abuse. especially wife-beating.) The Semitepassed their version of the bill but the House failed to act during the SesW.and the measure died.

In the 96th Congress, hills were again introduced in lipth the HonSe and-theSenate to provide Federal funds for programs to pt -event lomestic Violence, assist
victims of domestic violence, and to provide for the coorciina don of Federal pro-grams pertaining to domestic violence. Domestic violence bills were passed inloth the House and the Senate in December 1979 and September 1980 reSPec-

Heoreventatire 'fro% rottorcamioYmi Record, Deembeer3. 1973 11.-39231."New Light on an Old Problem," U,S Department of Health, Edbeatton, anti Wfifare.1fP7Q
i Straw', Murray A.. "wge Beating How common and Why ?" in "Vletimology: AnInternattunal Journal. Ndveml er 1977. n 443
"FlifTnitorm crime Reports Crime in the United Statea,.1977." U.S Department ofJustice. October 18. 1978. p. It
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tively. Howyer, the final conference report was 'never acted on by the Senate
and the measure again died at the end of the 96th Congress. ,

At the beginning of the 57th Congress, in January 1981. Congressman' Mario
Biaggi introduced the "Domestic Violence Prevention and Services Act," H.R.
1007, which essentially contained the provisions of the final conference report
from the bit's acted on in the 96th Congress. The purpose of this Act is to
(1) incifease participation by States. local publiG agencies, local communities,
nonprofit private organizations, and individual citict in efforts to prevent
domestic violence and to provide immediate shelter, id other assistance for
victims and dependents of victims of domestic violence, (2) to provide technical
assistance and training relating to domestic violence programs, Of to establish
a Federal Inter agency council to coordinate idtaleral programs and activities
relating to domestic violence; and (4) to provide for information gathering and
reporting programs relating to 'domestic violence. Additionally, this bill would
mandate that the Secretary of Health and Human Services conduct a study of

the nature and incidence of abus'e of elderly null% iduals. Sixty-file million (Mars
would be authorized over a three-year period to cam out the purposes of this bill.

C. ADULT ABUSE

Providing se . for abused Anikicans has been approached in (Kflagmented
way ps is -idenced by the various legislative solutions which -deal win selected
populations of vulnerable Americans. A comprehensive legislative solution to
the problems of all vaierable Americanswhether they are %Comm, elderly,
mentally or physically handicapped. institutionalized, living alone in the-coin-
/nullity, or living with othersa as proposed by'Representative Mary Rose ()akar

,in June 2980 (II -R. 75M-). intent of "The Prevention and TreaKent of
Adult Abuse Bill of 1980" tails to proi-ide financial incentive:: for States to enact
appropriate protctiv'e services legislation. since the legislation jurisdiction over
family matters lies a ith the Slate government rather than with the Federal
Government.

'TM purposes of the Adult Abuse Bill of 1980 were to provide financial assist-
ance for programs of prevention, identification and treatment of adult abuse,
neglect, and exiiloitation ; anti to establish a National Center for Adult Abuse.
This bill would provide Federal fluids to States which had mandatory reporting
law,g and Provided fog. immunity from prosecution for persons repotting
deuces of abuse, neect and exploitationStAdditiopally, States must have trained
personnel and services available to abused. neglected and exploited adults.

After II R. 7551 was introduced on June 11. 1980 at a Joint Hearing of the
'Senate and House Committees on Aging, th hill was referred to the Committees
on Interstate and Foreign CoMmerce, and location and Labor. No Committee
action was taken during the 96th Congress, al hough 39 Members of Congress had
cospoiMred the hill.

When the States were asked,ln'a questionnaire (See Appendix I) if they could
support this legislation. the (wentWining majority indicated they could. A
;lumber of-States were undecided. No State indicated their disapproval of thislegislation.

D. ELDER ABUSE .

As noted earlier in this report, the increasing amount of mail received from
senior citizens. aging organizations, and others led the House Select Committee
on Aging to hold four hearings on the subject of elder abuse. The first was in.
Boston. Massachusetts., on June 23, 19;79 with CongreSsman Robert F. - Drinan
presiding. The second was held in New York City on April 21, 1980 with Congress.
man Mario Biaggi, Chairman of the Subcommittee_ on Human Services presiding.
On April 28, 1980, ard hearing was held in Union City. New Jersey, chaired
by Congress tan Mathew Rinaldo. now ranking minority o the - Committee. Afourth hearin was held in Washington,. D.C. sponsored jointly by the House
Select and the . enate Special Committee on Aging. Congressman Clabde Pepper.
Chairman of the House Committee and Senator David Pryor cochaired the hear -
ing. Following are highlights from each of these hearings.

BOSTON
i

Congressman Robert Drinan opened the hearing saying the notion of physical
abuse of the elderly by their loved ones shocks us all but recent studies indicate
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40,
the problem may occur with alarming frequency. lie pointed out that there had
been little-hard data on the topic to date and exi-Assed the hope that this first .
ever Congressional heaiing on the subject could serve to sensitize the public and

.lead to Congressional reform. i . .
f.115

Dr,. Thomas II. D. Mahoney, Secretary_ of the Department of Elder Affairs in
the Commonwealth of Massachusettsteeolicurred that "abuse and nWeet of elders
Is a.very serious problem .. . for the abused elders, their families, and for their
friends, It is also a matter ofgreat chneern to the providers of medical an legal
and social services . . ....we are in our infancy in our recognition of this`problem."

James A. Bergman, regional director of the Legal,Research and Services for
the Elderly (LRSE) ill Boston made the point that until society recognizes eider
abuse as a serious Problem, no serious reforms will be instituted. He analogized b
the problem to child abuse and spouse abase, ioth of which he said were not gen-
erally condoned but they sere not widely condemned either until interest groups-
began to make the issues matters of national importance. He pointedout the ditil- tl
culty in 'getting information about the abused elderly since many of them are
ashamed or unwilling to admit they have been abused. He underlined VI& impor-
tance of this, the first Congressional hearing on elder abuse, saying, "%t he war
against elder abuse is to start, let it start here."

Mr. Bergman reported on the results of his survey which' was sent to about
1,000 professionals in Massachusetts.. Some 34 percent replied to the survey and
of this number 114. or 55 percent, reported coaling in contact with all elder abuse
case or cases within the past 18 months.Significant Ridings of the survey Include'

-1. Almost all professions surveyed indicated that they knew of cases of e:derI abuse, with visiting nurses, hospital social services directors, private social
service ag-encies and home care corporations accounting for the majority ofabuse eitings. /tt

2, Incidents ott4buses tended to be recurring events and not single occurrences:78 percent of the respondents indicat he abuse had occurred twice or
Outside (third party) observation tend,tea to b he primary means of iden-
tifying abuse cases: in at least 70 percent of the abuse citings, someone other
than the victim or his/her family brought the case to the attention of con-

.-- cerned professionals or paraprofessionals.
4. Illy:Meal trauma constituted ever 41 percent of the reported injuries and

--, ' .. included bruises, welts, tints. punctures, bone fractures, dislocations, and
burning. Other types of abuse included verbal harassment, malnutrition.
financial mismanageirlfnt, unreasonable confinement, over . sedatioii and ,sexual abuse.

5. Victims of abuse were likely to be very old (75 and over) vuthertthan younger
... . (60-75).

''' 6. Women were more likely to I bused than men, regardless °Inge.
7. In 75 percent of the abuse el tugs, the vittint had a mental'r physical dis-

ability which prevented him or her from meeting daily needs.
,Ss. In 75 percent of the aimuse citiss, the victim lived with th6 abuser and. in84 percent of the ckiHilks, the abusing person was a relative of victim. -- -1). Almost three-quarters of the surveys stated that the abuser was experiencing-

some form of stress such as alcoholism or (Rug addiction, along term medical. .complaint or long term financial difficulties.
10. Often (in (i3 percent of the surveys), the elder victim was a source of- stress to the abuser. primarily because the elder required a high level of

physical;or emotional care for the abuser (such as perstmal care, preparing
, meals and administering medication) or was financially dependent on the

o abuser.
, . ,, - ... .11. A wide variety of intervention strptegies were described by respondents,

including rgferral to social services agencies, counseling, arrangements ofis -biome serlces and removal of the victim. Temporary or permanent re-moval of the victim from the abuslyesituation was frequently cited,12. 70 iei-cel4 of all surveys indicat4lhat some barrier to service provision 0
was experienced by workers. A particular problem was the refusal of the

.
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viflim to acknowlet the problem or allow corrective action to be taken.
ents cited the lack of egal protection for workers who wish to intervene
Iteisqns given for tiii. "naction were fear of retaliatiop or shame. Respond-

. in the abuse situation. Lack of respite care facilities, temporifry shelters
and protective services for elders Were also cited as barriers in dealing withr abuse cases.

r . . .
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Mr. Bergman de*cribed a dramatic case of a husband and wife who separated,

and yet the wife continued to live with her mOther4n-law. Over time, resent-
. went turned' to neglect and finally to The older woman became a virtual

Kisoner ilk her home. Only ashen faced with eviction because conditions in the
house had so poorly deteriorated as'tb be a health hazard did the victim co-
operate with protective sersice workers. Mr. Bergman said the case typified
mans of the instances Whichihis agency was dealing with 7 .

In this case. as in many others. the older person was not very mobile; she
was somewhat dependent upon the person who was abusing her ; she was
being financially eploited. she was being beaten as well as mentally abused
"nd the abuser herself- also had a very serious problem alcoholism. The

4. abuse continued for a very long period of time. We also see that the victim
was not the, person who reported the abuse case. It was a third party. a
neighbor. The victim did not want to do anything about that abuse situation
initialiy. It took .extended time and contacts with workers before the elder

. agreed to protect herself. Had the workers not been keeping, that regular
contact. the eviction probably would have occurred and the Situation would
unkqbtedly not have improved at all., .

Mt: Bergmaesaid there was room for action at -the. Federal level. First. he
called for snore hearings by the Committee and second. for the funding of some
research in the area by the Administration on Aging. Third. he suggested that
Title XX of the Social Security 'Act be* amended. This program prq-ides 75
percent Federal matching funds to the States for social services provided to low
income individuals through State and local agencies under contract. He asked
that the law bequnended to-anon- the States to use Title XX funds for adult pro-
tectiVe sers ices ayd suggested that.the Federal matching for this one purpose
14-increased to 9(1percent as an inducement to the States. .

Helen O'Malley. also with LASE. saijl in part. "Our findings about the recur-.
.. rent nature of abuse make it likely that we will be, seeing more rather than

less of this -4problem in coining years." She painted the picture of the abused
Oiler as someone quite old (age T.I-80) and likely to be a woman. S t

_lime out of 'four cases involved people with disabilities who were dependent an
cartirnbt care for their owrf needs and that 75 percent of the abused lived with,
thhir abuser. She added that in over 80 percent of ,the cases found. the abuser

. Was a relative. "It looks like abuse. like charity, begins at }Dime." she said. She
stressed the,importance of the statistic that three-fourths of the *users Were
suffering froln severe stress bronght on by alcdholism, addiction. medical or long
term financial problems. She added that victims seldom report cases-70 percent
were reportedly third parties. Also, she said it seems that violeyce can be passed
from one generation to another. "If yoy are an adult and as d child you were
battered. you are li.ely to batter an adult. In families where child abuse is going
on. the child is more likely to abuse the parentAwhen grown,)..I' She closed by
pointing out that caseworkers had great difficulty getting access to victims and

jt. more, difliculty bringing about 'a successful resolution to the problem if the vic-
` ,, tim will tut register a complaint. -

Brian Lanpden. Tfirector of Famjiy Services Association of Greater Lawrence.
Massachusetts. also, began on this same note: how difficult it was to document
emotional said physical abuse of the elderly. He shared with the Committee a

., ,', number of vase histories including a case of a woman who had four sons, fume
of whom would accept responsibility for her care. The sons accused each other_
ot-attenipting to pilfer their mother's estate. 'Social workers were unable to get
thbrothens to agree den on,a plan which would have yrovided few hours df
home health services each week. The woman died for the lac of care and

Werrices. in another case. a (38'-yeaSold mdther could not bring h rself to brifig
charges against an abintive son who stole her properly and ran up huge charges
on her credit cards. The son Fits a. heroin addict who had been in prison but

.,A,,ein iarrassment. shame. and,love prevented the woman from pressing charges.
He ailed the case eif an 86- year-old woman who was neglected. IDwps reported
the .srbtutihectnue confused and was seen walking arosuid the neighborhood

*!..r..,ilritased in urghtelothp; and slippers in the middle of theifinter. Sgked to dif-
felentiate between neglect and abuse. he stAil:."I think as with children. neglect

.becomes abuse. Neglect is the first step toward more serious physical abuse."
Meredith Sarbge. regional 0,111211(18mm, Department of Aging. State of Con-.

necticut. presided .additional case histories including.a story of an 86- year -old
s woman whowps fonnd suffering from multiple bruise§, chained to a metal chair.

, TY- The you -1n law. with whom she lived. was known to be violentand armed most of
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the tithe. He had Served time in prison for attempted murder. The man threatened
police and caseworkers who sought to come to the woman's rescue. Additional
cases were provided by Meg Harttri, a caseworker' with' the Family Service As-sociation of greater Boston and by Ho Ward Segars, a psychologist with LRSE,as well as Rnsss Moran, Director of Elder Services of Merrimack Valley,, Inc.,Massachusetts. Segars commented

I have repeatedly seen middle aged children threatening their parentswith nursing home placement for whatever the reason, whether it is to gqin
control of'resonrees or simply to relieve themselves of the tedious task of
care. I have seen people overmedicated because physicians have said "whenyour mother starts to act up, give her two of these." If two are good, four
are better, and six more is best.

Moran commented that there was a phradox in that families that try to take
care a their relatives are penalized because of lack of suppottive services ortax incentives whereas those families that abandon their loved ones are rewardedby haring Medicaid take care of them.

Karen Myers, an attorney with LRSE, suggested that the Federal government
could play an important role in developing a model adult protective service lawwhich could he enacted by the States. Jacqueline Walker, State Nursing HomeOmbudsman from Connecticut, provided details of the Connecticut law which°is generally regarded as the best aid most progressive in the Nation. She creditedCongressman William Ratchford, a Member of the House Select Committee onAging, and former Commissioner on Aging in Connecticut, for the enactment ofthis reform measure. She s.Od

Sifice the program has been in effect. there has been 'an overload of elderabuse) cases reported to our office. More cases than we ever anticipated.The ombudsmen were astounded% sickened and shocked to see the severityof problems which abound in the community. Problems, which nutil tills time,have been unnoticed by agencies and community officials. °' Ms. Walker presented numerous examp:es of elder abuse which she said weretypical. She noted that almost 1,000 cases were reported during the first yearthe statute was in effect.
Ms. Walker highlighted the importance of the State's mandatory reporting lacybut noted, "we fully realize that there are endless ntimbers of cases which arestill hidden away waiting to be uncovered."'

°
' NEW YORK CITY

In his opening statement, Congressman Mario Biaggi, Chairthan of the Sub-committee on Human Services, described the problem of domestic violence' andthe elderly as "a burgeoning national scandal." .1Ie said that up to now, "abusein nursing homes has received the lion's share Of publicity. As a result of publicawareness, the problem has diminished in scope. Similarly, if prevention of fur-ther cases of elder abuse Is to take prominence, then-it is imperative that sufilz/dent attention be focused on the problem." HO cited a national study by RichardGelles of thetniversity of RhOde Island whb estimated that each year at leastri00,00() persons age 05 and over who live with yodnger members of their familiesare physically abused by- them. .
k. r Chairman Biaggi then called upon congresswoman Geraldine Ferraro to be. the first witness at the hearing. Prior to her election to Congress, Ms. Ferrarohad served as an assistant district attorney in Queens. She founded and waschief of a special victims bureau whin handled crimes involving senior citizensand intrafamilial violence. Ms. Ferraro underscored the point of tow difficultit is to get victims to step forward and press charges

Parents never cease being parents They continue to protect their childrenand shield them from the outside world. That outside world is a particularlythreatening one when it is the criminal justice.system. Among the victimsI interviewed in the district attorney's office was an elderly rouple. whosedaughter and her boyfriend had physically abused them. The abuse includedbeating them and robbing them at knife point yet 0104:wanted the chargesagaihst their daughteLdroppell. Evidently their fear of renented abuse wasnot as great as the emUarrassment caused by admitting that their own (laugh.ter was abusing them and by actively encouraging the criminal prosecution.Moreover, this couple may have felt that were they to cut of ties with their '.daughter, they would leave themselves without alternatifes for livingarrangement's as they grew older.
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Ms. Ferraro added, "Unfortunately, the issue of intrafamiliaiiiolence against
the elderly has been largely forgotten . . . in the formulation ofational policy."
She suggested amendments to Medicare and Medicaid to allow'payment to senior
4-tizen day care centers. She urged that the British idea of respite care be
fidopted in America. Under that plan, families may place their loved ones in
community-facilities paid for by 'the State fowa few days each year to allow the
caretakers to. take a vacation or simply a break from "the stressful situation
brought on 'by intergenerational living arrangements."

Congressman Thomas A. Luken participated in the hearing and began by
commending the Chairman for calling the meeting. He said the very fact that
the hearing was taking place would have a salutary effect. He said the hearing
would help give the problem some recognitfon. "Now that we recognize that
( elder abuse) is, a phenomenon, one which is occurring . . . widely in this coun-
try," said Mr. Luken, "it is for us a mar Of national policy to determine what
the causes are." He suggested reforms: "I think we should consider a legislative
response such as mandatory -repbrting."

Ralph Brewster. Director of the Brooklyn Senior Citizens Crime Victims
Assistance and Prevention Program. appeared before the Committee with sev-
eral case histories. One example' involVed a woman who lived quietly in the
house she and her husband had occupied prior to his death. The woman's mother
became ill so she permitted her to move into the small touse with her. There-
after. a sister and her'son moved in, uninvited. abd carried out a reign of terror
which ended in the victim being forced out of her own home into the street. The
woman had t beak back into the home in the dead of night. The nephew
assaulted th women frequently and allegedly stole her possessions. The woman
hired an att rney who threatened legal action against the interlopers who
finally left. ,)

;6110
Sergeant Joseph Fornabaio of the North Manhattan Police Precinct Senior

Citizen Robbery Unit told of a 78-year-old woman who was repeatedly assaulted
by her 36-year-old grandson which resulted in her hOspitalization on seven
occasions. Despite the fact that he had even assaulted her sexually on several

4 occasions, the woman would not press charges. On one occasion, the grandson
struck her with a cane and on another occasion. he struck her with a metal
leg from her wheelchair. Neighbors agreed to press charges and the grandson
was charged with six counts of assault and robbery. While the case was'nend-
ing. he got out of fail on hail, Went immediately to the victim's house. forced
his way in and heat her up again. He was ultimately convicted and Vas sentenced
to a term of 3 to 7 years in jail.

Lou Glasse, Dilector. New York State Office for the Aging, testified that elder
abuse IS an increasingly import6nt problem. She lamented that :

. . . only recently have we . begun to learn about incidents of physical
abuse and violence against the elderly by members of their own families.
It would seem that the same savagery shown the elderly in the streets by
criminals has perMeated the home. The home, conceived as a place of refuge,
turns out to be a very dangerous place for some older persons. Researchers
estimate that 10-20 percent of families in the United States 'suffer froth

, some incident of family violence and the elderly, once respected and vener-
;rated,. do not escape victimization.

-Mrs. Glasse said she was shocked that 87 percent of New York's protective
service funds were being spent on children. She noted-that only half of the
remaining 13 percent is being spent on the elderly. This disparity was high-
lighted by figures she *quoted earlier, saying "While elder abuse appears less
frequent than spouse abuse according to,Block and Sinnott. it seems at least as
high as child abuse." Mrs. Glasse said she was "compelled to support and advo-
cate" mandatory'reporting laws.

Congressman Matthew Rinaldo. who particip ated in the hearing, commented:
"I ,think you build a case for at least an initiation into mandatory reporting si2
that we dO have a valiNbody of data upon whiCh to project future needs and
services."

,
Barbara Blum, Commissioner of the New York State Department of Social

Services. also -supported the mandatory reporting idea in her Statement to the
Committee. She also recommended funding adult day, care programs, tax and
financial incentives for families who care for4,144.14.ed ones at home,- and the
.establishment of preventive and rehabilitative counseling programs,
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NEW JERSEY

One week after the Ne;' York City hearing, Congressman Matthew Rinaldochaired a similar inquiry, in Union City, New Jersey.'He saidthat while elderabuse is a newly discovered and/growing problem, there are .fe'ivPhard figures
on the incidence of "this most repugnant of_ all violence perpetrated againstolder Americans." He noted estimates run from 500,000 cases of elder abuse tomore than 2 million a year. -

Meyer Schreiber, Associate Professor of Social Work, Kean College, UnionCity, New Jersey, provided the Committee with some case bbitories and a seriesof recommendations. He suggested the Federal government help fashion 'model
legislation to be enacted,,by*the States, that home health care be expanded under °
Medicare and Medicaid, and that States- Implement mandatory reporting laws.He said the Denartment of Health and Haman Services is "in the Neanderthalage" as far as the problem of elder abuse is concerned. He urged the Congressto prod the Department with legislation' which is justified by the' increasing,number of cases even though there are po precise figures on the incidence ofsuch abuse.

BerniCe Mal-Abell, Director of the NewJersey Division of Youth and Family
Services; also provided the Committee with case histories and endorsed the ideaof model elder abuse legislation. Dr. tane Handler, Coordinator of. FamilyStudies at Kean College, stressed the importance of programs such as fostergrandparents which allow young people tointeract with the aged. She advocated.Federal subsidized day care centers for the elderly and any means to reverse and
encourage the extended family Concept in *kmerican life. -Robert FantighWi. Difector of,Gerontotogy at Kean College, quoted nationalstudies as well as his personal interviews with colleagues all acrbss New Jerseyto suggest that elder abuse was an important' and growing problem. He provided
several examples and noted that. with the cost of living rising and more and morewomen entering the work force, the problem of parent neglect and abuse islikely to increase.

Irene Salayi, Director, Glen Garden Ce ter for Geriatrics in Unibn, NewJersey, endorsed the idea of respite care tt relieve families temporarily of theburdens which they carry, often beyond the, Int of endurance. Chairman Rinaldonoted that he had proposed the same idei in his opening statement.
Veronica Kane of the New Jersey Federation o Sailor Citizens, who previously

worked as a senior intern in the office of Chairman Rinaldo had these comments:We must now realize that children and battered women are not the onlyfamily members who -take beatings from their loved ones. The batteringof aged' parents, has joined the rank's- for many reasons, first to controltheir behavior, to force their signature on wills, force them to turn overstocks and bonds or money ih the bank.
Improper care or lack of care, bo,th physical and. medical, like with-holding food or withholding medicine: anti general neglect and even isola-tion at times leading to physical and psychotic behaviOr which results fromprolonged'lack of sensory stimulation. Intense verbal abuse, I know onedaughter that calls her mother who is bedridden every day on the ,phoneand just annoys her by saying,the woman, by the way, is ,bedridden andhas had a stroke, and she keeps saying to her, "you could do something if

you wanted to. You could get up out of bed. Yoh don't need to be a burdento us," and this goes on indefinitely. "You can walk if you want to. You arejust looking for help. You are killing all of us. You just don't avant to doanything," and I have been in her home when this happened and I haveheard it. Then there are threats of putting them in a nursing home, and
even threats of turning them out of their house with nowhere to go.Mrs. Kane said that money had been Set -aside for protective services for abusedchildren and §pouses and now some funds must be made available to did the

elderly. In additIon,, she talked about the need to fill the gaps in Medicare since
increasing health care costs can bankrupt the elderly and put them in a position!,of depending-on loved ones. She said in part:

We must also Idok to take care of items that are uncovered Sly Medicare.This is a problem to.the peOple'who are taking care of them, like eyeglasses,
we give them a atiper to read and they can't see it. They need -hearing aids.
We put a television in front, of them and they can't hear it, and we give them
nutrition programs. but no teeth to eat the food with, anIf they also nbed pre-scription drugs, 'which we thank God we have here in New Jersey.
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James Penneiiiii, Director of the New Jersey Division on Aging, recommended
the enactment of mandatory reporting laws as well as the creation of a National
Center for Elder Abuse modeled on the National Center on Child Abuse. He called
for more detailed studies to provide better data on the Incidence of older abuse.
Edith Fleshner. Director of Bergen County's Adult Protectiq Services Program
told the Committee that they are confident there are a great many more casds of
elder abuseparticularly 'of financial abuse of the elderly than are reported each
year, She said : .

We believe this is flue to the absence of protective service' legislation which
would mandate the reporting of suspected abuse ; designate an agency to
investigate all cases in Ishich abate was reported ; and grant immunity to
both the reporters and others Involved in the ipvestigatory process. The'pro-

, vision of legal protection and procedures would encourage concernedItersons
to report suspected abuse.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

In June 1980. the House and Senate Committees on Aging helejoint hearing;
on the topic of elder abuse. Chairman Lawton Chiles of the Senate Aging Commit-
tee, said, "I wish this was one hearing we didn't have to conduct." He said was
sure the vast majority of older people are receiving the needed help from their
families and friepds. However, he said, "we still know that there is a problem
and it.seems to be a growing one." Ranking minority member Pete V. Domenici
also expressed regrets in having to deal with the matter. "Unforipnately, though,
the syndrome of the battered elder appears to be quite prevalentsome studies
reveal that it rivals child abuse in frequency."

Senator David Pryor who co-chaired tlfe hearing also noted that "eider abuse
may occur as frequently as child abase although he said the studies are by no
means conclusive on this point." He noted that in times of high unemployment and
inflation. experience-with child abuse indicates the incidence of abuse increases.
He. said it was likely the incidence of elder abuse follows a parallel course. He
noted that he recognized the problem when he was Governor of Arkansas and was
instrumental in having the State enact its adult protective service law.

Chairman Claude Pepper of the House Select Committee on Aging described the
results of the Committee's questionnaire to police chiefs :in America's majorcities.
The preliminary conclusion from the study was that the problem of elder abuse
was a serious. probleln rind, becoming worse all the time. He gave this example
sthich was submitted by the Atlanta Chief of Police :

Mrs. M is 60. Mr. B,.her son, is 27. She has proseeqted him four times for` .

simple battery of her. He does not work', she is terrified of him and does not
let him know where she lives. She also is very worried and concerned that
he cannot get ongoing care as an in-patient.

Senator John Heinz snow Chairman of the Senate Committee on Aging) said
it,was indeed shocking to learn what the Committees had Imeaveted

When a daughter-in-law Wks somebody in a closet or feeds them dog'
food, it is a shock. When sOme father is threatened with poisoning by his
son, it is a shock. When a caretaker blackmails an elderly person out of all
their life savings, it is a terrible, terrible abuse. We don't want to know
about these things because we don't want to really believe they happen. But
they do, and those are the family siphons in the closet that must see the
light of the day ; otherwise, we will never be able to address the problem.

Congressman John Paul Hammerschmidt said in his opening statement that the
Committee should maintain ,a sense of perspective. Ile reminded the Committee
that instances of elder abuse are the abberration and not the norm.

Congresswoman Mary Rose Oakar called elder abuse a "most serious national
problem" noting that she had been working for more than two years to do some-°
thing about It.

It really is a national disgrace that we have a child abuse law but we do
not have an adult abuse law. I am not just talking about the older Ameri-
cans, I am talking about the handicapped, mentally retarded, battered
women, and so forth.

She went on to describe H.R. 7551, the reform legitrlation which she has au-
thored along with Chairman Pepper.

Congressman Charles E. Grassley (now in the U.S. Senate) said
Recent data suggests . that many of the dependent elderly receive any-

thing but love and compassionate care. The extent of such callous and in--
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huniareatinent is not yet well documented buff there are indications thatit ma broader in ficope than was suspected a few years ago.Congressman Marc Marks, now ranking minority member of the Subcommitteeon Health and Long-Term Care, iilsosuggested that the problem may be far morewidespread than originally realized. lie suggested that there are currentlystrong disincentives in MediCare and Supplementary Security Income benefitsto having the elderly, perSon live with their childien. which he said vreates ten-sions which make some sort of abuse more likely. He suggested that appropriatetax credits be created to encourage multigenerational
Congressman William Ratchford Mid the Committee that Connecticut's elder*abuse law evolved almost by accident. lie had been named chairman of a blueribbon commission to investigare.nirrsing home problems. Out of that commissiongrew a amber of recommendations which, were implemented in law, including:t nursing home ombudsman law which mandates repo?ting of abases which takeplace in nurshig homes. The ombudsman is empowered to investigate complaints."We then disCovered that probably there was greater abuse in. the community,"said Congressman Ratchford. He continued :

One particular 'case was responsible for the passage of Connecticut's _elderly abdse statute. In Middletown, Conn. it was discovered that a grand-mother thing in a tobacco road situation. laid been- chained to her bed forthe better part of 2 years. That was the family's way of coping with senility.In addition to the chaining. she had been physically abused and there wasevidence of bruises of long-standing on her body.As a result of that, Connecticut passed an elderly abuse statute 'which- mandates reporting. which allows the appointment of a conservator, which-,000,60,4t. we did in this particularscase, and which obviously allows for prosecutionwhere it is necessary.
The witnesses at the hearing included three victims of elder abuse as well astheir counselors or caretakers and a number of experts who have 'conductedelder'abuse studies. Testifying first was Mrs. X of MassachusetIK aecompaniedby Merrilyn Collins, a protective service worker from Lexington; Massachusettsand James Bergman, Director, Legal Services for the glderly,Boston, Massa-;husetts.
Mrs. X who is 79 years of age, described the pattern-of abuse she receivedfroifCher 45-year-old daughter. the latter being a bright, well educated personwith h Master's Degree in social work from Harvard University :My husband died 19,,years ago. The house where we lived became mine,exclusively, furnispings and other materials included. My younger daughter,Who had two unfortunate Marriages, was welcomed by ns and helped inevery, way we could, with her and her children. This began over 18 years'ago. The past 3 years, things have gotten steadily worse. My daughterlocked me in the garage and left me there for more than an hour. She alwaysparked her car behind mine in the garage so I could not get my car outexcept by her permission: She insisted upon a weekly time schedule of whenI wanted my car In or out of the garage and she would become very upsetwheriever I changed the schedule.

One morningshe told me I could not use the bittfinximor.the kitchen any,more. I called the Mental Heap
Association immediately and reported this.The doctor e called my d# ghter, aml,'whatever transpired, being barredwas never kentioned again.

Whenever I tried to cook a meal she would appear and fail the gas off4001 remove the grills so the only way I could cook was to hold the panthe right distance over the flfilne. Also, if she found me using the electrictoaster oven. my food was tbron on the floor and the toaster oven was re-moved and bidden for several days. She posted a time schedule on the kitchendoor as to when I could use the kitchen and the time allowed me was too'short to cook a meal
During the winter months, the temperature in my, bedroom was between52 and 04. I had an electric heater. but during freezing temperatures outdoorsmy room never seemed:to get warm enough for any length of time. I had tokeep my room locked at all times for fear of what she would de to the con-tents if she got in. Once she got in, I would find things missing. Several timesshe.locked rpe out of the house. One pf those times it was very cold and snow-ing with ice on the ground. I had to get to a pay station to call a friend tocome and get me. MY dEughter's treatment of me kept getting worse. Always

's
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hurting me. physically and mentally ; kicking me, pushing me, grappling with
- me, telling one to get out. at one time throwing a drawer down the stairs at

tele, calling me names, telling me I belonged in a nursing home and why didn't
I go to one. I leas not included in family festivities for any of the holidays.
She told me I mas senile and paranoid and my brain was all shriveled up.

Next- to testify mas William Jones from Washington, D.C. He told the rommit-
tet.' that five years after his wife's death, he needed assistance with his financial
affair., because lie conld no longer make out checks. He said his son interfered
and entered his name on,Ins father's checking account. The father said that there-
after he was given virtually no money to live off of :

had only one meal a day and I had to live off greens and turkey wings
all week and the next week was chicken wings and noodles. which had
maggots in them. they finally got sok. I had to fend for myself. (M)y son
shoe ed me over a chair and told me he wasn't going to do anything for me.
I told hem I mas human and don't be doing that to me. Be said he didn'ecare.

Accompanying Mr. Jones was Delores Roberts en adult ,protective service
vorker in the District of Columbia. he testified as follows :

As Mr. Jones stated. he came to our attention through a cousin of the
family \oho stated that he was being exploited, abused, and neglected. When
I wont out initially to see Mr. Jones, he was very fearful and was reluctant
to let me into his home. When I did enter the homeLhe home was filthy; it
was infested with mice and roaches.

He also showed me.the guns. He had seven guns in his house, where his
son had threatened to use them on him if he let anyone come into the hguse.
The mail in the house was stacked so high because the son did not allow him
to open his mail. Not only that, but he did in fact push his father around.

Also, he would not allow him his moneys from a passbook savings account
that he had in the hank. The day I was there, he showed me $7 that he had
been saving for months. Ile.Said that just in case 'an emergency would hap-
pen to him he would have at least the $7.

Mr. Jones' retirement checks were mailed diiectiy to his bank and placed
Into his account, but all the mithdrawing was done by the son. What we did,
I had the banjt put a red tag bn his passbook in close off his account until
we were able to go down to the corporation counsel's office and take out ac
protective order on the son. Afterwe did that, we removed Mr. Jones from,
his home to a relative that kept him for a short period of time, until we were
able to find placement for him.

-Mr. Jones went to court. Of course, his son said that he was crazy, that
he had hallucinated, he was old and senile. he would run around and wander
in the street ; but a psychiatric examination proved to the contrary.

We petitioned the court for a conservator and now Mr. Jones does have
a conservator. The court ordered Mr. Jones'oon out of the home, ordered him
to turn over his passbobk. At this point, Mr. JonesprobleIns have been
solved, but fir. Jones is not the duly one.

I have worked with the Protective Service for 10 years. I have worked
in a nursing home and I worked there 7 years. and I have seen so much abuse
to our elderly it is just pathetic. You would not believe soiree of the things,
some of the horror stories. . . . I had a ease where a ladya mother-in-law
as a butter of fact, SO-some years old, paralyzedwho was sexually abused
by her son-in-law for 0 years. lt,took one a year and a half to get her to admit
that to me. He also hit her on the head with a hammer when she would not
give him her money or would not want to have sex with him.

This lady would not leave the home; she had not been outside in years,
and she was fearful of 'leaving the home. Finally, when I just ,insisted
the law said you cannot force anybody to go anywherebut this was one
time that I insisted and 'made other arrangements, and I moved her into
another lady's home. and that is where she died.

Then, the other day; I went out on a case where there was an elderly man
who was lying on a mattress with the springs coming through the, mattress.
Ills apartment was infested with roaches, so many roaches it looted just
like a beehive Atli the bees on it. tend they were just crawling all over him
and he was laying in his own waste matter.

This kind of thing. I just cannot see why the community would let human
beings live this way, neglect our elderly. It jnst makes me sick to see things
like this and d wonder how I can go on with the cases.
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Last year, when Congressman Pepper had his hearings, I did make a state-
ment that I thought there should be a protective service law, there shouldbe a mandatory reporting of anything that you seewithout reprisals. Iwould like to say to yon gentlemen today that.the faster you can get a laW
to protect the elderly the better, because I have seen 18 years of alakse and.
It is on record in my office. Every case that comes into our office is abuse,
neglect, exploitation, or all three, and it is not isolated to the poor. It is the
rich, the affluent and the poor, the rich and the middle income. It is all the
way across-the-board and we cannot get any help.

Also appearing\was Mrs. Z, a 92-year-oldwoman from California, accompanied
by Marcia K. Standley of San Jose, California, an adult protective service worker,with Santa Clara County.

-.Mrs. Standley described how Mrs. Z and her elderly sister fell under theInfluence of a caretaker who abused them physically and financially. Mrs. Zhad had a stroke and was hospitalized. After six monthsdin a coma "she wasin a nursing home and she was very fortunate to have recovered fully with all
-her physical and mental faculties," said Mrs. fistindley. Mrs. Z also learnedthat she was now a pauper. Through trickery and deceipt, the caretaker hadobtained the power of attorney of the two sisters,changed their wills to makeherself the beneficiary, took their jewelry and possessions, and obtained titleto their house. Upon investigation by proteCtive service workers, the above factswere uncovered, Mrs. Z denied signing -over her home. or signing power ofattorney, or giving away her jewelry and other property. Ultimately, the matterwas resolved in court with the court appointing a guardian to look after theaffairs of Mrs. Z and to recover h r property.

Suzanne K. Steinmetz. Ph.D., of th University of Delaware, testified, descrlb-ing'her on-going study. Dr. Steinmetz elivered a thoughtful presentation savingher sharpest words for those who seemed to minimize the importance of theeider abuse problem :, a-

It was stated earlier that the family indeed provides very good care tothe elderly person, and this is true in most cases, and-that those individualswho abuse are psychopathologically ill, mentally ill. Ma? I refresh your
a.e r memories that this is exactly what we said about pax nte who abused theirchildren, they were pathologically Ill, yet sqltsequent studies show that whilesome Of theln Were, most of them were as normal as you* and I. We thenwere told the same thing about the men who beat. up their wives. Again,

the studies show that. like with child abuse, it is a series of circumstancessuch as frbstration, inability to cope, lack. of mhey, and so forth, t 'bat leadto the abuse.
. I think It is Important.that. we not label people who abuse other people

as eatholOgically ill. We live in a /30ciety where the use of violence is per- "fectly acceptable in a large number of cases. We grow up being socialized
to use viqfencqvwhen we are big, when we are right, when we are older, andwhen we have the law on our side. I think this acceptance of violence toresolve probleIns is, in 'Art. the reason why e see so much 'abuse beingused to resolve a problem. .

Another point I would like:to clear 1 is the co ment, 'There is'not thatmuch',abuse lo elderly by their child ' Well, how much is that amount?-..t Can you imagine the headlines tomo tv if it were anpounced that only7 percent of the people in this hearing lapped, hit, killed, screamed or threw. something at each,pther? I mean stir that would be astonishing. Or better'yet, If it came out in the newspaper at in yoar latest meeting at church.last Saturday , or .Sunday or whatever night, that only 4 percent of the
church members hit each other. You would think that was outrageous, and-,yet when It happens in the family setting It is not looked at as bad. ...- Jim Bergman again made the point of the liblior4ance'of mandatory, reportinglaws whIckftiso give immimify from suit to the reporter. He said:. . There is no question that we have barely touched the surface of elder. -. itlip cases. South Carolina's experience, and Connecticut's experience. haveshown an immediate leap, in the number of reports, once mandatory report-" ing laws have been passed and implemented. I think Connecticut in the firstyear that it was beginning to get its program underway, had approximately1,100 cases of neglect. exploitation. abuse, or abandonment. In the secondyear, the numbers are going up higher. There is no question thatcmore re-ports will come in. A key to that is public inforrnation.lImmunity, for re-
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. porters is important ; in fact, it is critical. But, public information, just as
. in spouse abuse cases is the most critical factor becatise unless people know

there is a remedy available, they do not act to protect themselves.
Professor John J. Reagan, Dean of the Hofstra School of Law, Hempsteii, New

York, testified about the importance of guardianship and protective services for
the elderly. Re noted thfit most'States lack adult protective service laws4tid
lacked mandatory reporting and immunity provisions. He pointed out that the
States anti the Federal government must act.to help the elderly because they have ..,
!Tither the capacity nor the means to challenge an invasion'of rights. He noted
t*at through Title XX-fif-the-Seeial Security Act. the Federal government is
already in the business of providing protective services, however. he said it was

imeessary to adjust regulations under this program to encourage the States to
institute adult protective service programs.

R. Bryan Tilley, a legal services developer in the Office oyi Aging, State of
Arkansas, told the Committee about the implementation of -Krkanstis 1977 adult

6 protective services statuteHe said it was expected that his agency would receive '
about 300, complaints of elder abuse each year but in the first 5 months alone,
some 320 cases *ere received. He estimated that the caseload will run in excess '
of 1.000 cases each Year. Mr. Tilley provided the Committee with several case
histories of substantiated abuses.

Elizabeth Lau of the Chronic Illness Center in Cleveland, Ohio alsoprovided
case histories. She briefly 'described the elder abuse study which she completed
along A ith Jordan Kosberg. ,associate profeNor of socialwork at Case Western
Resene Unhersity. She noted that initial studyas triggered by the revelation
that about 10 percent of her adult clients were abused in some way. She said

*about her study
We feel that probably our stufiple was underreported because we were

using case workers' memory to identify those abused persons. Only 15 per-
cent of on people were abused in only one war. 72 percent were abused in
two to fir wars. We included physical abuse, severe neglect, psychological
ahuswincl ding verbal assaults, threats. isolation, and material abuse
which We have heard about today called exploitation, theft, or misuse of
money, belongings. or property. Others had their rights violated by being
forced to move from their residence to a nursing home or other residence.

My. Lau endorsed the same remedies as :Trend other wrfftesses: mandatory
reporting of Mispected abuses, immunity from suit for those persons required to
report abuses, and a Statewide system with capability to launch immediate in-
vestigations and ,to provide services to the abused aged.
.-lary Hill. assistant administrator of the century Home in Baltimore, Mary:

land was the final witness bf the day. She described a kind of financial abuse
which occurs in nursing homes. Most Medicaid patients receive $25 a month in a
personal spending allowance. Upon entering a nursing home, the patient will
'decide who is to control this money. In most cases, relativesltre asked to so.
In the (Ilse where an individual is not competent. his or her money is collected
by representative payees. Mrs. IIill described examples Of families who unfortu-
nately'lately are not asinglhis money for the benefit of the patientthey are converting
the money to their own use.

In summary. these four hearings again/emphasized the growing importance of
the problem of elder abuse and pointed out that it has not been addressed effec-
thely in all but a few States. The bearings reinforced the need for legislative
action at both the State and Federal level and began to provide some consensus
as to the shape that sucli.reforms might take.
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLU ONS

The evidence accumulated by the Committee in the con e of this first nationalinvestigation into the topic of elder almise leaves little doubt about the seriousnature of the problem. It is widespread and it is grewing. The case histories inSectionl of this report do ivt make pleasant reading, No cue likes to think thatchildren and caregivers sometimes strike their elderly parents or wards orthreaten them at gun point to yield their meager social security checks. No one-likes to think that the senior parents sometimes are being deprived o'r their basic.constitutional rights of that therare beingpsyehologically assaulted,,by theirloved fines. However, the shocking fact$ must be faced: These and other abuses dooccur and with a frequency that UV have dared to suggest.
k The case histories provided in Section I are shocking in isolation but theiraccumulated weight is devastating. The effect of these examples is amplified bythe fact that hundreds of similar cases can be found,in tiles of the Select Com-mittee on Aging. The suggestion is that the examples contained liereinpare typicalrather than a' selection of the most horrible cases which can be found. Furtheramplification is provided in the statements of adult protective service workerswho suggest that thousands of additional cases exist in the community waitingto be discovered. The Committee was impressed with the number of such workersWho spontaneously and independently used the phrage "the tip of the iceberg"to describe the number of elder abuse cases discovered in their States.As noted in Section II of this report, there are atleast 14 different categoriesof support ,for the Committee's conclusion that elder abuse is a widespreadserious and growing problem. The Committee's hearings. of course, are a-primesource bf support for the conclusio which ate stated in this report. The hun-. dreds of letters and cases received )y Members of Congress and referred to theCommittee on Aging are another urce. The Committees- questionnaires to 30police chiefs: to home health a cies and to State Protective Service Depart-ments add reinforcement, as do newspaper exposes and numerous studies by uni-versities. The testimony and hearings before State legislative committees, GrandJilrY investigations and hwestigations by the U.S. Postitt Service all help to createthe picture of a desperatetproblem which can no loitgey be ignored.While it is not comfortable for Athericand to admit that 'abuse of the elderly. by their loved ones exists at any level, the facts cm:mot be ignored. The data as-'sembletLikthis reftort has served to provide a fairly good portrait of the peoplewho are likely viefimeof elder abtife and of those most likelnto perpetrate it.We know. f6r eumple, that most incidents of abuse are recurring events ratherthan single oectiefiahees. The'vicams are 'likely to be vent old. -age 75or older.Women are more.likely to be abused thuntmen. The %Reams are generally in a-"position of depentlency7Ithat is, they -are Yelying oil others (and generally onthose who abuse them) for and protection, leappears'that physical abuseincluding negligence is the last category :accountingter one-third of all casesfollowed by financial abuse which accounted for Mau onequarter of all cases.The categories of viohition of rights and psyghological abuse followPd, however,nuyne;ous cases were found where all founorthese categories were represented. °It seems clear that victims seldom report crane abuse to the authorities. Morethan 70 percent of all cases frere reported by tffIrd parties. The elderly w,ho areabused are often ashamed or may-not want to bring trOuble to their children orthey may fear reprisals if they complain. Some seniorsdo not h e the physicalability or sometimes have been deprived of the opportunitpttve ster complaintsby one means or;quothey evenif they wished to do. so. Even ith the heftedresources at their dispOni, the States have cenlirmed that east 50 'percent-of, the complaints about er abuse are substantiated, while 30 percent were notand the remainder we inconchtsive. This suggests that co plaintsOf ii frivolous.nature are not a common phenomenon.
The likely abuser will undoubtedly be experiencing mat stress. Alcoholism,drug addiction, marital problems and long-term financial difficulties all play--w (2311)a I I
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part in bringing a person to abuse his nr her parents. The son of the vict m li..
the most likely abuser accdunting for about 21 percent of tin. instances. followed
by the (laughter of the victim in about 17 percent of all cases. Third in line was
the spouse of the victim when acting hi a caregiving role, with the male spouse
slightly more likes to be the abuser than the abused. It is so interesting to note
that those who were abused by their parents as children are ore likely to abuse
their aged parents. ,The theories concerning why elder abuse exists are likely- to be debated by
social scientists for yeamio conic, The Committee could not find aly one single
'answer. However, a few generalizations appear to be possible beyond pointing to
stress as a common denominator. To some degree, the problem has been caused
by modern antibiotics which have been deyeloped since the Second World War.
Modern miracle drugs have had the effect of extending the life span so that more
all( more people are living longer and longer. However, those, who live longer
suffer from an increasing number of mental and physical disabilities. Those who
would have died twenty years ago are living today but they require tremeuodous
amounts of medical and supp9rtive services.

In other words. the phentimenoti of large numbers of disabled, frail individuals 1
of advdnced age is a new one on the American scene. Combining this factor with
declining birth" rates and galloping Inflation le% to the conclusion that fewerit
and fewer people are going to be supporting wre and more Elderly disabled
relatives and having-a tough time doing it. Thi is particularly true in as much
as expenses associated with caring for p`areuts in heir advanced age generally
coincide with the costs of college education for one or more children.

Environmental factors and the lack of eortmninity resources both. play apart in
cretin-jig a climate in which the abuse of the elderly exists. Son) factors.point to
the fact that the United Stat6 has developed no consistent, comprehensive policy
with respect to the treatment of the infirm e'derly. Family members which wish
to care for their loved ones at home received no help from the State or Federal
government. Those who 'neglect their familial ditties are rewarded by having
the Medicaid program intervene to care for their loved -ones. Moreover, the
Medicaid progrdin Ram be indicted on the grounds that it attaches the stigma of
social worthlessness to,tijose who accept its benefit% and because of the program's
bias:in favor of institutionalization instead of home hetilth ca, alternatives.g,alternatives.

In addition to all the above there inevitably will be fa rs of personality.
which enter into the equation. Some old people are simply; lot very pleasant to
be around. The same ran be,said for some youn neople. Through whatever acci-
dent of gentles or enviromnent there will Always be those who will provide pro-
vocation and those that will strike out with or without provooation. There are
some old people who Continue to threaten their middle-aged offspring as Infants

. which sparks, resentment and there are some offspring thatinfantilize or patron- 4
ize.their parents. Inevitably. in many families there will always he individuals
interacting atvarions ages who seem to be on a collision course. When this hap-
pens. gene rally one of the *milli. Inambe.'s enexs the fension by leaving home.
In the case of young "adultir this solution workg, out fine but there is no similar
escape available either to the infirm elderly who tfre in a dependent position, nor
he tbere tiny escape for the peOple they depend upon.

.
From the evidence collected in this report and from the experience in the study

. of child abuse it would seem safe to offer yet anolier generalization. Domestic
,problems in general increase whenever the family eperiences financial problems.

In times of high unemployment and high halation, the incidence or elder abuse, ..
like the incidence of child abuse. spouse abuse and violent cri .eowill continue
to increase. It is, therefore. extremely important that measures

\
are undertaken vim.-

to deal with the problem before it mushrooms. . .

This leads us to.draw some conclusions about the. performance of the-States.-----
- As noted ill Section IV, the States are just beginning to recognize the importance.
' ,of the problem. The average State spent $679.254 for adult protective services

specifically to senior citizens as contrasted with an average of $12.6 million for
child protective services. It is true that there are 21/2. times more children in the
United tatei; than there are senior citizens which suggests that at least one-third
of State,protviive servIces:montes should be allocated to the elderly. In point of

, fact, the average Stare has committed 86.77 percent of Its budget tnichildren and
6.60 percent to senior citizens with the emainder going to provide protective
services to adults betweett the ages of 18'and 64. This is a serious and unjustified"
balance.

. . ...
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The above comparison between child abuse and adult abuse would not be corn-
,. plat) without some effort to compare the incidence of each. As,noted in Section IV,

the Committee collected the data fOr 10 States learning that one out of sixelder
abuse cases are reported as contrasted with one out of every three child abuse
cases. In these 10 States, which had approximately 10,000.000 children under age
18 and 4,340,500 ovefthe age of 05, the Committee developed actual reported and
estimated unreported casas for both segments of the population in 1980. It was
this computation from 10 States which was projected to the nation in general to
reach the supportable conclusion that 4 percent of Or elderly population may be
victims of some form of elder abuse from moderate to severe. The same co4oputa-
tion suggests that the incidence of abuse for children is higher at 6.8 percent. In
short, elder abuse does not appear to exist with the numerical frequency of child
abuse (nor should it since there are 2% times more children than seniors) nor is
the incidence of abuse as jiligh. Nevertheless, elder abuse is obviouslynm more
hidden problem since fewercases are reported and there is no one whb,will
quarrel with the statynent that the potential abuse of one million people, or 4
percent of the entire senior citizen population, I§ a problem of staggesing
di nsions.

e analogy to that much maligned institution, the American nursing home,
again provideeperspective. If the Committee's figures have validity, conclu-
sion is that the potential abuse of7the elderly by their loved ones in eir,own-
homes comes close to equalling the entire census of American nursing homes on
any given day in 19811 While turnover of.some patients in nursing homes compli-
cates matters, it is enough to say that a level of physieitT, financial and psycholog-
ical abuse exists among the elderly who, live at home with their caregiving
dependents which may equal or exceed he levels of rearor perceived abuse in,
nursing homes. It was instructive to note that in case after cdse the abused elderly
either at their own Initiative or more likely at the instance of caseworkers, were
removed to the comfOrt, care and safety of a nursing home, This may suggest
either that the quality of nursing home care has greatly improved over the past
few years or that by comparison they offer a more therapeutic less punitive
atmosphere.

The data in this report also leads to the conclusion that there is some roo. for
the Federal goVernment to act to help the States provides protective services to
their senior citizeds. Federal legislation in the area of child abuse has paid hand-
some dividends compared to the papcity of effort which preceded the enactment
of the Child-Abuse Preventiob and Treatment At of 1974. Irseems obvious that
the Fedpral government could play a similar role in the analogous area of elder
abuse.

The Congress must act in order to help the States and stimulate them to
improve their own statutes and,t.he protections they offer the infirniand depend-
ent e'derly, The alternative is tat the number of ross abuses as so graphically
reported in Section I of this report will increase as rapid pace. The decision to
take action May have a lot to say about how rut re generations will judge the
greatness, the spirit and the values of American ci ilization.

/9-1490 Q - BI - 17
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VIII. POLICY ALTERNATIV S

It is 'apparent that a coordinated attackon several fronts is necessary if there
to to be an3 hope of limiting the, number of elder abase cases In the future.
ously, the problem is so widespread 'and nuis,,so deep that it can never fully be
eliminated. However, because so little is teeing ddne at the present time at either
the State or the Federal level, even a modest refotin` effort can have significant
and far-reaehing results.

The basic recommendation of this report is that the Federatgovernment should
assist the States in their efforts to deal with the pervasive prqieiem of elder
abuse. This need not involve tremendous new expenditures of Federal funds. For
example,- the Child Abuse program after which one Federal reform effort is
patterned has had a salutary effect in encouraging the States to deal with child
abuse at an,expenditure in 1974, when the program irk started, of $4.5 million
annually to $22.9 today: Moreover, it is obvious that the Federal govern-
ment can do much at no cost by removing technical impediments in Hie law oK by
reversing incentives in Federal programs such as Social Security, .Supplemental
Security Income, Medicare, Medicaid, and Title XX. which preseuillt3 serve to
break down the extended family and create the .cLimate which fosters abuse of

)the elderly. .
A number of different approAehes are suggested below. These options are not

necessarily mutually exclusive. Federal options are listed first, followed by policy
alternatives for the consideration of State and local governments. and finally a
third category of regmatnelidations for action in Matters tangenHal to elder abuse
which the Committee discovered in the course of this study.

A. 'FEDERAL OPTIONS

State advocates of Federa'1 involvement in the area of proteeth e services for
elders suggest that one way to encourage States to make the statutory and ad-
ministrative changes would be to make Federal funding for elder abuse-related
programs contingent on Certain State-level requirements. The-Child Abuse Pre-
vention and Treatment Act uses this frimroach in distributing funds to the states
for thild...abuse related programs, and tilthost every State hp come into compli-
ance with the requirements. The proposed Prevention. Identification. and Treat-
ment of Elder Abuse Act of 1981 uses this method to encourage States to.modify
their elder abuse-related laws .and procedures. This would bean important step
in controlling unwarranted violence against the aged: Therefore:

1. The Congress may wish to enact A.R. R. 769, the Prevention, Idevrntific,ation
and Treatment of Elder Abuse Act of 1981. This bill Would create a Na-
tional Center on Adult Abuse under the Secretary of Health and Human
Services to compile, publish, and disseminate information about programs
and special problems related to adult abuse, neglect, and exploitation;
and conduct research into the causes, prevention, treatment, aMnationa-
incidence of adult abuse, neglect, and exploitation. The bill would also
Provide assistance to States which provided for the reportirtg of known
and suspected incidence of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation; have
in effect a law which provides for immunity from prosecution for persons

7 reporting incidences of abuse, neglect, and exploitation.; provides that
upon receipt of such a report an investigation will be initiated and steps

--taken to protect .the abused, neglected or exploited adult;ehave in effect
administrative.prAcedures, trained personnel; institutional and other fa-
eilitifis, and multidisciplinary programs and services to deal effectively
with 'the special problems of elder abuse, neglect, and exPloitation; pro-
vides for the confidentiality of records; provide for the cooperation of law
enforcement officials, courts, and appropriate agencies ptoviding human
services; with respect to special problems of adult abuse, neglect, and ex-
ploitation; provides, that the least restrictive- alternatives are made avail -.
able to the abused, neglected or exploited adults; and provides that the
abused, neglected, or exploited adult participate in decisions regarding
his/her welfare.

(242)/
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Birperts and State ,officials almost universally agree that the provision qf
more soda services to families Avho are.caring for an older person is essential.
They contend that more home health services,personal services such as bathing

.nadAressing the older persons, homemaker services, home - delivered meals. adult
day care, and respite care (short-term total care), would help les.sen the family
stress that can result froin.constantly responding to the needs of a dependent

*nifty member. TO accomplish this, therefore :
2. The Cdngress may wish to amend Title III of the Older. Americans.Act to

require the States to give priority to families with dependent elderly
. members when alloting access, legal and in-home serviaes.

3. The Congress may wish to amend Title XX to liberalize the income eligi-
bility. level for caretaking families. -At the present' time, eligibility- for a
wide variety of social services is limited to $81 and AFDC recipients, in-
dividuals, and familial who have incomes less than 1,15 percent of the
State's median income, adjusted for family size. -This criterion alone i
excludes many, families who, despite 'their ineligibility, may not be able
to afford these services on their own. e 0

4. The Congress may also with to amend Title XX to include emergency
shelter for elders as.* protective service. As the law'is now, written, pro -
tecti've services, can ioclude emergency shelter for children, but neither
the-law nor the regulations prpvide for emergena shelter for, elders.

5. The Congress may wish to amend the Supplemental Security Income Pro-
gram (SSI) to require that benefits not be. reduced 'when eligible indi-
viduals are living in the household of another indivitldal and receiving,
support or iixkindmainterfancefrom that pert-coat,

6. The Congre may wish ;to amend. the Medicare an'd Medicaid programs -
to eliminate the limitations placedc.in beitekts,Vrid,,,services to elderly
persons who live at home,and are cared for by famitylmemberscin addi-
tion, Congress may wish to 'amend Medicare s'o that senior citizens could.
elect to be covered'overed lor expenses ,o,E dailcare in lieu of some:of their' home
health care benefits currently authorized by law..

7. The Congress may wish to cotsider the enactment of certain tax incen-
tins to encourage families to care' for their elderly in their own homes,
such as tax credite to those who care for a dependent' older family
member in .their= own

eir homes to accommodate a dependent pelson.
8. The Congress may wish to consider authorizing respite care as reim'

burseable `uncles the Medicare program. Payment could be authorized
for a two-week stay in a nursing home each year' for senior citizens who
are certified as need of medical nursing care, supportive services and,
24-hour supervision. This,- would provide relief for family members who
are making theeffort to are for their laved Ones at home.

1. 9. The 'Legal Service Corporation Act could be amended to permit legal
assistance to be provided for elders' who have been physically abused in
privdte tomes rather than licensed institutions. At the presentlime, legal
services provided by the corporation are restricted to civil- matters.

B. STATE Min TACAi. OPTIONS

In. the area of State law, the most important change according to many ex-
perts, would be provisionsjor mandatory reporting of suspected abuse, prompt
investigation, by a designated State tigency, and immunity from prosecution for
those who tg ebild abase,

a* but only 16 States have mandatory reporting laws for srpected.tnstaneeli of adult
abutit.' Therefore : e

10. The-States miy wish to consider enacting legislation incorporating the
provisions included=-in A.R. . 769, the proposed."Prevention, Identification
and Treatment of Elder Abuse Act of 1981," as introduced in the U.S.-
Congress.' - ,

°that' needed changes in State lap* according to those familiar with...the area.
include more specific tailoring of civil-remedies, such as restraining orders add
vacate orders, alsocial services such as emergency shelter, to situations litvolv=

1 Fowler. Jan. Pomeato Violence: Elder Abuse.. Library of'Congreaa. Congressional Re-
seareirService. Education and Piddle Welfare Division. February 6. 1981. page 6.

,
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ing sometimes frail, noliambulatory elderly persons living with relatives. Better
coordination of State-level programs, including social and protective services.
legal aid programs, and senior citizen-oriented prOgrams, is also viewed as bur
portant in detecting and intervening in elder abuse cases. .

Ma4 advocafirfamily counseling befere the decision is made to take an elderly
relative into the home. Some families may not realize the extent of the demands
that will be placed op them when they assume the care of a dependent. sometimes
impaired, older person. They may need to be educated as to the physical, emo-
tional, and medical needs of. older people and what community services mightassist diem. It may also be necessary to teach all family members how to interact. , and solve disputes in nonviolent ways. Therefore :,

11. F Meg' who are censiderirtg assuming the responsibility of caring fora- endent older family member may wish to consult with their localarea gency on aging to determine what services may be available to'assist them in'this effort, and thus, reduce many of the stresses asso-
ciated with caring for an older person unassisted.

1

C. RELATED POLICY StfdazsvioNs

A significant num%r-of the abuses perpetrated against 'the elderly reported bythe States occurred in board and care facilities. Bdarding homes are a new classof health care facilities that have proliferated following the enactment of the,
Federal SSI program. Following the enactmernt in 1972, the States began trans-
ferring thotisands of mental patients from State mental hospitals tosuch facil-ides, placing the residents on the Federal SSI rolls and placing them in boarding
homeS. One motive was cost savings'since it costs the States in excess of $30,000
to provide for an individual in a State mental hospital. Another motive vas
Supreme Court decisions which required the States either to provide treatment to
those involpntarjly committed or to release them. At any rate,the result has been0.
that there are more patients in boarding homes than there f& in nursing homes.
There may be five times as many boarding honies as there are nursing homes. Asi
seen from several fires over the past two years, in which 130 people havellost their

-livesrtaany, boarding homes are unsafe.
Most boarding homes are converted facilities which were once hotels or nursing

homes which could no longer meet fire safety standards. There is evidence thatbecause there are no Federal Ininimum standards and only sparse State.stand-ards, boarding homes now present far greater public health problems thlin donursing homes.'The House Select Committee on Aging' as tontlucted four hear-
ings on boarding home problems to date. These hearings, as well as the findjiigq inthis report, suggest ;1 12. That Congrebs may wish to consider initiating a full-scale national

investigation of boarding homes and related problems.In both boarding homes and nursing, homes, thousands of elderlypeoPle have
social security, veteran's or other pension checks which are used in part to payfor their board and care. In the case of patients on public assistance (Medicaid)
all but $25 a month from these checks is applied to the cost of their stay in the'facility. The $25'rs reserved as a personal spending allowance. In the case of non-public assistance patients, there is qften a great deal of money in such checks.which may or may not be turned over to the facility depending on the person's
other sources of income. In either case, if a patient cannot -manage his or her ownmoney, a representative payee is'4esignated to cash the checks and use the moneyfor the benefit of the patient. Unfortunately, there is abundant, evidence that. these designated representative payees oftendo not use the funds for the benefit
of the,elderly as required by law. Therefore :

13. The Congress may wish to call upon the U.S. General Accounting Office
to determine the extent of this problem and its implications by conduct-ing a study of 'this matter and to report back to the Congress within ayear.

_

The White House Conference on Aging, to be lalld November 30 through Decem-ber 5,e19S1, wtll address a variety of issues related to the elderly. One emphasisof the gonfer6nce is expected to be the relationship of older Americans to theirfamilies and -the effectiveness of family and community support systdms.Therefore: .
246bljpbw 14. The Congress may wish to encourage the Conference to include the issueof elderly abuse on their conference agenda, with attention to be givento an overview of what is how known about the problem, its possible

causes, and ways toprevent it, -

.
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ix. ArPENDIXES

''APPENDIX I

QUESTIONNAIRE ON PROTECTIVE SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY

" Therelbas been a ireat deal of publicity in recent months regarding
the financial, psychological, and physical abuse encountered by older
kneritans at the hangs of their loved ones -- sons,'daughters, relatives
and caretakers. Some States have responded to this problem by establishing
special units within existing departments to respond to complaints of
elder abuse. Other States have expanded the coverage of existing adult
protective services to include the elderly'as fn need of services. The
purpose of this questionnaire is to gain a better understanding of State
activities with respect to protecting victims of elder abuse.

BACKGROUND IRFORHATION

1. Does your-Department have an office responsible for providing adult
,, protective services and assisting abused adults? Yes No

"If yes, what is the name and address of this officer

2. What is the agYAWe range of adults that are eligible to receive protective
services in your State?

3. Are these services available to all regardless of income? Yes No
If no, explain:

I. BUDGET AND RESOURCES

1. What is the budget for all protective services in your State this year?
$ What was it in 1979? $

2. Approximately what was the budget for adult protective services pro-
vided by the Department this year? $

What was it in 1979? $

3. Can you estimate what portion of your budget for adult protective
services went toward providingprotective services to the, elderly
in your State this year?
In 1979?

I

0 Approximately what was the budget for child protective services pro-
Vided by the Department this year?-$ .

yhat 1ms it in 1979? $
... ,

5. What is the total number of adult protective service employees (in full
time equivalents) hired by the Department?' , 4
Now many are clerical? Paraprofessional?
Professional? -

. .

6. What is the salary,of the chief of the Adult' Protective Service office?

$

7. What is the average,salary of the professional adult protective service-
workeet4

' 8. What requirements must an individual. meet before they can qualify as.
an adult protective service worker in your Statelp

6
.

.

Minimum education requirements Yes No
Minimum Training es No
Prior experience -
Pass exam
Good moral character

es No ,

---- Yes -----No

O

Is a license required? . Yes No. If yes, which office licenses
workers? *
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011. POWER AND DUTIES

1. . What are the basic power and duties of the Department witti respect to .
the proVisiqn of adult protective services?

Could you please send us B copy of your State Statute together with
any deanery theree'vhich you may havel

2. Is there any legislation currently pending consideration in your
State which. would unpjct on the provision oradult protective services?

Yes No.',Wries, could you please send us a copy of the
proposed lijiDatiOn?

III. ABUSES

' 1. How many cases of adult abuse came to the Department's attention in
1980? In 1979?

2. What percentage of these cases involved persons over the age of 65?
X,

3. How,many cases of child abuse came to the Department's attention in
1980? In 1979?

4. Experts have indicated that many elderly are abused by their children,
relatives or caretakers in obvious as well as, in subtle ways. The
following section of this questionnaire is to ask if you have ever
received complaints of any of the following practices:

A. 'Physical Abuse - This includes deliberate acts leading
to,iniiiry of the older person, such as beating, with-
holding medication, food'and personal care necessary
for their well-being. This also includes "neglect,"
such as the excessive,use of sleeping medication or
alcohol to make the older person who heeds constant
watching more manageable.

B. Psychological Abuse - This includes verbal assault
and threats, provoking fear and isolation. This
type of abuse usually preceeds physical abuse. It me
may involve the threat of unnecessary nursing'home
placement or various other mistreatments. Yes No ,

. -
C. 'Materql or Financial Abuse - Inoludes-Aeeft

1-----7-1---omeaeyorp0apropertY. The apson nt of a
conservator who does itt handle an older person's
estate in their best interest. Yes No

D. Violation of Rights - This includes being forced out
of one's dwelling or being forced into another setting
against the older person's will. Yes No

E. Other - Explain:

yes No

5. Of the 'elder abuse you encountered this year, how many involved: 1

Physical Abuse. , :

PsyChological Abuse
financial Abuse
ViOlatipn of Rights
Other

%S
--%

%
%

. .

What percentage of the el r abuse cases that came to your attention . I
were substantiated? XOnsubstantidted? 1
Incohclusive evidence

1/4

:1,, fli. ,
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Is It'yotir opinion that a significant Ambit- of elder abuse cases
' go unreported? Yes No. If yes, what number of cases
-would you say wFirr.inrepOT-i-4 in 1980?
In 1979?

Of the elder abuse cases you estimate go unreported, how many would
you say involved physical abuse? S Psychological abuse?

S Financial Abuse? a -, %
'LViolation of Rights?

0-
9. How are complaints of elder abuse brought to your attention?

10.

Investigation initiated by protective service .

worker. %
Co-worker

. .
------w

Member of the
___.!_ii.!_ii

Subject (self report) % l .

Private agencies (Specify)' ------%
Public agencies (Specify) S
Hospital or clinic
Police S ,
Lawyer 5
Other S .
Would you say the incidence of elder abuse is increasing?

No.
Yes

11. Does your Department have standardized forms for reporting elder
abuse? Yes No. yei, may we have a copy?

.

i -12. What is the average length of time for resolving elder abuse cases?
One week 2 to 4 weeks 5 to 8 weds 2 -6 months

to a yF _More than7i-War.

What percentage of elder abuse is perpetrated by relatives? S

In cases where family members or relatives commit.such abuse, what
percent of them would you Ties are perpetrated. by each orthe
following.

Husband
Wife
son 4"10*

daughter
daughter -in -law

son-in-law
Grandson
'Granddaughter
Other relatives (Specify) mve,

14. What percentage or elder-abuse is perpetrated by caretakers unrelated
to the abused?

In cases where caretakers unrelated to the victim commit such abuse,
what percent-of them would you guess arEr perpetrated by each of the
following;

Unrelated conservator/guardian S
Live in caretaker

--
Other (Specify)

15. In your opinion, what were the underlying causesawhich resulted in
abuse of the elderly?

Abusive,behavi or is a reponse to stress
Abusive behaiiai- is a form of revenge

(abuser abused'as a child) .S
Abusive behavi or is a repgnse to, 1 ackof,community

'services % I

Abusive behavior is a response.t; alcoholic problems
Abusive behavior is a response. to psychological problems
Other (Specify)

%3

w.

ti
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IV: INTERVENTIONS

l. When an incident of elder abuse is reported, what types of action,,
are most frequently utilized:

(

Notification bf Police .

authorities

Relocation (either temporarily
pr permanently) of abused or
abuser from place where abuse
took place

Counselling *ith those
involved

Linking thosq,involved with
needed services such as:

a) Medical
b) Housing
c) Financial
d) Legal
e) Other social

services

Never Rarely Frequently Always

Other, specify

2. What is the most effective means of intervention; in your opinion?

'

3. Does your agency have written instructions or procedures concerning
intervention?* II'

If se, may we have a copy of them?

. .
4.' What barriers makelt difficult for you to provide assistance to

victims of suspected or substantiated abuse?

5. What most be done to make it possible for-you.to provide assistipce
to victims of suspectelpor substantiated abuse?

AO

6. To what extent is the generalNpublic in your state.aware of the
problem of elder abuse and the work of your, office in this regard?

Very Aware Moderately Aware . Unaware.
. '

V. STATE AND FEDERA REGU1ATION

1. Does your state have a law requiring mandatory r of elder abuse.?
Yes No. If so, may we havgia copy? -76 s , could-you,characterize

hors effective this law is?

2. ,Baled on your experience, tp what extent arg the needs of the elderly
met throughexisting state laws or regulations?

Not at all
Occasionally
Frequently

. Always
Do not know

S

:S
3. Would you favor Federal legislation to establish model mandatory

reporting requirements for elder abuse tobe adopted by the States?
yes No. If yes, who-should be'Fiquired to report?

t
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4. Enclosed is a copy of our bill, H.R. 7551, "Prevention, Identification,
and Treatment of Adult Abuse Act of 1980," and a statement summarizing /,
its provisions. Would you support the passage of this,measure?

Yes No Undecided.

VI. REQUEST FOR FURTHER, INFORMATION

1. Will you please provide the Committee with typical case histories
of elder abuse which have come to your Department's attention?
Please feel free to delete, names of individuals or protective
service employees if you so desire.

2. Has your State produced any pamphlets or literature addr ssed to
senior citizens providing guidance with respect to elder
abuse? Yes No. May we hove a copy if such dathrial exists?

3. May we have a copy of your latest annual report?

4. Would you be willing to testify before the Hbuse Select Committee on
Aging if hearings.are once again scheduled on the issue of elder
abuse? Yes No.

5. Is there someone-you might suggest we contact for further information
. on this issue?.

Please reboil this questionnaire along with additional information and
case histories by August 15, 1980.

House Select Committee,onAging
U.5: House of Representatives
369 House Office Building Annex,II
Vashington, D.C. 20515

OUR SINCERE THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE.
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APPENDIX II

New York Tires Articles on the Mary Ellen Wilson Case, April 10, 11, 14,
and 22, 1874 and December 27, 1875.

The case of "Little Mary Ellen,"
New,York, 1874

ito

.1

1. Henry Bergh takes the case to court

New York Times. April 10,1874

Henry Bergh (1811-1888) was founder
(1866) and president of the Society for tbe
Preventiqn of Ouelty to Animals.

MR. BERGH INLAAGING HIS stuns OP
USEYULNESS Inhuman Treatment of a
Little Waif Her Treatment A Mys-

tery To Be Cleared Up

It appears from proceedings bad in Supreme
Court . . . yesterday in the ease of a child
named Mary, Ellen, thargrftHerghdoes not
confine the humane impulses of his heart to
smoothing the pathway of the brute creedal
toward the grave or elsewhere, but that he em-
braces within the sphere of his kindly efforts
the human species also, On his petition a special
warrant was issued by Judge Lawrence, bring.
ing before him yesterday the little girl in ques-
tion, the object of Mt. Bergh being to have her
taken from beuresent custodians and placed
in charge of some person or persons by whom
sbe shall be more kindly treated. In his petition
Mr. Bergh states, that about six years since
Francis and Mari Connolly, residing at No.
315 West forty-first street, obtained possession
of the aw from Mr. Kellock, Superintendent
of the Department of Charities; that her parents
are unknown; that her present tostodlans have
been in the habit of beating be: cruelly, the
marks of which are now visible odEkr person;
that her punishment was no cruel and frequent
as '(o attract the attention of the residents in
the vicinity of the Coneellys dwelling, through

_whom information of the fact was conveyed to
Mi. Bergh; that her custodians had boasted
that they had a good fortune for keeping lkr;
that not only was she cruelly beaten, but rigidly
confined, and that there was reason to believe
that her keepers were abouftto remove her out
of the jurisdiction of the court and beyond the
limits of the State.

Upon this' petition, Judge Lawrence issued,
not an ordinary writ of habeas corpus, but a
special warrant, provided for by section 65 of
the Habeas.Corpus act, whereby the child was
at once taken possession of and.brought within
the control of the court. Under authority of the
warrant thualranted, Officer ,McDoupl took

court yesterday. She is a WO Gale girl, with
the child into custody; ceand lodud her in

indicating menu mental capacity,
bin with a careworn, Stunted, and plematurely
old look:Her apparent condition of health, as
well as her scanty wardrobe, indicatefl that no
change of custody or condition could be touch
for the worse.

, t

In his statement of the case to the court Mr.
Ethridge 1'. Geny, who appeared as counsel
for Mr. Bergh, said the child's condition had
been discovered by a lady who bad bete on an
errand of mercy to a dying woman in the house
adjoining, the latter asserting that she could
not die happy until she had made the child's
treatment known; that this staterent had been
corroborated by several of the neighbors; that
the charitable lady who made the discovery of
these facts had gone to several institutions in
the vain hope of having them take the child
under their care; that as a last resort she ap-
plied 'fb Mr. Bergh, who, though the caseAsoweasw
not within the scope of the,special act to pre-
vent cruelty to animals, recognized it as being'
clearly within the general laws of humanity,
and promptly gave it his attention It was
urged by council that if the child was not com-
mitted to the custody of some proper person.
she should be placed in some charitable institu-
tion: as, if she was to be returned to her ores-
ent.custodians, it would probably result in be
being beaten to death. ,

The Connollys made no appearance in court,
and on her examination the child made a state-
meet as follows: My father and mother are
both dead I don't know how old I at I have
no recollection of a time when I did not live
web the Connollys. I call Mrs. Connolly
mamma. I have never had but one pair of shoes,
but I cannot recollect when that was I have had .
no shoes Or stockings on tlusoNitster.1 have '
never been allowed to go out of the room
where thetonnollys were, except.in the night
time, aa then only in the yard. I have never.
had on a particle.of flannel My bed atIdglat
has been only a piece of ealet stretched on the
floor underneath a window, and I sleepieniL
little under-garments, with a quilt over me. I
am never allowed to play with any children, ce
to have any company whatever. Mamma (Mrs.
Connolly) has been in tbe,habit of whipping
and beating meahnost every day. She teed to
whip me with a twisted whip =a raw bide.
The whip always eft a black and blue mark .
on my body. I have now the black and blue,
marks on my head which were made by 1
mamma, and also a cut on the left side of my ,.
forehead which was made by a pair of scheme
(Scissors produced in court) She attack one
with the scissors and tut me; I have no recol-
lection of ever having been kissed by any one
have never been kissed' by mamma. I have
never been taken on my mamma's lap and
caressed or petted. I never dared to speak to
anybody, because if I did I week,' get whipped.
I have never had, to my recollection, illy more
clothing than I have at present a calico dress
and skirt. I. have seen stockings and other
clothes in our room, but was not allowed to

, put them on. Wheneyer mamma went out I was
locked up in the bedroom. I do not know for
what I was whipped mamma never said
anything to me when she Whipped me. Igo
not want to go back to live with mamma, be-
cause she beats me so. I have no recollection
of ever being on the street In my life. .

a.

-1
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M this point of the investigation, and ad-
journment war taken until 10 O'clock a.M., to-
day.

In addition to the foregoing esthete%
Messrs. Gerty,and Ambrose Mood, counsel
on behalf .01 the application, stated in court
that further evidence would be produced 'cot-
roborating the statement of the child as to the
cruelty' and neglect which she has sustained:.
abd.sis to the mysterious visits of parties to
the house of the Connollys, which, taken to-

, gether with the- intelligent and rather refused
Appearance of the child, tends to the conclu-
sion that she is the child of parents of some
prominence le society, who, for some reason
hare abandoned her to her present undeserved
fate. r --

Before adjournment, the child was removed
into the ledge's printeidoen, where. apart
from ail parties, to the proeeeangs, she coo.
roborated before Judge Lawrence her state-
ment as herein given. Counsel on behalf of Mr.
Bergh, in his statement to the court, desired it
to be clearly understood that the lances action
in the case has been prompted.by his !gangs
and duty as a humane citizen; that in no sense
has he acted in his official capacity as President

' of the Society for Preveetion of Cruelty to I
Animals, but is none the less, determined to
avail himself of such means as the laws place
within his power. to prevent the too frequent
tzeetties practiced on children.

In ordering the, adjournment, Judge Law-
rence said be would direct a subpoena to is-
sue for the woman who has the child in charge,
as, be said le had no doubt she could disclose

the names of one or both of the chat:parents,
and he desired in be Wormed en that point

' before making a final disposition of the child's

*,

2. How Mrs. Conn oily obtained Men-
nen Wilson

New YdrIctInter, April 1 1, 1824.

TIMMS:DM or Hemmen
Continuation of the Proceedings Instituted
by Mr. Bergh, on Behalf of the Child,

Mary Ellen Wilson

Proceedings in the cue c$ Mary Ellen Wil-'
Yon, the little girl of eight years, charged to
have been cruelly treated by Francisand Mary
Connally, of No., 315 Wert Forty-lest _street,
an accotint of which appeared in The Tiines of I
yesterday, were continued, yesterday, beforo1
Judge Lawrence, in Supreme Coon, Chambers..
Quite a number of persons, Including several!,
ladies, Were denoted to the court by the public-
ity which hid been Oho to the proceedings had is
On the Or/ion day, are of them modernly ,
deeply-sympathizing with-the little Neglected
waif, whose cause had be'en espoused by Mr,
Beret Ten o'clock in the morning, to which the
bearing had been adjourned, found the little
girl, Mr. Bergh and his counsel, Messrs. El-

.bridgeT. Gerry and Ambrose Mood, and Mrs.
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Connolly, the former custodun of the girl, all
present in court. The first witness put upon the
stand was Mn. Connolly, who tesefood as for
lows: ',was formerly married to Thomas Mc- ;
Cormack, and bad three children by him, all
of whom are dead. After Mr. McCormack's!
death I married Francis Connolly. Before my
fru husband died he bid told me he had three;
childretfby another woman, who *as alive, but
was a good-foroothinf I wan with McCor-;
mask to Mr. Kabob, and got out the child,;
Mary Eten, my husband signing 0; paper.

Here the papereferred to was produced,'
and which proved to be an 'Indenture" of the' .
child, Mary Ellen Wilson, aged one yeat
six months, to Thomas McCormack, butcher,
and his wife, Mary, in February, 1866, and
Whereby they undertook to report once a year;

en of derides and Correction. This Indenture
the condition of the child to the Commission -
en
was indorsed by Commis:weer Isaac Bell and,
Secretary Brown

Witness continued as follows: I know-tlus'
was eon of my husband's illegitimate childreed
He sawed this one. The mother's name, I

,supposellis Wilson, because Mr. Keilock, the
Superintendent, bad the name down. Mr. Ke1-1
lock asked no questions about my relation tol,
the child. I told him I wanted this child. My,
husband never told me where the woman Nil-
son lived. We got the child out on the 2d of
January, without any paper being served or
gay receipt for the child. This was the only
paper we signed, and it was not signed until
the 15th of February. Sometimes my husband
told me the mother of the child lived down
town. I learned from several people who knew
my husband that the woman is sell alive. I
could not tell who they were. They were labor:
ens who came from work with him and stopped
there drinking. I have no way of knowing if,
the woman is pill alive, cell she has any re
allies. f Bever received a cent for supporting
this child. At the lime I took the clulewe
were livica at No. 866 Third avenue, and my
husband said the mother left it there, and hd
would take it out until such time as she called
for it. I have instructed the child according
to the undertaking' In the indenture that
there n a God, and what it is to lie. I have.not
instructed her In the art-and mystery of house- }
keeping," because she is too young. She bad a
Cannel petticoat when she came to me, and I ;

gave her no others.
At this point the witness vet. somewhat ;

crated at Mr.,Geny, the examining counsel,
whom she assumed to be ignorant of the die. ;

Bailees of bringing s and governing children, I

and concluded her testimony by an admission
that on but two occasions had spe complied
wigs the conditions of the indenture requiring
her tycoon once a year to tbe Commission=
of cler' iiles.and Correction the condition of
thccluld.

New lie.* Timer, April 14,1874.

Mr. Geo. Keltock, Superintendent of Out-
door Poor, testified that a child named Mary
Ellen Wilson was indentured from the Depart-

.
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meat of Charities in 1866, being then eighteen
months old; that the records show the same to
have been left there on the 2Ist of May, 1864,
by a woman named Mary Score, giving her
address as No. 235 Mulberry street, and who
swore that until within three weeks of that
time she had received SE per month for the
child's support; had no means of knowing who
the child's parents were, and nothing was said
by either Mr. McCormack or his wife, Mrs.
Connolly, at the time, as to any relationship of
either of them to the child; the 58 per month
had been paid to Mary Score by thy parties
leaving the child with her, and it was when that
payment stopped that she brought the child to '

his office. Reference was demanded from Mr. '

and Mrs. McCormack when they took the child,
and they p* their family physician, Dr.
Laughlin or MeLaughliti, whose statement in
reference to them was deemed satisfactory, and

I` an order for the delivery of the child was given
accorclinglr, believes he can find Dr. Laughlin,
who lisatst In the vicinity of Twenty4hkd street
and Third avenue. During the past year about
500 children have passed through the depart-
ment, and witness has no recollection of this
one other than the records bf his office record.
At this point the further bearing was adjourned
to Thursday morning next, at 10 o'clock A.M.

3. Mrs. Connolly found guilty of felonious
assault

New York Times, April 22,1874.

MARY ELLEN' WILSON
Mrs. Connolly, the Guardia; 'Found
Guilty, and Sentenced One Year's Im-

prisomaeat at Hard Labor

Mars Connolly, the discovery of whose ha
human treatment of the little waif, Mary Ellen
Wilson, caused such exibement and indigna-
tion in the community, was placed on trial be-
fore Recorder Hackett yesterday, in the Court
of General Sessions. The prisoner, whose ap-
pearance is anything but prepossessing, sat im-
movable during the proceedings, -never Mtiag s

her eyes from the ground, except when the
child was first placed on the stand. Little Mary
Ellen, an interestinlooking child, was, neatly
dressed in the 'new clothes provided for her by
the humane ladies whii have taken an Interest i

In her, and has no much Improved since her
first appearance la the courts as to be scarcely
recognized as the cowering, halnaked child
rescued by Mr. Bergh's office*. The child was
brought into court in charge of Mrs. Webb, the
matron at Police Headquarters. Mr. Bergh' 1

occupied a sat beside District Attorney Rol-
Ens, and took an` aedve part In the proceed-
ings. There' were 'two indictments agatost the
prisoner, one for feloniously assaulting Mary
Ellen Wilson with a pair of scissors on the 7th
of April, and the other for a series of assaults
committed dutjapthe years 1873 and 1874.
The trial yesterday was on the Indictment
charging felonious assault.

The little child was put upon the stand, and
having been instructed by Recorder Hackett in
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the nature and responsibility of an oath, was
sworn. At first she answered the questions put
to her readily, but soon became frightened and
gave way to sobs and tears. She was soon reas-
sured, howevei, by the kind words of the Re-
corder and Distriet'Attorney Rollins, and in-
telligently detailed the story of her ill-treatment.

,The scar on her forehead when takeo from Mrs.
Connollys house, had been inflicted, she said,
by her "mamma" with a pair of scissors. Her
"mamma" as she called Mrs. Connolly, had
been ripping a quilt, which she held, and struck
her with the scissors because she did not lay,
how the quilt was held:'"fbe child stated that `1,4>--

'ale had been repeatedly beaten with a long
cane by her "mamma" without having done
anything wrong. The general cruelty and neg-
lect of Mrs. Connolly were also testified to by
tbe child, as has already been published in the
proceedings of the preliminary examinations.
Mrs. Webb, Matron at"Police Headquarters,
Detective McDougall, Alonzo S. Evans, of Mr.
Bergh's society, Mrs. Wheeler of Se. Lake's
Mission, Mrs. Bingham, from whom the pris-
oner rented apartments, Mrs, States, and

'on
Smith, testified to the bruises and filth

on the child's body when rescued from Mrs.
Connolly:, and to the Instances of ill-treatment
which had come to their knowledge. After an
able argument from District Attorney Rollins
and a charge of characteristics clearness from
the Recorder, the jury retired, and after twenty
minutes' deliberetion.-returned a verdict of
guilty of assault and battery. ".

Recorder Hackett, addressing the prisoner,
said that he had no doubt whatever of her
guilt. She had been accorded every opportunity
to prove her innocence, and the court was fully
satisfied that she had been guilty of gross and
wanton cruelty. life would have been satisfied
if the Day had found her guilty of the higher
offense charged. As a punishment to herself,
but more as a warning to others, he would .
Sentence her to the extreme penalty of the law
one year In the Penitentiary an hard labor.
The prisoner heard bee sentence without mov-
ing a muscle, and presefved the same. hard, ;
cruel expression of countenance displayed by
her during the trial, while being conveyed to I
tbe Tombs.

A brother of Mrs. Connolly says that the
child was legally adopted by the prisoner, who
has the legal proofs In her possession, and will
seek to gain the custody of the little one at the
expiration of her term of punishment.

4. Mary Ellen sent to an asylum

New York Times, Dec.27, 1875

LITTLE MARY ELLEN PtNALLY DISPOSED OP

In the matter 'of the child Mary Ellen Wil-
son, rescued from Mary Connolly, and whose
grandparents were alleged to be residing in
London, lodge Lawrence yesterday decided
that the relatives not having been found, 'the

child should be sent to "The Sheltering Anne"
.; It was the case of little Marypen which led

to the formation of the Society for the Prevent
lion of Cruelty to Guldren.
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Statement of Hon. Abraham J. Multer,
Congressional Record, May 7, l964

0

. Support for Hit 9652
,

EXTENSION or madams

HON. ABRAHANY3 MULTER-.
71IX soon OP REPiESENTATIVZS:'

Wednesday, May 6, 1964
Mr MOLTER .Mr. SPeaker, S coin

mend to the attention of our colleague4

here in Washington in leg
the following editorial of statics

islation to combat child abet. se.
On January 16, 110 I Introduced

9652 to provide far mandatory
- of Child abuse-cases-and- 1-

WALif. in urging that bearings be ached
uled hi the Loaroedlate future.

The editorial follows:

Congressman ?[Otto of New Torksind th
District Conutlssioners have presented Con -
gress with suggested legislation to combat
child shies.. Itt date no public hearings
have been scheduled. Congress should -a promptly hold hearings and espectlts pas.;
sago of corrective legislation.

Until medical reports on suspected abuse
eases Pa mandato/7r an accurst* count of
actual child abuse cases. Isimpcesible. jlow-
seer. reliable estimates indicate that 60 per-.
cent of the children who or/Airiest harm
mania: die from to abuse.
proposed legislation d require medi-a

as reports on all suspected child abuse cease,
Rant dragon legal Immunity and prescribe
punishment foeguilty persons.

Toe apparent high incidence of Infant neg-
lect end talatrestatent makes enactme0 of
legislation to curb child abuse An ths Dia.
out matter of utmost urgerial

4

a

4
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APPENDIX;

v-

Sample of Questionnaire sent to Pol Ce;ehiefs in major metropolitan cities
in the United States, .

ae -
:::r.:=2
s way on( v su.s., .

%

. Ajoit5e-of- 3cprc5clitatitir5
Connnittcc on going..

1/1asbinglon. 1:1 C. 20515
(ir) 30-113/1

a.

sswiner lee Brown .

Department of Public Safety
175 Decatur Street, S.C.
Atlanta, c :10303-

Dear Commissioner Br(n.n:.\
.

flay 13*, 1980

(.. C 013 o04.0 144011,

14 CY/.wary./ ...Ey., 4:4.
W.,/ :.N../ 4.../. t44 :/4. 4.4
LZT:i44:;:4L 0.44
V 4/.4.,44
4 t IMO

.1.04/ I.444 a
4.6. 44(

4.0/4,04 0/ 444444

44 .11( C4
/4444, /. PK/.watCr

Your assistance in a mailer of importance to the House Select Committee

on Aging would be appreciated.

Our Committee is currently ebnducting a. study on the subject of Elder

Abuse. l/e are trying to learn to what extent family members physically,
mentally om,financially abuse their elderly loved ones. Obviously, there
are endless incidents where the elderly have been abused by their children.

The purpose of this letter is to collect any recent examples of this
problem which ray have come to your attention and to ask your opinion whether
the problem is becoming increasingly serious and what might be done about it.

We are planning joint hearings with the Senate Aging Committee on this
subject and would appreciate having your insight as soon as possible: Will

yoePleiie take a few minutes to complete the questiOns below and return this
letter to me at 3269 House Annex No. 2, Washington, D.C. 20515.

We would be most grateful for your help.

With warm regards, and

Believe me,

Always sincerely,

e;
;

Claude Pepper
Chairman

I. Rave you and/or lour of ficers encountered situations where family members
have physically abused or grossly neglected their e,lderly relatives?

Aes 110
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-2-

2.
. .

1p your jurisdiction,, would you say this problem:
occurs often, or occurs nicely.

is wioespread,

- 3.. Would you say the incidence of ,this problem has increased over the lastfive years? .. Yes Ho

4. Can you -proui de.our Committee with examples of this kind of physical abuse?If so.,°.p.leate enclose files or sunr.aries of any case histories you may have.You need not identify the parties involved. Please delete or substitute14r. X, Mrs.), or Hiss Z for actual naves, if necessary.

Have you encountered -situations where family members have financiallyabused their el oerly loved ones? Yes Hoe

6. In your jurisdiction, would you say this problem:` is widespread,occurs often, or occurs rarely.

7. -Would you say the incidencexof this problem has increased over the lastfive years? Yes Ur
8. Can you provide our Committee with any examples oPfinancialatuse of theelderly? Again, you may delete names if necessary.

9. Can you suggest anyone else the Committee should contact who is knowledge-able on this issue?

Name

Address

City ~ State Zip

10. Would you be interested in testifying before the Committee? Yes Ho

Name Phone (

11. Ne welcome any additional comments you ray have:

"MARX YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTAIICE.

4

2G6

o
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APPENDIX VI

Sample of Questionnaire sent to Staff of the Visiting Nurses Association'Of,._
the District of Columbia and Maryland relating to Abuse of the Elderly

OLAWKOV*VSLMA011...4.1.
..:177=17.4ti
m.d.ftww,uku,

rm. nr.n.

...a

W 004.ffnump.IGN.0

M 40AUWW.
lame.

10. .a.
M.O., FY,i WU.. II1vv..

TiOtla of eprcentafiten1
Snlett Committee on gin

iflostinotoo. 20515

csuon.cs
IWO(

dia
yam:.,e .1.
(..74172';<...

C a-eAss CV. O...
600:.11V

eme
O..

Iv,
0:0

WM,..1144.
WO.

<ALI,:
October 17, 1080

iMtTigcg4DFTIaG l ASSOCIATION OFNURSES

YAM.. 1.10.10. WI,

4 .1.L w
gay Ir.eWY I 144

....
V*114 70.10I r., isemen` re

E. y

Dear Friends:

You will be interested to learn that the House Select.
Committee on Aging is in the process of conducting a survey
of all staff of the Visting Nurses Association of the District
of Columbia and Maryland to gain a better understanding of
your activities with respect to protecting victims of domestic
violence. Our specific interest is with elder abuse -- abuse
of the elderly by their children, other relatives or caretakers.

There'has been a great deal of publicity on'this subject
in recent months including jointilearings by the House and
Senate Committees on Aging. The purpose Of this letter and
the enc)osed questionnaire is to learn from your experience.
We welcome any suggestions you would care to make. As you.will
see, we are interested in what authority you now have to inter-
vene when incidents of elder abuse.come to your attention and-
the number of such cases which you encounter. Most importantly,
we look forward to receiving from you case histories which have
come To your personal attention during your service with the Visiting
'Nurses ASsocfation.

We hope'you will tyke the time to respond,to this inquiry
which we regIrd as a priority issue. We have been advised that
Ms. Dorothy'Nelson, Director of the Visiting Nurses Association
for the District of Columbia and Maryland, and Mrs. Libby Gitteastein,
Mental Health Consultant, will be assisting the Committee in this effort.

We are most grateful for yourassistance in this important
matter. If you have any questions please contact Ms. Kathy Gardner
of the Committee staff.at (202)225-8077.

With warm regards, and

Very sincerely,

RIrmath/C
LAUDE P PPER MAR ROSE OAKRR
Chairman, House Se ect Committee Member, House Select Committee,,,

on Aging

tP:tg
.
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V

QUESTIONNAIRE TO ALL STAFF OF IHEnlEITING RURSfksASSOCIATION
Of THE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND MARY RELATINGefirlag E 0r Ii

There has been a great dea putlicity in recent months regarding
,..thi-financial, psychological, and 'physical-abuse encountered by older
Americans at the hands of their loved ores -- sons, daughters, relatives

',and caretakers. Some States have responded to-this problem by establishing
'special units within existing departments to respond to complaints of
elder abuse. Other States have expanded the coverage of existing adult
protective services to include the elderly as in need of services. She
purpose of this questionnaire is to gain a better understanding of your
personal experiences with respect to protecting victims of elder abuse.

4
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

.1. Are you employed with tie Visiting Nurses
Assocation as a:

Visiting Nurse
Physical Therapist -
Social Worker
Home Uealth Aide
Other (Please Explain)

I 4'

-2. Now long have you been employed biZhe Visiting Nurset AssOciation?

0 - 6 months
7 months - 1 year
1 year r_2 year.
2 years or more

ABUSES

1. How-many patients, did you visit in 1980?
In 1979?

2. Approlimately how many -of these patients were over the age of 60in 1980? In 1979? .

.

3. Approximately many of, the patients over age 60 that you served had
been abused? In 1980? In 1979?

_4. Experts-have indicated that many elderly_persons
(over the age st 60)

are abused by their children, relatives
or caretakers in obvious as

well as in subtle ways. The following section of this questionnaire
is to ask if you have ever encountered

any of the.following abuses:
-

A. Physical4buse - This includes deliberate acts leading
to injury.of theolder person, such as beating, with-
holding medication, food and personal care necessary
for their well-being. Thisealso includes *neglect;
such as the excessive use of sleeping medication or
alcohol to make the older person who needs constant
watching, etc.

.
.

8. Psychological Abuse -"This includes verbal assault
and threats, provoking fear and,isolation. This
type of abuse usually preceeds physical abuse. -It
may involve the threat of unnecessary nursing home
placement or various other qistreatments.

-Yes No

C. Material or Financial Abuse - Includes the theft., .

.of money or personal property.
The app6intment of a ,

conservEtor'or guardian who does not handle an older'
peOson'sestate in their best ihtereit. " L__yes No

.

D.' Violation of Rights - This includes being forced out
ofpnes dwelling or being forced into another setting

' agaThs't the older persohq will.
No

E. Other - Explain:

268
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5. In your estimation, of the elder abuse you encountered this year,

how many involved:

Physical Abuse %

Psychological Abuse S
Financial Abuse %

Violation of Rights S
Other S Explain:.

. ,

6. 'What percentage of the elder abuse-cases that came to your attention

. were substantiated? S Unsubstantiated? S

. Inconclusive evidence? %.

7. Would you say the incidence of elder abuse is increasing?
No.

8. What percentage of elder Abuse is perpetrated by relatives? - %

In cases where family members or relatives commit such abuse, what
percent of than would you guess are etrated by each of the
following:

Husband S

Wire %

Son .

Daughter
Daughter-in-law,
Son in -law 5
Grandson - S.

Granddaughter . %

Other relatives (Specify) S

9. What percentage of elder abuse is perpetrated by.caretakers unrelated
to the abused? , S

is,...._

In cases where c4akers unrelated to the victim commit such abuse,'
what percentuof than muldyou guess are perpetrate) by each of the
following:

' Unrelated c nservator/guardian S'
Iive-in car taker

eiOth Er (Sp fy) r

10. In your opinion, what were the underlying causes which resulted in .
abuse of the elderly?

Abusive behavior is a response to stress
Abusive behavior is a form of revenge

(abuser was abused as a child)
Abusive behaVior is a response to lack of community

services S ,

Abusive behavior is a response.to alcoholic problems
Abusive behavior is a response to psychological problems
Other (Specify) %

INTERVENTIONS

'1. flow would you go about reporting abuse?

2. When en incident of elder abuse is encountered, what types of action

are.most frequently utilized:

Never Rarely Frequently Always

'Notification of Police

Relocation (either temporarily
or permanently) of abused or
abuser from place where abuse
took place

'1 t'
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Meyer Rarely Frequently Always
Counselling with those
involved

Linking those involved with
needed services such as:

1

a Medical
b Housing

___..s. ....

c Financial
d Legal
e) Other social

services

4---..... 0Other (Specify) , ,... ,

r ''.',
3. What is the most effective means o nte:we tion, in your-opinion?

4. Does your association have written instructions or procedures con,
cerning intervention?

5. What barriers make itjlifficuit for your to prOvide assistance to
victims of suspected or substantiated abuse?

'6. What must be done to make 'it possible for you. to provide assistance to
victims of suspected or substantiated abute?

7. To what extent is 'the general 'cublic.aware of the-problem of elder
abuse and the work of the 'Jsiting nurses association in thit regard?

- Very Aware Moderately Aware Unaware.

- STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATION

1. Based on your experience, to what extent are the needs of the elderly
met through existing state laws or regulations?

.
' ,..'.

Not at all
Occastionally

.
Frequently
Alway's

Bo not know

I
-
1Y 4

.

%
%

...--a---.

2. Would you favor Federal legislation to establish model mandatory'
reporting reqidraepts for elder abuse to be adopted by the States]

Yes KO, If yes, Who should be required to report?

3. Enclosed is a copy of our bill, H.R. 2551, "Preventiom. Identification,
and Treatment of Adult Abuse Act of 1980," and a statement summarizing
its provisions. Would you support the passa9e of this measure?

Yei No - Undecided.

REQUEST FOR'FURTNER INFORMATION

A
1. Will you please provide the Caniittee with typical case histories

of elder abusd which have coicto your attention? Please feel free
to delete names of individdals or Osit4n§.nurse,employees,if-
you so desire.

270
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APPENDIX VII

Directory of State Offices Retponsible for Adult Protective Services':

. MAHAN%
State Department of Pensions

and Security
Bureau of Adult Services
64 North Minn Street
Montgomery, Alabana 36130

/LIAM ,
WaTion of q.-4.1 Services
Department of Health and Social

Services, Pouch H-05
Juneau, Alaska 99811

ARIECKA
Aging and Adult Administration

. 1400 West Washington
Phoenix, Arizona (85007

APICANSAS
Protective Services

Donaghey Building, Rm. 1428
Little Pock, ArkanSas`72201

CALIFCHNIA
Department of Social Services
Adult PRXECTIVE Supportive

Services Bureau
74' P Streets% N,S. 5-141
Sacramento, California 95814

COLOPAID
Colorado State Department of

Social Services
AdulePrograms

I 1575 Sherman
Denver, Colorado 80203

CCNNECTICUT
State of Connecticut
Department on Aging
90 Washington Street
Hartford, Conrecticut

,DEXAYLVE
Department of Health and

Social Services
New Castle, Delaware 19720

DISTRICT CF COLIZOIA
Protectivh Services for Adults
Roan 613
122 C Street, N. W.

1,Washington, D. C. 20001

PURIM
Aging and Malt Services.Progran

Office 4
1317 Wined Blvd.
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 .

L
GEORGIA ,
Division of Family and Children's

Services
Social Services Section
618 Ponce de Lein Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30308-

e

2-7 '

HAPgat
Social Servicep Intake Unit
1149 Bethel Meet, Room 400
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

IDAHO
State of Idaho
Division of Welfare
Statehouse
Boise, Idaho 83720

ILLINOIS
State Agency on Aging
421 E. Capitol' Averse
Springfield, Ill. 62706

IMMANA
Oarrnission on Aging and Aged
Graphic Arts Building
215 Northt§erate Avente
Drlianaports, Indiana 4620Z

/MA
Toau of Adult Services
fkover State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa

MESAS
M21 Services Section
State Department of Social Services
Biddle Building, 1st Floor
2700 West 6th
lbpeka, Manses 66606

Depat for literan"Resouroas
Division for Aging Services
Alternate Care Branch
275 E. Maine Street, 6th Floor W.
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

LOUISIANA
Division of Evaluation erieSeavices
P.O. Dos 3328
Baton Noun*, Louisiana 70821

PAINE
Adult Protective Services
Depart:writ of ituren Services Bureau

of Resources Development, static!? 11
State Abuse
AugtstaMedne 04333

MAR/LAND
Matersocial Services administration
Meat Protective Services
11Soutti.Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21212

wssikltusgrrs
Depart

]t

of of Social Services
Ilth F 4r
150 Causeway Street
Boston, Massachtsetts 02114



IICHICAN
Office of Adult and Family
Community Services

Adult Protective Services Diyision
300 South Capitol AvedUe
P.O. Box 30037, Suite 707
Ommrerce Center Building

Lansing, Michigan 48910

tsoMinnesota
Department of Public Welfare
Centemial Office Building

St. Paulo Minnesota 551 55

MISSISSIPPI

DTpartmentof Public Welfare
Jackson, Mississippi

MISSOURI

Missouri Division of Aging
P.O. Box 570

Broadway Office Building

Jefferson Caty, Missouri 65102

MONTANA

of Social :mnd Rehabilitative
ces

Social Services Division
Box 4210

Helena, Mentana 59601

269

NORIHDA1171%
County Social Service Etoddsiif

CNA.

JEFFeal'of Adult Services '

,.Ohio Department of Pdolic Welfare
30 East Broad Street
Coln:btu', Chio 43215

010AMMA
Department of Hunan Services

Division of Services to,AdultSand Felines
i P.O. Box 25352

Oklahoma city, Oklahoma 73125

NEBRASIG4

' Division of Social Services
Adult Service Unit

Nebraska Department of Public
Welfare

Lincoln, Nebraska 68509

NEVADA

NeM7W State Welfare Division
251 Jeanell Drive

Carson City, Nevada 89710

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Division of Welfare
Bureau of Adult Services
Haven Drive
concord, Nev Hampshire

MT MEET
Dept. of Arlan Services
Div. of Youth and Family Services
Trenton, Ned Jersey 08625

NEW raltaco

Field Services Bureau
SoCial Services Division
Hanan Services Department
P.O. Box 2348
Santa Fel' Ned Mecioo 87503

Ne.fitai State Dept. of Social
Services

Aging Services Section
40 hbrth Pearl St.

Albany, New York 12243

NDPTH CAROLINA

hbrth Canplina DiVision of Social
Services

325 North. Salistury Street

Raleigh, North Caroline 27611

OREGCN
Adult and Fanny Services
pepertment of Hunan Resources
400 Publis Services Building
Salem; Oregon

PENNSTLVANIA . r.
Department of TelieWelfare
Roan 533

Health and Welfare Building"

.Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

cc
RHOLEISLAND
Family and Adult Services
600 New.londan Avenue
Cranston, gmode Island 02320

Plog-P_PiTADJ±Pl.
KEITTeiTiRiE Division
Adult Protective Services Unit
Stat4 Department of Social Services
Box 1520

O,ltmbia, South Carolina 29202

susrH DANDTA
Office of Adiat Services

Kneip Building, Illinois Street'
Pierre, South Dakota 57501

to
TENNESSEE ,

Tennessee Department of HUman
Division of Social Services
Protective Services for Adults

.

111-19 7th Averue North ,
.

Nashville,: Tennessee 37203

bsrriete Care for Aged and Disabled
Adults [Vision

Texas Department of itrnmn Resources
P.O. Box 2960 ,

Austin, .Tows 78769

UTAH

gale Division of Aging
150 West Worth Temple #326
P.O. Box 2500

Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

VERMONT
Department of Heald:
60 Mmin Street
Burlirribon, Vermont 0 5401

VIRGINIA

Virginia State Department ca Welfare
8007 Discovery Drive

Riftcmd, Virginia 23288

a.
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wik9ErturoN
Bureau of Aging

033-43i
Olyrnpia, -Washingtori 9.8504

WEST VIRGINIA
All Welfare Department Aria Offices

WISCONSIN
Adult.Servicd Units in 72 counties

WYCMING
Wyoming DppartMent of Health and

'Social Services
Division of Public Assigtance and

Social Services
Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, Wyoming
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